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ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to a novel human gene that is differentially 

5 expressed in human carcinoma. More specifically, the present invention relates to a 

polynucleotide encoding a novel human polypeptide named C35 that is 

overexpressed in human breast and bladder carcinoma. This invention also relates to 

C35 polypeptide, in particular C35 peptide epitopes and C35 peptide epitope analogs, 

as well as vectors, host cells, antibodies directed to C35 polypeptides, and the 

10 recombinant methods for producing the same. The present invention further relates to 

diagnostic methods for detecting carcinomas, including human breast carcinomas.  

The present invention further relates to the formulation and use of the C35 gene and 

polypeptides, in particular C35 peptide epitopes and C35 peptide epitope analogs, in 

immunogenic compositions or vaccines, to induce antibody or cell-mediated 

15 immunity against target cells, such as tumor cells, that express the C35 gene. The 

invention further relates to screen methods for identifying agonists and antagonists of 

C35 activity.  
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Clone C35 

DNA Coding Sequence 

gcc gcg ATG AGC GGG GAG CCG GGG CAG ACG TCC GTA 

GCG CCC CCT CCC GAG GAG GTC GAG CCG GGC AGT 

GGG GTC cCG ATC GTG GTG GAG TAC TGT GAA CCC 

TGC GGC TTC GAG GCG ACC TAC CTG GAG CTG GCC 

AGT GCT GTG AAG GAG CAG TAT CCG GGC ATC GAG 

ATC GAG TCG CGC CTC GGG GGC ACA GGT GC T 

GAG ATA GAG ATA MT GGA CAG CTG GTG TTC TCC 

AAG CTG GAG AAT GGG GGC TT CCC TAT GAG AAA 

GAT CTC ATT GAG GCC ATC CGA AGA GCC AGT MT 

GGA GAA ACC CTA GAA AAG ATC ACC AAC AGC CGT 

CCT CCC TGC GTC ATC CTG TGA 

FIG.1A 

Protein Sequence 

MSGEPGQTSVAPPPEEVEPGSGVRVVEYCEPCGFEATYLEL 
ASAVKEQYPGIEIESRLGGTGAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPY 
EKDLI EAIRRASNGETLEK1TNSRPPCVIL* 

.FIG.1B
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GENE DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED IN BREAST AND BLADDER 
CANCER AND ENCODED POLYPEPTIDES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

[00011 The present invention relates to a novel human gene that is differentially 

expressed in human breast and bladder carcinoma. More specifically, the present 

invention relates to a polynucleotide encoding a novelhuman polypeptide named 

C35. This invention also relates to C35 polypeptides as well as vectors, host 

cells, antibodies directed to C35 polypeptides, and the recombinant methods for 

producing the same. The present invention further relates to diagnostic methods 

for detecting carcinomas, including human breast and bladder carcinomas.. The 

present invention further relates to the formulation and use of the C35 gene and 

polypeptides in immunogenic compositions or vaccines, to induce antibody and 

cell-mediated immunity against target cells, such as tumor cells, that express the 

C35 gene. The invention further relates to screening methods for identifying 

agonists and antagonists of C35 activity.  

Background Art 

[00021 Cancer afflicts approximately 1.2 million people in the United States each 

year. About 50% of these cancers are curable with surgery, radiation therapy, and 

chemotherapy. Despite significant technical advances in these three types of 

treatments, each year more than 500,000 people will;die of cancer in the United 

States alone. (Jaffee, E. M., Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 886:67-72 (1999)). Because 

most recurrences are at distant sites such as the liver, brain, bone, and lung, there 

is an urgent need for improved systemic therapies.  

[00031 The goal of cancer treatment is to develop modalities that specifically 

target tumor cells, thereby avoiding unnecessary side effects to normal tissue.  

Immunotherapy has the potential to provide an alternative systemic treatment for
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most types of cancer. The advantage of immunotherapy over radiation and 

chemotherapy is that it can act specifically against the tumor without causing 

normal tissue damage. One form of immunotherapy, vaccines, is particularly 

attractive because they can also provide for active immunization, which allows 

for amplification of the immune response. In addition; vaccines can generate a 

memory immune response.  

[00041 The possibility that altered features of a tumor cell are recognized by the 

immune system as non-self and may induce protective immunity is the basis for 

attempts to develop cancer vaccines. Whether or not this is a viable strategy 

depends on how the features of a transformed cell are altered. Appreciation of the 

central role of mutation in tumor transformation gave rise to the hypothesis that 

tumor antigens arise as a result of random mutation in genetically unstable cells.  

Although random mutations might prove immunogenic, it would be predicted that 

these would induce specific immunity unique for each tumor. This would be 

unfavorable for development of broadly effective tumor vaccines. An alternate 

hypothesis, however, is that a tumor antigen may arise as a result of systematic 

and reproducible tissue specific gene deregulation that is associated with the 

transformation process. This could give rise to qualitatively or quantitatively 

different expression of shared antigens in certain types of tumors that might be 

suitable targets for immunotherapy. Early results, demonstrating that the 

immunogenicity of some experimental tumors could be traced to random 

mutations (De Plaen, et al., Proc. Nat!. Acad Sci. USA 85: 2274-2278 (1988); 

Srivastava, & Old, Immunol. Today 9:78 (1989)), clearly supported the first 

hypothesis. There is, however, no a priori reason why random mutation and 

systematic gene deregulation could not both give rise to new immunogenic 

expression in tumors. Indeed, more recent studies in both experimental tumors 

(Sahasrabudhe et al., J. Immunol. 151:6202-6310 (1993); Torigoe et al., J 

Immunol. 147:3251 (1991)) and human melanoma (van Der Bruggen et a!., 

Science 254:1643-1647(1991); Brichard etaL., J. Exp. Med. 178:489-495 (1993); 

Kawakami et aL, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91:351643519 (1994); Boel et al.,
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Immunity 2:167-175 (1995); Van den Eynde et al., J. Exap. Med. 182: 689-698 

(1995)) have clearly demonstrated expression of shared tumor antigens encoded 

by deregulated normal genes. The identification of MAGE-1 and other antigens 

common to different human melanoma holds great promise for the future 

development of multiple tumor vaccines.  

[0005] In spite ofthe progress in melanoma, very few shared antigens recognized 

by cytotoxic T cells have not been described for other human tumors. The major 

challenge is technological. The most widespread andito date most successful 

approach to identify immunogenic molecules uniquely expressed in tumor cells 

is to screen a cDNA library with tumor-specific CTLs (cytotoxic T lymphocytes).  

Application of this strategy has led to identification of several gene families 

expressed predominantly in human melanoma. Two major limitations of this 

approach, however, are that (1) screening requires labor intensive transfection of 

numerous small pools of recombinant DNA into separate target populations, 

which themselves often need to be modified to express one or more MHC 

molecules required for antigen presentation, in order to assay T cell stimulation 

by a minor component of some pool; and (2) with the possible exception of renal 

cell carcinoma, tumor-specific CTLs have been veryidifficult to isolate from 

either tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) or PBL of patients with other types 

of tumors, especially the epithelial cell carcinomas that comprise greater than 

80% ofhuman tumors. It appears that there may be tissue specific properties that 

result in tumor-specific CTLs being sequestered in melanoma.  

[0006] Direct immunization with tumor-specific gene products maybe essential 

to elicit an immune response against some shared tumor antigens. It has been 

argued that, if a tumor expressed strong antigens, it should have been eradicated 

prior to clinical manifestation. Perhaps then, tumors express only weak antigens.  

Immunologists have long been interested in the issue of what makes an antigen 

weak or strong. There have been two major hypotheses. Weak antigens may be 

poorly processed and fail to be presented effectively to T cells. Alternatively, the 

number of T cells in the organism with appropriate specificity might be



inadequate for a vigorous response (a so-called '%hole in the repertoire").  

Elucidation of the complex cellular process whereby antigenic peptides associate 

with MHC molecules for transport to the cell surface and presentation to T cells 

has been one of the triumphs of modern immunology. These experiments have 

clearly established that failure of presentation due; to processing defects or 

competition from other peptides could render a particular peptide less 

immunogenic. In contrast, it has, for technical reasons, been more difficult to 

establish that the frequency of clonal representation in the T cell repertoire is an 

important mechanism of low responsiveness. Recent studies demonstrating that 

the relationship between immunodominant and cryptic peptides of a protein 

antigen change in T cell receptor transgenic mice suggest, however, that the 

relative frequency ofpeptide-specific T cells can, indeed, be a determining factor 

in whether a particular peptide is cryptic or dominant in a T cell response. This 

has encouraging implications for development of vaccines. With present day 

methods, it would be a complex and difficult undertaking to modify the way in 

which antigenic peptides of a tumor are processed and presented to T cells. The 

relative frequency of a specific T cell population can, however, be directly and 

effectively increased by prior vaccination. This could, therefore, be the key 

manipulation required to render an otherwise cryptic response immunoprotective.  

These considerations of cryptic or sub-dominant antigens have special relevance 

in relation to possible immune evasion by tumors through tolerance induction.  

Evidence has been presented to suggest that tumor-specific T cells in the tumor

bearing host are anergic, possibly as a result of antigen presentation on non

professional APC (Morgan, D.J. et al., J. Immunol. 163:723-27 (1999); 

Sotomayor, E.M. et al., Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 96:11476-81 (1999); Lee, 

P.P. et al., Nature Medicine 5:677-85 (1999)). Prior tolerization of T cells 

specific for immunodominant antigens of a tumor may,;therefore, account for the 

difficulty in developing successful strategies for immunotherapy ofcancer. These 

observations suggest that T cells specific for immunodominant tumor antigens are 

less likely to be effective for immunotherapy of established tumors because they
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are most likely to have been tolerized. It may, therefore, be that T cells specific 

for sub-dominant antigens or T cells that are initiallypresent at a lower frequency 

would prove more effective because they have escapedithe tolerizing influence 

of a growing tumor.  

[0007] Another major concern for the development of broadly effective human 

vaccines is the extreme polymorphism of HLA class I molecules. Class I 

MHC:cellularpeptide complexes are the target antigens for specific CD8+ CTLs.  

The cellular peptides, derived by degradation of endogenously synthesized 

proteins, are translocated into a pre-Golgi compartmentlwhere they bind to class 

IMHC molecules for transport to the cell surface. The CD8 molecule contributes 

to the avidity of the interaction between T cell and target by binding to the a3 

domain of the class I heavy chain. Since all endogenous proteins turn over, 

peptides derived from any cytoplasmic or nuclear protein may bind to an MHC 

molecule and be transported for presentation at the cell surface. This allows T 

cells to survey a much larger representation of cellular proteins than antibodies 

which are restricted to recognize conformational determinants of only those 

proteins that are either secreted or integrated at the cell membrane.  

[00081 The T cell receptor antigen binding site interacts with determinants of 

both the peptide and the surrounding MHC. T cell specificity must, therefore, be 

defined in terms of an MHC-peptide complex. The specificity of peptide binding 

to MHC molecules is very broad and of relatively low affinity in comparison to 

the antigen binding sites of specific antibodies. Class I-bound peptides are 

generally 8-10 residues in length and accommodate amino acid side chains of 

restricted diversity at certain key positions that match pockets in the MHC 

peptide binding site. These key features ofpeptides thatIbind to a particular MHC 

molecule constitute a peptide binding motif.  

[00091 Hence, there exists a need for methods to fhilitate the induction and 

isolation of T cells specific for human tumors, cancers and infected cells and for 

methods to efficiently select the genes that encode the major target antigens 

recognized by these T cells in the proper MHC-context.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[00101 The present invention relates to a novel polynucleotide, C35, that is 

differentially expressed in human breast and bladder, carcinoma, and to the 

encoded polypeptide of C35. Moreover, the present invention relates to vectors, 

host cells, antibodies, and recombinant methods for producing C35 polypeptides 

and polynucleotides. The present invention further relates to the formulation and 

use of C35 polypeptides, in particular C35 peptide epitopes and C35 peptide 

epitope analogs, and polynucleotides in immunogenicicompositions to induce 

antibodies and cell-mediated immunity against targeticells, such as tumor cells, 

that express the C35 gene products. Also provided are diagnostic methods for 

detecting disorders relating to the C35 genes and polypeptides, including use as 

a prognostic marker for carcinomas, such as human breast carcinoma, and 

therapeutic methods for treating such disorders. The invention further relates to 

screening methods for identifying binding partners of C35.  

[00111 Thus, in one embodiment, the invention relates to an isolated polypeptide 

comprising a peptide comprising two or more C35 peptide epitopes, wherein said 

peptide is selected from the group consisting of: amino acids T101 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99:to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to V113 of SEQLID NO:2, P84 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

F65 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and wherein 

said isolated polypeptide is not SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ]ID NO: 153, SEQ ID NO: 

155, or amino acids E100 to R109 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

[00121 In another embodiment, the invention relates to an isolated polypeptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is selected from the group consisting of: for the peptide epitope 

G22 to C30 of SEQ I) NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analogs with either alanine or 

glycine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide 

epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, theianalogs with either alanine
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or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue and/or the 

ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID) NO: 2 

and FIG. 1B, the analog with valine substituted for tyrosine at the ninth amino 

acid residue; for the peptide epitope K104 to C1 12 of SEQ ID NO:2 andFIG. 1B, 

the analogs with alanine, glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth 

amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope K104 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. lB, the analogs with alanine, serine, glycine op leucine substituted for 

cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptideiepitope 1105 to V1 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs with either leucine or methionine 

substituted for threonine at the second amino acid residue and/or alanine, serine 

or glycine substituted for cysteine at the eighth amino acid residue; and for the 

peptide epitope N107 to LI 15 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analog with 

either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue.  

100131 Preferably the isolated polypeptide of the invention is not more than 100 

amino acids in length, alternatively not more that 951 amino acids in length, 

alternatively not more than 90 amino acids in length, alternativelynot more than 

85 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 80 amino acids in length, 

alternatively not more than 75 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 

70 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 65 amino acids in length, 

alternatively not more than 60 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 

55 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 50 amino acids in length, 

alternatively not more than 45 amino acids in length, alternatively not more than 

40 amino acids in length, or alternatively not more than 35 amino acids in length.  

[00141 In another embodiment, the invention relates to a fusion protein 

comprising an isolated peptide comprising two or more C35 peptide epitopes, 

wherein said isolated peptide is selected from the group consisting of: amino 

acids T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to 

VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2,|D88 to VI13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to VI 131 df SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to 

VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ
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ID NO:2. Ina preferred embodiment, the fusion protein Is a homopolymer of said 

isolated peptide. In another preferred embodiment, the fusion protein is a 

heteropolymer of said isolated polypeptides. In yet another embodiment, the 

fusion protein is fused to a T helper peptide. In stillianother embodiment, the 

fusion protein is fused to a carrier. In another embodiment, the fusion protein is 

linked to a lipid.  

[00151 In another embodiment, the invention relates to an isolated polypeptide 

consisting oftwo or more C35 peptide epitopes, wherein said isolated polypeptide 

is selected from the group consisting of: amino acids iTl01 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to 

VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V113i af SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to 

VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, and wherein said 

isolated polypeptide is not SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ ID ND: 153, SEQ ID NO: 155, 

or amino acids E1OO to R109 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

[00161 In another embodiment, the invention relates ito an isolated polypeptide 

comprising a peptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog, wherein 

said peptide is selected from the group consisting of the analog of peptide T101 

to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or gtycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twelfth residue, the analog of peptidejElOO to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the thirteenth 

residue, the analog ofpeptide G99 to V 113 of SEQ ID ND:2 having either alanine 

or glycine substituted for cysteine at the fourteenth residue, the analog of peptide 

193 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twentieth residue, the analog of peptideiD88 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for!the cysteine at the twenty

fifth residue, the analog of peptide P84 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either 

alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-ninth residue, the 

analog of peptide K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the thirty-sixth residues the analog of peptide Q72
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to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-first residue, the analog of peptide F65 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the forty

eighth residue, and the analog of peptide L59 to V113 0f SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the fifty-fourth residue.  

[00171 In another embodiment, the invention relates to a fusion protein 

comprising apeptide comprising at least one C35 peptideepitope analog, wherein 

said peptide is selected from the group consisting of: forithe peptide epitope G22 

to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analogs with either alanine or glycine 

substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 

125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analogs with either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth aminot acid residue and/or the 

ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID NO: 2 

and FIG. IB, the analog with valine substituted for tyrosine at the ninth amino 

acid residue; for the peptide epitope K104 to C1 12 of SFQ ID NO:2 andFIG. 1B, 

the analogs with alanine, glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth 

amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope K104 to V 1113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB, the analogs with alanine, glycine, serine on leucine substituted for 

cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 1105 to V1 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs with either leucine, seine or methionine 

substituted for threonine at the second amino acid )rsidue and/or alanine or 

glycine substituted for cysteine at the eighth aminos Acid residue; and for the 

peptide epitope N107 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analog with 

either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the tixth amino acid residue, 

the analog of peptide T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twelfth residue, the analog of peptide 

E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for 

cysteine at the thirteenth residue, the analog of peptide G99 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the fourteenth 

residue, the analog of peptide 193 to VI 3 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine
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or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twentieth residue, the analog of 

peptide D88 to V 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted 

for the cysteine at the twenty-fifth residue, the analog ofipeptide P84 to V1 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

twenty-ninth residue, the analog of peptide K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the thirty-sixth residue, the 

analog ofpeptide Q72 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the forty-first residue, the analog of peptide F65 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glyqine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-eighth residue, and the analog of peptide L59 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

fifty-fourth residue. In a preferred embodiment, the fusion protein comprises a 

homopolymer of saidpeptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog.  

In another preferred embodiment, the fusion protein cormprises a heteropolymer 

of said peptide comprising at lesat one C35 peptide epitbpe analog.  

[0018] In another embodiment, the invention relates to a composition comprising 

an isolated polypeptide or fusion protein of the invention and a pharmaceutically 

acceptable carrier.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[00191 FIGS. 1A and 1B. FIG. 1A shows the DNA coding sequence (SEQ ID 

NO:1) of C35. The sequence immediately upstream 6fjthe predicted ATG start 

codon is shown in lower case and conforms to the expected features described by 

Kozak, M., J. Biol. Chem. 266(30):19867-19870 (1991). FIG. 1B shows the 

deduced amino acid sequence (SEQ ID NO:2) of C35.  

[00201 FIGS. 2A-2C. FIG. 2A: C35 is overexpressediin Breast tumor cell lines.  

Upper Panel: 300ng of poly-A RNA from 3 week oldlhuman thymus, normal 

breast epithelial cell line H16N2 from patient 21, and 4 breast tumor cell lines 

derived one year apart from primary or metastatic nodules of the same patient 21;
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21NT, 21PT 21MT1, and 21MT2, was resolved on a 10 agarose/formaldehyde 

gel and transferred to a GeneScreen membrane. Thisibdot was hybridized with 

a 'P labeled C35 probe. Hybridization was detected by exposing the blot to film 

for 15 hours. Lower Panel: To quantitate RNA loading, the same blot was 

stripped and re-hybridized with a "P labeled probe for Glyceraldehyde-3 

Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH). For each sample the C35 signal was 

normalized to the GAPDH signal. The numbers represent the fold expression of 

C35 in each sample relative to H16N2. FIG. 2B: C35iis expressed at low levels 

in normal tissues. A Blot containing 1 microgram of Ply-A RNA from each of 

the indicated adult normal tissues (Clontech) was hybridized with a 'P labeled 

C35 probe. Hybridization was detected by exposing theiblot to film for 15 hours 

(upper panel), or 96 hours (lower panel). FIG. 2C.: C35 is overexpressed in 

primary Breast tumors. A blot containing 2 micrograms of poly-A RNA from 3 

primary infiltrating ductal mammary carcinoma, T1, T2i T3 and 1 normal breast 

epithelium, N (Invitrogen) was hybridized with a 32P labeled C35 probe. To 

normalize loading a 31P labeled beta-Actin probe was included in the 

hybridization mix. Hybridization was detected by exposing the blot to film for 

6 hours. The numbers represent the fold expression lof C35 in each sample 

relative to normal breast epithelium.  

[0021] FIG. 3. Expression of C35 in Breast Tumor Cell Lines. C35 is 

overexpressed in different breast tumor cell lines. Upper Panel: 300ng ofpoly-A 

RNA from BT474 (ATCC HYB-20, mammary ducial carcinoma), SKBR3 

(ATCC HTB-30, mammary adenocarcinoma), T47D (ATCC HTB-133, 

mammary ductal carcinoma), normal breast epithelial cell line H16N2 from 

patient 21, and 21-NT breast tumor cell line derived from primary tumor nodule 

of the same patient 21 was resolved on a 1% agarose/formaldehyde gel and 

transferred to a GeneScreen membrane. This blot was hybridized with a "P 

labeled C35 probe. Hybridization was detected by exposing the blot to film for 

15 hours. Lower Panel: To quantitate RNA loading, the same blot was stripped 

and re-hybridized with a 'P labeled probe for beta-actin. For each sample the
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C35 signal was normalized to the actin signal. The numbers represent the fold 

expression of C35 in each sample relative to H16N2.  

[0022] FIGS. 4A-4C. Surface Expression of C35 Protein Detected by Flow 

Cytometry. 1 x 10W breast tumor cells were stained with 3.5 microliters of 

antiserum raised in BALB/c mice against Line 1 mouse tumor cells transduced 

with retrovirus encoding human C35 or control, pre-bledd BALB/c serum. After 

a 30 minute incubation, cells were washed twice with stining buffer (PAB) and 

incubated with FITC-goat anti-mouse IgG (1 ug/sample) for 30 minutes. Samples 

were washed and analyzed on an EPICS Elite flow cytometer. FIG. 4A: 21NT.  

FIG. 4B: SKBR3. FIG. 4C: MDA-MB-231. These three breast tumor lines 

were selected to represent tumor cells that express high, intermediate and low 

levels of C35 RNA on Northern blots (see FIG. 3). Abbreviations: rims, ns; 

normal mouse serum; C35; C35 immune serum.  

[0023] FIGS. 5A and 5B. CML Selected Recombinat!Vaccinia cDNA Clones 

Stimulate Tumor Specific CTL. FIG. 5A: CML Seleicted vaccinia clones were 

assayed for the ability, following infection of B/C.N, to stimulate tumor specific 

CTL to secrete interferon gamma. The amount of cytokine was measured by 

ELISA, and is represented as OD490 (14). An OD490 of 1.4 is approximately 

equal to 4 ng/ml of IFNg, and an OD490 of 0.65 isi approximately equal to 1 

ng/ml of IFNg. FIG. 5B: CML selected clones sensitize host cells to lysis by 

tumor specific CTL. Monolayers of B/C.N in wellsi of a 6 well plate were 

infected with moi=l of the indicated vaccinia virus clones. After 14 hours of 

infection the infected cells were harvested and along with the indicated control 

targets labeled with "Cr. Target cells were incubated with the indicated ratios of 

tumor specific Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes for 4 hourstat 37"C and percentage 

specific lysis was determined (15). This experiment was repeated at least three 

times with similar results.  

[00241 FIGS. 6A and 6B. The Tumor Antigen Is Encoded by a Ribosonal 

Protein L3 Gene. Sequence of H2.16 and rpL3 from amino acid position 45 to 

56. FIG. 6A: The amino acid (in single letter code) and nucleotide sequence of
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cDNA clone rpL3 (GenBank Accession no. Y00225). FIG. 6B: A single 

nucleotide substitution at C170T of the H2.16 tumor cDNA is the only sequence 

change relative to the published L3 ribosomal allele. This substitution results in 

a T541 amino acid substitution in the protein.  

[00251 FIGS. 7A and 7B. Identification of the PeptideiEpitope Recognized by 

the Tumor Specific CTL. FIG. 7A: CML assayto identify the peptide recognized 

by tumor specific CTL. Target cells were labeled withCr (15). During the "Cr 

incubation samples ofB/C.N cells were incubated with 11PM peptide L34,.5 (I54), 

100 pM L3,6(T54) or 100pM peptide L3,(I54). Target cells were incubated 

with the indicated ratios of tumor specific Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes for 4 hours 

at 37*C and percentage specific lysis was determined. This experiment was 

repeated at least three times with similar results. FIG. 7B: Titration of peptide 

L38 56 (154). Target cells were labeled with "Cr. During the "Cr incubation 

samples ofB/C.N cells were incubated either with no peptide addition (D) orwith 

the indicated concentrations (IpM, 1OnM, nM) ofL3 6 (I54) (U), BCA 39 cells 

were included as a positive control (A). Target cells were incubated with the 

indicated ratios of Tumor Specific Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes for 4 hours at 37*C 

and percentage specific lysis was determined. The experiment was repeated twice 

with similar results.  

[0026] FIGS. 8A to 8C. Analysis of U Expressed by Each Cell Line. FIG. 8A: 

Sau3AI map of published rpL3 and H2.16. Shown above is the Sau3AI 

restriction map for the published ribosomal protein L gene (Top), and for H2.16 

(Bottom). Digestion of cDNA for the published U sequence generates fragments 

of 200, 355,348,289, and 84bp. The pattern for H2.16 is identical except for an 

extra Sau3AI site at position 168 caused by the C170T. This results in a 168bp 

digestion product in place of the 200bp fragment. FIG. 8B: The BCA tumors 

express both L3 alleles. RT-PCR products generated from each cell line or from 

vH2.16 were generated using L3 specific primers anditlien digested with Sau3AI, 

and resolved on a 3% agarose gel for 2 hours at 80 volts. FIG. 8C: The 

Immunogenic U allele is expressed at greatly reducedilevels in B/C.N, BCB13,
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and Thymus. L3 specific RT-PCR products from each indicated sample were 

generated using a "P end labeled 5 prime PCR primer. No PCR product was 

observed when RNA for each sample was used as template for PCR without 

cDNA synthesis, indicating that no sample was contaminated with genomic 

DNA. The PCR products were gel purified to ensure purity, digested with 

Sau3AI, and resolved on a 3% agarose gel for 15 hours at 60 volts. No PCR 

product was observed in a control PCR sample that hadino template added to it.  

This result has been reproduced a total of 3 times.  

10027] FIGS. 9A to 9C. Immunization with iL3 is Immunoprotective. FIG. 9A: 

Immunization with H2.16 induces tumor specific CIL Balb/c mice (2/group) 

were immunized by subcutaneous injection with 5X10' pfu of vH2.16, or control 

vector v7.5/tk. Seven days later splenocytes were harvested and restimulated 

with peptide L34 -56(I54) (26). Five days following the econd restimulation the 

lymphocytes were tested in a chromium release assayias described in Figure 11.  

The L34, 56(I54) peptide was used at a I micromolar concentration, and the L34 

,(T54) peptide was used at a 100 micromolar concentration. Similar results were 

obtained when the immunization experiment was repeated. FIGS. 9B and 9C: 

Female Balb/cByJ mice were immunized as indicated (27). The mice were 

challenged by SC injection with 200,000 viable BCA 34 tumor cells into the 

abdominal wall. Data is from day 35 post challenge. These data are 

representative of 4 independent experiments.  

[00281 FIGS. I0A and 10B. FIG. 10A: C35 coding sequence with translation; 5' 

and 3' untranslated regions are shown in lowercase letters. The predicted 

prenylation site, CVIL, at the 3' terminus is boxed. FIG. 10B: Genomic 

alignment of C35 gene on chromosome 17.  

[00291 FIGS. 11A and 1 B. C35 Expression in Brea t Carcinoma. C35 was 

labeled with 32P in a random priming reaction and hybridized to Northern blots 

at 10' cpm/ml. Each blot was stripped and re-probed with GAPDH or Beta-actin 

tonormalize mRNA loads. The numbers indicate densitometryratios normalized 

against GAPDH/Beta-actin. A value of I has been assigned to normal cell line
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H1 6N2, and all values are relative to the level of expression in the normal cell 

line. FIG. 11 A: C35 expression in breast epithelial cell lines. FIG. I IB: C35 

expression in primary breast tissue/tumors. 300 ng mRNA was electrophoresed 

on 0.8% alkaline agarose gels, then blotted to Genescreen Plus, except leftmost 

panel of B loaded with 1 pg mRNA from 3 primary tumors and 1 normal tissue 

control (Real Tumor Blots, Invitrogen). Similar exposures are shown for all 

blots.  

[00301 FIG. 12. C35 Expression in Bladder Carcinoma. C35 was labeled with 

"P in a random priming reaction and hybridized to a Ndrthem blot of tumor and 

normal RNA at 106 cpm/ml. The blot was stripped and re-probed with Beta-actin 

to normalize mRNA loads. The numbers indicate densitometry ratios normalized 

against Beta-actin. Values are relative to the level of expression in the normal 

bladder samples. 300 ng mRNA was electrophoresed on 0.8% alkaline agarose 

gels, then blotted to Genescreen Plus.  

[00311 FIGS. 13A and 13B. FACS Analysis with Anti-C35 Antibodies. FIG.  

13A: Breast cell lines were stained with (top panel) sera from mice immunized 

with Line I cells infected with C35 recombinant retro'irus, and (bottom panel) 

2C3 purified monoclonal antibody or isotype control. FIG. 13B: Bladder cell 

lines stained with 2C3 purified monoclonal antibody!or isotype control.  

[0032] FIGS. 14A and 14B. Inhibition of Tumor Growth in Presence of 2C3 

Antibody. 21NT breast tumor cells (FIG. 14A) or H16N2 normal breast 

epithelial cells (FIG. 14B) were incubated with the indicated concentrations of 

2C3 anti-C35 monoclonal antibody or a non-specific isotype control antibody.  

Cell growth was measured by XTT assay followingi/2 hour incubation in the 

presence or absence of antibodies.  

[0033] FIGS. 15A and 15B. CTL stimulated with C35 expressing dendritic cells 

specifically lyse C35+ Breast (21NT) and Bladder (pp T1A3) tumor cell lines, 

with minimal activity against normal breast (MBC), immortalized non

tumorigenic breast (HI 6N2) and bladder (SV-HUC) cell lines, or anNK sensitive 

cell line (K562). FIG. 15A: T cell line 4 was generated from normal human
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PBL. FIG. 15B: T cell clone 10G3 was selected from line 4 for C35-specific 

activity. Target cell lines MEC, ppT 1A3 and SV-HUC are naturally HLA-A2 

positive. Target cell lines 21NT and H16N2 were transected with HLA-A2 to 

provide a required MHC restriction element.  

[0034] FIGS. 16A and 16B. Cytokine Release from! T Cell Clone 10G3 upon 

Stimulation with Targets. FIG. 16A: IFN-gamma secretion. FIG. 16B: TNF

alpha secretion. Breast and bladder target cell lines were distinguished by the 

presence or absence of expression of HLA-A2 and C36itumor antigen, an amino 

terminal 50 amino acid fragment of C35 (C35-50aa), ov the irrelevant mouse L3 

ribosomalprotein. Each marker was either endogenously expressed or introduced 

by transfection of an HLA-A2.1 construct (pSV2.A), or by infection with a 

vaccinia recombinant of C35 (vv.C35, vv.C35-50aa), L3 (vv.L3), or HLA-A2 

(vv.A2) 

[0035] FIGS. 17A and 17B. Effect of anti-CD40 ligand antibody (anti-CD154) 

in blocking the reactivity of murine T cells to specific transplantation antigens.  

DBA/2 (H-2d) mice were immunized with 107 C57B1/6 (H-2b) spleen cells 

intraperitoneally and, in addition, were injected with either saline or 0.5 mg 

monoclonal anti-CD40 ligand antibody (MR1, anti-CD 154,PhanmingenO9021D) 

administered both at the time of immunization and tio days later. On day 10 

following immunization, spleen cells from these mice were removed and 

stimulated in vitro with either C57B1/6 or control allogeneic C3H (H-2) spleen 

cells that had been irradiated (20 Gy). After 5 days of in vitro stimulation, 

C57B1/6 and C3H specific cytolytic responses were assayed at various 

effector:target ratios by "Cr release assay from specific labeled targets, in this 

case, either C3H or C57B1/6 dendritic cells pulsed iith syngeneic spleen cell 

lysates. Significant cytotoxicity was induced against the control C3H 

alloantigens in both saline and anti-CD154 treated dice (FIG. 17A) whereas a 

cytotoxic response to C57B 1/6 was induced in the saline treated mice but not the 

anti-CD 154 treated mice (FIG. 17B).
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[0036] FIG. 18. GM-CSF Production by Line 4 After Stimulation with Native 

2 1NT-A2 Tumor, H16N2-A2 Pulsed with Different C35 Peptides, or H16N2-A2 

Infected with C35 Recombinant Vaccinia Virus. T cell line 4 was generated by 

stimulating normal donor T cells for 12 days each withiautologous dendritic cells 

(DC) and then autologous monocytes infected with C35 recombinant 

vaccinia.virus. Weekly stimulation was continued with allo PBL and the 21NT 

tumor transfected with HLA-A2/Kb (21NT-A2). For the experiment depicted 

here, the T cells were restimulated in vitro at 106 T cells per well with 5 x 104 

irradiated (2500 rads) H16N2-A2/Kb pulsed with luEhal of C35 peptides 9-17, 

77-85, 104-112, or 105-113 and 10W irradiated allow PBL per well with IL2 

(20U/ml) and IL-7 (lOng/ml) in AIM-V/5% human AB serum. After two (2) 

rounds of stimulation for 7 days, T cells were tested for induction of GM-CSF 

secretion following incubation with different stimulators pulsed or not pulsed 

with lug/ml of peptide or infected with vvC35 or vvWT at MOI = 1. T cells 

(5000) were incubated with 25000 of the various stimulator cells overnight in 

AIM-V/5% human AB serum in triplicate.  

[00371 FIG. 19. C35-Specific ELISA of Hybridoma Supernatants. Results of a 

representative ELISA experiment involving hybridoma clones with demonstrated 

specificity for C35.  

[0038] FIG. 20. Western Blot with C35-Specific Antibodies. Western Blot 

Immunodetection was performed with supernatant Jfrom selected hybridoma 

clones. Antibodies from 4 hybridomas (1B3, 1F2, 3E10, 11B1O) reacted 

specifically with hC35 protein in this assay. Results for antibodies 1B3, 1F2, and 

3E10 are shown.  

[0039] FIG. 21. Immunohistochemistry with 1F2 Antibody. Monoclonal 

antibody 1F2 was shown to have utility for immunohlistochemical staining of 

primary breast tumor sections. This Figure demortrates that monoclonal 

antibody 1F2 can detect high levels of endogenous (35 expression in human 

breast tumors, with little or no staining of normal breast tissue. Specifically, this
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Figure shows strong staining ofa section ofinvasive breiast adenocarcinoma from 

patient 01A6, while normal breast tissue from the same patient is negative.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Definitions 

100401 The following definitions are provided to facilitate understanding of 

certain terms used throughout this specification.  

[0041] In the present invention, "isolated" refers to material removed from its 

native environment (e.g., the natural environment if it is naturally occurring), and 

thus is altered "by the hand of man" from its natural state. For example, an 

isolated polynucleotide could be part of a vector or a composition of matter, or 

could be contained within a cell, and still be "isolated" because that vector, 

composition of matter, or particular cell is not the o iiinal environment of the 

polynucleotide.  

[00421 In the present invention, a "membrane" C35 protein is one expressed on 

the cell surface through either direct or indirect association with the lipid bilayer, 

including, in particular, through prenylation of a carboxyl-terminal amino acid 

motif. Prenylation involves the covalent modificationiofa protein by the addition 

of either a farnesyl or geranylgeranyl isoprenoid. Prenylation occurs on a cysteine 

residue located near the carboxyl-terminus of a prot'ei). The C35 polypeptide 

contains the amino acids Cys-Val-Ile-Leu at positions 112-115, with the Leu 

being the C terminal residue of the polypeptide. The motif Cys-X-X-Leu, where 

"X" represents any aliphatic amino acid, results in the addition of a 20 carbon 

geranylgeranyl group onto the Cys residue. Generally, following addition of this 

lipid the three terminal amino acid residues are cleaved off the polypeptide, and 

the lipid group is methylated. Prenylation promotes ,te membrane localization 

of most proteins, with sequence motifs in the polypeptide being involved in 

directing the prenylated protein to the plasma, nuclear, or golgi membranes.
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Prenylation plays a role in protein-protein interactions, and many prenylated 

proteins are involved in signal transduction. Examples of prenylated proteins 

include Ras and the nuclear lamin B. (Zhang, F.L. and Casey, P.J., Ann. Rev.  

Biochem. 65:241-269 (1996)). The C35 protein has been detected on the surface 

of two breast tumor cell lines by fluorescence analysis;employing as a primary 

reagent a mouse anti-human C35 antiserum (FIGS. 4A4C).  

[00431 In the present invention, a "secreted" C35 protein refers to a protein 

capable ofbeing directed to the ER, secretory vesicles or the extracellular space 

as a result of a signal sequence, as well as a C35 protein released into the 

extracellular space without necessarily containing a signal sequence. If the C35 

secreted protein is released into the extracellular space, the C35 secreted protein 

can undergo extracellular processing to produce a "mature" C35 protein. Release 

into the extracellular space can occur by many mechanisms, including exocytosis 

and proteolytic cleavage.  

[00441 As used herein, a C35 "polynucleotide" refdrs to a molecule having a 

nucleic acid sequence contained in SEQ ID NO:1. For example, the C35 

polynucleotide can contain the nucleotide sequence of the full length cDNA 

sequence, including the 5' and 3'untranslated sequences, the coding region, with 

or without the signal sequence, the secreted protein coding region, as well as 

fragments, epitopes, domains, and variants of the inucleic acid sequence.  

Moreover, as used herein, a C35 "polypeptide" refers to a molecule having the 

translated amino acid sequence generated from the ipolynucleotide as broadly 

defined.  

[00451 In specific embodiments, the polynucleotides df the invention are less than 

300 nt, 200 nt, 100 nt, 50 nt, 15 nt, 10 nt, or 7 nt, in length. In a further 

embodiment, polynucleotides of the invention comphise at least 15 contiguous 

nucleotides of C35 coding sequence, but do not comprise all or a portion of any 

C35 intron. In another embodiment, the nucleic acid comprising C35 coding 

sequence does not contain coding sequences of a genomic flanking gene (i.e., 5' 

or 3' to the C35 gene in the genome).



[00461 In the present invention, the full length C35 coding sequence is identified 

as SEQ ID NO: 1.  

[00471 A C35 "polynucleotide" also refers to isolated polynucleotides which 

encode the C35 polypeptides, and polynucleotides closely related thereto.  

100481 A C35 "polynucleotide" also refers to isolated polynucleotides which 

encode the amino acid sequence shown in SEQ ID NOt 2, or a biologically active 

fragment thereof.  

[00491 A C35 "polynucleotide" also includes those polynucleotides capable of 

hybridizing, under stringent hybridization conditions,ito sequences contained in 

SEQ ID NO: 1, the complement thereof, or the cDNA within the deposited clone.  

"Stringent hybridization conditions" refers to an overnight incubation at 420 C in 

a solution comprising 50% formamide, 5x SSC (750 mM NaCI, 75 mM sodium 

citrate), 50mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.6), 5x Denhards solution, 10% dextran 

sulfate, and 20 sg/ml denatured, sheared salmon jperm DNA, followed by 

washing the filters in 0.lx SSC at about 65*C.  

[00501 Of course, a polynucleotide which hybridizeslonly to polyA+ sequences 

(such as any 3'terminal polyA+ tract of a cDNA), or to a complementary stretch 

of T (or U) residues, would not be included in the definition of "polynucleotide," 

since such a polynucleotide would hybridize to any nucleic acid molecule 

containing a poly (A) stretch or the complement thereof (e.g., practically any 

double-stranded cDNA clone).  

[0051] The C35 polynucleotide can be composed of any polyribonucleotide or 

polydeoxyribonucleotide, which may be unmodified IRNA or DNA or modified 

RNA or DNA. For example, C35 polynucleotides can be composed of single

and double-stranded DNA, DNA that is a mixture of siggle- and double-stranded 

regions, single- and double-stranded RNA, and RNA that is mixture of single

and double-stranded regions, hybrid molecules comprising DNA and RNA that 

maybe single-stranded or, more typically, double-stranded or amixture of single

and double-stranded regions. In addition, the C35 polynucleotides can be 

composed of triple-stranded regions comprising RNA or DNA or both RNA and
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DNA. C35 polynucleotides may also contain one or more modified bases or 

DNA or RNA backbones modified for stability or for other reasons. "Modified" 

bases include, for example, tritylated bases and unusual bases such as inosine.  

A variety ofmodifications can be made to DNA and RNA; thus, "polynucleotide" 

embraces chemically, enzymatically, or metabolically modified forms.  

[00521 C35 polypeptides can be composed of amino acids joined to each other 

by peptide bonds or modified peptide bonds, i.e., peptide isosteres, and may 

contain amino acids other than the 20 gene-encoded amino acids. The C35 

polypeptides may be modified by either natural processes, such as 

posttranslational processing, or by chemical modification techniques which are 

well known in the art Such modifications are well described in basic texts and 

in more detailed monographs, as well as in a voluminous research literature.  

Modifications can occur anywhere in the C3 5 polypeptide, including the peptide 

backbone, the amino acid side-chains and the amino or carboxyl termini. It will 

be appreciated that the same type of modification may be present in the same or 

varying degrees at several sites in a given C35 polyptitide. Also, a given C35 

polypeptide may contain many types of modifications. C35 polypeptides may 

be branched, for example, as a result of ubiquitinaticin and they may be cyclic, 

with or without branching. Cyclic, branched, and branched cyclic C35 

polypeptides may result from posttranslation natural processes or may be made 

by synthetic methods. Modifications include acetylation, acylation, 

ADP-ribosylation, amidation, covalent attachment offlivin, covalent attachment 

of a heme moiety, covalent attachment of a nucleotide or nucleotide derivative, 

covalent attachment of a lipid or lipid derivative, icovalent attachment of 

phosphotidylinositol, cross-linking, cyclization, disulfide bond formation, 

demethylation, formation of covalent cross-links, formation of cysteine, 

formation of pyroglutamate, formylation, gamma-carbyxylation, glycosylation, 

GPI anchor formation, hydroxylation, iodination, mbtpylation, myristoylation, 

oxidation, pegylation, proteolytic processing, pho horylation, prenylation, 

racemization, selenoylation, sulfation, transfer-RNA1mnpdiated addition of amino
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acids to proteins such as arginylation, and ubiquitination. (See, for instance, 

Proteins - Structure And Molecular Properties, 2nd Edi, I. E. Creighton, W. H.  

Freeman and Company, New York (1993); Posttranslational Covalent 

Modification of Proteins, B. C. Johnson, Ed., Academic Press, New York, pgs.  

1-12 (1983); Seifter et al., Meth Enzymol 182:626-646(1990); Rattan et al., Ann 

NYAcad Sci 663:48-62 (1992).) 

[00531 "SEQ ID NO: 1" refers to a C35 polynucleotide sequence while "SEQ ID 

NO: 2" refers to a C35 polypeptide sequence.  

[00541 A C35 polypeptide "having biological activity' refers to polypeptides 

exhibiting activity similar to, but not necessarily identical to, an activity of a C35 

polypeptide, including mature forms, as measured in aparticular biological assay, 

with or without dose dependency. In the case where dese dependency does exist, 

it need not be identical to that of the C35 polypeptidej but rather substantially 

similar to the dose-dependence in a given activityias compared to the C35 

polypeptide (i.e., the candidate polypeptide will exhiit greater activity or not 

more than about 25-fold less and, preferably, not more than about tenfold less 

activity, and most preferably, not more than about threefold less activity relative 

to the C35 polypeptide.) 

C35 Polynucleotides and Polypeptides 

[00551 A 348 base pair fragment of C35 was initially isolated by subtractive 

hybridization of poly-A RNA from tumor and normal mammary epithelial cell 

lines derived from the same patient with primary and infiltrating intraductal 

mammary carcinoma. Band, V. et al., Cancer Res. 50:7351-7357 (1990).  

Employing primers based on this sequence and thati of an overlapping EST 

sequence (Accession No. W57569), a cDNA that includes the full-length C35 

coding sequence was then amplified and cloned from the BT-20 breast tumor cell 

line (ATCC, HTB-19). This C35 cDNA contains ihe entire coding region 

identified as SEQ ID NO: 1. The C35 clone includes, in addition to the 348 bp
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coding sequence, 167 bp of 3' untranslated region. The open reading frame 

begins at an N-terminal methionine located at nucleotide position 1, and ends at 

a stop codon at nucleotide position 348 (FIG. IA)., A representative clone 

containing all or most of the sequence for SEQ ID NO:I was deposited with the 

American Type Culture Collection ("ATCC") on August 1, 2000, and was given 

the ATCC Deposit Number PTA-2310. The ATCC is located at 10801 

University Boulevard, Manassas, VA 20110-2209, WSA. The ATCC deposit 

was made pursuant to the terms of the Budapest Treaty on the international 

recognition of the deposit of microorganisms for purposes of patent procedure.  

[0056] Therefore, SEQ ID NO: 1 and the translated SEQ ID NO: 2 are 

sufficiently accurate and otherwise suitable for a variety of uses well known in 

the art and described further below. For instance, SEQ ID NO: 1 is useful for 

designing nucleic acid hybridization probes that Eill detect nucleic acid 

sequences contained in SEQ ID NO: I or the cDNA contained in the deposited 

clone. These probes will also hybridize to nucleic acid, molecules in biological 

samples, thereby enabling a variety of forensic and gliagnostic methods of the 

invention. Similarly, polypeptides identified from SEQIlD NO:2 maybe used to 

generate antibodies which bind specifically to C35, or to stimulate T cells which 

are specific for C3 5 derived peptide epitopes in association with MHC molecules 

on the cell surface.  

[0057] Nevertheless, DNA sequences generated by sequencing reactions can 

contain sequencing errors. The errors exist as misidbiatified nucleotides, or as 

insertions or deletions of nucleotides in the generated DNA sequence. The 

erroneously inserted or deleted nucleotides cause frame shifts in the reading 

frames of the predicted amino acid sequence. In these cases, the predicted amino 

acid sequence diverges from the actual amino acid sequence, even though the 

generated DNA sequence may be greater than 99.9% identical to the actual DNA 

sequence (for example, one base insertion or deletion in an open reading frame 

of over 1000 bases).
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[00581 Accordingly, for those applications requiring precision in the nucleotide 

sequence or the amino acid sequence, the present invention provides not only the 

generated nucleotide sequence identified as SEQ ID NO: 1 and the predicted 

translated amino acid sequence identified as SEQ ID INO:2. The nucleotide 

sequence ofthe deposited C35 clone can readily be determined by sequencing the 

deposited clone in accordance with known methods. The predicted C35 amino 

acid sequence can then be verified from such deposits. iMoreover, the amino acid 

sequence of the protein encoded by the deposited done can also be directly 

determined by peptide sequencing or by expressing the protein in a suitable host 

cell containing the deposited human C35 cDNA, collecting the protein, and 

determining its sequence.  

[00591 The present invention also relates to the C35 gene corresponding to SEQ 

ID NO: 1, or the deposited clone. The C35 gene canibe isolated in accordance 

with known methods using the sequence information disclosed herein. Such 

methods include preparing probes or primers from the; disclosed sequence and 

identifying or amplifying the C35 gene from appropriate sources of genomic 

material.  

[0060] Also provided in the present invention are species homologs of C35.  

Species homologs may be isolated and identified by making suitable probes or 

primers from the sequences provided herein and screening a suitable nucleic acid 

source for the desired homologue.  

100611 By "C35 polypeptide(s)" is meant all forms of C35 proteins and 

polypeptides described herein. The C35 polypeptides can be prepared in any 

suitable manner. Such polypeptides include isolated naturally occurring 

polypeptides, recombinantly produced polypeptides,i synthetically produced 

polypeptides, or polypeptides produced by a combination of these methods.  

Means for preparing such polypeptides are well understood in the art.  

[0062] The C35 polypeptides may be in the form of the membrane protein or a 

secreted protein, including the mature form, or may be a part of a larger protein, 

such as a fusion protein (see below). It is often advantageous to include an
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additional amino acid sequence which contains secretary or leader sequences, 

pro-sequences, sequences which aid in purification, such as multiple histidine 

residues, or an additional sequence for stability during recombinant production.  

[00631 C35 polypeptides are preferably provided in an isolated form, and 

preferably are substantiallypurified. A recombinantlyproduced version of a C35 

polypeptide, including the secreted polypeptide, can by substantially purified by 

the one-step method described in Smith and Johnson, Gene 67:31-40 (1988).  

C35 polypeptides also can be purified from natural or recombinant sources using 

antibodies of the invention raised against the C35 protein in methods which are 

well known in the art.  

[00641 In one embodiment, the present invention is; directed to an isolated 

polypeptide capable of eliciting a cytotoxic T lymphocyte and/or helper T 

lymphocyte response in a human subject, the isolated polypeptide comprising, or, 

alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide epitopes or C35 peptide 

epitope analogs. In a preferred embodiment, said one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes are selected from the group consisting of: aminn acids E4 to P12 of SEQ 

ID NO:2, amino acids S9 to V17 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids S21 to Y29 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 125 to C33 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, amino acids T38 to V46 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G61 to 169 of SEQ 

ID NO:2, amino acids T62 to N70 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G63 to G71 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids F65 to L73 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 167 to F75 

of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K77 to Y85 of SEQ IDINO:2, amino acids Q72 to 

E86 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G81 to L89 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 

K104 to C 112 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K104 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

amino acids 1105 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and amino acids N107 to LI 15 of 

SEQ ID NO:2. In a preferred embodiment, the isolatedipolypeptides comprising 

one or more C35 peptide epitopes (e.g., one or more octamers, nonamers, 

decamers, 15mers, or 20mers in Tables 1-3 or 5-6) or C35 peptide epitope 

analogs (e.g., an analog listed in Table 4) are not moire than 114 amino acids in 

length, more preferably not more than 110 amino acids in length, more preferably
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not more than 105 amino acids in length, more preferably not more than 100 

amino acids in length, more preferably not more than 95 amino acids in length, 

more preferably not more than 90 amino acids in length, more preferably not 

more than 85 amino acids in length, more preferably not more than 80 amino 

acids in length, more preferably not more than 75 amino acids in length, more 

preferably not more than 70 amino acids in length, moreipreferablynot more than 

65 amino acids in length, more preferably not more than 60 amino acids in length, 

more preferably not more than 55 amino acids in length, more preferably not 

more than 50 amino acids in length, more preferably pot more than 45 amino 

acids in length, more preferably not more than 40 amino acids in length, more 

preferably not more than 35 amino acids in length, moreipreferably not more than 

30 amino acids in length, more preferablynot more than25 amino acids in length, 

more preferably 20 amino acids in length, more preferably 15 amino acids in 

length, more preferably 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9 or 8 amino acids in length. Of 

course, although not explicitly listed here, isolated polypeptides of any length 

between, for example, 8 and 100 amino acids, comprising C35 peptide epitopes 

or C35 peptide epitope analogs are likewise contemplated by the present 

invention. In a preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptide is a fragment of 

the C35 polypeptide shown in SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B. In another 

embodiment, the present invention is directed to an isolated polypeptide capable 

of eliciting a cytotoxic T lymphocyte and/or helper T Iymphocyte response in a 

human subject, the isolated polypeptide comprising, ori alternatively, consisting 

of multiple C35 peptide epitopes. In a particularly preferred embodiment, said 

multi-epitopepolypeptide is selected from the group consisting of: amino acids 

T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids E100 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

amino acids G99 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 193 to V 113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, amino acids D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids P84 to Vl 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K77 to V1 13 of SEQ IDfNO:2, amino acids Q72 to 

V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids F65 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and amino 

acids L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2. In another preferred embodiment, the
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present invention is directed to a fusion protein comprising at least one C35 

peptide epitope listed in Tables 1-3 or 5-6, or a C35 peptide epitope analog listed 

in Table 4. In one embodiment, the at least one C35ipeptide epitope or C35 

peptide epitope analog is fused to a heterologous (i.e.,inon-C35) polypeptide. In 

another preferred embodiment, said fusion protein comprises two or more C35 

peptide epitopes or two or more C35 peptide epitome analogs, either as a 

homopolymer or a heteropolymer. In another preferred embodiment, the fusion 

proteins ofthe present invention comprise at least one 035 peptide epitope analog 

joined to at least one C35 peptide epitope. In a further embodiment, the 

epitopes/analogs are joined by an amino acid spacer orilinker.  

[0065] The present invention is further directed to a pharmaceutical composition 

for use as a vaccine comprising such isolated polypeptides and fusion proteins.  

[0066] The present invention is further directed to ai method for stimulating a 

cytotoxic T lymphocyte and/or a helper T lymphocyte response in a human 

patient comprising administering to said patient an immunogenically effective 

amount of the pharmaceutical composition of the invention.  

Polynucleotide and Polypeptide Variants 

10067] "Variant" refers to a polynucleotide orpolypeptide differing from the C35 

polynucleotide or polypeptide, but retaining essential properties thereof.  

Generally, variants are overall closely similar, and, in many regions, identical to 

the C35 polynucleotide or polypeptide.  

(00681 By a polynucleotide having a nucleotide sequence at least, for example, 

95% "identical" to a reference nucleotide sequence of the present invention, it is 

intended that the nucleotide sequence of the polynucleotide is identical to the 

reference sequence except that the polynucleotide sequence may include up to 

five point mutations per each 100 nucleotides of the reference nucleotide 

sequence encoding the C35 polypeptide. In other words, to obtain a 

polynucleotide having a nucleotide sequence at least 95% identical to a reference
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nucleotide sequence, up to 5% of the nucleotides in the reference sequence may 

be deleted or substituted with another nucleotide, or a number of nucleotides up 

to 5% of the total nucleotides in the reference sequence may be inserted into the 

reference sequence. The query sequence may be an entire sequence shown of 

SEQ ID NO:1, the ORF (open reading frame), or any fragment specified as 

described herein.  

[0069] As a practical matter, whether any particular nucleic acid molecule or 

polypeptide is at least 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%i or 99% identical to a 

nucleotide sequence or polypeptide sequence of the presence invention can be 

determined conventionally using known computer programs. A preferred method 

for determining the best overall match between a quey sequence (a sequence of 

the present invention) and a subject sequence, also referred to as a global 

sequence alignment, can be determined using the FASTDB computer program 

based on the algorithm of Brutlag et al., Comp. App. Biosci. 6:237-245 (1990).  

In a sequence alignment the query and subject sequences are both DNA 

sequences. An RNA sequence can be compared by converting U's to T's. The 

result of said global sequence alignment is in peIrcent identity. Preferred 

parameters used in a FASTDB alignment ofDNA sequences to calculate percent 

identity are: Matrix=Unitary, k-tuple=4, Misnatch Penalty=1, Joining 

Penalty=30, Randomization Group Length=0, Cutoff Score=1, Gap Penalty=5, 

Gap Size Penalty 0.05, Window Size=500 or the length of the subject nucleotide 

sequence, whichever is shorter.  

[00701 If the subject sequence is shorter than the query sequence because of 5'or 

3' deletions, not because of internal deletions, a manual correction must be made 

to the results. This is because the FASTDB program does not account for 5' and 

3' truncations of the subject sequence when calculating percent identity. For 

subject sequences truncated at the 5'or 3' ends, relative in the query sequence, the 

percent identity is corrected by calculating the number of bases of the query 

sequence that are 5' and 3' of the subject sequence, which are not 

matched/aligned, as a percent of the total bases of the qpery sequence. Whether
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a nucleotide is matched/aligned is determined byi results of the FASTDB 

sequence alignment. This percentage is then subtracted from the percent identity, 

calculated by the above FASTDB program using the specified parameters, to 

arrive at a final percent identity score. This corrected core is what is used for the 

purposes of the present invention. Only bases outside the 5' and 3' bases of the 

subject sequence, as displayed by the FASTDB alignment, which are not 

matched/aligned with the query sequence, are calculated for the purposes of 

manually adjusting the percent identity score.  

[0071] For example, a 90 base subject sequence is aligned to a 100 base query 

sequence to determine percent identity. The deletions occur at the 5' end of the 

subject sequence and therefore, the FASTDB alignment does not show a 

matched/alignment of the first 10 bases at 5' end.! The 10 unpaired bases 

represent 10% of the sequence (number of bases at the 5' and 3' ends not 

matched/total number of bases in the query sequence) so 10% is subtracted from 

the percent identity score calculated by the FASTDB program. If the remaining 

90 bases were perfectly matched the final percent identity would be 90%. In 

another example, a 90 base subject sequence is compared with a 100 base query 

sequence. This time the deletions are internal deletionsiso that there are no bases 

on the 5' or 3' of the subject sequence which are not. matched/aligned with the 

query. In this case the percent identity calculated by!FASTDB is not manually 

corrected Once again, only bases 5' and 3' of the subject sequence which are not 

matched/aligned with the query sequence are manually corrected for. No other 

manual corrections are to made for the purposes of the present invention.  

[00721 By a polypeptide having an amino acid sequence at least, for example, 

95% "identical" to a query amino acid sequence of the present invention, it is 

intended that the amino acid sequence of the subjectipplypeptide is identical to 

the query sequence except that the subject polypeptide sequence may include up 

to five amino acid alterations per each 100 amino aciis of the query amino acid 

sequence. In other words, to obtain a polypeptide having an amino acid sequence 

at least 95% identical to a query amino acid sequence'up to 5% of the amino acid
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residues in the subject sequence may be inserted, deleted, or substituted with 

another amino acid. These alterations of the reference sequence may occur at the 

amino or carboxy terminal positions of the reference amino acid sequence or 

anywhere between those terminal positions, interspersed either individually 

among residues in the reference sequence or in one or more contiguous groups 

within the reference sequence.  

[00731 As a practical matter, whether any particular olypeptide is at least 90%, 

95%, 96%, 97%, 98% or 99% identical to, for instance, the amino acid sequence 

shown in SEQ ID NO:2 or to the amino acid sequence encoded by deposited 

DNA clone, can be determined conventionally using known computer programs.  

A preferred method for determining the best overall match between a query 

sequence (a sequence of the present invention) and ia subject sequence, also 

referred to as a global sequence alignment, can be determined using the FASTDB 

computer program based on the algorithm of Brutlag et aL, Comp. App. Biosci.  

6:237-245 (1990). In a sequence alignment the query and subject sequences are 

either both nucleotide sequences or both amino acid sequences. The result ofsaid 

global sequence alignment is in percent identity. Preferred parameters used in a 

FASTDB amino acid alignment are: Matrix=PAMI 0, k-tuple=2, Mismatch 

Penalty=1, Joining Penalty=20, Randomization Group Lengtfr=0, Cutoff Score=1, 

Window Size=sequence length, Gap Penalty=5, Gap Size Penalty=0.05, Window 

Size=500 or the length of the subject amino acid sequence, whichever is shorter.  

[0074] If the subject sequence is shorter than the query sequence due to - or 

C-terminal deletions, not because of internal deletions,ia manual correction must 

be made to the results. This is because the FASTDB program does not account 

for - and C-terminal truncations of the subject sequence when calculating global 

percent identity. For subject sequences truncated at the - and C-termini, relative 

to the query sequence, the percent identity is corrected by calculating the number 

of residues of the query sequence that are - and iC-terminal of the subject 

sequence, which are not matched/aligned with a corresponding subject residue, 
as a percent of the total bases of the query sequence. Whether a residue is
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matched/aligned is determined by results of the FASTDB sequence alignment.  

This percentage is then subtracted from the percent iklentity, calculated by the 

above FASTDB program using the specified parameters, to arrive at a final 

percent identity score. This final percent identity scare is what is used for the 

purposes of the present invention. Only residues to the - and C-termini of the 

subject sequence, which are not matched/aligned with the query sequence, are 

considered for the purposes ofmanually adjusting the pecentidentityscore. That 

is, only query residue positions outside the farthest - and C-terminal residues of 

the subject sequence.  

[0075] For example, a 90 amino acid residue subject sequence is aligned with a 

100 residue query sequence to determine percent ide7 tity. The deletion occurs 

at the N-terminus of the subject sequence and therefore,ithe FASTDB alignment 

does not show a matching/alignment of the first 10 residues at the N-terminus.  

The 10 unpaired residues represent 10% of the sequence (number of residues at 

the - and C- termini not matched/total number of residues in the query sequence) 

so 10% is subtracted from the percent identity score caIculated by the FASTDB 

program. If the remaining 90 residues were perfectly matched the final percent 

identity would be 90%. In another example, a 90 residue subject sequence is 

compared with a 100 residue query sequence. This tineithe deletions are internal 

deletions so there are no residues at the - or C-termini of the subject sequence 

which are not matched/aligned with the query. In this case the percent identity 

calculated by FASTDB is not manually corrected. IOnce again, only residue 

positions outside the- and C-terminal ends of the subject sequence, as displayed 

in the FASTDB alignment, which are not matchekialigned with the query 

sequence are manually corrected for. No other manual corrections are to be made 

for the purposes of the present invention.  

[00761 The C35 variants may contain alterations in the coding regions, 

non-coding regions, or both. Especially preferred are polynucleotide variants 

containing alterations which produce silent substitutions, additions, or deletions, 

but do not alter the properties or activities of the encoded polypeptide.
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Nucleotide variants produced by silent substitutions due to the degeneracy of the 

genetic code are preferred. Moreover, variants in which 5-10, 1-5, or 1-2 amino 

acids are substituted, deleted, or added in any combination are also preferred.  

C35 polynucleotide variants can be produced for a variety of reasons, e.g., to 

optimize codon expression for a particular host (change codons in the human 

mRNA to those preferred by a bacterial host such as E. coli).  

[0077] Naturally occurring C35 variants are called "allelic variants," and refer to 

one of several alternate forms of a gene occupying a given locus on a 

chromosome of an organism. (Genes II, Lewin, B., ed., John Wiley & Sons, New 

York (1985).) Also, allelic variants can occur as "tandem alleles" which are 

highly homologous sequences that occur at different lbei on chromosomes of an 

organism. These allelic variants can vary at either the polynucleotide and/or 

polypeptide level. Alternatively, non-naturally occurring variants may be 

produced by mutagenesis techniques or by direct synthesis.  

[0078] Using known methods of protein engmeeri~g and recombinant DNA 

technology, variants may be generated to improve orialter the characteristics of 

the C35 polypeptides. For instance, one or more amino acids can be deleted from 

the N-terminus or C-terminus of the secreted protein without substantial loss of 

biological function. The authors of Ron et al., J BiOll Chem. 268: 2984-2988 

(1993), reported variant KGF proteins having heparinibnding activity even after 

deleting 3, 8, or 27 amino-terminal amino acid residues. Similarly, Interferon 

gamma exhibited up to ten times higher activity after deleting 8-10 amino acid 

residues from the carboxy terminus of this protein (Dobeli et al., J.  

Biotechnology 7:199-216 (1988)).  

[00791 Moreover, ample evidence demonstrates thati variants often retain a 

biological activity similar to that of the naturally occurring protein. For example, 

Gayle and coworkers (J. Biol. Chem 268:22105-22111 (1993)) conducted 

extensive mutational analysis of human cytokine IL.-la. They used random 

mutagenesis to generate over 3,500 individual IL-lalmutants that averaged 2.5 

amino acid changes per variant over the entire lengthlofthe molecule. Multiple
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mutations were examined at every possible amino acid position. The 

investigators found that "[m]ost of the molecule could be altered with little effect 

on either [binding or biological activity]." (See, Abstract) In fact, only 23 

unique amino acid sequences, out of more than 3,500 nucleotide sequences 

examined, produced a protein that significantly differed in activity from 

wild-type.  

[0080] Furthermore, even if deleting one or more amino acids from the 

N-terminus or C-terminus of a polypeptide results in modification or loss of one 

or more biological functions, other biological activities may still be retained. For 

example, the ability of a deletion variant to induce and/or to bind antibodies 

which recognize the secreted form will likely be retained when less than the 

majority of the residues of the secreted form are removed from the N-terminus or 

C-terminus. Whether a particular polypeptide lacking 4- or C-terminal residues 

of a protein retains such immunogenic activities canlreadily be determined by 

routine methods described herein and otherwise knowri in the art.  

[0081] Thus, the invention further includes C35 polypOptide variants which show 

substantial biological activity. Such variants include deletions, insertions, 

inversions, repeats, and substitutions selected according to general rules known 

in the art so as to have little effect on activity. For example, guidance concerning 

how to make phenotypically silent amino acid substitutions is provided in Bowie, 

J. U. et al., Science 247:1306-1310 (1990), wherein the authors indicate that there 

are two main strategies for studying the tolerance of in amino acid sequence to 

change.  

[0082] The first strategy exploits the tolerance of amino acid substitutions by 

natural selection during the process of evolution. By comparing amino acid 

sequences in different species, conserved amino acids can be identified. These 

conserved amino acids are likely important for protein function. In contrast, the 

amino acid positions where substitutions have been tolerated bynatural selection 

indicates that these positions are not critical for protein function. Thus, positions
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tolerating amino acid substitution could be modified while still maintaining 

biological activity of the protein.  

[00831 The second strategy uses genetic engineering to introduce amino acid 

changes at specific positions of a cloned gene to identify regions critical for 

protein function. For example, site directed mutagenesis or alanine-scanning 

mutagenesis (introduction of single alanine mutations at every residue in the 

molecule) can be used. (Cunningham and Wells, Sciencd 244:1081-1085(1989).) 

The resulting mutant molecules can then be tested foi biological activity.  

[00841 As the authors state, these two strategies haveirevealed that proteins are 

surprisingly tolerant of amino acid substitutions. The authors further indicate 

which amino acid changes are likely to be permissive at certain amino acid 

positions in the protein. For example, most buried (within the tertiary structure 

of the protein) amino acid residues require nonpolar side chains, whereas few 

features of surface side chains are generally conserved. Moreover, tolerated 

conservative amino acid substitutions involve replacement of the aliphatic or 

hydrophobic amino acids Ala, Val, Leu and Ile; replacement of the hydroxyl 

residues Ser and Thr; replacement of the acidid residues Asp and Glu; 

replacement of the amide residues Asn and Gn, replacement ofthe basic residues 

Lys, Arg, and His; replacement of the aromatic residues Phe, Tyr, and Trp, and 

replacement of the small-sized amino acids Ala, Ser,Ilhr, Met, and Gly.  

[00851 Besides conservative amino acid substitutionvariants of C35 include (i) 

substitutions with one or more of the non-conserved iiniro acid residues, where 

the substituted amino acid residues mayor may not bone encoded by the genetic 

code, or (ii) substitution with one or more of amino acid residues having a 

substituent group, or (iii) fusion of the mature polypeptide with another 

compound, such as a compound to increase the stability and/or solubility of the 

polypeptide (for example, polyethylene glycol), or (iv )fusion of the polypeptide 

with additional amino acids, such as an IgG Fc fusianiregion peptide, or leader 

or secretory sequence, or a sequence facilitating purification. Such variant
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polypeptides are deemed to be within the scope of those skilled in the art from the 

teachings herein.  

[0086] For example, C35 polypeptide variants ;containing amino acid 

substitutions of charged amino acids with other charged or neutral amino acids 

may produce proteins with improved characteristics, such as less aggregation.  

Aggregation of pharmaceutical formulations both reduces activity and increases 

clearance due to the aggregate's immunogenic activity. (Pinckard et al., Clin.  

Exp. ImmunoL 2:331-340 (1967); Robbins et al., Diabetes 36: 838-845 (1987); 

Cleland et aL, Crit. Rev. Therapeutic Drug Carrier Systems 10:307-377 (1993).) 

Polynucleotide and Polypeptide Fragments 

[00871 In the present invention, a "polynucleotide fragment" refers to a short 

polynucleotide having a nucleic acid sequence contained in the deposited clone 

or shown in SEQ ID NO: 1. The short nucleotide fragments are preferably at least 

about 15 nt, and more preferably at least about 20 nt, still more preferably at least 

about 30 nt, and even more preferably, at least about 40 nt in length. A fragment 

"at least 20 nt in length," for example, is intende i to include 20 or more 

contiguous bases from the cDNA sequence contained in the deposited clone or 

the nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID NO: 1. These nucleotide fragments are 

useful as diagnostic probes and primers as discussed herein. Of course, larger 

fragments (e.g., at least 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 nucleotides) are preferred.  

[00881 Moreover, representative examples of C35 polynucleotide fragments 

include, for example, fragments having a sequence from about nucleotide number 

1-50, 51-100,.101-150, 15 1-200, 201-250, 251-300, oi 301 to the end of SEQ ID 

NO: 1 or the cDNA contained in the deposited clone.| In this context "about" 

includes the particularly recited ranges, larger or smaller by several (5, 4, 3, 2, 

or 1) nucleotides, at either terminus or at both termini. Preferably, these 

fragments encode a polypeptide which has biological activity. More preferably, 

these polynucleotides can be used as probes or primers as discussed herein.
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[00891 In the present invention, a "polypeptide fragment" refers to a short amino 

acid sequence contained in SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B or encoded by the cDNA 

contained in the deposited clone. Protein fragments may be "free-standing," or 

comprised within a larger polypeptide of which the fragment forms a part or 

region, most preferably as a single continuous region] Representative examples 

ofpolypeptide fragments of the invention, include, for example, fragments from 

about amino acid number 1-20, 21-40,41-60,61-80, 81'r100, or 101 to the end of 

the coding region. Moreover, polypeptide fragments can comprise about 7,8, 9, 

15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,'90, or 100 amino acids in length. In this context 

"about" includes the particularly recited ranges or lengths, larger or smaller by 

several (5, 4, 3, 2, or 1) amino acids, at either extreme:or at both extremes.  

[00901 Preferred polypeptide fragments include the secreted C35 protein as well 

as the mature form. Further preferred polypeptide fragments include the secreted 

C35 protein or the mature form having a continuous series of deleted residues 

from the amino or the carboxy terminus, or both. Fuither preferred polypeptide 

fragments include fragments of the C35 polypeptide comprising one or more C35 

peptide epitopes.  

[0091] As mentioned above, even if deletion of one or more amino acids from the 

N-terminus of a protein results in modification or loss of one or more biological 

functions ofthe protein, other biological activities may still be retained. Thus, the 

ability of shortened C35 muteins to induce and/ori bind to antibodies which 

recognize the complete or mature forms of the polypeptides generally will be 

retained when less than the majority of the residues !of the complete or mature 

polypeptide are removed from the N-terminus. Whether a particular polypeptide 

lacking N-terminal residues of a complete polypeptide retains such immunologic 

activities can readily be determined by routine methods described herein and 

otherwise known in the art. It is not unlikely that a C35 mutein with a large 

number of deleted N-terminal amino acid residues mayretain some biological or 

immunogenic activities. In fact, in the case of C35ipeptide epitopes, peptides
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composed of as few as 9, 8, or even 7 C35 amino acid residues often evoke an 

immune response.  

.00921 Accordingly, the present invention further provides polypeptides having 

one or more residues deleted from the amino terminus of the C35 amino acid 

sequence shown in SEQ ID NO:2, up to the Threonine residue at position number 

105 and polynucleotides encoding such polypeptides.  

[00931 Also as mentioned above, even if deletion of one or more amino acids 

from the C-terminus of a protein results in modification or loss of one or more 

biological functions of the protein, other biologidal activities may still be 

retained. Thus, the ability of the shortened C35 muitein to induce cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTLs) and/or helper T lymphocytes |(HTLs) and/or to bind to 

antibodies which recognize the complete or mature forms of the polypeptide 

generally will be retained when less than the majority of the residues of the 

complete or mature polypeptide are removed from the C-terminus. Whether a 

particular polypeptide lacking C-terminal residues of a complete polypeptide 

retains suchimmunologic activities canreadilybe determinedbyroutine methods 

described herein and otherwise known in the art. It is not unlikely that a C35 

mutein with a large number of deleted C-terminal amino acid residues may retain 

some biological or immunogenic activities.  

[0094] Accordingly, the present invention further provides polypeptides having 

one or more residues deleted from the carboxy terminus of the amino acid 

sequence of the C35 polypeptide shown in SEQ ID NO:2, up to the valine residue 

at position number 10, and polynucleotides encoding such polypeptides 

10095] Moreover, the invention also provides polypeptides having one or more 

amino acids deleted from both the amino and the carboxyl termini. In preferred 

embodiments, the invention is directed to peptides havig residues: E4 to P12, S9 

to V17; V1O to V17; E16 to V23; E16 to R24; E16ito 125; S21 toY29; S21 to 

F35; G22 to C30; 125 to C33; C30 to T38; E31 to Y39;!E36 to A43; A37 to A45; 

A37 to V46; T38 to V46; Y39 to V46; S44 to 153; A45 to 153; G52 to L59; E54 

to T62; S57 to F75; R58 to 167; L59 to V1 13; G61 toi169; T62 to N70, G63 to
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G71, G63 to F83; F65 to L73; F65 to VI 13; E66 to L73; E66 to V74; 167 to F75; 

K77 to Y85; K77 to VI 13; Q72 to E86; Q72 to VI 13 G81 to L89; F83 to E103; 

P84 to VI 13; D88 to A96; D88 to V113; L89 to A96; A92 to T101; 193 to V113; 

R95 to L102; A96 to K104; G99 to V113, E100 to V113, T101 to V113; K104 

to C112; K104 to V113; I105 to V113; 1105 to I114; orN107 toL115 of SEQ 

ID NO:2 and polynucleotides encoding such polypeptides.  

[00961 Many polynucleotide sequences, such as EST sequences, are publicly 

available and accessible through sequence databases.  

J0097] The human EST sequences referred to below were identified in a BLAST 

search ofthe EST database. These sequences are believed to be partial sequences 

of the cDNA inserts identified in the recited GenBank accession numbers. No 

homologous sequences were identified in a search of the annotated GenBank 

database. The Expect value (E) is a parameter that describes the number of hits 

one can "expect" to see just by chance when searching a database of a particular 

size. It decreases exponentially with the Score (S) that is assigned to a match 

between two sequences. Essentially, the E value describes the random 

background noise that exists for matches between sequences. In BLAST 2.0, the 

Expect value is also used instead of the P value (probability) to report the 

significance of matches. For example, an E value of I assigned to a hit can be 

interpreted as meaning that in a database of the current size one might expect to 

see 1 match with a similar score simply by chance.  

[00981 For example, the following sequences are related to SEQ ID NO:1, 

GenBank Accession Nos.: AA971857 (SEQ ID NO:3); W57569 (SEQ ID NO:4); 

AI288765 (SEQ ID NO:5); W65390 (SEQ ID NO:6 W37432 (SEQ ID NO: 7); 

N42748 (SEQ ID NO:8); AA971638 (SEQ IDNO:9); R22331 (SEQ ID NO:10); 

AA308370 (SEQ ID NO:1 I ); AA285089 (SEQ ID Np:12); R68901 (SEQ ID 

NO: 13); AA037285 (SEQ ID NO: 14); H94832 (SEQ ID NO: 15); H96058 (SEQ 

ID NO: 16); H56522 (SEQ ID NO:17); AA935328 (SEQ ID NO: 18); AW327450 

(SEQ ID NO:19); AW406075 (SEQ ID NO:20); AW406223 (SEQ ID NO:21); 

AI909652 (SEQ ID NO:22); AA026773 (SEQ ID NO: 23); H96055 (SEQ ID
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NO:24); H12836 (SEQ ID NO:25); R22401 (SEQ ID10:26);N34596 (SEQ ID 

NO:27); W32121 (SEQ ID NO:28); T84927 (SEQ ID NO:29); R63575 (SEQ ID 

NO:30); R23139 (SEQ ID NO:31); AA337071 (SEQ ID NO:32); AA813244 

(SEQ ID NO:33); AA313422 (SEQ ID NO:34); N31910 (SEQ ID NO:35); 

N42693 (SEQ ID NO:36); N32532 (SEQ ID NO:317); AA375119 (SEQ ID 

NO:38); R32153 (SEQ ID NO:39); R23369 (SEQ ID NO:40); AA393628 (SEQ 

ID NO:41); H12779 (SEQ ID NO:42); A1083674 (SEQID NO:43); AA284919 

(SEQ ID NO:44); AA375286 (SEQ ID NO:45); AA830592 (SEQ ID NO:46); 

H95363 (SEQ ID NO:47); T92052 (SEQ ID NO:48); AI336555 (SEQ ID 

NO:49); AI285284 (SEQ ID NO:50); AA568537 (SEQ ID NO:51); AI041967 

(SEQ ID NO:52); W44577 (SEQ ID NO:53); R22332(SEQ ID NO:54); N27088 

(SEQ ID NO:55); H96418 (SEQ ID NO:56); AI025384 (SEQ ID NO:57); 

AA707623 (SEQ ID NO:58); AI051009 (SEQ ID NOi59); AA026774 (SEQ ID 

NO:60); W51792 (SEQ ID NO:61); A1362693 (SEQ ID NO:62); AA911823 

(SEQ ID NO:63); H96422 (SEQ ID NO:64); A1860991 (SEQ ID NO:65); 

AI525314 (SEQ ID NO:66); A1934846 (SEQ ID NO:67); A1937133 (SEQ ID 

NO:68); AW006797 (SEQ ID NO:69); A1914716 (SEQ ID NO:70); AI672936 

(SEQ ID NO:71); W61294 (SEQ ID NO:72); AI199227 (SEQ ID NO:73); 

A1499727 (SEQ ID NO:74); R32154 (SEQ ID NOi76); A1439771 (SEQ ID 

NO:76); AA872671 (SEQ ID NO:77); AA502178 (SEQ ID NO:78); N26715 

(SEQ ID NO:79); AA704668 (SEQ ID NO:80); R68799 (SEQ ID NO:81); 

H56704 (SEQ ID NO:82); AI360416 (SEQ ID NO:83).  

[00991 Thus, in one embodiment the present invention is directed to 

polynucleotides comprising the polynucleotide fragments and full-length 

polynucleotide (e.g. the coding region) described herein exclusive of one or more 

of the above-recited ESTs. Also, the nucleotide sequences in SEQ ID NO: 152, 

SEQ ID NO: 154, and SEQ ID NO: 156 are excluded from the present invention.  

101001 Also preferred are C35 polypeptide and yolynucleotide fragments 

characterized by structural or functional domains. Preferred embodiments of the
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invention include fragments that comprise MHC bindingepitopes andprenylation 

sites.  

101011 Other preferred fragments are biologically active C35 fragments.  

Biologically active fragments are those exhibiting activity similar, but not 

necessarily identical, to an activity of the C35 polypeptide. The biological 

activity ofthe fragments may include an improved desired activity, or a decreased 

undesirable activity.  

Epitopes & Antibodies 

[0102] Cellular peptides derived by degradation of endogenously synthesized 

proteins are translocated into a pre-Golgi compartment where they bind to Class 

I or Class H MHC molecules for transport to the cell surface. These class I 

MHC-peptide complexes are the target antigens for specific CD8+ cytotoxic T 

cells. Since all endogenous proteins "turn over," peptides derived from any 

cytoplasmic or nuclear protein may bind to an MHC molecule and be transported 

for presentation at the cell surface. This allows T cells to survey a much larger 

representation of cellular proteins than antibodies! which are restricted to 

recognize conformational determinants of only those proteins that are either 

secreted or integrated at the cell membrane. The T cell receptor antigen binding 

site interacts with determinants of both the peptide and the surrounding MHC.  

T cell specificity must, therefore, be defined in tbrms of an MHC:peptide 

complex. The specificity ofpeptide binding to MHC molecules is very broad and 

of relatively low affinity in comparison to the antig n binding site of specific 

antibodies. Class I-bound peptides are generally 8 10 residues in length that 

accommodate amino acid side chains of restricted diversity at certain key 

positions that match pockets in the MHC peptide binding site. These key features 

of peptides that bind to a particular MHC molecule constitute a peptide binding 

motif.
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[01031 The term "derived" when used to discuss a peptide epitope is a synonym 

for "prepared." A derived epitope can be isolated front a natural source, or it can 

be synthesized in accordance with standard protocols in the art. Synthetic 

epitopes can comprise artificial amino acids "amino acid mimetics," such as D 

isomers of natural occurring L amino acids or non-natural amino acids such as 

cyclohexylalanine. A derived/prepared epitope can ibe an analog of a native 

epitope.  

[01041 An "epitope" is the collective features of a molecule, such as primary, 

secondary and tertiary peptide structure, and charged that together form a site 

recognized by an immunoglobulin, T cell receptor or HLA molecule.  

Alternatively, an epitope can be defined as a set of aniino acid residues which is 

involved in recognition by a particular immunoglobdlin, or in the context of T 

cells, those residues necessary for recognition by T cliii receptor proteins and/or 

Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) receptors. Epitopes are present in 

nature, and can be isolated, purified or otherwise prepared/derived by humans.  

For example, epitopes can be prepared by isolation fram a natural source, or they 

can be synthesized in accordance with standard protocols in the art. Synthetic 

epitopes can comprise artificial amino acids "amino acid mimetics," such as D 

isomers of natural occurring L amino acids or non-natural amino acids such as 

cyclohexylalanine. Throughout this disclosure, the te'ins epitope and peptide are 

often used interchangeably. Also, the term epitope asi used herein is generally 

understood to encompass analogs of said epitopes.  

[01051 It is to be appreciated that protein or polypeptide molecules that comprise 

one or more C35 peptide epitopes of the invention as well as additional amino 

acid(s) are still within the bounds ofthe invention. In ertain embodiments, there 

is a limitation on the length of a polypeptide of the invention of, for example, not 

more than 114 amino acids, not more than 110 amino acids, not more than 100 

amino acids, not more than 95 amino acids, not more than 90 amino acids, not 

more than 85 amino acids, not more than 80 amino acids, not more than 75 amino 

acids, not more than 70 amino acids, not more than 65 amino acids, not more than
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60 amino acids, not more than 55 amino acids, not more than 50 amino acids, not 

more than 45 amino acids, not more than 40 amin6 acids, not more than 35 

amino acids, not more than 30 amino acids, not more than 25 amino acids, 20 

amino acids, 15 amino acids, or 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9 or8 amino acids. In some 

instances, the embodiment that is length-linited occurs when the 

protein/polypeptide comprising an epitope of the invention comprises a region 

(i.e., a contiguous series of amino acids) having 10p% identity with a native 

sequence. In order to avoid the definition ofepitope fom reading, e.g., on whole 

natural molecules, there is a limitation on the length of any region that has 100% 

identity with a native polypeptide sequence. Thus, foi a polypeptide comprising 

an epitope of the invention and a region with 100% identity with the native C35 

polypeptide sequence, the region with 100% identity to the native sequence 

generally has a length of: less than or equal to 114 amino acids, more often less 

than or equal to 100 amino acids, often less than or eqial to 85 amino acids, often 

less than or equal to 75 amino acids, often less than dr:equal to 65 amino acids, 

and often less than or equal to 50 amino acids. In certain embodiments, the C35 

polypeptide of the invention comprises a peptide having a region with less than 

50 amino acids that has 100% identity to a native jpeptide sequence, in any 

increment of amino acids (ie., 49, 48, 47, 46, 45, 44) 43, 42, 41, 40, 39, 38, 37, 

36,35,34,33,32,31,30,29,28,27,26,25,24,23,22, 21, 20, 19,18,17,16,15, 

14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5) down to 5 amino aids. Preferably, such C35 

polypeptide comprises one or more C35 peptide epitopes.  

[01061 Accordingly, polypeptide or protein sequences longer than 100 amino 

acids are within the scope of the invention, so long as they do not comprise any 

contiguous sequence of more than 114 amino acids that have 100% identity with 

a native polypeptide sequence. For any polypeptide that has five contiguous 

residues or less that correspond to a native sequence, here is no limitation on the 

maximal length of that polypeptide in order to fall within the scope of the 

invention. In one embodiment, the polypeptide of the invention comprising one
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or more C35 peptide epitopes is less than 60 residues longin any increment down 

to eight amino acid residues.  

[01071 An "immunogenic peptide"or"peptide epitops"is apeptide that will bind 

an HLA molecule and induce a cytotoxic T lymphocytB (CTL) response and/or 

a helper T lymphocyte (HTL) response. Thus, immunogenic peptides of the 

invention are capable of binding to an appropriate HLA molecule and thereafter 

inducing a cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responseior a helper T lymphocyte 

(HTL) response, to the peptide.  

[01081 The term "motif'refers to a pattern ofresidues in an amino acid sequence 

of defined length, usually a peptide of from about 8 to about 13 amino acids for 

a class I HLA motif and from about 16 to about 25 amino acids for a class 11 HLA 

motif, which is recognized by a particular HLA molecule. Motifs are typically 

different for each HLA protein encoded by a given human HLA allele. These 

motifs often differ in their pattern of the primary and secondary anchor residues.  

10109] A "protective immune response" or "therapeutic immune response" refers 

to a cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) and/or an helper T lymphocyte (HTL) 

response to an antigen derived from an pathogenic antigen (e.g., an antigen from 

an infectious agent or a tumor antigen), which in some way prevents or at least 

partially arrests disease symptoms, side effects or progression. The immune 

response may also include an antibody response which has been facilitated by the 

stimulation of helper T cells.  

[01101 The term "residue" refers to an amino acid or amino acid mimetic 

incorporated into a peptide or protein by an amide bopd or amide bond mimetic.  

[01111 "Synthetic peptide" refers to a peptide that is not naturally occurring, but 

is man-made using such methods as chemical synthesis or recombinant DNA 

technology.  

[0112] As used herein, a "vaccine" is a composition that contains one or more 

peptide epitopes of the invention, see, e.g., Tables 1-3 and 5-6, exclusive of 

peptide E-100 to R-109, and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier. There are 

numerous embodiments of vaccines in accordance with the invention, such as by
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a cocktail ofone or more peptides; apolyepitopic peptide comprising one or more 

peptides of the invention; or nucleic acids that encode such peptides or 

polypeptides, e.g., a minigene that encodes a polyepitopic peptide. The "one or 

more peptides" or "one or more epitopes" can include! for example, at least 2, 3, 

4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23,24,25, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 

90, 95, or 100 or more peptides or epitopes of the invention. The peptides or 

polypeptides can optionally be modified, such as by lipidation, addition of 

targeting or other sequences. HLA class I-binding peptides of the invention can 

be linked to HLA class II-binding peptides, to facilitate activation of both 

cytotoxic T lymphocytes and helper T lymphocytes. Vaccines can comprise 

peptide pulsed antigen presenting cells, e.g., dendritic cells.  

[0113] In a preferred embodiment, the isolated pqlypeptides of the present 

invention comprise or, alternatively, consist of one or more of the following C35 

peptide epitopes: amino acids E4 to P12 of SEQ ID NO:|2, amino acids S9 to V17 

of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids S21 to Y29 of SEQ ID NO:2, G22 to C30 of SEQ 

ID NO: 2, amino acids 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids T38 to V46 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G61 to 169 of SEQ ID NO2, amino acids T62 to N70 

of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G63 to G71 of SEQ IDNO:2, amino acids F65 to 

L73 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 167 to F75 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K77 

to Y85 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids Q72 to E86 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 

G81 to L89 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K104 to Cl 12 of SEQ IDNO:2, amino 

acids K104 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acidsif105 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, or amino acids N107 to LI 15 of SEQ ID NO:2. In another embodiment, 

said polypeptides comprising or, alternatively, consisting of one or more C35 

peptide epitopes are selected from the group consisting of: T101 to VI 13 of SEQ 

ID NO:2, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V1 3 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to 

V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 P84 to V1 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ IDINO:2. It is contemplated
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that fragments of C35 peptide epitopes and polypeptides comprising fragments 

of C35 peptide epitopes of the invention will, in some instances, also be useful 

for stimulating a cytotoxic T lymphocyte response. Thus, the present invention 

includes fragments of the C35 peptide epitopes in which 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more 

amino acids of the peptide sequence provided have been deleted from either the 

amino terminus or the carboxy terminus of the peptide. In addition, it is 

contemplated that larger fragments of the C35 polyp tide that contain one or 

more of the peptide epitopes of the invention may also be used to stimulate a CTL 

response in a patient It is further contemplated that polypeptides that comprise 

one or more peptide epitopes of the present invention in addition to heterologous, 

i.e., non-C35, flanking sequences may also be used tostimulate a CTL response.  

[01141 In addition to the specific C35 peptide epitopeis specifically listed above, 

many other peptide epitopes are contemplated by the present invention. Thus, the 

isolated polypeptides of the present invention comprising or, alternatively, 

consisting of, one or more C35 peptide epitopes include the following 8mers 

(residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B): M1 to T8; S2 to S9; G3 to 

V1O; E4 to Al1; P5 to P12; G6 to P13; Q7 to P14; Tgto E15; S9 to E16; V10 to 

V17; Al toE8; P12 to P19; P13 to G20; P14 to S21; E5 to G22; E16 to V23; 

V17 to R24; E18 to 125; P19 to V26; G20 to V27; S21 to E28; G22 to Y29; V23 

to C30; R24 to E31; 125 to P32; V26 to C33; V27 to G34; E28 to F35; Y29 to 

E36; C30 to A37; E31 to T38; P32 to Y39; C33 to L40; G34 to E41; F35 to L42; 

E36 to A43; A37 to S44; T38 to A45; Y39 to V46; L40'to K47; E41 to E48; L42 

to Q49; A43 to Y50; S44 to P51; A45 to G52; V46 fo153; K47 to E54; E48 to 

155; Q49 to E56; Y50 to S57; P51 to R58; G52 to L59; 153 to G60; E54 to G61; 

155 to T62; E56 to G63; S57 to A64; R58 to F65; L59ito E66; G60 to 167; G61 

to E68; T62 to 169; G63 to N70; A64 to G71; F65 to Q72; E66 to L73; 167 to 

V74; E68 to F75; 169 to S76; N70 to K77; G71 to L78; Q72 to E79; L73 to N80; 

V74 to G81; F75 to G82; S76 to F83; K77 to P84; L7$ to Y85; E79 to E86; N80 

to K87; G81 to D88; G82 to L89; F83 to 190; P84 to E91; Y85 to A92; E86 to 

193; K87 to R94; D88 to R95; L89 to A96; 190 to S97; E91 to N98; A92 to G99;
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193 to EIOO; R94 to T101;R95 to L102; A96 to E103;IS97 to K104;N98 to 1105; 

G99 to T106; E100 to N107; TIO to S108; L102 to R109; E103 to P110; K104 

to P111; 1105 to C112; T106 to V113; N107 to 1114; and S108 to L115.  

[01151 In a further embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present invention 

comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide epitopes 

include the following 9mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B): 

M1 to S9; S2 to V10; G3 to Al1; E4 to P12; P5 to P, 3; G6 to P14; Q7 to E15; 

T8 to E16; S9 to V17; V10 to E18; All to P19; P12 toiG20; P13 to S21; P14 to 

G22; E15 to V23; E16 to R24; V17 to 125; E18 to V26;;P19 to V27; G20 to E28; 

S21 to Y29; G22 to C30; V23 to E3 1; R24 to P32; 125 to C33; V26 to G34; V27 

to F35; E28 to E36; Y29 to A37; C30 to T38; E31 to Y39; P32 to L40; C33 to 

E41; G34 to L42; F35 to A43; E36 to S44; A37 to A45;T38 to V46; Y39 to K47; 

L40 to E48; E41 to Q49; L42 to Y50; A43 to P51; S44 to G52; A45 to 153; V46 

to E54; K47 to 155; E48 to E56; Q49 to S57; Y50 to R58; P51 to L59; G52 to 

G60; 153 to G61; E54 to T62; 155 to G63; E56 to A64;1S57 to F65; R58 to E66; 

L59 to 167; G60 to E68; G61 to 169; T62 to N70; G63 to G71; A64 to Q72; F65 

to L73; E66 to V74; 167 to F75; E68 to S76; 169 to K717;N70 to L78; G71 to E79; 

Q72 to N80; L73 to G81; V74 to G82; F75 to F83; S'6'to P84; K77 to Y85; L78 

to E86; E79 to K87; N80 to D88; G81 to L89; G82ito 190; F83 to E91; P84 to 

A92; Y85 to 193; E86 to R94; K87 to R95; D88 to A96; L89 to S97; 190 to N98; 

E91 to G99; A92 to E100; 193 to T101; R94 to L102; R95 to E103; A96 to K104; 

S97 to 1105; N98 to T106; G99 to N107; ElOO to Sl18; T101 to R109; L102 to 

P110; E103 to P111; K104 to C112; 1105 to V113; T106 to I114; and N107 to 

LI15.  

[01161 In a further embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present invention 

comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide epitopes 

include the following 10mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to V1; S2 to Al1; G3 to P12; E4 to P13; P5 to P14; G6 to E15; 

Q7 to E16; T8 to V17; S9 to E18; V1O to P19; Al o G20; P12 to S21; P13 to 

G22; P14 to V23; E15 to R24; E16 to 125; V17 to V26; E18 to V27; P19 to E28;
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G20 to Y29; S21 to C30; G22 to E3 1; V23 to P32; R4 to C33; 125 to G34; V26 

to F35; V27 to E36; E28 to A37; Y29 to T38; C30 to Y39; E31 to L40; P32 to 

E41; C33 to L42; G34 to A43; F35 to S44; E36 to A45; A37 to V46; T38 to K47; 

Y39 to E48; L40 to Q49; E41 to Y50; L42 to P51; A43 to G52; S44 to 153; A45 

to E54; V46 to 155; K47 to E56; E48 to S57; Q49 to R58; Y50 to L59; P51 to 

G60; G52 to G61; 153 to T62; E54 to G63; 155 to A64;iE56 to F65; S57 to E66; 

R58 to 167; L59 to E68; G60 to 169; G61 to N70; T62 to G71; G63 to Q72; A64 

to L73; F65 to V74; E66 to F75; 167 to S76; E68 to K717; 169 to L78; N70 to E79; 

G71 to N80; Q72 to G81; L73 to G82; V74 to F83; F75 to P84; S76 to Y85; K77 

to E86; L78 to K87; E79 to D88; N80 to L89; G81 tb;190; G82 to E91; F83 to 

A92; P84 to 193; Y85 to R94; E86 to R95; K87 to A96; -D88 to S97; L89 to N98; 

190 to G99; E91 to E100; A92 to TIOI; 193 to L102; R.94 to E103; R95 to K104; 

A96 to 1105; S97 to T106; N98 to N107; G99 to S108 E1O to R109; T101 to 

P110; L102 to P111; E103 to C112; K104 to V113; 1105 to I114; T106 to L115.  

[0117] In a further embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present invention 

comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide epitopes 

include the following 1 lmers (residues correspond. to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to Al1; S2 to P12; G3 to P13; E4 to l,14; PS to E1S; G6 to E16; 

Q7 to V17; T8 to E18; S9 to P19; VlO to G20; Al1 toiS21; P12 to G22; P13 to 

V23; P14 to R24; El5 to 125; El6 to V26; V17 to V27;iEl8 to E28; P19 to Y29; 

G20 to C30; S21 to E31; G22 to P32; V23 to C33; R24 to G34; 125 to F35; V26 

to E36; V27 to A37; E28 to T38; Y29 to Y39; C30 tOIL40; E31 to E41; P32 to 

L42; C33 to A43; G34 to S44; F35 to A45; E36 to V46;lA37 to K47; T38 to E48; 

Y39 to Q49; LAO to Y50; E41 to P51; L42 to G52; A43 to 153; S44 to E54; A45 

to 155; V46 to E56; K47 to S57; E48 to R58; Q49 to L59; Y50 to G60; P51 to 

G61; G52 to T62; 153 to G63; E54 to A64; 155 to F65; E56 to E66; S57 to 167; 

R58 to E68; L59 to 169; G60 to N70; G61 to G71; T62to Q72; G63 to L73; A64 

to V74; F65 to F75; E66 to S76; 167 to K77; E68 to L78; 169 to E79;N70 to N80; 

G71 to G81; Q72 to G82; L73 to F83; V74 to P84; F75ito Y85; S76 to E86; K77 

to K87; L78 to D88; E79 to L89; N80 to 190; G81 to E91; G82 to A92; F83 to
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193; P84 to R94; Y85 to R95; E86 to A96; K87 to S97- D88 to N98; L89 to G99; 

190 to EIOO; E91 to T101; A92 to L102; 193 to E103; R94 toK104; R95 to 1105; 

A96 to T106; S97 to N107; N98 to S108; G99 to R109; E100 to P110; T101 to 

P111; L102 to C112; E103 to V113; K104 to 1114; 1105 to L115.  

[01181 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; C35peptide epitopes include 

the following 12mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB): M1 

to P12; S2 to P13; G3 to P14; E4 to E15; P5 to E16; G6 to V17; Q7 to E18; T8 

to P19; S9 to G20;V10 to S21; A11 to G22; P12 to V23; P13 to R24; P14 to I25; 

E15 to V26; E16 to V27; V17 to E28; El8 to Y29; P19 to C30; G20 to E31; S21 

to P32; G22 to C33; V23 to G34; R24 to F35; 125 to E36; V26 to A37; V27 to 

T38; E28 to Y39; Y29 to L40; C30 to E41; E31 to L42; P32 to A43; C33 to S44; 

G34 to A45; F35 to V46; E36 to K47; A37 to E48; T38 to Q49; Y39 to Y50; L40 

to P51; E41 to G52; L42 to 153; A43 to E54; S44 to I55; A45 to E56; V46 to S57; 

K47 to R58; E48 to L59; Q49 to G60; Y50 to G61; P51ito T62; G52 to G63; 153 

to A64; E54 to F65; 155 to E66; E56 to 167; S57 to E68;.R58 to 169; L59 to N70; 

G60 to G71; G61 to Q72; T62 to L73; G63 to V74; A64to F75; F65 to S76; E66 

to K77; 167 to L78; E68 to E79; 169 to N80; N70 to G81; G71 to G82; Q72 to 

F83; L73 to P84; V74 to Y85; F75 to E86; S76 to K81; K77 to D88; L78 to L89; 

E79 to 190; N80 to E91; G81 to A92; G82 to 193; F83 to R94; P84 to R95; Y85 

to A96; E86 to S97; K87 to N98; D88 to G99; L89 to E100; 190 to TIOI; E91 to 

L102; A92 to E103; 193 to K104; R94 to 1105; R95 to T106; A96 to N107; S97 

to S108; N98 to R109; G99 to P110; E100 to Pl1;'T1OI to C112; L102 to 

V113; E103 to 1114; K104 to L115.  

[0119] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 13mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): Ml to P13; S2 to P14; G3 to E15; E4 to FA6; PS to V17; G6 to E18; 

Q7 to P19; T8 to G20; S9 to S21; V10 to G22; All tfV23; P12 to R24; P13 to 

125; P14 to V26; EIS to V27; E16 to E28; V17 to Y29;E18 to C30; P19 to E31;
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G20 to P32; S21 to C33; G22 to G34; V23 to F35; R24 to E36; 125 to A37; V26 

to T38; V27 to Y39; E28 to L40; Y29 to E41; C30 to L42; E31 to A43; P32 to 

S44; C33 to A45; G34 to V46; F35 to K47; E36 to E48; A37 to Q49; T38 to Y50; 

Y39 to PSI; L40 to G52; E41 to 153; L42 to E54; A48 to 155; S44 to E56; A45 

to S57; V46 to R58; K47 to L59; E48 to G60; Q49 to G61; Y50 to T62; P51 to 

G63; G52 to A64; 153 to F65; E54 to E66; 155 to I671; E56 to E68; S57 to 169; 

R58 to N70; L59 to G71; G60 to Q72; G61 to L73; T62 to V74; G63 to F75; A64 

to S76; F65 to K77; E66 to L78; 167 to E79; E68 toIN80; 169 to G81; N70 to 

G82; G71 to F83; Q72 to P84; L73 to Y85; V74 to E86; F75 to K87; S76 to D88; 

K77 to L89; L78 to 190; E79 to E91; N80 to A92; G8l to 193; G82 to R94; F83 

to R95; P84 to A96; Y85 to S97; E86 to N98; K87 to w9; D88 to E100; L89 to 

TIOI; 190 to L102; E91 to E103; A92 to K104; 193 to 11105; R94 to T106; R95 to 

N107; A96 to S108; S97 to R109; N98 to P110; G99 to P111; E100 to C112; 

TIO to V113; L102 to 1114; E103 to Ll15.  

101201 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated olypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 14mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to P14; S2 to E15; G3 to E16; E4 to V17; P5 to E18; G6 to P19; 

Q7 to G20; T8 to S21; S9 to G22; V10 to V23; Al1 tiR24; P12 to 125; P13 to 

V26; P14 to V27; El5 to E28; E16 to Y29; V17 to C30; E18 to E31; P19 to P32; 

G20 to C33; S21 to G34; G22 to F35; V23 to E36; R24to A37; 125 to T38; V26 

to Y39; V27 to L40; E28 to E41; Y29 to LA2; C30 to A43; E31 to S44; P32 to 

A45; C33 to V46; G34 to K47; F35 to E48; E36 to Q49; A37 to Y50; T38 to P51; 

Y39 to G52; LAO to 153; E41 to E54; LA2 to 155; A43 to E56; S44 to S57; A45 

to R58; V46 to L59; K47 to G60; E48 to G61; Q49 to T62; Y50 to G63; P51 to 

A64; G52 to F65; 153 to E66; E54 to 167; 155 to E68;jE56 to 169; S57 to N70; 

R58 to G71; L59 to Q72; G60 to L73; G61 to V74; T62ito F75; G63 to S76; A64 

to K77; F65 to L78; E66 to E79; 167 to N80; E68 to G81; 169 to G82; N70 to 

F83; G71 to P84; Q72 to Y85; L73 to E86; V74 to K97; F75 to D88; S76 to L89; 

K77 to 190; L78 to E91; E79 to A92; N80 to 193; G81 to R94; G82 to R95; F83
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to A96; P84 to S97; Y85 to N98; E86 to G99; K87 td ElO; D88 to TII; L89 

to L102; 190 to E103; E91 to K104; A92 to 1105; 193 to T106; R94 to N107; R95 

to S108; A96 to R109; S97 to P110;N98 to P111; G99 to C112; E100 to VI 13; 

TI01 to I114; L102 to Ll15.  

[0121] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated olyeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 15mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to E15; S2 to E16; G3 to V17; E4 to E18; P5 to P19; G6 to G20; 

Q7 to S21; T8 to G22; S9 to V23; V10 to R24; Al1 toil25; P12 to V26; P13 to 

V27; P14 to E28; E15 to Y29; E16 to C30; V17 to E31;IE18 to P32; P19 to C33; 

G20 to G34; S21 to F35; G22 to E36; V23 to A37; R241to T38; 125 to Y39; V26 

to L4O; V27 to E41; E28 to IA2; Y29 to A43; C30 to S44; E31 to A45; P32 to 

V46; C33 to K47; G34 to E48; F35 to Q49; E36 to Y50;A37 to P51; T38 to G52; 

Y39 to 153; L40 to E54; E41 to 155; L42 to E56; A43 to S57; S44 to R58; A45 

to L59; V46 to G60; K47 to G61; E48 to T62; Q49 to G63; Y50 to A64; P51 to 

F65; G52 to E66; 153 to 167; E54 to E68; 155 to 169 E56 to N70; S57 to G71; 

R58 to Q72; L59 to L73; G60 to V74; G61 to F75; T62 to S76; G63 to K77; A64 

to L78; F65 to E79; E66 to N80; 167 to G81; E68 to G82; 169 to F83; N70 to P84; 

G71 to Y85; Q72 to E86; L73 to K87; V74 to D88; F75 to L89; S76 to 190; K77 

to E91; L78 to A92; E79 to 193; N80 to R94; G81 to R95; G82 to A96; F83 to 

S97; P84 to N98; Y85 to G99; E86 to E100; K87 to TIO; D88 to L102; L89 to 

E103; 190 to K104; E91 to 1105; A92 to T106; 193 to N107; R94 to S108; R95 

to R109; A96 to P110; S97 to Pill; N98 to C112; G99 to V113; E100 to 1114; 

TiO to L115.  

[0122] In a furtherpreferredembodimenttheisolated olypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of4 one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 16mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): MI to E16; S2 to V17; G3 to E18; E4 to P19; P5 to G20; G6 to S21; 

Q7 to G22; T8 to V23; S9 to R24; VIO to 125; All to V26; P12 to V27; P13 to 

E28; P14 to Y29; F15 to C30; E16 to E31; V17 to P32 E18 to C33; P19 to G34;
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G20 to F35; S21 to E36; G22 to A37; V23 to T38; R24 to Y39; 125 to L40; V26 

to E41; V27 to L42; E28 to A43; Y29 to S44; C30 toi A45; E31 to V46; P32 to 

K47; C33 to E48; G34 to Q49; F35 to Y50; E36 to P51;;A37 to G52; T38 to 153; 

Y39 to E54; L40 to 155; E41 to E56; L42 to S57; A43 to R58; S44 to L59; A45 

to G60; V46 to G61; K47 to T62; E48 to G63; Q49 to A64; Y50 to F65; P51 to 

E66; G52 to 167; 153 to E68; E54 to 169; 155 to N70;|E56 to G71; S57 to Q72; 

R58 to L73; L59 to V74; G60 to F75; G61 to S76; T62 tb K77; G63 to L78; A64 

to E79; F65 to N80; E66 to G81; 167 to G82; E68 td F83; 169 to P84; N70 to 

Y85; G71 to E86; Q72 to K87; L73 to D88; V74 to 189, F75 to 190; S76 to E91; 

K77 to A92; L78 to 193; E79 to R94; N80 to R95; G81 to A96; G82 to S97; F83 

to N98; P84 to G99; Y85 to E100; E86 to T101; K87 to L102; D88 to E103; L89 

to K104; 190 to 1105; E91 to T106; A92 to N107; 193 to S 108; R94 to R109; R95 

to P110; A96 to P111; S97 to C112; N98 to VI13; G99 to 1114; ElOO to Ll15.  

[01231 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting oftI one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 17mers: M1 to V17; S2ito El8; G3 to P19; E4 to 

G20; P5 to S21; G6 to G22; Q7 to V23; T8 to R24; S9 to 125; V10 to V26; All 

to V27; P12 to E28; P13 to Y29; P14 to C30; E15 td E31; E16 to P32; V17 to 

C33;E18 to G34; P19 to F35; G20 to E36; S21 toA31; G22 toT38; V23 toY39; 

R24 to L4O; 125 to E41; V26 to L42; V27 to A43; E28 to S44; Y29 to A45; C30 

to V46; E31 to K47; P32 to E48; C33 to Q49; G34 to Y50; F35 to P51; E36 to 

G52; A37 to 153; T38 to E54; Y39 to 155; L40 to E56;!E41 to S57; L42 to R58; 

A43 to L59; S44 to G60; A45 to G61; V46 to T62; K47 to G63; E48 to A64; Q49 

to F65; Y50 to E66; P51 to 167; G52 to E68; 153 to 169 E54 to N70; 155 to G71; 

E56 to Q72; S57 to L73; R58 to V74; L59 to F75; G60Pto S76; G61 to K77; T62 

to L78; G63 to E79; A64 to N80; F65 to G81; E66 tb G82; 167 to F83; E68 to 

P84; 169 to Y85; N70 to E86; G71 to K87; Q72 to D88; L73 to L89; V74 to 190; 

F75 to E91; 576 to A92; K77 to 193; L78 to R94; E79 to R95; N80 to A96; G81 

to S97; G82 to N98; F83 to G99; P84 to E100; Y85 toiT101; E86 to L102; K87 

to E103; D88 to K104; L89 to 1105; 190 to T106; E91 to N107; A92 to S108; 193
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to R109; R94 to P110; R95 to Pl1l; A96 to C112; S97 to V113;N98 to 114; 

G99 to Ll15.  

[01241 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 18mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to E18; S2 to P19; G3 to G20; E4 to S21:; P5 to G22; G6 to V23; 

Q7 to R24; T8 to 125; S9 to V26; VIO to V27; All to E28; P12 to Y29; P13 to 

C30; P14 to E31; E15 to P32; E16 to C33; V17 to G34; E18 to F35; P19 to E36; 

G20 to A37; S21 to T38; G22 to Y39; V23 to L40; R241to E41; 125 to L42; V26 

to A43; V27 to S44; E28 to A45; Y29 to V46; C30 to K47; E31 to E48; P32 to 

Q49; C33 to Y50; G34 to P51; F35 to G52; E36 to 153; A37 to E54; T38 to 155; 

Y39 to E56; L40 to S57; E41 to R58; L42 to L59; A43 to G60; S44 to G61; A45 

to T62; V46 to G63; K47 to A64; E48 to F65; Q49 to E66; Y50 to 167; P51 to 

E68; G52 to 169; 153 to N70; E54 to G71; 155 to Q72; E56 to L73; S57 to V74; 

R58 to F75; L59 to S76; G60 to K77; G61 to L78; T62 tb E79; G63 to N80; A64 

to G81; F65 to G82; E66 to F83; 167 to P84; E68 toiY85; 169 to E86; N70 to 

K87; G71 to D88; Q72 to L89; L73 to 190; V74 to E91 ;F75 to A92; S76 to 193; 

K77 to R94; L78 to R95; E79 to A96; N80 to S97; G81 to N98; G82 to G99; F83 

to E100; P84 to T101; Y85 to L102; E86 to E103; K87 to K104; D88 to 1105; 

L89 to T106; I90 to N107; E91 to S108; A92 to R109;1193 to P110; R94 to Pill; 

R95 to C112; A96 to V113; S97 to 1114; N98 to L115.  

[0125] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of: one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 19mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): MI to P19; S2 to G20; G3 to S21; E4 to C22; P5 to V23; G6 to R24; 

Q7 to 125; T8 to V26; S9 to V27; VIO to E28; Al1 to Y29; P12 to C30; P13 to 

E31; P14 to P32; E15 to C33; E16 to G34; V17 to F35;iE18 to E36; P19 to A37; 

G20 to T38; S21 to Y39; G22 to L40; V23 to E41; R24 to L42; 125 to A43; V26 

to S44; V27 to A45; E28 to V46; Y29 to K47; C30 to E48; E31 to Q49; P32 to 

Y50; C33 to P51; G34 to G52; F35 to 153; E36 to E54; A37 to 155; T38 to E56;
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Y39 to S57; L40 to R58; B41 to L59; L42 to G60; A43 to G61; S44 to T62; A45 

to G63; V46 to A64; K47 to F65; E48 to E66; Q49 t II67; Y50 to E68; P51 to 

169; G52 to N70; 153 to G71; E54 to Q72; 155 to L731; E56 to V74; S57 to F75; 

R58 to S76; L59 to K77; G60 to L78; G61 to E79; T62 to N80; G63 to G81; A64 

to G82; F65 to F83; E66 to P84; 167 to Y85; E68 to E86; 169 to K87; N70 to 

D88; G71 to L89; Q72 to 190; L73 to E91; V74 to A92, F75 to 193; S76 to R94; 

K77 to R95; L78 to A96; E79 to S97; N80 to N98; G81 to G99; G82 to E100; 

F83 to TIO; P84 to L102; Y85 to E103; E86 to Ki104; K87 to 1105; D88 to 

T106; L89 to N107; 190 to S108; E91 to R109; A92 to P110; 193 to PIll; R94 

to C112; R95 to V113; A96 to I114; S97 toLl5.  

[01261 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 20mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to G20; S2 to S21; G3 to G22; E4 to V23; P5 to R24; G6 to 125; 

Q7 to V26; T8 to V27; S9 to E28; V10 to Y29; Al1 toi C30; P12 to E31; P13 to 

P32; P14 to C33; E15 to G34; E16 to F35; V17 to E36; E18 to A37; P19 to T38; 

G20 to Y39; S21 to L40; G22 to E41; V23 to L42; R24 to A43; 125 to S44; V26 

to A45; V27 to V46; E28 to K47; Y29 to E48; C30 to Q49; E31 to Y50; P32 to 

P51; C33 to G52; G34 to 153; F35 to E54; E36 to 155; A37 to E56; T38 to S57; 

Y39 to R58; LAO to L59; E41 to G60; L42 to G61; A43 to T62; S44 to G63; A45 

to A64; V46 to F65; K47 to E66; E48 to 167; Q49 thiE68; Y50 to 169; P51 to 

N70; G52 to G71; 153 to Q72; E54 to L73; 155 to V74- E56 to F75; S57 to S76; 

R58 to K77; L59 to L78; G60 to E79; G61 to N80; T62ito G81; G63 to G82; A64 

to F83; F65 to P84; E66 to Y85; 167 to E86; E68 to K87; 169 to D88; N70 to L89; 

G71 to 190; Q72 to E91; L73 to A92; V74 to 193; F75 to R94; S76 to R95; K77 

to A96; L78 to S97; E79 to N98; N80 to G99; G81 to;El00; G82 to T101; F83 

to L102; P84 to E103; Y85 to K104; E86 to 1105; K87 to T106; D88 to N107; 

L89 to S108;190 to R109; E91 to P110; A92 to P1 Ii;193 to Cl12; R94 to V113; 

R95 to 1114; A96 to Li15.
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[01271 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 21mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): MI to S21; S2 to G22; G3 to V23; E4 to R24; P5 to 125; G6 to V26; 

Q7 to V27; T8 to E28; S9 to Y29; V10 to C30; Al1 tb E31; P12 to P32; P13 to 

C33; P14 to G34; E15 to F35; E16 to E36; V17 to A37; E18 to T38; P19 to Y39; 

G20 to L40; S21 to E41; G22 to L42; V23 to A43; R24ito S44; 125 to A45; V26 

to V46; V27 to K47; E28 to E48; Y29 to Q49; C30 to Y50; E31 to P51; P32 to 

G52; C33 to 153; G34 to E54; F35 to 155; E36 to E56, A37 to S57; T38 to R58; 

Y39 to L59; L40 to G60; E41 to G61; L42 to T62; A43 to G63; S44 to A64; A45 

to F65; V46 to E66; K47 to 167; E48 to E68; Q49 to 169; Y50 to N70; P51 to 

G71; G52 to Q72; 153 to L73; E54 to V74; 155 to F75; E56 to S76; S57 to K77; 

R58 to L78; L59 to E79; G60 to N80; G61 to G81; T62 to G82; G63 to F83; A64 

to P84; F65 to Y85; E66 to E86; 167 to K87; E68 to D88; 169 to L89; N70 to 190; 

G71 to E91; Q72 to A92; L73 to 193; V74 to R94; F75 to R95; S76 to A96; K77 

to S97; L78 to N98; E79 to G99; N80 to E100; G81 to TIO; G82 to L102; F83 

to E103; P84 to K104; Y85 to 1105; E86 to T106; K87 to N107; D88 to S108; 

L89 to R109; I90 to P110; E91 to P111; A92 to C112;,I93 to V113; R94 to I114; 

R95 to Ll15.  

[0128] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,l one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 22mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to G22; S2 to V23; G3 to R24; E4 to 125; P5 to V26; G6 to V27; 

Q7 to E28; T8 to Y29; S9 to C30; VIO to E31; All to P32; P12 to C33; P13 to 

G34; P14 to F35; E15 to E36; E16 to A37; V17 to T38;E18 to Y39; P19 to L40; 

G20 to E41; S21 to L42; G22 to A43; V23 to S44; R24to A45; 125 to V46; V26 

to K47; V27 to E48; E28 to Q49; Y29 to Y50; C30 to P51; E31 to G52; P32 to 

153; C33 to E54; G34 to 155; F35 to E56; E36 to S57; A37 to R58; T38 to L59; 

Y39 to G60; L40 to G61; E41 to T62; L42 to G63; A43 to A64; S44 to F65; A45 

to E66; V46 to 167; K47 to E68; E48 to 169; Q49 toIN70; Y50 to G71; P51 to
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Q72; G52 to L73; 153 to V74; E54 to F75; 155 to S76; E56 to K77; S57 to L78; 

R58 to E79; L59 to N80; G60 to G81; G61 to G82; T62 to F83; G63 to P84; A64 

to Y85; F65 to E86; E66 to K87; 167 to D88; E68 to L89; 169 to 190; N70 to E91; 

G71 to A92; Q72 to 193; L73 to R94; V74 to R95; F75 to A96; S76 to S97; K77 

to N98; L78 to G99; E79 to E100; N80 to T101; G81 to L102; G82 to E103; F83 

to K104; P84 to 1105; Y85 to T106; E86 to N107; K87 to S108; D88 to R109; 

L89 to P110; I90 to P111; E91 to C112; A92 to V113;!I93 toIl14; R94 to LI15.  

[0129] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 23mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to V23; S2 to R24; G3 to 125; E4 to V26; P5 to V27; G6 to E28; 

Q7 to Y29; TS to C30; S9 to E31; V1O to P32; Al1 to C33; P12 to G34; P13 to 

F35; P14 to E36; E15 to A37; E16 to T38; V17 to Y39;iE18 to L40; P19 to E41; 

G20 to L42; S21 to A43; G22 to S44; V23 to A45; R24 to V46; 125 to K47; V26 

to E48; V27 to Q49; E28 to Y50; Y29 to P51; C30 to G52; E31 to 153; P32 to 

E54; C33 to 155; G34 to E56; F35 to S57; E36 to R58; A37 to L59; T38 to G60; 

Y39 to G61; L40 to T62; E41 to G63; LA2 to A64; A4-3 to F65; S44 to E66; A45 

to 167; V46 to E68; K47 to 169; E48 to N70; Q49 to :G71; Y50 to Q72; P51 to 

L73; G52 to V74; 153 to F75; E54 to S76; 155 to K77; E56 to L78; S57 to E79; 

R58 to N80; L59 to G81; G60 to G82; G61 to F83; T62 to P84; G63 to Y85; A64 

to E86; F65 to K87; E66 to D88; [67 to L89; E68 to 190;169 to E91; N70 to A92; 

G71 to 193; Q72 to R94; L73 to R95; V74 to A96; F75 to S97; S76 to N98; K77 

to G99; L78 to E100; E79 to TIO1; N80 to L102; G811 to E103; G82 to K104; 

F83 to 1105; P84 to T106; Y85 to N107; E86 to S1,08; K87 to R109; D88 to 

P110; L89 to P111; 190 to C112; E91 to V113; A92 tbI114; 193 to L115.  

[01301 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting ofi one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 24mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to R24; S2 to 125; G3 to V26; E4 to V27; P5 to E28; G6 to Y29; 

Q7 to C30; T8 to E31; S9 to P32; V1O to C33; All to G34; P12 to F35; P13 to
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E36; P14 to A37; E15 to T38; E16 to Y39; V17 to L40 E18 to E41; P19 to L42; 

G20 to A43; S21 to S44; G22 to A45; V23 to V46; R24 to K47; 125 to E48; V26 

to Q49; V27 to Y50; E28 to P51; Y29 to G52; C30 to 153; E31 to E54; P32 to 

155; C33 to E56; G34 to S57; F35 to R58; E36 to L59;!A37 to G60; T38 to G61; 

Y39 to T62; L40 to G63; E41 to A64; L42 to F65; A43 to E66; S44 to 167; A45 

to E68; V46 to 169; K47 to N70; E48 to G71; Q49 to;Q72; Y50 to L73; P51 to 

V74; G52 to F75; 153 to S76; E54 to K77; 155 to L78; E56 to E79; S57 to N80; 

R58 to G81; L59 to G82; G60 to F83; G61 to P84; T62to Y85; G63 to E86; A64 

to K87; F65 to D88; E66 to L89; 167 to 190; E68 to E91;4I69 to A92; N70 to 193; 

G71 to R94; Q72 to R95; L73 to A96; V74 to S97; F75 to N98; S76 to G99; K77 

to E100; L78 to TIOI; E79 to L102; N80 to E103; G81 to K104; G82 to 1105; 

F83 to T106; P84 to N107; Y85 to S108; E86 to R109; K87 to P110; D88 to 

P111; L89 to C112; 190 to V113; E91 to 1114; A92 to Ll15.  

[01311 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, ione or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 25mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to 125; S2 to V26; G3 to V27; E4 to E28; P5 to Y29; G6 to C30; 

Q7 to E31; T8 to P32; S9 to C33; VIO to G34; All to F35; P12 to E36; P13 to 

A37; P14 to T38; E15 to Y39; E16 to L40; V17 to E41; E18 to L42; P19 to A43; 

G20 to S44; S21 to A45; G22 to V46; V23 to K47; R24 to E48; 125 to Q49; V26 

to Y50; V27 to P51; E28 to G52; Y29 to 153; C30 to E54; E31 to 155; P32 to 

E56; C33 to S57; G34 to R58; F35 to L59; E36 to G60; A37 to G61; T38 to T62; 

Y39 to G63; .40 to A64; E41 to F65; 142 to E66; A43 to 167; S44 to E68; A45 

to 169; V46 to N70; K47 to G71; E48 to Q72; Q49 to L73; Y50 to V74; P51 to 

F75; G52 to S76; 153 to K77; E54 to L78; 155 to E79; E56 to N80; S57 to G81; 

R58 to G82; L59 to F83; G60 to P84; G61 to Y85; T62 to E86; G63 to K87; A64 

to D88; F65 to L89; E66 to 190; 167 to E91; E68 to A92; 169 to 193; N70 to R94; 

G71 to R95; Q72 to A96; L73 to S97; V74 to N98; F75 to G99; S76 to EiO; 

K77 to T101; L78 to L102; E79 to E103; N80 to K104; G81 to 1105; G82 to
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T106; F83 to N107; P84 to S108; Y85 to R109; E86toP110; K87 to P111; D88 

to C112; L89 to V113; 190 to I114; E91 to L115.  

[0132] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 26mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to V26; S2 to V27; G3 to E28; E4 to Y29; P5 to C30; G6 to E31; 

Q7 to P32; T8 to C33; S9 to G34; V10 to F35; Al1 to E36; P12 to A37; P13 to 

T38; P14 to Y39; E15 to L40; E16 to E41; V17 to L42- E18 to A43; P19 to S44; 

G20 to A45; S21 to V46; G22 to K47; V23 to E48; R24 to Q49; 125 to Y50; V26 

to P51; V27 to G52; E28 to 153; Y29 to E54; C30 to 155;,E31 to E56; P32 to S57; 

C33 to R58; G34 to L59; F35 to G60; E36 to G61; A37 to T62; T38 to G63; Y39 

to A64; L40 to F65; E41 to E66; L42 to 167; A43 to E68; S44 to 169; A45 to N70; 

V46 to G71; K47 to Q72; E48 to L73; Q49 to V74; Y5Oito F75; P51 to S76; G52 

to K77; 153 to L78; E54 to E79; 155 to N80; E56 to G81; 557 to G82; R58 to 

F83; L59 to P84; G60 to Y85; G61 to E86; T62 to K87; G63 to D88; A64 to L89; 

F65 to 190; E66 to E91; 167 to A92; E68 to 193; 169 to R94; N70 to R95; G71 to 

A96; Q72 to S97; L73 to N98; V74 to G99; F75 to E1OO; S76 to TIO; K77 to 

L102; L78 to E103; E79 to K104; N80 to 1105; G81 tW T106; G82 to N107; F83 

to S108; P84 to R109; Y85 to P110; E86 to Pl11; K87 to C112; D88 to V113; 

L89 to I114; 190 to Ll15.  

[01331 In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 27mers (residues correspond to SEQ IDNO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to V27; S2 to E28; G3 to Y29; E4 to C30; P5 to E31; G6 to P32; 

Q7 to C33; T8 to G34; S9 to F35; VIO to E36; Al1 to A37; P12 to T38; P13 to 

Y39; P14 to L40; El to E41; E16 to L42; V17 to A43;E18 to S44; P19 to A45; 

G20 to V46; S21 to K47; G22 to E48; V23 to Q49; R24 to Y50; 125 to P51; V26 

to G52; V27 to 153; E28 to E54; Y29 to 155; C30 to E56; E31 to S57; P32 to 

R58; C33 to L59; G34 to G60; F35 to G61; E36to T62;A37 to G63; T38 to A64; 

Y39 to F65; L40 to E66; E41 to 167; L42 to E68; A431 to 169; S44 to N70; A45
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to G71; V46 to Q72; K47 to L73; E48 to V74; Q49 toiF75; Y50 to S76; P51 to 

K77; G52 to L78; 153 to E79; E54 to N80; 155 to G81; E56 to G82; S57 to F83; 

R58 to P84; L59 to Y85; G60 to E86; G61 to K87; T62ito D88; G63 to L89; A64 

to 190; F65 to E91; E66 to A92; 167 to 193; E68 to R94, 169 to R95; N70 to A96; 

G71 to S97; Q72 to N98; L73 to G99; V74 to E100; F/5 to T101; S76 to L102; 

K77 to E103; L78 to K104; E79 to 1105; N80 to T106; G81 to N107; G82 to 

S108; F83 to R109; P84 to P110; Y85 to P111; E86 toC112; K87 to V113; D88 

to 1114; L89 to Ll15.  

[01341 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 28mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to E28; S2 to Y29; G3 to C30; E4 to E31; P5 to P32; G6 to C33; 

Q7 to G34; T8 to F35; S9 to E36; VIO to A37; Al1 to T38; P12 to Y39; P13 to 

L4O; P14 to E41; EIS to L42; E16 to A43; V17 to S44 E18 to A45; P19 to V46; 

G20 to K47; S21 to E48; G22 to Q49; V23 to Y50; R24Ito P51; 125 to G52; V26 

to 153; V27 to E54; E28 to 155; Y29 to E56; C30 to S57;E31 to R58; P32 to L59; 

C33 to G60; G34 to G61; F35 to T62; E36 to G63; A37 to A64; T38 to F65; Y39 

to E66; L40 to 167; E41 to E68; L42 to 169; A43 to N70; S44 to G71; A45 to 

Q72; V46 to L73; K47 to V74; E48 to F75; Q49 to S76; Y50 to K77; P51 to L78; 

G52 to E79; 153 to N80; E54 to G81; 155 to G82; E56 to F83; S57 to P84; R58 

to Y85; L59 to E86; G60 to K87; G61 to D88; T62 to L89; G63 to 190; A64 to 

E91; F65 to A92; E66 to 193; 167 to R94; E68 to R95; 169 to A96; N70 to S97; 

G71 to N98; Q72 to G99; L73 to E1OO; V74 to T101;F75 to L102; S76 to E103; 

K77 to K104; L78 to 1105; E79 to T106; N80 to N107; G81 to S108; G82 to 

R109; F83 to P110; P84 to P111; Y85 to Cl 12; E86 to V1 13; K87 to I114; D88 

to L115.  

[01351 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 29mers (residues correspond to SEQ IDNO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to Y29; S2 to C30; G3 to E3 1; E4 to P32; PS to C33; G6 to G34;
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Q7 to F35; T8 to E36; S9 to A37; VIO to T38; Al1 toIY39; P12 to L40; P13 to 

E41; P14 to L42; E15 to A43; E16 to S44; V17 to A45;IE1S to V46; P19 to K47; 

G20 to E48; S21 to Q49; G22 to Y50; V23 to P51; R24 to G52; 125 to 153; V26 

to E54; V27 to 155; E28 to E56; Y29 to S57; C30 to R58; E31 to L59; P32 to 

G60; C33 to G61; G34 to T62; F35 to G63;E36 to A64- A37 to F65; T38 to E66; 

Y39 to 167; L40 to E68; E41 to 169; L42 to N70; A43 to G71; S44 to Q72; A45 

to L73; V46 to V74; K47 to F75; E48 to S76; Q49 to K77; Y50 to L78; P51 to 

E79; G52 to N80; 153 to G81; E54 to G82; 155 to F83 E56 to P84; S57 to Y85; 

R58 to E86; L59 to K87; G60 to D88; G61 to L89; T62 to 190; G63 to E91; A64 

to A92; F65 to 193; E66 to R94; 167 to R95; E68 to A96; 169 to S97; N70 toN98; 

G71 to G99; Q72to E100; L73 to T101; V74 to L102; F75 to E103; S76 to K104; 

K77 to 1105; L78 to T106; E79 to N107; N80 to S108; G81 to R109; G82 to 

P11O; F83 to Pill; P84 to C112; Y85 to V113; E86 to1114; K87 to L115.  

[0136] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 30mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to C30; S2 to E31; G3 to P32; E4 to C33; P5 to G34; G6 to F35; 

Q7 to E36; T8 to A37; S9 to T38; VIO to Y39; Al I to L40; P12 to E41; P13 to 

L42; P14 to A43; E15 to S44; E16 to A45; V17 to V46; E18 to K47; P19 to E48; 

G20 to Q49; S21 to Y50; G22 to P51; V23 to G52; R24 to 153; 125 to E54; V26 

to 155; V27 to E56; E28 to S57; Y29 to R58; C30 to! L59; E31 to G60; P32 to 

G61; C33 to T62; G34 to G63; F35 to A64; E36 to F65; A37 to E66; T38 to 167; 

Y39 to E68; L40 to 169; E41 to N70; L42 to G71; A43 to Q72; S44 to L73; A45 

to V74; V46 to F75; K47 to S76; E48 to K77; Q49 to L78; Y50 to E79; P51 to 

N80; G52 to G81; 153 to G82; E54 to F83; 155 to P84; E56 to Y85; S57 to E86; 

R58 to K87; L59 to D88; G60 to L89; G61 to 190; T62 to E91; G63 to A92; A64 

to 193; F65 to R94; E66 to R95; 167 to A96; E68 to S97; 169 to N98; N70 to G99; 

G71 to E1OO; Q72 to T1O; L73 to L102; V74 to .103; F75 to K104; S76 to 

1105; K77 to T106; L78 to N107; E79 to S108; N80 to R109; G81 to P110; G82 

to P111; F83 to C112; P84 to V113; Y85 to 1114; E86 to L115.
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[01371 In another preferred embodimentthe isolated piolypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of:, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 3 1mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): Ml to E31; S2 to P32; G3 to C33; E4 to G34; P5 to F35; G6 to E36; 

Q7 to A37; T8 to T38; S9 to Y39; V1O to L40; All to E41; P12 to L42; P13 to 

A43; P14 to S44; E15 to A45; E16 to V46; V17 to K47; E18 to E48; P19 to Q49; 

G20 to Y50; S21 to P51; G22 to G52; V23 to 153; R24ito E54; 125 to 155; V26 

to E56; V27 to S57; E28 to R58; Y29 to L59; C30 tol G60; E31 to G61; P32 to 

T62; C33 to G63; G34 to A64; F35 to F65; E36 to E66;iA37 to 167; T38 to E68; 

Y39 to 169; LAO to N70; E41 to G71; L42 to Q72; A43 to L73; S44 to V74; A45 

to F75; V46 to S76; K47 to K77; E48 to L78; Q49 to E79; Y50 to N80; P51 to 

G81; G52 to G82; 153 to F83; E54 to P84; 155 to Y85; E56 to E86; S57 to K87; 

R58 to D88; L59 to L89; G60 to 190; G61 to E91; T62 to A92; G63 to 193; A64 

to R94; F65 to R95; E66 to A96; 167 to S97; E68 to N98; 169 to G99; N70 to 

E100; G71 to T101; Q72 to L102; L73 to E103; V74 to K104; F75 to 1105; S76 

to T106; K77 to N107; L78 to S108; E79 to R109; N80 to P110; G81 to P111; 

G82 to C112; F83 to VI 13; P84 to 1114 and Y85 to L115.  

10138] In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 32mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): M1 to P32; S2 to C33; G3 to G34; E4 to F35; P5 to E36; G6 to A37; 

Q7 to T38; T8 to Y39; S9 to LAO; V1O to E41; Al1 to IL42; P12 to A43; P13 to 

S44; P14 to A45; E15 to V46; E16 to K47; V17 to E48; E18 to Q49; P19 to Y50; 

G20 to P51; S21 to G52; G22 to 153; V23 to E54; R24 to 155; 125 to E56; V26 

to S57; V27 to R58; E28 to L59; Y29 to G60; C30 to G61; E31 to T62; P32 to 

G63; C33 to A64; G34 to F65; F35 to E66; E36 to 167; A37 to E68; T38 to 169; 

Y39 to N70; L40 to G71; E41 to Q72; L42 to L73; A43 to V74; S44 to F75; A45 

to S76; V46 to K77; K47 to L78; E48 to E79; Q49 t6 N80; Y50 to G81; P51 to 

G82; G52 to F83; 153 to P84; E54 to Y85; 155 to E86; E56 to K87; S57 to D88; 

R58 to L89; L59 to 190; G60 to E91; G61 to A92; T62 to 193; G63 to R94; A64
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to R95; F65 to A96; E66 -to S97; 167 to N98; E68 to G99; 169 to E100; N70 to 

TIO; G71 to L102; Q72 to E103; L73 to K104; V74 tol105; F75 to T106; S76 

to N107; K77 to S108; L78 to R109; E79 to P110; N80 to P111; G81 to C112; 

G82 to V113; F83 to 1114 and P84 to Ll1S.  

[0139] In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 33mers (residues corres ond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to C33; S2 to G34; G3 to F35; E4 to E36; PS to A37; G6 to T38; 

Q7 to Y39; T8 to L40; S9 to E41; V10 to L42; Al1 td A43; P12 to S44; P13 to 

A45; P14 to V46; E15 to K47; E16 to E48; V17 to Q49; E18 to Y50; P19 to P51; 

G20 to G52; S21 to 153; G22 to E54; V23 to 155; R24 to E56; 125 to S57; V26 

to R58; V27 to L59; E28 to G60; Y29 to G61; C30 to T62; E31 to G63; P32 to 

A64; C33 to F65; G34 to E66; F35 to 167; E36 to E68; A37 to 169; T38 to N70; 

Y39 to G71; L40 to Q72; E41 to L73; L42 to V74; A43 to F75; S44 to S76; A45 

to K77; V46 to L78; K47 to E79; E48 to N80; Q49 to:G81; Y50 to G82; P51 to 

F83; G52 to P84; 153 to Y85; E54 to E86; 155 to K871 E56 to D88; S57 to L89; 

R58 to 190; L59 to E91; G60 to A92; G61 to 193; T62lto R94; G63 to R95; A64 

to A96; F65 to S97; E66 to N98; 167 to G99; E68 to E100; 169 to T1O; N70 to 

L102; G71 to E103; Q72 to K104; L73 to 1105; V74 to T106; F75 to N107; S76 

to S108; K77 to R109; L78 to PI10; E79 to P111; N80 to CI12; G81 to VI13; 

G82 to 1114 and F83 to LI15.  

[01401 In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,' one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 34mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): Ml to G34; S2 to F35; G3 to E36; E4 to A37; P5 to T38; G6 to Y39; 

Q7 to LAO; T8 to E41; S9 to L42; V1Oto A43; All to S44; P12 to A45; P13 to 

V46;P14toK47;El5toE48;E16toQ49;V17toY50;E18toP51;Pl9toGS2; 

G20 to 153; S21 to E54; G22 to 155; V23 to E56; R24 to 557; 125 to R58; V26 to 

L59; V27 to G60; E28 to G61; Y29 to T62; C30 to G63; E31 to A64; P32 to F65; 

C33 to E66; G34 to 167; F35 to E68; E36 to 169; A37 to N70; T38 to G71; Y39
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to Q72; L40 to L73; E41 to V74; L42 to F75; A43 to $76; S44 to K77; A45 to 

L78; V46 to E79; K47 to N80; E48 to G81; Q49 to G82 Y50 to F83; P51 to P84; 

G52 to Y85; 153 to E86; E54 to K87; 155 to D88; E56 to L89; S57 to 190; R58 to 

E91; L59 to A92; G60 to 193; G61 to R94; T62 to R95; G63 to A96; A64 to S97; 

F65 to N98; E66 to G99; 167 to ElO; E68 to TIOI; 169 to L102; N70 to E103; 

G71 to K104; Q72 to 1105; L73 to T106; V74 to N107; F75 to S108; S76 to 

R109; K77 to P110; L78 to P111; E79 to C112; N80 toV113 ; G81 to I114 and 

G82 to L115.  

[01411 In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 35mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to F35; S2 to E36; G3 to A37; E4 to T38; P5 to Y39; G6 to L40; 

Q7 to E41; T8 to LA2; S9 to A43; V10 to S44; Al1 tal A45; P12 to V46; P13 to 

K47; P14 to E48; E15 to Q49; E16 to Y50; V17 to P51;E18 to G52; P19 to 153; 

G20 to E54; S21 to 155; G22 to E56; V23 to S57; R24 to R58; 125 to L59; V26 

to G60; V27 to G61; E28 to T62; Y29 to G63; C30 to A64; E31 to F65; P32 to 

E66; C33 to 167; G34 to E68; F35 to 169; E36 to N70;A37 to G71; T38 to Q72; 

Y39 to L73; L40 to V74; E41 to F75; L42 to 576; A43 to K77; S44 to L78; A45 

to E79; V46 to N80; K47 to G81; E48 to G82; Q49 to F83; Y50 to P84; P51 to 

Y85; G52 to E86; 153 to K87; E54 to D88; 155 to L89;:E56 to 190; S57 to E91; 

R58 to A92; L59 to 193; G60 to R94; G61 to R95; T62 to A96; G63 to S97; A64 

to N98; F65 to G99; E66 to E1OO; 167 to T101; E68 toL102; 169 to E103; N70 

to K104; G71 to 1105; Q72 to T106; L73 to N107; V74 to S108; F75 to R109; 

S76 to P110; K77 to P111; L78 to C112; E79 to V113; N80 to 1114; G81 to 

L115.  

[01421 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 36mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB):
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MI to E36; S2 to A37; G3 to T38; E4 to Y39; P5 to LA; G6 to E41; Q7 to L42; 

T8 to A43; S9 to S44; VIO to A45; Al Ito V46; P12 to K47; P13 to E48; P14 to 

Q49; El to Y50; E16 to P51; V17 to G52; E18 to I53;!Pl9 to E54; G20 to I55; 

S21 to E56; G22 to S57; V23 to R58; R24 to L59; 125 to G60; V26 to G61; V27 

to T62; E28 to G63; Y29 to A64; C30 to F65; E31 to E66; P32 to 167; C33 to 

E68; G34 to 169; F35 to N70; E36 to G71; A37 to Q72; f'38 to L73; Y39 to V74; 

L40 to F75; E41 to S76; L42 to K77; A43 to L78; S44 to E79; A45 to N80; V46 

to G81; K47 to G82; E48 to F83; Q49 to P84; Y50 to Y85; P51 to E86; G52 to 

K87; 153 to D88; E54 to L89; 155 to 190; E56 to E91; S57 to A92; R58 to 193; 

L59 to R94; G60 to R95; G61 to A96; T62 to S97; G63 to N98; A64 to G99; F65 

to E100; E66 to TIO; 167 to L102; E68 to E103; 169 todK104; N70 to 1105; G71 

to T106; Q72 to N107; L73 to S108; V74 to R109; F7S to P110; S76 to P111; 

K77 to C112; L78 to V113; E79 to 1114; N80 to L115 

[01431 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 37mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to A37; S2 to T38; G3 to Y39; E4 to L40; P5 to E41; G6 to L42; Q7 to A43; 

T8 to S44; S9 to A45; VIO to V46; All to K47; P12 to E48; P13 to Q4 9 ; P14 to 

Y50; E15 to P51; E16 to G52; V17 to 153; E18 to E54; P19 to 155; G20 to E56; 

S21 to S57; G22 to R58; V23 to L59; R24 to G60; I25ito G61; V26 to T62; V27 

to G63; E28 to A64; Y29 to F65; C30 to E66; E31 to 167; P32 to E68; C33 to 

169; G34 to N70; F35 to G71; A37 to L73; T38 to V74; Y39 to F75; L40 to S76; 

E41 to K77; L42 to L78; A43 to E79; S44 to N80; A45 to G81; V46 to G82; K47 

to F83; E48 to P84; Q49 to Y85; Y50 to E86; P51 to K87; G52 to D88; 153 to 

L89; E54 to 190; 155 to E91; E56 to A92; S57 to I93;i R58 to R94; L59 to R95; 

G60 to A96; G61 to S97; T62 to N98; G63 to G99; A64 to E100; F65 to T101; 

E66 to L102; 167 to E103; E68 to K104; 169 to 1105; N70 to T106; G71 toN107; 

Q72 to S108; L73 to R109; V74 to P110; F75 to P111; S76 to C112; K77 to 

V113; L78 to 1114; E79 to L115.
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[0144] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 38mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to T38; S2 to Y39; G3 to L4O; E4 to E41; P5 to L42;:G6 to A43; Q7 to S44; 

T8 to A45; S9 to V46; V10 to K47; Al1 to E48; P12 to Q49; P13 to Y50; P14 

to P51; E15 to G52; E16 to 153; V17 to E54; E18 to I55 P19 to E56; G20 to S57; 

S21 to R58; G22 to L59; V23 to G60; R24 to G61; 125 to T62; V26 to G63; V27 

to A64; E28 to F65; Y29 to E66; C30 to 167; E31 toi E68; P32 to 169; C33 to 

N70; G34 to G71; F35 to Q72; E36 to L73; A37 to V74; T38 to F75; Y39 to S76; 

L40 to K77; E41 to L78; LA2 to E79; A43 to N80; S44 to G81; A45 to G82; V46 

to F83; K47 to P84; E48 to Y85; Q49 to E86; Y50 to K87; P51 to D88; G52 to 

L89; 153 to 190; E54 to E91; 155 to A92; E56 to 193; 57 to R94; R58 to R95; 

L59 to A96; G60 to S97; G61 to N98; T62 to G99; G63 to E100; A64 to T101; 

F65 to L102; E66 to E103; 167 to K104; E68 to I105; 169 to T106;N70 toN107; 

G71 to S108; Q72 to R109; L73 to P110; V74 to Pill; F75 to C112; S76 to 

V113; K77 to I114; L78 to L 15.  

[01451 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 39mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to Y39; S2 to L40; G3 to E41; E4 to L42; P5 to A43; G6 to S44; Q7 to A45; 

T8 to V46; S9 to K47;V1 to E48; A1 Ito Q49; P12 to Y50; P13 to P51; P14 to 

G52; E15 to 153; E16 to E54; V17 to 155; E18 to E56; P19 to S57; G20 to R58; 

S21 to L59; G22 to G60; V23 to G61; R24 to T62; 125 to G63; V26 to A64; V27 

to F65; E28 to E66; Y29 to 167; C30 to E68; E31 to 169; P32 to N70; C33 to 

G71; G34 to Q72; F35 to L73; E36 to V74; A37 to F75;:T38 to S76; Y39 to K77; 

L4O to L78; E41 to E79; L42 to N80; A43 to G81; S44 to G82; A45 to F83; V46 

to P84; K47 to Y85; E48 to E86; Q49 to K87; Y50 to D88; P51 to L89; G52 to 

190; 153 to E91; E54 to A92; 155 to 193; E56 to R94; S57 to R95; R58 to A96;
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L59 to S97; G60 to N98; G61 to G99; T62 to E100; G63 to T101; A64 to L102; 

F65 to E103; E66 to K104; 167 to 1105; E68 to T106; 169 to N107;N70 to S108; 

G71 to R109; Q72 to P110; L73 to P111; V74 to C112; F75 to V113; S76 to 

I114; K77 to L115.  

[01461 Inanotherpreferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 40mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to L40; S2 to E41; G3 to L42; E4 to A43; P5 to S44; G6 to A45; Q7 to V46; 

T8 to K47; S9 to E48; V1O to Q49; All to Y50; P12 to P51; P13 to G52; P14 to 

153; E15 to E54; E16 to 155; V17 to E56; EIS to S57; P19 to R58; G20 to L59; 

S21 to G60; G22 to G61; V23 to T62; R24 to G63; 125 to A64; V26 to F65; V27 

to E66; E28 to 167; Y29 to E68; C30 to 169; E31 to N70; P32 to G71; C33 to 

Q72; G34 to L73; F35 to V74; E36 to F75; A37 to S76; T38 to K77; Y39 to L78; 

L40 to E79; E41 to N80; L42 to G81; A43 to G82; S44 to F83; A45 to P84; V46 

to Y85; K47 to E86; E48 to K87; Q49 to D88; Y50 to L89; P51 to 190; G52 to 

E91; 153 to A92; E54 to 193; 155 to R94; E56 to R95; S57 to A96; R58 to S97; 

L59 to N98; G60 to G99; G61 to E100; T62 to TIO; G63 to L102; A64 to E103; 

F65 to K104; E66 to 1105; 167 to T106; E68 to N107; 169 to S108; N70 to R109; 

G71 to P110; Q72 to Pll; L73 to C112; V74 to V113; F75 to 1114; S76 to 

LI15.  

[0147] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polyeptdes of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 41mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to E41; S2 to L42; G3 to A43; E4 to S44; P5 to A45; G6 to V46; Q7 to K47; 

T8 to E48; S9 to Q49; V1O to Y50; All to P51; P12 to G52; P13 to 153; P14 to 

E54; El5 to 155; E16 to E56; V17 to S57; El8 to R58; P19 to L59; G20 to G60; 

S21 to G61; G22 to T62; V23 to G63; R24 to A64; 125 to F65; V26 to E66; V27 

to 167; E28 to E68;Y29 to 169; C30 to N70; E31 to G71; P32 to Q72; C33 to L73;
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G34 to V74; F35 to F75; E36 to S76; A37 to K77; T38 to L78; Y39 to E79; L40 

to N80; E41 to G81; L42 to G82; A43 to F83; S44 toIP84; A45 to Y85; V46 to 

E86; K47 to K87; E48 to D88; Q49 to L89; Y50 to 190; P51 to E91; G52 to A92; 

153 to 193; E54 to R94; 155 to R95; E56 to A92; S57 to S97; R58 to N98; L59 to 

G99; G60 to E100; G61 to T101; T62 to L102; G63 to E103; A64 to K104; F65 

to 1105; E66 to T106; 167 to N107; E68 to S108; 169 t6 R109; N70 to P110; G71 

to P11; Q72 to CI12; L73 to VI13; V74 to 1114; F75 to LI15.  

[01481 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 42mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to L42; S2 to A43; G3 to S44; E4 to A45; P5 to V46; G6 to K47; Q7 to E48; 

T8 to Q49; S9 to Y50; V10 to P51; Al1 to G52; P12 to 153; P13 to E54; P14 to 

155; E15 to E56; E16 to S57; V17 to R58; E18 to L59; P19 to G60; G20 to G61; 

S21 to T62; G22 to G63; V23 to A64; R24 to F65; I25 to E66; V26 to 167; V27 

to E68; E28 to 169; Y29 to N70; C30 to G71; E31 to Q72; P32 to L73; C33 to 

V74; G34 to F75; F35 to S76; E36 to K77; A37 to L78; T38 to E79; Y39 to N80; 

L40 to G81; E41 to G82; L42 to F83; A43 to P84; S44 to Y85; A45 to E86; V46 

to K87; K47 to D88; E48 to L89; Q49 to 190; Y50 to E91; P51 to A92; G52 to 

193; 153 to R94; E54 to R95; 155 to A96; E56 to S97; S57 to N98; R58 to G99; 

L59 to E100; G60 to TIO; G61 to L102; T62 to E103; G63 to K104; A64 to 

1105; F65 to T106; E66 to N107; 167 to S108; E68 toRI09; 169 to P110; N70 to 

P111; G71 to C112; Q72 to V113; L73 to 1114; V74 to LI15.  

[01491 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 43mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to A43; S2 to S44; G3 to A45; E4 to V46; PS to K47; G6 to E48; Q7 to Q49; 

T8 to Y50; S9 to P51; V1O to G52; Al1 to 153; P12 to E54; P13 to 155; P14 to 

E56; E15 to 557; E16 to R58; V17 to L59; E18 to G60; P19 to G61; G20 to T62;
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S21 to G63; G22 to A64; V23 to F65; R24 to E66; 125 to 167; V26 to E68; V27 

to 169; E28 to N70; Y29 to G71; C30 to Q72; E31 to L73; P32 to V74; C33 to 

F75; G34 to S76; F35 to K77; E36 to L78; A37 to E79; T38 to N80; Y39 to G81; 

L40 to G82; E41 to F83; L42 to P84; A43 to Y85; S44 to E86; A45 to K87; V46 

to D88; K47 to L89; E48 to 190; Q49 to E91; Y50 to A92; P51 to 193; G52 to 

R94; 153 to R95; E54 to A96; 155 to S97; E56 to N98;1S57 to G99; R58 to E100; 

L59 to TIO; G60 to L102; G61 to E103; T62 to K104; G63 to 1105; A64 to 

T106; F65 to N107; E66 to S108; 167 to R109; E68 to P110; 169 to P111; N70 

to C112; G71 to V113; Q72 toI114; L73 to LI15.  

[01501 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 44mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to S44; S2 to A45; G3 to V46; E4 to K47; P5 to E48; G6 to Q49; Q7 to Y50; 

T8 to P51; S9 to G52; VIO to 153; Al Ito E54; P12 to 155; P13 to E56; P14 to 

S57; E15 to R58; E16 to L59; V17 to G60; El8 to G61;:P19 to T62; G20 to G63; 

S21 to A64; G22 to F65; V23 to E66; R24 to 167; I25 to E68; V26 to 169; V27 

to N70; E28 to G71; Y29 to Q72; C30 to L73; E31 to V74; P32 to F75; C33 to 

S76; G34 to K77; F35 to L78; E36 to E79; A37 to N80;;T38 to G81; Y39 to G82; 

L40 to F83; E41 to P84; L42 to Y85; A43 to E86; S44 to K87; A45 to D88; V46 

to L89; K47 to 190; E48 to E91; Q49 to A92; Y50 to 193; P51 to R94; G52 to 

R95; 153 to A96; E54 to S97; 155 toN98; E56 to G99;IS57 to EIOO; R58 to T1O; 

L59 to L102; G60 to E103; G61 to K104; T62 to 1105; G63 to T106; A64 to 

N107; F65 to S108; E66 to R109; 167 to P110; E68 to P111; 169 to C112; N70 

to V113; G71 to 1114; Q72 to L115.  

[01511 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthepresent 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 45mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B):
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M1 to A45; S2 to V46; G3 to K47; E4 to E48; P5 to Q49; G6 to Y50; Q7 to P51; 

T8 to G52; S9 to 153; V10 to E54; All to 155; P12 to E56; P13 to S57; P14 to 

R58; ElS to L59; E16 to G60;V17 to G61; E18 to T62; P19 to G63; G20 to A64; 

S21 to F65; G22 to E66; V23 to 167; R24 to E68; 125 to 169; V26 to N70; V27 

to G71; E28 to Q72; Y29 to L73; C30 to V74; E31 to F75; P32 to S76; C33 to 

K77; G34 to L78; F35 to E79; E36 to N80; A37 to G81; T38 to G82; Y39 to F83; 

L40 to P84; E41 to Y85; L42 to E86; A43 to K87; S44 to D88; A45 to L89; V46 

to 190; K47 to E91; E48 to E92; Q49 to 193; Y50 toiR94; P51 to R95; G52 to 

A96; 153 to S97; E54 to N98; 155 to G99; E56 to E1OO; S57 to T101; R58 to 

L102; L59 to E103; G60 to K104; G61 to K105; T62 to T106; G63 toN107; A64 

to S108; F65 toR109; E66 to P110; 167 toP1 11; E68 to C112; 169 to V113; N70 

to 1114; G71 to Ll15.  

101521 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 46mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to V46; S2 to K47; G3 to E48; E4 to Q49; P5 to Y50; G6 to P51; Q7 to G52; 

T8 to 153; S9 to E54; VIO to 155; All to E56; P12 to S57; P13 to R58; P14 to 

L59; El5 to G60; El6 to G61;V17 to T62; E18 to G63; P19 to A64; G20 to F65; 

S21 to E66; G22 to 167; V23 to E68; R24 to 169; 125 to N70; V26 to G71; V27 

to Q72; E28 to L73; Y29 to V74; C30 to F75; E31 to S76; P32 to K77; C33 to 

L78; G34 to E79; F35 to N80; E36 to G81; A37 to G82; T38 to F83; Y39 to P84; 

L40 to Y85; E41 to E86; L42 to K87; A43 to D88; S44 to L89; A45 to 190; V46 

to E91; K47 to A92; E48 to 193; Q49 to R94; Y50 to R95; P51 to A96; G52 to 

S97; 153 to N98; E54 to G99; 155 to EIOO; E56 to TIO; S57 to L102; R58 to 

E103; L59 to K104; G60 to 1105; G61 to T106; T62 toN107; G63 to S108; A64 

to R109; F65 to P110; E66 to P111;167 to C112; E68 to V113; 169 to 1114; N70 

to Ll15 

[01531 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 47mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to K47; S2 to E48; G3 to Q49; E4 to Y50; P5 to P51; G6 to G52; Q7 to 153; 

T8 to E54; S9 to 155; V10 to E56; All to S57; P12 to R58; P13 to L59; P14 to 

G60; E15 to G61; E16 to T62; V17 to G63; E18 to A64; P19 to F65; G20~to E66; 

S21 to 167; G22 to E68; V23 to 169; R24 to N70; 125 to G71; V26 to Q72; V27 

to L73; E28 to V74; Y29 to F75; C30 to S76; E31 to K77; P32 to L78; C33 to 

E79; G34 to N80; F35 to G81; E36 to G82; A37 to F83; T38 to P84; Y39 to Y85; 

L4O to E86; E41 to K87; L42 to D88; A43 to L89; S44 to 190; A45 to E91; V46 

to A92; K47 to 193; E48 to R94; Q49 to R95; Y50 tb A96; P51 to S97; G52 to 

N98; 153 to G99; E54 to E100; 155 to T101; E56 to L102; S57 to E103; R58 to 

K104; L59 to I105; G60 to T106; G61 to N107; T62 to S108; G63 to R109; A64 

to P110; F65 to P1ll; E66 to C112; I67 to V113; E68'to I114; 169 to LI15 

[0154] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 48mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to E48; S2 to Q49; G3 to Y50; E4 to P51; P5 to G52; G6 to 153; Q7 to E54; 

T8 to 155; S9 to E56; VIO to S57; All to R58; P12 to L59; P13 to G60; P14 to 

G61; E15 to T62; E16 to G63; V17 to A64; E18 to F65; P19 to E66; G20 to 167; 

S21 to E68; G22 to 169; V23 to N70; R24 to G71; 125 to Q72; V26 to L73; V27 

to V74; E28 to F75; Y29 to S76; C30 to K77; E31 to L78; P32 to E79; C33 to 

N80; G34 to G81; F35 to G82; E36 to F83; A37 to P84; T38 to Y85; Y39 to E86; 

L40 to K87; E41 to D88; L42 to L89; A43 to 190; S44 to E91; A45 to A92; V46 

to 193; K47 to R94; E48 to R95; Q49 to A96; Y50 to S97; P51 to N98; G52 to 

G99; 153 to E1OO; E54 to TIO; 155 to L102; E56 to E103; S57 to K104; R58 to 

1105; L59 to T106; G60 to N107; G61 to S108; T62 to R109; G63 to P110; A64 

to P111; F65 to C112; E66 to V113; 167 to 1114; E68'to L115 

[0155] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 49mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to Q49; S2 to Y50; G3 to P51; E4 to G52; P5 to 153; G6 to E54; Q7 to 155; 

T8 to E56; S9 to S57; VIO to R58; Al Ito L59; P12 to G60; P13 to G61; P14 to 

T62; E15 to G63; E16 to A64; V17 to F65; E18 to E6;P19 to 167; G20 to E68; 

S21 to 169; G22 to N70; V23 to G71; R24 to Q72; 125 to L73; V26 to V74; V27 

to F75; E28 to S76; Y29 to K77; C30 to L78; E31 toiE79; P32 to N80; C33 to 

G81; G34 to G82; F35 to F83; E36 to P84; A37 to Y85; T38 to E86; Y39 to K87; 

L40 to D88; E41 to L89; L42 to 190; A43 to E91; S44 to A92; A45 to 193; V46 

to R94; K47 to R95; E48 to A96; Q49 to S97; Y50 todN98; P51 to G99; G52 to 

E100; 153 to T101; E54 to L102; 155 to E103; E56 to K104; S57 to 1105; R58 to 

T106; L59 to N107; G60 to S108; G61 to R109; T62 t P110; G63 to P11; A64 

to C112; F65 to Vl13; E66 to 1114; 167 to L115 

[0156] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 50mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to Y50; S2 to PS; G3 to G52; E4 to 153; P5 to E54; G6 to 155; Q7 to E56; 

T8 to S57; S9 to R58; V10 to L59; All to G60; P12 toiG61; P13 to T62; P14 to 

G63; E15 to A64; E16 to F65; V17 to E66; E18 to 167; P19 to E68; G20 to169; 

S21 toN70; G22 to G71; V23 to Q72; R24 to L73; 125 to V74; V26 to F75; V27 

to S76; E28 to K77; Y29 to L78; C30 to E79; E31 to N80; P32 to G81; C33 to 

G82; G34 to F83; F35 to P84; E36 to Y85; A37 to E86; T38 to K87; Y39 to D88; 

L40 to L89; E41 to 190; L42 to E91; A43 to A92; S44ito 193; A45 to R94; V46 

to R95; K47 to A96; E48 to S97; Q49 to N98; Y50 t6 G99; P51 to EIOO; G52 to 

TIOI; 153 to L102; E54 to E103; 155 to K104; E56 to 1105; S57 to T106; R58 to 

N107; L59 to S108; G60 to R109; G61 to P110; T62 to6P111; G63 to Cl12; A64 

to V113; F65 to 1114; E66 to L115 

[0157] In another preferred embodiment, the isolatedpolypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 5 1mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to P51; S2 to G52; G3 to 153; E4 to E54; P5 to 155; G6 to E56; Q7 to S57; 

T8 to R58; S9 to L59; V1O to G60; Al1 to G61; P12 to T62; P13 to G63; P14 to 

A64; E15 to F65; E16 to E66; V17 to 167; E18 to E68; P19 to 169; G20 to N70; 

S21 to G71; G22 to Q72; V23 to L73; R24 to V74; I25 to F75; V26 to S76; V27 

to K77; E28 to L78; Y29 to E79; C30 to N80; E31 to 081; P32 to G82; C33 to 

F83; G34 to P84; F35 to Y85; E36 to E86; A37 to K87; T38 to D88; Y39 to L89; 

L40 to 190; E41 to E91; L42 to A92; A43 to 193; S44 to R94; A45 to R95; V46 

to A96; K47 to S97; E48 to N98; Q49 to G99; Y50 to!E100; P51 to T101; G52 

to L102; 153 to E103; E54 to K104; 155 to 1105; E56 to T106; S57 to N107; R58 

to S108; L59 to R109; G60 to P110; G61 to P111; T62;to C112; G63 to VI13; 

A64 to I114; F65 to LI15 

[01581 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 52mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to G52; S2 to 153; G3 to E54; E4 to 155; P5 to E56; G6 to S57; Q7 to R58; 

T8 to L59; S9 to G60; VIO to G61; Al Ito T62; P12 to G63; P13 to A64; P14 to 

F65; E15 to.E66; E16 to 167; V17 to E68; E18 to I69;:P19 to N70; G20 to G71; 

S21 to Q72; G22 to L73; V23 to V74; R24 to F75; 125 to S76; V26 to K77; V27 

to L78; E28 to E79; Y29 to N80; C30 to G81; E31 to G82; P32 to F83; C33 to 

P84; G34 to Y85; F35 to E86; E36 to K87; A37 to D88; T38 to L89; Y39 to 190; 

L40 to E91; E41 to A92; L42 to 193; A43 to R94; S44 to R95; A45 to A96; V46 

to S97; K47 to N98; E48 to G99; Q49 to E100; Y50 to T101; P51 to L102; G52 

to E103; 153 to K104; E54 to 1105; 155 to T106; E56 to N107; S57 to S108; R58 

to R109; L59 to P110; G60 to P111; G61 to C112; T62 to V113; G63 to I114; 

A64 to Ll15 

[01591 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 53mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

Ml to 153; S2 to E54; G3 to 155; E4 to E56; P5 to S57; G6 to R58; Q7 to L59; 

T8 to G60; S9 to G61; V10 to T62; Al1 to G63; P12 to A64; P13 to F65; P14 to 

E66; E15 to 167; E16 to E68; V17 to 169; E18 to N70;:P19 to G71; G20 to Q72; 

S21 to L73; G22 to V74; V23 to F75; R24 to S76; I25;to K77; V26 to L78; V27 

to E79; E28 to N80; Y29 to G81; C30 to G82; E31 to F83; P32 to P84; C33 to 

Y85; G34 to E86; F35 to K87; E36 to D88; A37 to L89;,T38 to I90; Y39 to E91; 

L40 to A92;kE41 to 193; L42 to R94; A43 to R95; S44ito A96; A45 to S97; V46 

toN98; K47 to G99; E48 to E100; Q49 to T101; Y50 to L102; P51 to E103; G52 

to K104; 153 to I105; E54 to T106; 155 to N107; E56 to S108; S57 to R109; R58 

to P110; L59 to P111; G60 to C112; G61 to V113; T62 to 1114; G63 to Ll15 

101601 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 54mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to E54; S2 to 155; G3 to E56; E4 to S57; PS to R58; G6 to L59; Q7 to G60; 

T8 to G61; S9 to T62; VIO to G63; Al Ito A64; P12 to F65; P13 to E66; P14 to 

167; E15 to E68; E16 to 169; V17 to N70; E18 to G71; P19 to Q72; G20 to L73; 

S21 to V74; G22 to F75; V23 to S76; R24 to K77; 125 to L78; V26 to E79; V27 

to N80; E28 to G81; Y29 to G82; C30 to F83; E31 to P84; P32 to Y85; C33 to 

E86; G34 to K87; F35 to D88; E36 to L89; A37 to 190; T38 to E91; Y39 to A92; 

L40 to 193; E41 to R94; L42 to R95; A43 to A96; S44 to S97; A45 to N98; V46 

to G99; K47 to E100; E48 to T1O; Q49 to L102; Y50 to E103; P51 to K104; 

G52 to1105;153 to T106; E54 to N107;155 to S108; E56 to R109; S57 to P110; 

R58 to P111; L59 to C112; G60 to V113; G61 to 1114; T62 to Ll15 

[01611 In another preferred embodiment, the isolatedpolypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 55mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B):
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M1 to 155; S2 to E56; G3 to S57; E4 to R58; P5 to L59; G6 to G60; Q7 to G61; 

T8 to T62; S9 to G63; VIO to A64; Al Ito F65; P12 to E66; P13 to 167; P14 to 

E68; E15 to 169; E16 to N70; V17 to G71; E18 to Q72; P19 to L73; G20 to V74; 

S21 to F75; G22 to S76; V23 to K77; R24 to L78; 125 to E79; V26 to N80; V27 

to G81; E28 to G82; Y29 to F83; C30 to P84; E31 to!Y85; P32 to E86; C33 to 

K87; G34 to D88; F35 to L89; E36 to 190; A37 to E91; T38 to A92; Y39 to 193; 

L40 to R94; E41 to R95; L42 to A96; A43 to S97; S441to N98; A45 to G99; V46 

to EIOO; K47 to TIOI; E48 to L102; Q49 to E103; Y50 to K104; P51 to 1105; 

G52 to T106; 153 to N107; E54 to S108; I55 to R109; E56 to P110; S57 to P111; 

R58 to C112; L59 to V113; G60 to I114; G61 to L115 

[01621 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting ofone or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 56mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to E56; S2 to S57; G3 to R58; E4 to L59; PS to G60; G6 to G61; Q7 to T62; 

T8 to G63; S9 to A64; V10 to F65; AlI to E66; P12 to:167; P13 to E68; P14 to 

169; E15 to N70; E16 to G71; V17 to Q72; E18 to L73; P19 to V74; G20 to F75; 

S21 to S76; G22 to K77; V23 to L78; R24 to E79; 125: to N80; V26 to G81; V27 

to G82; E28 to F83; Y29 to P84; C30 to Y85; E31 to E86; P32 to K87; C33 to 

D88; G34 to L89; F35 to 190; E36 to E91; A37 to A92; T38 to 193; Y39 to R94; 

L40 to R95; E41 to A96; L42 to S97; A43 to N98; S44 to G99; A45 to E100; 

V46 to T1OI; K47 to L102; E48 to E103; Q49 to K104; Y50 to 1105; P51 to 

T106; G52 to N107; 153 to S108; E54 to R109; 155 to P110; E56 to Pll; S57 

to C112; R58 to VI13; L59 to 1114; G60 to L115 

[01631 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 57mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to S57; S2 to R58; G3 to L59; E4 to G60; P5 to G61; G6 to T62; Q7 to G63; 

T8 to A64; S9 to F65; VIO to E66; All to 167; P12 to E68; P13 to 169; P14 to
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N70; E15 to G71; E16 to Q72; V17 to L73; E18 to V74; P19 to F75; G20 to S76; 

S21 to K77; G22 to L78; V23 to E79; R24 to N80; 125 to G81; V26 to G82; V27 

to F83; E28 to P84; Y29 to Y85; C30 to E86; E31 to K87; P32 to D88; C33 to 

L89; G34 to 190; F35 to E91; E36 to A92; A37 to 193;(T38 to R94; Y39 to R95; 

L40 to A96; E41 to S97; L42 to N98; A43 to G99; S44 to E100; A45 to T101; 

V46 to L102; K47 to E103; E48 to K104; Q49 to 1105; Y50 to T106; P51 to 

N107; G52 to S108; 153 to R109; E54 to P110; 155 to P111; E56 to C112; S57 

to V113; R58 to I114; L59 to L115 

[0164] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 58mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to R58; S2 to L9; G3 to G60; E4 to G61; P5 to T62; G6 to G63; Q7 to A64; 

T8 to F65; S9 to E66; V1O to 167; Al1 to E68; P12 to 169; P13 to N70; P14 to 

G71; E15 to Q72; E16 to L73; V17 to V74; E18 to F75; P19 to S76; G20 to K77; 

S21 to L78; G22 to E79; V23 to N80; R24 to G81; 125 to G82; V26 to F83; V27 

to P84; E28 to Y85; Y29 to E86; C30 to K87; E31 to E88; P32 to L89; C33 to 

190; G34 to E91; F35 to A92; E36 to 193; A37 to R94; T38 to R95; Y39 to A96; 

L40 to S97; El to N98; L42 to G99; A43 to E100; S44 to TIOI; A45 to L102; 

V46 to E103; K47 to K104; E48 to 1105; Q49 to T106; Y50 to N107; P51 to 

S108; G52 to R109; 153 to P110; E54 to P111; 155 to C112; E56 to V113; S57 

to 1114; R58 to L115 

[01651 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 59mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to L59; S2 to G60; G3 to G61; E4 to T62; P5 to G63; G6 to A64; Q7 to F65; 

T8 to E66; S9 to 167; V1O to E68; All to 169; P12 toN70; P13 to G71; P14 to 

Q72; E1S to L73; E16 to V74;V17 to F75;E18 to S76;P19 to K77; G20 to L78; 

S21 to E79; G22 to N80; V23 to G81; R24 to G82; 125 to F83; V26 to P84; V27
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to Y85; E28 to E86; Y29 to K87; C30 to D88; E31 to L89; P32 to 190; C33 to 

E91; G34 to A92; F35 to 193; E36 to R94; A37 to R95; T38 to A96; Y39 to S97; 

L40 to N98; E41 to G99; L42 to E100; A43 to T101; S44 to L102; A45 to E103; 

V46 to K104; K47 to 1105; E48 to T106; Q49 to N107; Y50 to S108; P51 to 

R109; G52 to P110; I53 to P111; E54 to C112; I55 to V113; E56 toI114; S57 to 

Li 15 

[0166] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 60mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to G60; S2 to G61; G3 to T62; E4 to G63; P5 to A64; G6 to F65; Q7 to E66; 

T8 to 167; S9 to E68; V10 to 169; All to N70; P12 toiG71; P13 to Q72; P14 to 

L73; E15 to V74; E16 to F75; V17 to S76; E18 to K77; P19 to L78; G20 toE79; 

S21 to N80; G22 to G81; V23 to G82; R24 to F83; 125 to P84; V26 to Y85; V27 

to E86; E28 to K87; Y29 to D88; C30 to L89; E31 to 190; P32 to E91; C33 to 

A92; G34 to 193; F35 to R94; E36 to R95; A37 to A96; T38 to S97; Y39 to N98; 

L40 to G99; E41to El0O; L42to T101; A43 to L102; S44 to E103; A45 to K104; 

V46 to 1105; K47 to T106; E48 to N107; Q49 to SIO8; Y50 to R109; P51 to 

P110; G52 to P1ll; 153 to C112; E54 to V113; 155 to 1114; E56 to L115 

[01671 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,ione or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 61mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

Ml to G61; S2 to T62; G3 to G63; E4 to A64; P5 to F65; G6 to E66; Q7 to 167; 

T8 to E68; S9 to 169; VIO to N70; All to G71; P12 to Q72; P13 to L73; P14 to 

V74;E15 toF75;E16toS76;V17 toK77; E18 toL78;Pl9toE79;G 20toN80; 

S21 to G81; G22 to G82; V23 to F83; R24 to P84; 125 to Y85; V26 to E86; V27 

to K87; E28 to D88; Y29 to L89; C30 to 190; E31 to E91; P32 to A92; C33 to 

193; G34 to R94; F35 to R95; E36 to A96; A37 to S97; T38 to N98; Y39 to G99; 

LAO to E100; E41 to T101; L42 to L102; A43 to E103; S44 to K104; A45 to
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1105; V46 to T106;K47 to N107; E48 to S108; Q49 to R109;Y50 to P110; P51 

to P111; G52 to C112; 153 to V13; E54 to I114; 155 to L115 

[01681 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 62mers (residues correspond to SEQ IDNO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to T62; S2 to G63; G3 to A64; E4 to F65; P5 to E66; G6 to 167; Q7 to E68; 

T8 to 169; S9 to N70; VlO to G71; Al1 to Q72; P12 to L73; P13 to V74; P14 to 

F75; E15 to S76; E16 to K77; V17 to L78; E18 to E79; P19 to N80; G20 to G81; 

S21 to G82; G22 to F83; V23 to P84; R24 to Y85; 125i to E86; V26 to K87; V27 

to D88; E28 to L89; Y29 to 190; C30 to E91; E31 to A92; P32 to 193; C33 to 

R94; G34 to R95; F35 to A96; E36 to S97; A37 to N98; T38 to G99; Y39 to 

E100; L40 to T101; E41 to L102; L42 to E103; A43 toK104; S44 to 1105; A45 

to T106; V46 to N107; K47 to S108; E48 to R109; Q49 to P110; Y50 to P111; 

P51 to C112; G52 to V113; 153 to 1114; E54 to L115.  

[01691 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 63mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to G63; S2 to A64; G3 to F65; E4 to E66; P5 to 167; G6 to E68; Q7 to 169; 

T8 to N70; S9 to G71; V10 to Q72; All to L73; P12 to V74; P13 to F75; P14 to 

S76; E15 to K77; E16 to L78; V17 to E79; E18 to N80; P19 to G81; G20 to G82; 

S21 to F83; G22 to P84; V23 to Y85; R24 to E86; 125 to K87; V26 to D88; V27 

to L89; E28 to 190; Y29 to E91; C30 to A92; E31 to 193; P32 to R94; C33 to 

R95; G34 to A96; F35 to S97; E36 to N98; A37 to G99; T38 to EIO; Y39 to 

T1O; L40 to L102; E41 to E103; L42 to K104; A43 to 1105; S44 to T106; A45 

to N107; V46 to S108; K47 to R109; E48 to P110; Q49 to P111; Y50 to C112; 

P51 to V113; G52 to 1114; 153 to Ll15 

[0170] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 64mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to A64; S2 to F65; G3 to E66; E4 to 167; P5 to E68; G6 to 169; Q7 to N70; 

T8 to G71; S9 to Q72; VIO to L73; Al1 to V74; P12 to F75; P13 to S76; P14 to 

K77; E15 to L78; E16 to E79; V17 to N80; E18 to G81i P19 to G82; G20 to F83; 

S21 to P84; G22 to Y85; V23 to E86; R24 to K87; 125 to D88; V26 to L89; V27 

to 190; E28 to E91; Y29 to A92; C30 to 193; E31 to R94; P32 to R95; C33 to 

A96; G34 to S97; F35 to N98; E36 to G99; A37 to E1O; T38 to TIOI; Y39 to 

L102; L40 to E103; E41 to K104; L42 to 1105; A43 to- T106; S44 to N107; A45 

to S108; V46 to R109; K47 to P110; E48 to P111; Q49to C112; Y50 to V113; 

P51 to1114; G52 to Ll15; 

[01711 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 65mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to F65; S2 to E66; G3 to 167; E4 to E68; P5 to I69; G6 to N70; Q7 to G71; 

T8 to Q72; S9 to L73; VIO to V74; All to F75; P12 to S76; P13 to K77; P14 to 

L78; E15 to E79; E16 to N80; V17 to G81; E18 to G82;P19 to F83; G20 to P84; 

S21 to Y85; G22 to E86; V23 to K87; R24 to D88; 125 to L89; V26 to 190; V27 

to E91; E28 to A92; Y29 to 193; C30 to R94; E31 to!R95; P32 to A96; C33 to 

S97; G34 to N98; F35 to G99; E36 to ElOO; A37 to T101; T38 to L102; Y39 to 

E103; L40 to K104; E41 to 1105; L42 to T106; A43 to N107; S44 to S108; A45 

to R109; V46 to P110; K47 to P111; E48 to C112; Q49 to V113; Y50 to 1114; 

P51 to LI15; 

[01721 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 66mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to E66; S2 to 167; G3 to E68; E4 to 169; PS to N70; G6 to G71; Q7 to Q72; 

T8 to L73; S9 to V74; VIO to F75; Al1 to S76; P12 to K77; P13 to L78; P14 to
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E79;El5toN80;El6toG81;Vl7toG82;E18toF83P19toPS4;G20toY85; 

S21 to E86; G22 to K87; V23 to D88; R24 to L89; 125 to 190; V26 to E91; V27 

to A92; E28 to 193; Y29 to R94; C30 to R95; E31 to A96; P32 to S97; C33 to 

N98; G34 to G99; F35 to E100; E36 to TIO; A37 to L102; T38 to E103; Y39 

to K104; L40 to 1105; E41 to T106; L42 to N107; A43 to S108; S44 to R109; 

A45 to P110; V46 to P111; K47 to C112; E48 to V113; Q49 to 1114; Y50 to 

Li 15 

[01731 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 67mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to 167; S2 to E68; G3 to 169; E4 to N70; P5 to G71; G6 to Q72; Q7 to L73; 

T8 to V74; S9 to F75; V10 to S76; Al1 to K77; P12 to L78; P13 to E79; P14 to 

N80; E15 to GS1; E16 to G82; V17 to F83; E18 to P84; P19 to Y85; G20 to E86; 

S21 to K87; G22 to D88; V23 to L89; R24 to 190; I251to E91; V26 to A92; V27 

to 193; E28 to R94; Y29 to R95; C30 to A96; E31 toS97; P32 to N98; C33 to 

G99; G34 to E100; F35 to T101; E36 to L102; A37 to E103; T38 to K104; Y39 

to1105; L40 to T106; E41 toN107; L42 to S108; A43 toR109; S44to PI10;A45 

to P11; V46 to CI12; K47 to VI13; E48 to 1114; Q49 to Ll15; 

[01741 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,:one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 68mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

MI to E68; S2 to 169; G3 to N70; E4 to G71; P5 to Q72; G6 to L73; Q7 to V74; 

T8 to F75; S9 to S76; VIO to K77; All to L78; P12 to E79; P13 to N80; P14 to 

G81; E15 to G82; E16to F83; V17 to P84;Ei8 to Y85; P19 to E86; G20 toK87; 

S21 to D88; G22 to L89; V23 to 190; R24 to E91; 125 to A92; V26 to 193; V27 

to R94; E28 to R95; Y29 to A96; C30 to S97; E31 to N98; P32 to G99; C33 to 

EIO; G34 to TIO; F35 to L102; E36 to E103; A37 to 104; T38 to 1105; Y39
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to T106; L40 to N107; E41 to S108; L42 to R109; A43 to P110; S44 to Pill; 

A45 to Cl12; V46 to V113; K47 to I114; E48 to L115; 

[0175] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 69mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to 169; S2 to N70; G3 to G71; E4 to Q72; PS to L713; G6 to V74; Q7 to F75; 

T8 to S76; S9 to K77; V1O to L78; Al1 to E79; P12 toIN80; P13 to G81; P14 to 

G82; E1S to F83; E16 to P84; V17 to Y85; E18 to E86;P19 to K87; G20 to D88; 

S21 to L89; G22 to 190; V23 to E91; R24 to A92; 1251 to 193; V26 to R94; V27 

to R95; E28 to A96; Y29 to S97; C30 to N98; E31 to G99; P32 to E100; C33 to 

T101; G34 to L102; F35 to E103; E36 to K104; A37 to 1105; T38 to T106; Y39 

to N107; 40 to S108; E41 to R109; L42 to P110; A43 to P111; S44 to C112; 

A45 to V113; V46 to I114; K47 to Ll15.  

[0176] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 70mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to N70; S2 to G71; G3 to Q72; E4 to L73; P5 to V174; G6 to F75; Q7 to S76; 

T8 toK77; S9 to L78; V1O to E79; All to N80; P12 to G81; P13 to G82; P14 to 

F83; E15 to P84; E16 to Y85; V17 to E86; E18 to K87; P19 to D88; G20 to L89; 

S21 to 190; G22 to E91; V23 to A92; R24 to 193; I25 to R94; V26 to R95; V27 

to A96; E28 to S97; Y29 to N98; C30 to G99; E31 to E1OO; P32 to TIO; C33 

to L102; G34 to E103; F35 to K104; E36 to 1105; A37 to T106; T38 to N107; 

Y39 to S108; L40 to R109; E41 to P110; L42 to P11.1; A43 to C112; S44 to 

V113; A45 to I114; V46 to Ll15.  

[0177] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 7 lmers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB):
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M1 to G71; S2 to Q72; G3 to L73; E4 to V74; PS to F75; G6 to S76; Q7 to K77; 

T8 to L78; S9 to E79; V10 to N80; Al1 to G81; P12 to G82; P13 to F83; P14 to 

P84; E15 to Y85; E16 to E86; V17 to K87; E18 to D88; P19 to L89; G20 to 190; 

S21 to E91; G22 to A92; V23 to 193; R24 to R94; 125 to R95; V26 to A96; V27 

to S97; E28 to N98; Y29 to G99; C30 to EIOO; E31 to TIO; P32 to L102; C33 

to E103; G34 to K104; F35 to 1105; E36 to T106; A37:to N107; T38 to S108; 

Y39 to R109; LAO to P110; E41 to P111; L42 to C112; A43 to V113; S44 to 

I114; A45 to L115.  

[01781 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 72mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to Q72; S2 to L73; G3 to V74; E4 to F75; P5 to S76; G6 to K77; Q7 to L78; 

T8 to E79; S9 to N80; V10 to G81; Al to G82; P12 to F83; P13 to P84; P14 to 

Y85; E15 to E86; E16 to K87; V17 to D88; E18 to L89;P19 to 190; G20 to E91; 

S21 to A92; G22 to 193; V23 to R94; R24 to R95; I25;to A96; V26 to S97; V27 

to N98; E28 to G99; Y29 to E100; C30 to T1O; E31 to L102; P32 to E103; C33 

to K104; G34 to 1105; F35 to T106; E36 to N107; A37 to S108; T38 to R109; 

Y39 to P110; L40 toP111; E41 to C112; L42 toV113;A43 to 1114; S44to L115.  

[01791 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 73mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to L73; S2 to V74; G3 to F75; E4 to S76; P5 to K77; G6 to L78; Q7 to E79; 

T8 to N80; S9 to G81; VI to G82; Al1 to F83;P12 to P84; P13 to Y85; P14 to 

E86; E15 to K87; E16 to D88; V17 to L89; E18 to 190; P19 to E91; G20 to A92; 

S21 to 193; G22 to R94; V23 to R95; R24 to A96; 125 to S97; V26 to N98; V27 

to G99; E28 to E1OO; Y29 to T101; C30 to L102; E31 to:E103; P32to K104; C33 

to 1105; G34 to T106; F35 to N107; E36 to S108; A37 to R109; T38 to P110; 

Y39 to P111; L40 to C112; E41 to V113; L42 to 1114; A43 to L115;
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[01801 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 74mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to V74; S2 to F75; G3 to S76; E4 to K77; P5 to L78; G6 to E79; Q7 to N80; 

T8 to G81; S9 to G82; V10 to F83; All to P84; P12 to Y85; P13 to E86; P14 to 

K87; E15 to D88; E16 to L89; V17 to 190; E18 to E91; P19 to A92; G20 to 193; 

S21 to R94; G22 to R95; V23 to A96; R24 to S97; 125 to N98; V26 to G99; V27 

to E100; E28 to T101; Y29 to L102; C30 to E103; E31 to K104; P32 to 1105; 

C33 to T106; G34 to N107; F35 to S108; E36 to R109; A37 to P110; T38 to 

P1l; Y39 to C112;L40 to V113; E41 to I114; L42 to Ll15.  

[0181] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 75mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to F75; S2 to S76; G3 to K77; E4 to L78; P5 to E79; G6 to N80; Q7 to G81; 

T8 to G82; S9 to F83; VI to P84; Al1 to Y85; P12 to E86; P13 to K87; P14 to 

D88; E15 to L89; E16 to 190; V17 to E91; E18 to A92; P19 to 193; G20 to R94; 

S21 to R95; G22 to A96; V23 to S97; R24 to N98; 125 to G99; V26 to E100; V27 

to TIOI; E28 to L102; Y29 to E103; C30 to K104; E31 to 1105; P32 to T106; 

C33 to N107; G34 to S108; F35 to R109; E36 to P110; A37 to Pll; T38 to 

C112; Y39 to V113; LAO to 1114; E41 to L15; 

[0182] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 76mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to S76; S2 to K77; G3 to L78; E4 to E79; P5 to N80; G6 to G81; Q7 to G82; 

T8 to F83; S9 to P84; VI to Y85; Al Ito E86; P12 to K87; P13 to D88; P14 to 

L89; E15 to 190; E16 to E91; V17 to A92; E18 to 193; P19 to R94; G20 to R95; 

S21 to A96; G22 to S97; V23 to N98; R24 to G99; 125 to E100; V26 to T101;
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V27 to L102; E28 to E103; Y29 to K104; C30 to 1105; E31 to T106; P32 to 

N107; C33 to S108; G34 to R109; F35 toP110; E36 to Pi11; A37to C112; T38 

to V113; Y39 to 1114; L40 to L115; 

[0183] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 77mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

Ml to K77; S2 to L78; G3 to E79; E4 to N80; P5 to G81; G6 to G82; Q7 to F83; 

T8 to P84; S9 to Y85; VIO to E86; Al1 to K87; P12 to D88; P13 to L89; P14 to 

190; E15 to E91; E16 to A92; V17 to 193; E18 to R94;i P19 to R95; G20 to A96; 

S21 to S97; G22 to N98; V23 to G99; R24 to E100; 125 to TIOI; V26 to L102; 

V27 to E103; E28 to K104; Y29; 1105; C30 to T106; E31 toN107; P32 to S108; 

C33 to R109; G34 to P110; F35 to Pill; E36 to C112; A37 to V113; T38 to 

1114; Y39 to LI15; 

[0184] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,; one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 78mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to L78; S2 to E79; G3 to N80; E4 to G81; P5 to G82; G6 to F83; Q7 to P84; 

T8 to Y85; S9 to E86; V1O to K87; Al1 to D88; P12 to L89; P13 to 190; P14 to 

E91; E15 to A92; E16 to 193; V17 to R94; E18 to R95; P19 to A96; G20 to S97; 

S21 to N98; G22 to G99; V23 to E100; R24 to TIO; 125 to L102; V26 to E103; 

V27 to K104; E28 to 1105; Y29 to T106; C30 to N107; E31 to S108; P32 to 

R109; C33 to P110; G34 to P1ll; F35 to C112; E36 toV113; A37 toI114; T3 8 

to L115.  

[01851 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 79mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB):
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M1 to E79; S2 to N80; G3 to G81; E4 to G82; P5 to F83; G6 to P84; Q7 to Y85; 

T8 to E86; S9 to K87; V1O to D88; Al Ito L89; P12 to 190; P13 to E91; P14 to 

A92; E15 to 193; E16 to R94; V17 to R95; E18 to A96; P19 to S97; G20 to N98; 

S21 to G99; G22 to E10O; V23 to T101; R24 to L102; 125 to E103; V26 to K104; 

V27 to 1105; E28 to T106; Y29 to N107; C30 to S108; E31 to R109; P32 to 

P110; C33 to P111; G34 to C112; F35 to V113; E36 to I114; A37 to L115.  

[0186] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 80mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to N80; S2 to G81; G3 to G82; E4 to F83; P5 to P84; G6 to Y85; Q7 to E86; 

T8 to K87; S9 to D88; VIO to L89; All to 190; P12 to E91; P13 to A92; P14 to 

193; E15 to R94; E16 to R95; V17 to A96; E18 to S97; P19 to N98; G20 to G99; 

S21 to E1OO; G22 to T101; V23 to L102; R24 to E103;i125 to K104; V26 to 1105; 

V27 to T106; E28 to N107; Y29 to S108; C30 to R109; E31 to P110; P32 to 

P1; C33 to C112; G34 to V113; F35 to 1114; E36 to Ll15.  

[0187] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthepresent 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 8 lmers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to G81; S2 to G82; G3 to F83; E4 to P84; P5 to Y85; G6 to E86; Q7 to K87; 

T8 to D88; S9 to L89; V10 to 190; All to E91; P12 to A92; P13 to 193; P14 to 

R94; ElS to R95; E16 to A96; V17 to S97; E18 to N98; P19 to G99; G20 to 

E100; S21 to TIOI; G22 to L102; V23 to E103; R24 to K104; 125 to 1105; V26 

to T106; V27 to N107; E28 to S108; Y29 to R109; C30 to P110; E31 to P11; 

P32 to C112; C33 to V113; G34 to 1114; F35 to L1IS.  

[0188] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 82mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB):
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M1 to G82; S2 to F83; G3 to P84; E4 to Y85; P5 to E86; G6 to K87; Q7 to D88; 

T8 to L89; S9 to 190; V10 to E91; Al1 to A92; P12 to 193; P13 to R94; P14 to 

R95; E15 to A96; E16 to S97; V17 to N98; E18 to G99; P19 to E100; G20 to 

T101; S21 to L102; G22 to E103; V23 to K104; R24 to 1105; 125 to T106; V26 

to N107; V27 to S108; E28 to R109; Y29 to P110; C30 to P111; E31 to C112; 

P32 to VI13; C33 to 1114; G34 to L115.  

[01891 In another preferred embodimentthe isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 83mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to F83; S2 to P84; G3 to Y85; E4 to E86; P5 to K87; G6 to D88; Q7 to L89; 

T8 to 190; S9 to E91; V10 to A92; All to 193; P12 to R94; P13 to R95; P14 to 

A96; EIS to S97; E16 to N98; V17 to G99; E18 to E100; P19 to T101; G20 to 

L102; S21 to E103; G22 to K104; V23 to 1105; R24 to T106; 125 to N107; V26 

to S108; V27 to R109; E28 to P110; Y29 to PI11; C30 to CI12; E31 to VI13; 

P32 to 1114; C33 to L115.  

[01901 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 84mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to P84; S2 to Y85; G3 to E86; E4 to K87; PS to D88; G6 to L89; Q7 to 190; 

T8 to E91; S9 to A92; V1O to 193; All to R94; P12 to R95; P13 to A96; P14 to 

S97; E15 to N98; E16 to G99; V17 to ElOO; E18 to TIOI; P19 to L102; G20 to 

E103; S21 to K104; G22 to 1105; V23 to T106; R24 to N107; 125 to S108; V26 

to R109; V27 to P110; E28 to P111; Y29 to C112; C30 to V113; E31 to 1114; 

P32 to L115.  

[01911 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 85mers (residues correspondto SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B):
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M1 to Y85; S2 to E86; G3 to K87; E4 to D88; PS to L89; G6 to 190; Q7 to E91; 

T8 to A92; S9 to 193; VI to R94; All to R95; P12 to A96; P13 to S97; P14 to 

N98; E15 to G99; E16 to E100; V17 to T101; E18 to L102; P19 to E103; G20 to 

K104; S21 to 1105; G22 to T106; V23 to N107; R24 to S108; 125 to R109; V26 

to P110; V27 to P111; E28 to C12; Y29 to V13; C30 to I114; E31 to Ll15.  

[01921 In another preferred embodiment, the isolatedpolypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 86mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to E86; S2 to K87; G3 to D88; E4 to L89; P5 to 190; G6 to E91; Q7 to A92; 

T8 to 193; S9 to R94; V1O to R95; Al1 to A96; P12 to S97; P13 to N98; P14 to 

G99; E15 to E100; E16 to T101; V17 to L102; E18 to E103; P19 to K104; G20 

to 1105; S21 to T106; G22 toN107; V23 to S108; R24 toR109; 125 to P110; V26 

to P111; V27 to C112; E28 to V13; Y29 to I114; C30 to L115.  

[0193] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 87mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to K87; S2 to D88; G3 to L89; E4 to 190; P5 to E91; G6 to A92; Q7 to 193; 

T8 to R94; S9 to R95; V1O toA96; All to S97; P12 toN98; P13 to G99;P14 to 

E100; E15 to T101; E16 to L102; V17 to E103; E18 to K104; P19 to 1105; G20 

to T106; S21 to N107; G22 to S108; V23 to R109; R24 to P110; 125 to P111; 

V26 to C 112; V27 to V113; E28 to I114; Y29 to LI115.  

[01941 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 88mers (residues correspond to SEQ IDNO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to D88; S2 to L89; G3 to 190; E4 to E91; P5 to A92; G6 to 193; Q7 to R94; 

T8 to R95; S9 to A96; VIO to S97; All to N98; P12 to G99; P13 to E100; P14 

to T101; E15 to L102; E16 to E103; V17 to K104; E18 to 1105; P19 to T106;
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G20 to N107; S21 to S108; G22 to R109; V23 to P110; R24 to P1l; 125 to 

C112; V26 to V113; V27 to 1114; E28 to LI 15.  

[01951 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 89mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to L89; S2 to 190; G3 to E91; E4 to A92; P5 to 193; G6 to R94; Q7 to R95; 

T8 to A96; S9 to S97; VIO to N98; Al Ito G99; P12 to E100; P13 to T101; P14 

to L102; E15 to E103; E16 to K104; V17 to 1105; E1!8 to T106; P19 to N107; 

G20 to S108; S21 to R109; G22 to P110; V23 to Pill; R24 to C112; 125 to 

V1 13; V26 to I114; V27 to Ll15.  

10196] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 90mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to I90; S2 to E91; G3 to A92; E4 to193; P5 to R94; G6 to R95; Q7 to A96; 

T8 to S97; S9 to N98; V10 to G99; Al1 to E100; P12 to T101; P13 to L102; 

P14 to E103; E15 to K104; E16 to I105; V17 to T106; E18 to N107; P19 to S108; 

G20 to R109; S21 to PI10; G22 to P111; V23 to C1112; R24 to V113; 125 to 

I114; V26 to L115.  

[01971 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 91mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

Mi to E91; S2 to A92; G3 to 193; E4 to R94; P5 to R95; G6 to A96; Q7 to S97; 

T8 to N98; S9 to G99; V10 to E100; Al1 to TIO; P12 to L102; P13 to E103; 

P14 to K104; E15 to 1105; E16 to T106; V17 to N,107; E18 to S108; P19 to 

R109; G20 to P110; S21 to P1il; G22 to C112; V23;to V113; R24 to 1114; I25 

to L 15.
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101981 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 92mers (residues correspond to SEQ IDNO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to A92; S2 to 193; G3 to R94; E4 to R95; P5 to A96; G6 to S97; Q7 to N98; 

T8 to G99; S9 to ElOO; V10 to T101; Al1 to L102; P12 to E103; P13 to K104; 

P14 to 1105; E15 to T106; E16 to N107; V17 to S108; E18 to R109; P19 to P110; 

G20 to P111; S21 to C112; G22 to VI13; V23 to114; R24 to L15.  

[0199] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 93mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to 193; S2 to R94; G3 to R95; E4 to A96; P5 to S97; G6 to N98; Q7 to G99; 

T8 to E100; S9 to T101; V10 to L102; A1l to E103; P12 to K104; P13 to 1105; 

P14 to T106; E15 to N107; E16 to S108; V17 to R109; E18 to P110; P19 to 

PIl1; G20 to C112; S21 to V113; G22 to 1114; V23 to Ll15.  

[0200] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 94mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to R94; S2 to R95; G3 to A96; E4 to S97; P5 to N98; G6 to G99; Q7 to 

E1O; T8 to TIO; S9 to L102; V1O to E103; All to K104; P12 to 1105; P13 to 

T106; P14 to N107; E15 to S108; E16 to R109; V17 to P11O; E18 to P111; P19 

to C112; G20 to V113; S21 to 1114; G22 to L115.  

102011 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 95mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): M1 to R-95; S2 to A96; G3 to S97; E4 to N98; P5 to G99; G6 to E1OO; 

Q7 to TOI; T8 to L102; S9 to E103; V10 to K104; All to 1105; P12 to T106;
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P13 to N107; P14 to S108; E15 to R109; E16 to P110; V17 to P111; E18 to 

C112;P19 to V113; G20 to I114; S21 to L115.  

[02021 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 96mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to A96; S2 to S97; G3 to N98; E4 to G99; P5 to E1OO; G6 to TIO; Q7 to 

L102; T8 to E103; S9 to K104; VIO to 1105; Al Ito T106; P12 to N107; P13 to 

S108; P14 to R109; E15 to P110; E16 to P111; V17 to C112; E18 to V113; P19 

to 1114; G20 to Ll15.  

[02031 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, ione or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 97mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB): 

M1 to S97; S2 to N98; G3 to G99; E4 to E100; P5 toTI01; G6 to L102; Q7 to 

E103; T8 to K104; S9 to 1105; V1O to T106; Al Ito N107; P12 to S108; P13 to 

R109; P14 to P110; EI5 to P111; E16 to C112; V17 to V113; E18 to 1114; P19 

to L115.  

[02041 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting ofone or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 98mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B): 

M1 to N98; S2 to G99; G3 to E100; E4 to TIO; P5 to L102; G6 to E103; Q7 to 

K104; T8 to 1105; S9 to T106; V1O to N107; Al Ito S108; P12 to R109; P13 to 

P110; P14 to P111; ElS to C112; E16 to V113; V17 to 1114; E18 to L115.  

[02051 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 99mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B):
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MI to G99; S2 to E100; G3 to T101; E4 to L102; P5 to E103; G6 to K104; Q7 

to 1105; T8 to T106; S9 to N107; V1O to S108; Al1 to R109; P12 to P110; P13 

to P111; P14 to C1 12; E15 to V1 13; E16 to 1114; V17 to LI 15.  

[0206] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 100mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B): 

M1 to E100; S2 to T101; G3 to L102; E4 to E103; PS to K104; G6 to 1105; Q7 

to T106; T8 to N107; S9 to S108; V10 to R109; A I to P1;P12toP111; P13 

to C112; P14 to V113; E15 to 1114; E16 to Ll15.  

[0207] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of&ione or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 101mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B): 

M1 to T10i; S2 to L102; G3 to E103; E4 to K104; P5 to 1105; G6 to T106; Q7 

toN107; T8 to S108; S9 to R109; V1 to P110; All toP111; P12 to C11 2; P13 

to V113; P14 to I114; E15 to L115.  

[02081 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 102mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B): 

MI to L102; S2 to E103; G3 to K104; E4 to 1105; P5 to T106; G6 to N107; Q7 

to S108; T8 to R109; S9 to P110; V1 to PI11; A1I to C112 ; P12 to V11 3 ; P13 

to 1114; P14 to L115.  

[02091 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 103mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB):
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M1 to E 103; S2 to K104; G3 to 1105; E4 to T106; P5 to N107; G6 to S108; Q7 

toR109; T8 to P110; S9 to Pll; V10 to C112; All toV113; P12 to 1114; P13 

to Ll15.  

[0210] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 104mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to K104; S2 to 1105; G3 to T106; E4 to N107; P5 to S108; G6 to R109; Q7 

to P110; T8 to P111; S9 to C112; V10 to V113; Al to 1114; P12 to L115.  

[02111 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 105mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

Ml to 1105; S2 to T106; G3 to N107; E4 to S108; P5: to R109; G6 to P110; Q7 

to P11; T8 to C112; S9 to V113; VI to I114; All to L 15.  

[0212] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of,: one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 106mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B): 

M1 to Tl06; S2 to N107; G3 to S108; E4 to R109; P5 to PI10; G6 to PI11; Q7 

to Cl 12; T8 to V1 13; S9 to 1114; V1O to Li 15.  

[02131 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 107mers (residues correspond to SEQ I) NO:2 

and FIG. 1B): 

Ml to N107; S2 to S108; G3 to R109; E4 to P110; P5 to P111; G6 to C112; Q7 

to V113; T8 to 1114; S9 to Ll15.  

[0214] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide
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epitopes include the following 108mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to S108; S2 to R109; G3 to P110; E4 to P111; P5 to'C112; G6 to V113; Q7 

to 1114; T8 to Ll15.  

[0215] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 109mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to R109; S2 to P110; G3 to P111; E4 to C112; P5 to V113; G6 to 1114; Q7 

to L115.  

[0216] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 1Omers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to P110; S2 to P111; G3 to C112; E4 to V113; P5 to 1114; G6 to L115.  

[02171 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 111mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to P111; S2 to C112; G3 to V113; E4 to 1114; P5 to L115.  

[02181 In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 112mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to C112; S2 to V113; G3 to 1114; E4 to L115.  

[0219] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides ofthe present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 113mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

Ml to V113; S2 to 1114; G3 to L115.
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[0220] In another preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprising or, alternatively, consisting of, one or more C35 peptide 

epitopes include the following 114mers (residues correspond to SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB): 

M1 to I114; S2 to L115.  

Stimulation of CTL and HTL responses 

[02211 Much more about the mechanism by which T cells recognize antigens has 

been elucidated during the past ten years. In accordance with this understanding 

of the immune system, the present inventors have developed efficacious peptide 

epitope compositions that induce a therapeutic or prophylactic immune response 

to certain tumor associated antigens, when administered via various art-accepted 

modalities. Moreover, by use of the peptide epitopes of the invention, or by use 

of combinations of peptide epitopes in accordance with the principles disclosed 

herein, responses can be achieved in significant percentages of a non-genetically 

biased worldwide population. For an understanding of the value and efficacy of 

the claimed compositions, a brief review of immunology-related technology is' 

provided.  

[02221 A complex of an HLA molecule and a peptidic antigen acts as the ligand 

recognized by HLA-restricted T cells (Buus, S. et;al., Cell 47:1071, 1986; 

Babbitt, B. P. et al., Nature 317:359, 1985; Townsend, A. and Bodmer, H.,Annu.  

Rev. Immunol. 7:601, 1989; Germain, R.N.,Annu.Rev.Immunol. 11:403,1993).  

Through the study of single amino acid substituted antigen analogs and the 

sequencing ofendogenously bound, naturally processed peptides, critical residues 

that correspond to motifs required for specific binding; to HLA antigen molecules 

have been identified.  

[02231 Furthermore, x-ray crystallographic analyses ofHLA-peptide complexes 

have revealed pockets within the peptide binding cleft of HLA molecules which 

accommodate, often on an allele-specific basis, residues borne bypeptide ligands;
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these residues in turn determine the HLA binding capacity of the peptides in 

which they are present. (See, e.g., Madden, D.R. Annu. Rev. Immunol. 13:587, 

1995; Smith, et al.,Immunity 4:203,1996; Fremont et al., Immunity 8:305,1998; 

Stern et al., Structure 2:245,1994; Jones, E.Y. Curr. Opin. Immunol. 9:75, 1997; 

Brown, J. H. et al., Nature 364:33, 1993; Guo, H. C. etal., Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci.  

USA 90:8053,1993; Guo, H. C. et al., Nature 360:364,,1992; Silver, M. L etal., 

Nature 360:367, 1992; Matsumura, M. et al., Science 257:927, 1992; Madden et 

al., Cell 70:1035, 1992; Fremont, D. H. et al., Science 257:919, 1992; Saper, M.  

A., Bjorkman, P. J. and Wiley, D. C.,. Mol. Biol. 219:277,1991.) Accordingly, 

the definition of class I and class II allele-specific HLA binding motifs, or class I 

or class II supermotifs allows identification of regions within a protein that have 

the predicted ability to bind particular HLA antigen(s).  

[02241 Moreover, the correlation ofbinding affinitywith immunogenicity, which 

is disclosed herein, is an important factor to be considered when evaluating 

candidate peptides. Thus, by a combination of motif searches of antigenic 

sequences, and byHLA-peptide binding assays, epitope-based vaccines have been 

identified. As appreciated by one in the art, after determining their binding 

affinity, additional work can be performed to select, amongst these vaccine 

peptides, e.g., epitopes can be selected having optional characteristics in terms of 

population coverage, antigenicity, and immunogenicity, etc.  

[02251 Various strategies can be utilized to evaluate immunogenicity, including: 

1) Evaluation ofprimary T cell cultures frm normal individuals (see, 

e.g., Wentworth, P. A. et al., Mol. Immunol. 32:603, 1995; Celis, E. et al., Proc.  

Nati. Acad. Sci. USA 91:2105, 1994; Tsai, V. et al.,. Immunol. 158:1796, 1997; 

Kawashima, L et al., Human Immunol. 59:1, 1998). This procedure involves the 

stimulation of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) from normal subjects with a 

test peptide in the presence of antigen presenting cells in vitro over a period of 

several weeks. T cells specific for the peptide become activated during this time 

and are detected using, e.g., a 5 1Cr-release assay involving peptide sensitized 

target cells, and/or target cells that generate antigen endogenously.
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2) Immunization of HLA transgenic mice.(see, e.g., Wentworth, P.  

A. et al., J. ImmunoL 26:97, 1996; Wentworth, P. A. et al., Int. Immunol. 8:651,

1996; Alexander, J. et al.,J. Immunol. 159:4753, 1997), in this method, peptides 

in incomplete Freund's adjuvant are administered subcutaneously to HLA 

transgenic mice. Several weeks following immunization, splenocytes are 

removed and cultured in vitro in the presence of test peptide for approximately 

one week. Peptide-specific T cells are detected using, eg., a 5 1Cr-release assay 

involving peptide sensitized target cells and target cellsexpressing endogenously 

generated antigen.  

3) Demonstration ofrecall T cell responsesfrom individuals exposed 

to the disease, such as immune individuals who were effectively treated and 

recovered from disease, and/or from actively ill patients (see, e.g., Rehermann, 

B. et al.,J. Exp. Med. 181:1047, 1995; Doolan, D. L. et al.,Immunity 7:97,1997; 

Bertoni, R. et al., J Clin. Invest. 100:503, 1997; Threlkeld, S. C. et aL, J.  

Immunol. 159:1648, 1997; Diepolder, H. M. et al., J. Virol. 71:6011, 1997). In 

applying this strategy, recall responses are detected by culturing PBL from 

subjects in vitro for 1-2 weeks in the presence of attest peptide plus antigen 

presenting cells (APC) to allow activation of "memory" T cells, as compared to 

"naive" T cells. At the end of the culture period, T cell activity is detected using 

assays for T cell activity including "Cr release involving peptide-sensitized 

targets, T cell proliferation, or lymphokine release.  

[02261 The following describes the peptide epitopes and corresponding nucleic 

acids of the invention in more detail.  

Binding Affinity of Peptide Epitopes for HLA Molecules 

[0227] As indicated herein, the large degree of HLA polymorphism is an 

important factor to be taken into account with the epitope-based approach to 

vaccine development. To address this factor, epitope selection encompassing 

identification of peptides capable of binding at high or intermediate affinity to
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multiple HLA molecules is preferably utilized, most preferably these epitopes 

bind at high or intermediate affinity to two or more allele-specific HLA 

molecules.  

(02281 CTL-inducing peptide epitopes of interest for vaccine compositions 

preferably include those that have an IC54 or binding affinity value for a class I 

HLA molecule(s) of 500 nM or better (ie., the value is s 500 nM). HTL

inducing peptide epitopes preferably include those that have an IC5 or binding 

affinity value for class II HLA molecules of 1000 nM or better, (Le., the value is 

s 1,000 nM). For example, peptide binding is assessed by testing the capacity of 

a candidate peptide to bind to a purified HLA molecule in vitro. Peptides 

exhibiting high or intermediate affinity are then considered for further analysis.  

Selected peptides are generally tested on other members of the supertype family.  

In preferred embodiments, peptides that exhibit cross-reactive binding are then 

used in cellular screening analyses or vaccines.  

[02291 The relationship between binding affinity for HLA class I molecules and 

immunogenicity of discrete peptide epitopes on bound antigens has been 

determined. As disclosed in greater detail herein, higher HLA binding affinity is 

correlated with greater immunogenicity.  

[02301 Greater immunogenicity can be manifested in several different ways.  

Immunogenicity corresponds to whether an immune response is elicited at all, 

and to the vigor of any particular response, as well as to the extent of a population 

in which a response is elicited. For example, a peptide epitope might elicit an 

immune response in a diverse array of the population, yet in no instance produce 

a vigorous response. In accordance with these principles, close to 90% of high 

binding peptide have been found to elicit a response and thus be "immunogenic," 

as contrasted with about 50% ofthe peptides that bind with intermediate affinity.  

(See, e.g., Schaeffer et aL. PNAS 1988) Moreover, not only did peptides with 

higher binding affinity have an enhanced probability of generating an immune 

response, the generated response tended to be more vigorous than the response 

seen with weaker binding peptides. As a result, less peptide is required to elicit
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a similar biological effect if a high affinity binding peptide is used rather than a 

lower affinity one. Thus, in preferred embodiments ofthe invention, high affinity 

binding epitopes are used.  

[02311 The correlation between binding affinity and immunogenicity was 

analyzed by two different experimental approaches (see, e.g., Sette, et al., J.  

immunol. 153:5586-5592, 1994)). In the first approach, the immunogenicity of 

potential epitopes ranging in HLA binding affinity over a 10,000-fold range was 

analyzed in KLA-A*0201 transgenic mice. In the second approach, the 

antigenicity of approximately 100 different hepatitis B virus (HBV)-derived 

potential epitopes, all carrying A*0201 binding motifs, was assessed by using 

PBL from acute hepatitis patients. Pursuant to these approaches, it was 

determined that an affinity threshold value of approximately 500 nM (preferably 

50 nM or less) determines the capacity of a peptide epitope to elicit a CTL 

response. These data are true for class I binding affinity measurements for 

naturally processed peptide epitopes and for synthesized T cell epitopes. These 

data also indicate the important role of determinant selection in the shaping of T 

cell responses (see, e.g., Schacifer et al. Proc. NatL. Acad Sci. USA 86:4649

4653, 1989).  

[02321 An affinity threshold associated with immunogenicity in the context of 

HLA class II (i.e., BLA DR) molecules has also been delineated (see, e.g., 

Southwood et al. J. Immunology 160:3363-3373,1998. In order to define a 

biologically significant threshold of HLA class II binding affinity, a database of 

the binding affinities of 32 DR-restricted epitopes for their restricting element 

(i.e., the HLA molecule that binds the epitope) was compiled. In approximately 

half of the cases (15 of 32 epitopes), DR restriction was associated with high 

binding affinities, i.e. binding affinity values of 100 nM or less. In the other half 

of the cases (16 of 32), DR restriction was associated with intermediate affinity 

(binding affinity values in the 100-1000 nM range). In only one of 32 cases was 

DR restriction associated with an IC" of 1000 nM or greater. Thus, 1000 nM is
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defined as an affinity threshold associated with immunogenicity in the context of 

DR molecules.  

[02331 Vaccines of the present invention may also comprise epitopes that bind 

to MHC class H DR molecules. A greater degree of heterogeneity in both size 

and binding frame position of the motif, relative to the N and C termini of the 

peptide, exists for class II peptide ligands. This increased heterogeneity of HILA 

class II peptide ligands is due to the structure of the binding groove of the HLA 

class H molecule which, unlike its class I counterpart, is less physically 

constricted at both ends.  

[0234] There are numerous additional supermotifs and motifs in addition to the 

A2 supermotif and the A2.1-allele specific motif. By inclusion of one or more 

epitopes from other motifs or supermotifs, enhanced population coverage for 

major global ethnicities can be obtained.  

Peptide Analogs 

[0235] In general, CTL and HTL responses are not directed against all possible 

epitopes. Rather, they are restricted to a few "immunodominant" determinants 

(Zinkernagel, et al., Adv. ImmunoL. 27:5159, 1979; Bennink, et al., J. Exp. Med.  

168:19351939, 1988; Rawle, et al., J Immunol. 146:3977-3984, 1991). It has 

been recognized that immunodominance (Benacerraf, et al., Science 175:273-279, 

1972) could be explained by either the ability of a given epitope to selectively 

bind a particular HLA protein (determinant selection theory) (Vitiello, et al., J.  

ImmunoL. 131:1635, 1983); Rosenthal, et al., Nature 267:156-158, 1977), or to 

be selectively recognized by the existing TCR (T cell receptor) specificities 

(repertoire theory) (Klein, J., IMMUNOLOGY, THE SCIENCE OF SELFNONSELF 

DISCRIMINATION, John Wiley & Sons, New York, pp. 270-310, 1982). It has 

been demonstrated that additional factors, mostly linked to processing events, can 

also play a keyrole in dictating, beyond strict immunogenicity, which ofthe many
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potential determinants will be presented as immunodominant (Sercarz, et aL, 

Annu. Rev. Immunol 11:729-766, 1993).  

[0236] The concept of dominance and subdominance is relevant to 

immunotherapy of both infectious diseases and malignancies. For example, in 

the course of chronic viral disease, recruitment of subdominant epitopes can be 

important for successful clearance of the infection, especially if dominant CTL 

or HTL specificities have been inactivated by functional tolerance, suppression, 

mutation of viruses and other mechanisms (Franco, etal., Curr. Opin. Immunol.  

7:524-531, 1995). In the case of cancer and tumor antigens, CTLs recognizing 

at least some of the highest binding affinity peptides might be functionally 

inactivated. Lowerbinding affinitypeptides are preferentially recognized at these 

times, and may therefore be preferred in therapeutic or prophylactic anti-cancer 

vaccines.  

[0237] In particular, it has been noted that a significant number of epitopes 

derived from known non-viral tumor associated antigens (TAA) bind HLA class 

I with intermediate affinity (IC50 in the 50-500 nM range) rather than at high 

affinity (IC50 of less than 50 nM).  

[02381 For example, it has been found that 8 of 15 known TAA peptides 

recognized by tumor infiltrating lymphocytes ML) or CTL bound in the 50-500 

nM range. (These data are in contrast with estimates that 90% of known viral 

antigens were bound by HLA class I molecules with IC5, of 50 nM or less, while 

only approximately 10% bound in the 50-500 nM range (Sette, et al, J Immunol., 

153:558-5592, 1994). In the cancer setting this phenomenon is probably due to 

elimination or functional inhibition of the CTL recognizing several of the highest 

binding peptides, presumably because of T cell tolerization events.  

[02391 Without intending to be bound by theory, it is believed that because T 

cells to dominant epitopes may have been clonally deleted, and selecting 

subdominant epitopes may allow existing T cells to be recruited, which will then 

lead to a therapeutic or prophylactic response. However, the binding of HLA 

molecules to subdominant epitopes is often less vigorous than to dominant ones.
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[02401 Accordingly, there is a need to be able to modulate the binding affinity of 

particular immunogenic epitopes for one or more HLA molecules, to thereby 

modulate the immune response elicited by the peptide, for example to prepare 

analog peptides which elicit a more vigorous response. This ability to modulate 

both binding affinity and the resulting immune response in accordance with these 

principles greatly enhances the usefulness of peptide epitope-based vaccines and 

therapeutic agents.  

[02411 Although peptides with suitable cross-reactivity among all alleles of a 

superfamily are identified by the screening procedures described above, cross

reactivity is not always as complete as possible, and in certain cases procedures 

to increase cross-reactivity ofpeptides can be useful; moreover, such procedures 

can also be used to modify other properties of the peptides such as binding 

affinity or peptide stability. Having established the;general rules that govern 

cross-reactivity of peptides for HLA alleles within a given motif or supermotif, 

modification (i.e., analoging) of the structure of peptides of particular interest in 

order to achieve broader (or otherwise modified) HLA binding capacity can be 

performed. More specifically, peptides that exhibit the broadest cross-reactivity 

patterns, can be produced in accordance with the teachings herein.  

[02421 In brief, the analoging strategy utilizes the motifs or supermotifs that 

correlate with binding to certain HLA molecules. Analog peptides can be created 

by substituting amino acid residues at primary anchor, secondary anchor, or at 

primary and secondary anchor positions. Generally, analogs are made for 

peptides that already bear a motif or supermotif. For a number of the motifs or 

supermotifs, residues are defined which are deleterious to binding to allele

specific HLA molecules or members of HLA supertypes that bind the respective 

motif or supermotif. Accordingly, removal of such residues that are detrimental 

to binding can be performed. For example, in the case of the A3 supertype, when 

all peptides that have such deleterious residues are removed from the population 

of peptides used in the analysis, the incidence of cross-reactivity increased from 

22% to 37% (see, e.g., Sidney, J. et al., Hu. Immunol. 45:79, 1996). Examples
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of C35 peptide epitope analogs of the present invention are found in Table 4. In

a particularly preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprise or, alternatively, consist ofthe following C35 peptide epitope 

analogs: for the peptide epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

GVRIVVEYC), the analog with either alanine or glydine substituted for cysteine 

at the ninth amino acid residue (i.e., GVRIVVEYA'oi GVRIVVEY_); for the 

peptide epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., IVVEYCEPC), the 

analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth 

amino acid residue and/or the ninth amino acid residue (i.e., IVVEYAEPC, 

IVVEYCEPA, IVVEYGEPC, IVVEYCEP, IVVEYAEPA, IVVEYAEPG 

IVVEYGEPA, IVVEYGEPG); for the peptide epitope K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID 

NO: 2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KLENGGFPY), the analogwith valine substituted for 

tyrosine at the ninth amino acid residue (i.e., KLENGGFP_); for peptide epitope 

K104 to C112 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPC), the analogs 

with alanine, glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid 

residue (i.e., KITNSRPPL, KrTNSRPPA, KITNSRPPG); for peptide epitope 

K104 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPCV), the analogs 

with alanine, glycine, serine or leucine substituted for.c.ysteine at the ninth amino 

acid residue (i.e., KITNSRPPLV, KITNSRPPAV, KITNSRPPGV, 

KlTNSRPPSV), for the peptide epitope 1105 to Vl 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

lB (i.e., ITNSRPPCV), the analogs wherein either leucine or methionine is 

substituted for threonine at the second amino acid residue and/or alanine, serine 

or glycine is substituted for cysteine at the eighth amino acid residue (i.e., 

ILNSRPPCV, PNSRPPCV, ITNSRPPAV, ITNSRPPGV, INSRPPAV, 

ILNSRPPGV, IfNSRPPAV, IfNSRPPGV, ILNSRPPSV, INSRPPSV, 

ITNSRPPSV), for the peptide epitope N107 to L1165of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

lB (i.e., NSRPPCVIL), the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for 

cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue (i.e., NSRPPAVIL, NSRPPGVIL). The 

invention is further directed to polypeptides comprising or, alternatively, 

consisting of one or more C35 epitope analogs. In a p-eferred embodiment, the
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inventionis directed to polypeptides comprising one or more C35 epitope analogs 

and, in addition, one or more C35 peptide epitopes.. In a particularly preferred 

embodiment, the invention is directed to a fusion protein comprising at least one 

C35 peptide epitope analog selected from the group consisting of: for the peptide 

epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B" (i.e., GVRIVVEYC), the 

analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino 

acid residue (i.e., GVRIVVEYA or GVRIVVEY); for the peptide epitope 125 

to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., IVVEYCEPC), the analog with either 

alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue 

and/or the ninth amino acid residue (i.e., IVVEYAEPC, IVVEYCEPA, 

IVVEYQEPC, IVVEYCEP, IVVEYAEPA, IVEYAEPQ IVVEYGEPA, 

IVVEYGEP); for the peptide epitope K77 to Y85 of6SEQ ID NO: 2 and FIG.  

1B (i.e., KLENGGFPY), the analog with valine substituted for tyrosine at the 

ninth amino acid residue (i.e., KLENGGFPV); for peptide epitope K104 to C 112 

of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPC),: the analogs with alanine, 

glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth iamino acid residue (i.e., 

KTNSRPPL, KITNSRPPA, KITNSRPPQ); for peptide epitope K104 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPCV) the analogs with alanine, 

glycine, serine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue 

(i.e., KITNSRPPLV, KITNSRPPAV KlTNSRPPGV,lKITNSRPPSV); for the 

peptide epitope 1105 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., ITNSRPPCV), 

the analogs wherein either leucine or methionine is substituted for threonine at 

the second amino acid residue and/or alanine, serine driglycine is substituted for 

cysteine at the eighth amino acid residue (i.e., ILNSRPPCV, IMNSRPPCV, 

ITNSRPPAV, ITNSRPPGV, ILNSRPPAV ILNSRPPGV, IMNSRPPAV, 

IMNSRPPGV, ILNSRPPSV, INSRPPSV, ITNSRPPSV), for the peptide 

epitope N107 to Ll15 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., NSRPPCVIL), the 

analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the sixth amino 

acid residue (i.e., NSRPPAVIL, NSRPPOVIL), and at least one C35 peptide 

epitope selected from the group consisting of: amino aids E4 to P12 of SEQ ID
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NO:2, S9 to V17 of SEQ ID NO: 2, S21 to Y29 of SEQ ID NO:2, G22 to C30 of 

SEQ ID NO: 2,125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2, T38 to V46 of SEQ ID NO:2, G61 

to 169 of SEQ ID NO:2, T62 to N70 of SEQ ID NO:2, G63 to G71 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, F65 to L73 of SEQ ID NO: 2, 167 to F75 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to Y85 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to E86 of SEQ ID NO:2, G81 to I9 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 

to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NQ:2, K104 to C 112 of SEQ 

ID NO:2, K104 to V113 of SEQ ID NO: 2,1105 to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and 

N107 to L115 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

[0243] Thus, one strategy to improve the cross-readtivity of peptides within a 

given supermotif is simply to delete one or more of the deleterious residues 

present within a peptide and substitute a small neutrali residue such as Ala (that 

may not influence T cell recognition of the peptide). iAn enhanced likelihood of 

cross-reactivity is expected if, together with eliminaion of detrimental residues 

within a peptide, "preferred" residues associated with high affinity binding to an 

allele-specific HLA molecule or to multiple HLA moledules within a superfamily 

are inserted.  

[0244] To ensure that an analog peptide, when used asia vaccine, actually elicits 

a CTL response to the native epitope in vivo (or, in the case of class H epitopes, 

elicits helper T cells that cross-react with the wild type peptides), the analog 

peptide may be used to induce T cells in vitro from individuals of the appropriate 

HLA allele. Thereafter, the immunized cells' capacity to lyse wild type peptide 

sensitized target cells is evaluated. Alternatively, evaluation of the cells' activity 

can be evaluated by monitoring IFN release. Each of these cell monitoring 

strategies evaluate the recognition of the APC by the CTL. It will be desirable to 

use as antigen presenting cells, cells that have been either infected, or transfected 

with the appropriate genes, or, (generally only for class II epitopes, due to the 

different peptide processing pathway for HLA class 0I), cells that have been 

pulsed with whole protein antigens, to establish whether endogenouslyproduced 

antigen is also recognized by the T cells induced by the analog peptide. It is to
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be noted that peptide/protein-pulsed dendritic cells can be used to present whole 

protein antigens for both HLA class I and class IL 

.[0245] Another embodiment of the invention is to create analogs of weak binding 

peptides, to thereby ensure adequate numbers of cellular binders. Class I binding 

peptides exhibiting binding affinities of500-5000 nM, and carrying an acceptable 

but suboptimal primary anchor residue at one or bothipositions can be "fixed" by 

substituting preferred anchor residues in accordaiice with the respective 

supertype. The analog peptides can then be tested for binding and/or cross

binding capacity.  

[0246] Another embodiment ofthe invention is to create analogs ofpeptides that 

are already cross-reactive binders and are vaccine candidates, but which bind 

weakly to one or more alleles of a supertype. If the cross-reactive binder carries 

a suboptimal residue (less preferred or deleterious)i at a primary or secondary 

anchor position, the peptide can be analoged by substituting out a deleterious 

residue and replacing it with a preferred or less prefekted one, or by substituting 

out a less preferred residue and replacing it with a preferred one. The analog 

peptide can then be tested for cross-binding capacity.  

[02471 Another embodiment for generating effective peptide analogs involves the 

substitution of residues that have an adverse impact on peptide stability or 

solubility in, e.g., a liquid environment. This substitution may occur at any 

position of the peptide epitope. For example, a cysteine (C) can be substituted 

out in favor of a-amino butyric acid. Due to its chemical nature, cysteine has the 

propensity to form disulfide bridges and sufficiently Alter the peptide structurally 

so as to reduce binding capacity. Substituting a-amin butyric acid for C not only 

alleviates this problem, but actuallyimproves bindingand crossbinding capability 

in certain instances (see, e.g., the review by Sette e al., In: Persistent Viral 

Infections Eds. R. Ahmed and I. Chen, John Wiley & Sons, England, 1999).  

Substitution of cysteine with a-amino butyric acid may occur at any residue of a 

peptide epitope, i.e. at either anchor or non-anchor positions.
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[0249] Moreover, it has been shown that in sets of A*0201 motif-bearing 

peptides containing at least one preferred secondary anchor residue while 

avoiding the presence of any deleterious secondary anchor residues, 69% of the 

peptides will bind A*0201 with an IC, less than 500 tiM (Ruppert, J. et al. Cell 

74:929, 1993). The determination of what was a preferred or deleterious residue 

in Ruppert can be used to generate algorithms (see, e.g.;, 22). Such algorithms are 

flexible in that cut-off scores may be adjusted to select sets of peptides with 

greater or lower predicted binding properties, as desired.  

[02491 C35 epiotpes containing cysteine residues baie a tendency to dimerize 

with other cysteine containing peptides. Thus, an embodiment of the present 

invention is a composition comprising a peptide epitope of the invention (e.g. a 

C35 peptide epitope listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, exclusive of El 00 to R109 

of SEQ ID NO:2) and a suitable reducing agent thatlpiotects the free sulfhydryl 

group of the cysteine residue but does not otherwise inhibit epitope binding. In 

a preferred embodiment the composition compriies the peptide epitope 

ITNSRPPCV or KITNSRPPCV in combination with a suitable reducing agent.  

Suitable reducing agents include, but are not limited td, TCEP and dithiothreitol 

(DTT.  

[02501 Another embodiment of the invention is to create peptide epitope 

analogs in which the cysteine residues of the peptide epitope (e.g., a C35 

peptide epitope listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, exclusive of E100 to R109 

of SEQ ID NO:2) have been substituted with any other amino acid to facilitate 

synthesis. (See Zarling, A.L. et al., J. Exp. Med. 192(72): 1755-1762 (2000)).  

Preferably, the cysteine residues are substituted with dither alanine, seine or 

glycine residues, although any amino acid can be substituted provided that 

such substitution does not negatively effect binding to MHC or recognition by 

T cells. Thus, in a particularly preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides 

of the present invention comprise or, alternatively, couisist of the following 

C35 peptide epitope analogs: for the peptide epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., GVRIVVEYC), the analog with either alanine or
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glycine substituted for the cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue (i.e., 

GVRIVVEYA or GVRIVVEY!); for the peptide epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ 

ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., IVVEYCEPC), the analdgmwith either alanihe or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue and/or the 

ninth amino acid residue (i.e., IVVEYAEPC or IVVEYGEPC or 

IVVEYCEPA or IVVEYCEPG or IVVEYAEPA or IVVEYAEPG or 

IVVEYGEPA or IVVEYGEPQ); for the peptide epitope of K104 to C112 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KJTNSRPPC) the analog with either alanine 

or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the ninth reidue (i.e., KITNSRPPA 

or KTNSRPPG); for the peptide epitope K104 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPCV), the analog with either alanine, serine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the ninth residue (i.e., KITNSRPPAV, 

KI'NSRPPSV or KTNSRPPQV); for the peptide epitope 1105 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., TrNSRPPCV), the ialog with either alanine, 

serine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the eidth residue (i.e., 

ITNSRPPAV, ITNSRPPSV or 1TNSRPP9V); for the peptide epitope N107 to 

Li 15 (i.e., NSRPPCVIL), the analog with either alan ine or glycine substituted 

for the cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue (i.e., NSRPPAVIL, 

NSRPPQVIL); for the multi-epitope peptide T101 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B (i.e., TLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog with either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twelfth residue (i.e., 

TLEK1TNSRPPAV or TLEKITNSRPPGV); for the mnilti-epitope peptide 

E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB (i.e., ETiEKITNSRPPCV), the 

analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

thirteenth amino acid residue (i.e., ETLEKITNSRPPAV, 

ETLEKITNSRPPOV), for the multi-epitope peptide G99 to V1 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., GETLEKITNSRPPCV), the ahalog with either alanine 

or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the fourteenth amino acid residue (i.e., 

GETLEKITNSRPPAV, GETLEKITNSRPPGV), for, the multi-epitope peptide 

193 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e.,
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IRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog with either alanine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the twentieth residue (i.e., 

IRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV or IRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPGV); for the 

multi-epitope peptide D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

DLIEAIRRASNGETLEK1TNSRPPCV), the analog with either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-fifth residue (i.e., 

DLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV or 

DLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPGV); for the multi-epitope peptide P84 to 

V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., 

PYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog with either alanine 

or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-ninth residue (i.e., 

PYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV or 

PYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPGV); for the multi-epitope peptide 

K77 to L115 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., 

KLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog with 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at 1the thirty-sixth residue 

(i.e., KLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV or 

KLENGGFPYEKDLIAIRRASNGETLEKTNSRPGV); for the multi

epitope peptide Q72 to Ll15of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

QLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog 

with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteihe at the forty-first 

residue (i.e., QLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEA]RRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV 

or QLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPGV); for the 

multi-epitope peptide F65 to LI 15 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

FEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), 

the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

forty-eighth residue (i.e., 

FEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPAV or 

FEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKlTNSRPPGV); 

and for the multi-epitope peptide L59 to L115 of SEQIID NO:2 and FIG. 1B
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(i.e., 

LGGTGAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNS 

RPPCV), the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine 

at the fifty-fourth residue (i.e., 

LGGTGAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNS 

RPPAV or 

LGGTGAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNS 

RPPGV) 

[02511 Another embodiment of the invention is to create peptide epitope analogs 

in which the cysteine residues of the peptide epitope (e.g., a C35 peptide epitope 

listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, exclusive of E100 t R109 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

having one or more cysteine residues) have been "cysteinylated" (i.e., reacted 

with a second cysteine residue). (See Pierce, R.A. et al., JI Immunol.  

163(12):6360-6364 (1999)). As used herein, the term 'cysteinylated" describes 

acysteine residue, within apeptide (e.g. peptide epitope) ofthe present invention, 

which has been reacted with a second free cysteine, i.e. a cysteine not part of a 

larger peptide, at the free sulfhydryl group thereby creating a disulfide bond (-SH 

+ HS- = -S-S-).  

[02521 Thus, in a particularly preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of 

the present invention comprise or, alternatively, consist of the following C35 

peptide epitope analogs: for the peptide epitope of K104 to VI 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. LB (i.e., KITNSRPPCV), the analog wherein the cysteine at the 

ninth residue has been cysteinylated and for the peptide, epitope of 1105 to V 113 

of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1 B (i.e. ITNSR-PPCV), the analog wherein the cysteine 

at the eighth residue has been cysteinylated.  

[0253] Another embodiment of the invention is to create peptide epitope 

analogs in which the serine, threonine and/or tyrosine residues of the peptide 

epitope (e.g., a C35 peptide epitope listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, 
exclusive of E100 to R109 of SEQ ID NO:2) have been phosphorylated. Thus, 

in a particularly preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present
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invention comprise or, alternatively, consist of the following C35 peptide 

epitope analogs: for the peptide epitope E4 to P12 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

1B (i.e., EPGQTSVAP), the analog wherein the threonine at T8 and/or the 

serine at S9 have been phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope S9 to VI 7 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., SVAPPPEEV), the apalog wherein the serine 

at S9 has been phosporylated; for the peptide epitope S21 to Y29 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., SGVRIVVEY), the analog wherein the serine at S21 

and/or the tyrosine at Y29 are phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope G22 to 

C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. LB (i.e., GVRIVVEYC), the analog wherein 

the tyrosine at Y29 is phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope T38 to V46 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., TYLELASAV), the analog wherein the 

threonine at T38, the tyrosine at Y39, and/or the serine at S44 are 

phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope G61 to 169 (i.., GTGAFEIEI), the 

analog wherein the threonine at T62 is phosphorylated); for the peptide epitope 

T62 to N70 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., TGAFEIEIN), the analog 

wherein the threonine at T62 has been phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope 

K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KLENGGFPY), the analog 

wherein the tyrosine at Y85 is phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope Q72 to 

E86 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., QLVFSKLENGGFPYE), the analog 

wherein the seine at S76 and/or the tyrosine at Y85 are phosphorylated; for 

the peptide epitope G81 to L89 of SEQ ID NO:2 or FIG. 1B (i.e., 

GGFPYEKDL), the analog wherein the tyrosine at Y85 is phosphorylated; for 

the peptide epitope K104 to C1 12 of SEQ ID NO:2 arg FIG. lB (i.e., 

KITNSRPPC), the analog wherein the threonine at '1106 and/or the serine at 

S108 are phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope K104 to V1 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., KITNSRPPCV), the analog wherein the threonine at 

T106 and/or the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; foi the peptide epitope 

1105 to VI 13 (i.e., 1TNSRPPCV), the analog wherein the threonine at T106 

and/or the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; for the peptide epitope N107 to 

L 15 (i.e., NSRPPCVIL), the analog wherein the se ie at S108 is
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phosphorylated; for the polyepitopic peptide T101 t6 V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. 1B (i.e., TLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog whein the threonines at 

TI01 and T106 and/or the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; for the 

polyepitopic peptide 193 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

IRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog wherein the serine at S97 and/or 

the threonine at T101 and/or the threonine at T106 and/or the serine at S108 

are phosphorylated; for the polyepitopic peptide D88 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. lB (i.e., DLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog wherein 

the serine at S97 and/or the threonine at T101 and/o the threonine at T106 

and/or the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; for thelpolyepitopic peptide P84 

to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.1B (i.e., 

PYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog wherein the 

tyrosine at Y85 and/or the serine at S97 and/or the tlronine at T101 and/or 

the threonine at T106 and/or the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; for the 

polyepitopic peptide K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 arid FIG. 1B (i.e., 

KLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPV), the analog wherein 

the tyrosine at Y85 and/or the serine at S97 and/or tle threonine at T101 

and/or the threonine at T106 and/or the serine at S 10,8 jare phosphorylated; for 

the polyepitopic peptide Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:, and FIG. 1B (i.e., 

QLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), the analog 

wherein the serine at S76 and/or the tyrosine at Y85 pnd/or the serine at S97 

and/or the threonine at T101 and/or the threonine at T106 and/or the serine at 

S108 are phosphorylated; for the polyepitopic peptide F65 to VI 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. IB (i.e., 

FEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNSRPPCV), 

the analog wherein the serine at S76 and/or the tyrosine at Y85 and/or the 

serine at S97 and/or the threonine at T101 and/or the th eonine at T106 and/or 

the serine at S108 are phosphorylated; for the polyepitopic peptide L59 to 

VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. lB (i.e., 

LGGTGAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGFPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLEKITNS
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RPPCV), the analog wherein the threonine at T62 and/or the serine at S76 

and/or the tyrosine at Y85 and/or the serine at S97 arid/or the threonine at 

TIO and/or the threonine at T106 and/or the serine atIS108 are 

phosphorylated.  

[02541 Another embodiment of the invention is to create peptide epitope 

analogs in which the asparagine residues of the peptide epitope (e.g., a C35 

peptide epitope listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, exclusive of E1OO to R109 

of SEQ ID NO:2) have been converted to aspartic acid after translation. (See 

Skipper, J.C. et al., J. Exp. Med 183(2):527-534 (19 )).  

[02551 In preferred embodiments, the C35 peptide ei ope analogs of the 

present invention contain multiple modifications pro vided that such 

modifications do not inhibit binding to MHC moleciles or recognition by T 

cells. Thus, preferred analogs include C35 peptide epitopes for which one or 

more residues have been modified as described herein to increase binding 

affinity to MHC molecules, one or more cysteine residues have been replaced 

with alanine or glycine residues to facilitate synthesis, and one or more serine, 

threonine or tyrosine residues have been phosphorylited.  

[0256] Furthermore, additional amino acids can be alded to the termini of a 

peptide epitope to provide for ease of linking peptide apitopes one to another, 

for coupling to a carrier support or larger polypeptid, or modifying the 

physical or chemical properties of the peptide or oligopeptide, or the like.  

Amino acids such as tyrosine, cysteine, lysine, glutamic or aspartic acid, or the 

like, can be introduced at the C- or N-terminus of th eptide or oligopeptide, 

particularly class I peptides. It is to be noted that modification at the carboxyl 

terminus of a CTL epitope may, in some cases, alter binding characteristics of 

the peptide. In addition, the peptide or oligopeptide sequences can differ from 

the natural sequence by being modified by terminal-NH 2 acylation, e.g., by 

alkanoyl (C-C2.) or thioglycolyl acetylation, terminal4carboxyl amidation, 

e.g., ammonia, methylamine, etc., polyethylene-glycol modification (i.e., 

PEGylation) of the C-terminus, and the addition of allipid tail (e.g., a
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palmitoyl-lysine chain) to enhance presentation to 11 dells and immunogenicity.  

(See Brinckerhoff, L.H. et al., Int. J Cancer 83(3):326-334 (1999); Le Gal, 

F.A. et al., Int. J. Cancer 98(2):221-227 (2002). N-terminal aides, in 

particular, will be more resistant to certain peptidassj thus preventing 

destruction of the peptide epitope in situ without affecting recognition. This 

will effectively increase the half-life of the peptide epitope and enhance its 

ability to stimulate immune cells. In some instances these modifications may 

provide sites for linking to a support or other molecule.  

Preparation of Peptide Epitopes 

[0257] Peptide epitopes in accordance with the invention can be prepared 

synthetically, by recombinant DNA technology or che nical synthesis, or from 

natural sources such as native tumors or pathogenic ganisms. Peptide 

epitopes may be synthesized individually or as poly topic polypeptides (e.g., 

homopolymers or heteropolymers). Although the peptide will preferably be 

substantially free of other naturally occurring host cel proteins and fragments 

thereof; in some embodiments the peptides may be synthetically conjugated to 

native fragments or particles.  

[0258] In addition, one or more non-C35 tumor associated peptides can be 

linked to one or more C35 peptide epitopes and/or 35 peptide epitope 

analogs to increase immune response via HLA class I and/or class II.  

Especially preferred are polypeptides comprising a s ries of epitopes, known 

as "polytopes," and nucleic acids encoding same. Tljeiepitopes can be 

arranged in sequential or overlapping fashion (see, elg, Thomson et al., Proc.  

NatI. Acad. Sci. USA 92:5845-5849 (1995); Gilbert et l., 
Nature/Biotechnology 15:1280-1284 (1997)), with or 'Without the natural 

flanking sequences, and can be separated by unrelated linker sequences if 

desired. The polytope is processed to generate individual epitopes which are 

recognized by the immune system for generation of i nune responses.
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[02591 Thus, for example, C35 peptide epitopes andl C35 peptide epitope 

analogs can be combined with peptides from other tumor rejection antigens 

(e.g., by preparation of hybrid nucleic acids or polypeytides) to form 

"polytopes." (Zeng, G. et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 98(7):3964-3969 (2001); 

Zeng, G. et al., J. Immunol. 165:1153-1159 (2000); Mancini, S. et al., J. Exp.  

Med. 189(5):871-876 (1999)). Exemplary tumor associated antigens that can 

be administered to induce or enhance an immune response are derived from 

tumor associated genes and encoded proteins including: MAGE-1, MAGE-2, 
MAGE-3, MAGE-4, MAGE-5, MAGE-6, MAGE-7J 1 AGE-8, MAGE-9, 

MAGE-10, MAGE-1 1, MAGE-12, MAGE-13, GAdEi, GAGE-2, GAGE-3, 

GAGE-4, GAGE-5, GAGE-6, GAGE-7, GAGE-8, 1GE-1, RAGE-1, 

LB33/MUM-1, PRAME, NAG, MAGE-Xp2 (MAGEB2), MAGE-Xp3 

(MAGE-B3), MAGE-Xp4 (MAGE-B4), tyrosinase, bian glycogen 

phosphorylase, Melan-A, MAGE-C1, MAGE-C2, NYiESO-1, LAGE-1, SSX

1, SSX-2(HOM-MEL-40), SSX-1, SSX-4, SSX-5, SCP-l and CT-7. For 

example, specific antigenic peptides characteristic of tuiors include those 

listed in Table A.  

Table A 

Gene MHC Peptide Position 

MAGE-1 HLA-Al EADPTGHSY 161-169 
HLA-Cwl6 SAYGEPRKL 230-238 

MAGE-3 HLA-Al EVDPIGHLY 168-176 
HLA-A2 FLWGPRALV 271-279 
HLA-B44 MEVDPIGHLY 167-176 

BAGE HLA-Cwl6 AARAVFLAL 2-10 
GAGE-1,2 HLA-Cwl6 YRPRPRRY 9-16 
RAGE HLA-B7 SPSSNR1RNT 11-20 
GnT-V HLA-A2 VLPDVFIRC(V) 2-10/11 
MUM-1 HLA-B44 EEKL1VVLF exon 2/intron 

EEKLSVVLF (wild-type) 
CDK4 HLA-A2 ACDPHSGHFV 23-32 

ARDPHSGHFV (wild-type) 
p-catenin HLA-A24 SYLDSGIHF 29-37 

SYLDSGIHS (wild-type)
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Tyrosinase HLA-A2 MLLAVLYCL 1-9 
HLA-A2 YMNGTMSQV 369-377 
HLA-A2 YMDGTMSQV 369-377 
HLA-A24 AFLPWHRLF 206-214 
HLA-B44 SEIWRDIDF 192-200 
HLA-B44 YEIWRDIDF 192-200 
HLA-DR4 QNILLSNAPLGPQFP' 56-70 
HLA-DR4 DYSYLQDSDPDSFQD 448-462 

Melan-A"' HLA-A2 (E)AAGIGILTV 26/27-35 
HLA-A2 JLTVILGVL 32-40 

gp100"' 7  HLA-A2 KTWGQYWQV 154-162 
HLA-A2 ITDQVPFSV 209-217 
HLA-A2 YLEPGPVTA 280-288 
HLA-A2 LLDGTATLRL 457-466 
HLA-A2 VLYRYGSFSV 476-485 

PRAMIE HLA-A24 LYVDSLFFL 301-309 
MAGE-6 HLA-Cwl6 KISGGPRISYPL 292-303 
NY-ESO-1 HLA-A2 SLLMWITQCFL 157-167 

ELA-A2 SLLMWITQC 157-165 
HLA-A2 QLSLLMWIT 155-163 

[02601 Other examples of non-C35 HLA class I and HLA class II binding 

peptides will be known to one of ordinary skill in the art and can be used in the 

invention in a like manner to those disclosed herein. One of ordinary skill in the 

art can prepare polypeptides comprising one or more C15 peptide epitopes or C35 

peptide epitope analogs and one or more of the aforementioned tumor rejection 

peptides, or nucleic acids encoding such polypeptid s, according to standard 

procedures in molecular biology. Examples ofpolytopds comprising C35 peptide 

epitopes or C35 peptide epitope analogs of the present invention and various 

tumor rejection antigenic peptides are set forth in Tables B and C below.  

[02611 Thus, polytopes are groups of two or more potentially immunogenic or 

immune response stimulating peptides which can be jPined together in various 

arrangements (e.g. concatenated, overlapping). The polytope (or nucleic acid 

encoding the polytope) can be administered in a stand4i immunization protocol, 

e.g. to animals, to test the effectiveness of the polytope in stimulating, enhancing 

and/or provoking an immune response. The peptides ban be joined directly or via
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the use of flanking sequences to form polytopes, and the use of polytopes as 

vaccines is well known in the art.  

[02621 In a preferred embodiment, the isolated polypeptides of the present 

invention comprise one or more C35 peptide epitopes or C35 peptide epitope 

analogs linked to one or more tumor rejection peptides. In aparticularlypreferred 

embodiment, said one or more C35 peptide epitopes arp selected from the group 

consisting of: amino acids E4 to P12 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids S9 to V17 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids S21 to Y29 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G22 to 

C30 of SEQ ID NO: 2, amino acids 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids T38 

to V46 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G61 to 169 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 

T62 to N70 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids G63 to G71 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino 

acids F65 to L73 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 167 to F75 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

amino acids K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids Q72 to E86 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, amino acids G81 to L89 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K104 to C112 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K104 to V1 13 of SEQ IDINO:2, amino acids 1105 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids N107 to L11 1 f SEQ ID NO:2, amino 

acids T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acidsli100 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, amino acids G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, aniino acids 193 to V113 of 

SEQ ID) NO:2, amino acids D88 to V1 13 of SEQ IDIN0:2, amino acids P84 to 

V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids K77 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids 

Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, amino acids F65 to V1i13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and 

L57 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2; and said one or more tumor rejection peptides are 

selected from the group consisting of the antigenic petides shown in Table A.  

[0263] In another embodiment, one or more non-C35cell penetrating peptides 

can be linked to one or more C35 peptide epitopes and/or C35 peptide epitope 

analogs to enhance delivery of C35 peptide epitopes to cells, e.g., dendritic cells.  

Especiallypreferred are polypeptides comprising aseries ofC35 peptide epitopes 

or C35 peptide epitope analogs and cell penetrating tides, and nucleic acids 

encoding same. The epitopes and peptides can be arranged in sequential or
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overlapping fashion with or without the natural flanleing sequences, and can be 

separated by unrelated linker sequences if desired. The polypeptide is processed 

to generate individual C35 epitopes which are recognized by the immune system 

for generation of immune responses.  

[02641 Thus, for example, C35 peptide epitopes and C36 peptide epitope analogs 

can be combined with cell-penetrating peptides. (Wang, R.-F. et al., Nature 

Biotechnology 20(2):149-154 (2002); Frankel, A.D. et al., Cell 55:1189-1193 

(1988); Elliott, G. et al., Cell 88(2):223-233 (1997), Phelan, A. et al., Nature 

Biotechnology 16(5):440-443 (1998); Lin, Y.-Z.1 et al., J. Biol. Chem.  

270(24):14255-14258 (1995); Rojas, M. et al., Naturd Biotechnology 16(4):370

375 (1998)). Exemplary cell penetrating peptides that can be administered to 

enhance delivery of C35 peptides to cells, such as den# 'tic cells, include: the Tat 

protein of human immunodeficiency virus, the HSV 11 structural protein VP22, 

and the 12-residue membrane-translocating sequence (pITS) modified from the 

16-residue h region of the signal sequence of Kaposil fibroblast growth factor.  

[02651 The one or more C35 peptide epitopes/analgs and one or more cell 

penetrating peptides can be joined together in various arrangements (e.g.  

concatenated, overlapping). The resulting polypeptide (or nucleic acid encoding 

the polypeptide) can be administered in a standard iJmunization protocol, e.g.  

to animals, to test the effectiveness of the polypeptidd n stimulating, enhancing 

and/or provoking an immune response. The C35 peytide epitopes/analogs and 

one or more cell penetrating peptides can be joined directly or via the use of 

flanking sequences to form the polypeptides, and the 0 of such polypeptides as 

vaccines is well known in the art. Examples of polypeptides comprising C35 

peptide epitopes or C35 peptide epitope analogs ofithe present invention and 

various cell penetrating peptides are set forth in Tables D and E below.
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10266] The peptides in accordance with the invention can be a variety of lengths, 

and either in their neutral (uncharged) forms or in forms which are salts. The 

peptides in accordance with the invention can contain modifications such as 

glycosylation, side chain oxidation, or phosphorylation, generally subject to the 

condition that modifications do not destroy the biological activity ofthe peptides.  

[0267] The peptides of the invention can be prepared in a wide variety of ways.  

For the preferred relatively short size, the peptides can be synthesized in solution 

or on a solid support in accordance with conventional techniques. Various 

automatic synthesizers are commercially available and can be used in accordance 

with known protocols. (See, for example, Stewart & Young, SOLID PHASE 

PEPTIDE SYNTHESIs, 2D. ED., Pierce Chemical Co.,; 1984). Further, individual 

C35 peptide epitopes and C35 peptide epitope analogs can be joined using 

chemical ligation to produce largerhomopolymer orheteropolymerpolypeptides 

that are still within the bounds of the invention.  

[02681 Alternatively, recombinant DNA technology can be employed wherein a 

nucleotide sequence which encodes an immunogenic peptide of interest is 

inserted into an expression vector, transformed or transfected into an appropriate 

host cell and cultivated under conditions suitable for expression. These 

procedures are generally known in the art, as described generally in Sambrook et 

al., MOLECULAR CLONING, A LABORATORY MANUAL, Cold Spring Harbor Press, 

Cold Spring Harbor, New York (1989). Thus, recombinant polypeptides, which 

comprise one or more peptide epitope sequences of the invention, can be used to 

present the appropriate T cell epitope.  

[0269] The nucleotide coding sequence for C35 peptide epitopes or C35 peptide 

epitope analogs of the preferred lengths contemplated herein can be synthesized 

by chemical techniques, for example, the phosphotriester method of Matteucci, 

et aL, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 103:3185 (1981). Peptide analogs can be made simply 

by substituting the appropriate and desired nucleic! acid base(s) for those that 

encode the native peptide sequence; exemplary nucleic acid substitutions are 

those that encode an amino acid defined by the motifs/supermotifs herein. The
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coding sequence can then be provided with appropriate linkers and ligated into 

expression vectors commonly available in the art, and the vectors used to 

transform suitable hosts to produce the desired fusion protein. A number of such 

vectors and suitable host systems are now available. For expression of the fusion 

proteins, the coding sequence will be provided with operably linked start and stop 

codons, promoter and terminator regions and usually a replication system to 

provide an expression vector for expression in the desired cellular host. For 

example, promoter sequences compatible with bacterial hosts are provided in 

plasmids containing convenient restriction sites for insertion ofthe desired coding 

sequence. The resulting expression vectors are transformed into suitable bacterial 

hosts. Of course, yeast, insect or mammalian cell hosts may also be used, 

employing suitable vectors and control sequences.  

[02701 It is generally preferable that the peptide epitope be as small as possible 

while still maintaining substantially all of the immunologic activity of the native 

protein. When possible, it may be desirable to optimize HLA class I binding 

peptide epitopes of the invention to a length of about 8 to about 13 amino acid 

residues, preferably 9 to 10. It is to be appreciated that a longer polypeptide, e.g., 

a C35 polypeptide fragment or a synthetic polypeptidb, can comprise one ormore 

C35 peptide epitopes or C35 peptide epitope analogs in this size range (see the 

Definition Section for the term "epitope" for further discussion ofpeptide length).  

HLA class I binding epitopes are preferably optimized to a length of about 6 to 

about 30 amino acids in length, preferably to between about 13 and about 20 

residues. Preferably, the epitopes are commensurate in size with endogenously 

processed pathogen-derived peptides or tumor cell peptides that are bound to the 

relevant HLA molecules. The identification and preparation ofpeptides ofvarious 

lengths can be carried out using the techniques described herein.  

[02711 An alternative preferred embodiment of the invention comprises 

administration of peptides of the invention linked as a polyepitopic polypeptide, 

e.g., homopolymers or heteropolymers, or as a1 minigene that encodes a 

polyepitopic polypeptide.
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[02721 Another preferred embodiment is obtained by identifying native C35 

polypeptide regions that contain a high concentrationofclass I and/or class II C35 

peptide epitopes. Such a sequence is generally selected on the basis that it 

contains the greatest number of C35 epitopes per amino acid length. It is to be 

appreciated that epitopes can be present in a frame-shifted manner, e.g. a 10 

amino acid long peptide could contain two 9 amino acid long epitopes and one 

10 amino acid long epitope; upon intracellular processing, each epitope can be 

exposed and bound by an HLA molecule upon administration of such a peptide.  

Thus a larger, preferably multi-epitopic, polyp eptide can be generated 

synthetically, recombinantly, or via cleavage from the native source.  

Assays to Detect T-Cell Responses 

[0273] Once HLA binding peptides are identified, they can be tested for the 

abilityto elicit a T-cell response. The preparation and evaluation ofmotif-bearing 

peptides are described, e.g., in PCT publications WO 94/20127 and WO 

94/03205, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.  

Briefly, peptides comprising epitopes from a particular antigen are synthesized 

and tested for their ability to bind to relevant HLA proteins. These assays may 

involve evaluation of peptide binding to purified HLA class I molecules in 

relation to the binding of a radioiodinated reference peptide. Alternatively, cells 

expressing empty class I molecules (i.e. cell surface HLA molecules that lack any 

bound peptide) may be evaluated for peptide binding by immunofluorescent 

staining and flow microfluorimetry. Other assays that may be used to evaluate 

peptide binding include peptide-dependent class I assembly assays and/or the 

inhibition of CTL recognition by peptide competition. Those peptides that bind 

to an HLA class I molecule, typically with an affinity of 500 nM or less, are 

further evaluated for their ability to serve as targets for CTLs derived from 

infected or immunized individuals, as well as for their capacity to induce primary
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in vitro or in vivo CTL responses that can give rise to CTL populations capable 

of reacting with selected target cells associated with pathology.  

[02741 Analogous assays are used for evaluation;: of HLA class II binding 

peptides. HLA class II motif-bearing peptides that are shown to bind, typically 

at an affinity of 1000 nM or less, are further evaluated for the ability to stimulate 

HTL responses.  

[0275] Conventional assays utilized to detect T cell responses include 

proliferation assays, lymphokine secretion assays, direct cytotoxicity assays, and 

limiting dilution assays. For example, antigen-presenting cells that have been 

incubated with a peptide can be assayed for the ability to induce CTL responses 

in responder cell populations. Antigen-presenting cells can be normal cells such 

as peripheral blood mononuclear cells or dendritic cells. Alternatively, mutant, 

non-human mammalian cell lines that have been transfected with a human class I 

MHC gene, and that are deficient in their ability to load class I molecules with 

internally processed peptides, are used to evaluate the capacity of the peptide to 

induce in vitro primary CTL responses. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(PBMCs) can be used as the source of CTL precursors. Antigen presenting cells 

are incubated with peptide, after which the peptide-loaded antigen-presenting 

cells are then incubated with the responder cell population under optimized 

culture conditions. Positive CTL activation can be determined by assaying the 

culture for the presence of CTLs that lyse radio-labeled target cells, either specific 

peptide-pulsed targets ortarget cells that express endigenouslyprocessed antigen 

from which the specific peptide was derived. Alternatively, the presence of 

epitope-specific CTs can be determined by IFNy in situ ELISA.  

[02761 Additionally, a method has been devised which allows direct 

quantification of antigen-specific T cells by staining with fluorescein-labelled 

HLA tetrameric complexes (Altman, J. D. et aL., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 

90:10330, 1993; Altman, J. D. et al., Science 274:94, 1996). Other options 

include staining for intracellular lymphokines, and interferon release assays or 

ELISPOT assays. Tetramer staining, intracellular lymphokine staining and
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ELISPOT assays all appear to be at least 10-fold more sensitive than more 

conventional assays (Lalvani, A. et al., J. Exp. Med. 186:859, 1997; Dunbar, P.  

R. et aL., Curr. Bio. 8:413, 1998; Murali-Krishna, K. et al., Immunity 8:177, 

1998).  

[0277] Helper T lymphocyte (HTL) activation may also be assessed using 

techniques known to those in the art, such as T cell proliferation or lymphokine 

secretion (see, e.g. Alexander et al., Immunity 1:7511-761, 1994).  

[0278] Alternatively, immunization of KLA transgenic mice can be used to 

determine immunogenicity ofpeptide epitopes. Several transgenic mouse strains, 

e.g., mice with human A2.1, All (which can additionally be used to analyze 

HLA-A3 epitopes), and B7 alleles have been characterized. Other transgenic 

mice strains (e.g., transgenic mice for HLA-Al and A24) are being developed.  

Moreover, HLA-DR1 and HLA-DR3 mouse models have been developed. In 

accordance with principles in the art, additional transgenic mouse models with 

other HLA alleles are generated as necessary.  

[02791 Such mice can be immunized with peptides emulsified in Incomplete 

Freund's Adjuvant; thereafter any resulting T cells can be tested for their capacity 

to recognize target cells that have been peptide-pulsdd or transfected with genes 

encoding the peptide of interest. CTL responses can be analyzed using 

cytotoxicity assays described above. Similarly, HTh responses can be analyzed 

using, e.g., T cell proliferation or lymphokine secretion assays.  

Vaccine Compositions 

[0280] Vaccines that contain an immunologically effective amount of one or 

more C35 peptide epitopes and/or C35 peptide epitope analogs of the invention 

are a further embodiment of the invention. The peptides can be delivered by 

various means or formulations, all collectively referred to as "vaccine" 

compositions. Such vaccine compositions, and/or modes of administration, can 

include, for example, naked cDNA in cationic lipid formulations; lipopeptides
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(e.g.,Vitiello, A. et al., J. Clin. Invest. 95:341, 1995), naked cDNA or peptides, 

encapsulated e.g., in poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) (TLG") microspheres (see, 

e.g., Eldridge, et al., Molec. Immunol. 28:287-294, 1991: Alonso et al., Vaccine 

12:299-306, 1994; Jones et aL., Vaccine 13:675-681, 1995); peptide compositions 

contained in immune stimulating complexes (ISCOMS) (see, e.g., Takahashi et 

aL., Nature 344:873-875,1990; Hu eta).,ClinZ£rpmmunoL 113:235-243,1998); 

multiple antigen peptide systems (MAPs) (see e.g., Tam, J. P., Proc. Natl. A cad.  

Sci. U.S.A. 85:5409-5413, 1988; Tam, J.P., J. Immunol. Methods 196:17-32, 

1996); viral, bacterial, or, fungal delivery vectors I(Perkus, M. E. et al., In: 

Concepts in vaccine development, Kaufmann, S. H. E., ed., p. 379, 1996; 

Chakrabarti, S. et al., Nature 320:535, 1986; Hu, S. L. et al., Nature 320:537, 

1986; Kieny, M.-P. et al., AIDS Bio/Technology 4:790, 1986; Top, F. H. et aL., 

J Infect. Dis. 124:148, 1971; Chanda, P. K. et al., Virology 175:535, 1990); 

particles of viral or synthetic origin (e.g., Kofler, N. et al., J. Immunol. Methods.  

192:25, 1996; Eldridge, J. H. et al., Sem. Hematol. 30:16, 1993; Falo, L. D., Jr.  

et al., Nature Med. 7:649, 1995); adjuvants (Warren, H. S., Vogel, F. R., and 

Chedid, L. A. Annu. Rev. Immunol. 4:369, 1986; Gupta, R. K. et al., Vaccine 

11:293, 1993); liposomes (Reddy, R. et al., J. Immunol. 148:1585, 1992; Rock, 

K. L.,Immunol. Today 17:131, 1996); or, particle-absorbed cDNA (Ulmer, J. B.  

et al., Science 259:1745, 1993; Robinson, H. L., Hunt, L. A., and Webster, R. G., 

Vaccine 11:957, 1993; Shiver, J. W. et al., In: Concepts in vaccine development, 

Kaufmann, S. H. E., ed., p. 423, 1996; Cease, K. B., and Berzofsky, J. A., Annu.  

Rev. Immunol. 12:923, 1994 and Eldridge, J. H. et al., Sem. Hematol. 30:16, 

1993), etc. Toxin-targeted delivery technologies, also known as receptor 

mediated targeting, such as those of Avant Immunotherapeutics, Inc. (Needham, 

Massachusetts) or attached to a stress protein, e.g., HSP 96 (Stressgen 

Biotechnologies Corp., Victoria, BC, Canada) can also be used.  

[0281] Vaccines of the invention comprise nucleic acid mediated modalities.  

DNA or RNA encoding one or more of the polypeptides of the invention can be 

administered to a patient. This approach is described, for instance, in Wolff et.
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al., Science 247:1465 (1990) as well as U.S. Patent Nos. 5,580,859; 5,589,466; 

5,804,566; 5,739,118; 5,736,524; 5,679,647; and, WO 98/04720. Examples of 

DNA-based deliverytechnologies include "naked DNA", facilitated (bupivicaine, 

polymers, peptide-mediated) delivery, cationic lipid complexes, and particle

mediated ("gene gun") or pressure-mediated delivery (see, e.g., U.S. Patent No.  

5,922,687). Accordingly, peptide vaccines of the invention can be expressed by 

viral or bacterial vectors. Examples ofexpression vectors include attenuated viral 

hosts, such as vaccinia or fowlpox. For example, vaccinia virus is used as a vector 

to express nucleotide sequences that encode the peptides of the invention. Upon 

introduction into an acutely or chronically infected host or into a non-infected 

host, the recombinant vaccinia virus expresses the immunogenic peptide, and 

thereby elicits an immune response. Vaccinia vectors and methods useful in 

immunization protocols are described in, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 4,722,848.  

Another vector is BCG (Bacille Calmette Guerin). BCG vectors are described in 

Stover et al., Nature 351:456-460 (1991). A wide variety of other vectors useful 

for therapeutic administration or immunization of the peptides of the invention, 

e.g. adeno and adeno-associated virus vectors, alpha virus vectors, retroviral 

vectors, Salmonella typhi vectors, detoxified anthrax toxin vectors, and the like, 

are apparent to those skilled in the art from the description herein.  

[0282] Furthermore, vaccines in accordance with the invention can comprise one 

or more C35 peptide epitopes of the invention. Accordingly, a C35 peptide 

epitope or C35 peptide epitope analog can be present in a vaccine individually or; 

alternatively, the peptide epitope or analog can exist as multiple copies of the 

same peptide epitope or analog (a homopolymer), or as multiple different peptide 

epitopes or analogs (a heteropolymet). Polymers havt the advantage of increased 

probability for immunological reaction and, where different peptide epitopes or 

analogs are used to make up the polymer, the ability to induce antibodies and/or 

T cells that react with different antigenic determinants of the antigen targeted for 

an immune response. The composition maybe anaturally occurring region of an 

antigen or can be prepared, e.g., recombinantly or by chemical synthesis.
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[02831 Carriers that can be used with vaccines of the invention are well known 

in the art, and include, e.g., thyroglobulin, albumins such as human serum 

albumin, tetanus toxoid, polyamino acids such as poly L-lysine, poly L-glutamic 

acid, influenza virus proteins, hepatitis B virus core protein, and the like. The 

vaccines can contain a physiologically tolerable diluent such as water, or a saline 

solution, preferably phosphate buffered saline. Generally, the vaccines also 

include an adjuvant. Adjuvants such as incomplete Freund's adjuvant, aluminum 

phosphate, aluminum hydroxide, or alum are examples of materials well known 

in the art. Additionally, as disclosed herein, CTL responses can be primed by 

conjugating peptides of the invention to lipids, such. as tripalmitoyl-S-glyceryl

cysteinyl-seryl-serine (P3 CSS).  

10284] Upon immunization with a peptide composition in accordance with the 

invention, via injection (e.g., subcutaneous, intradermal, intramuscular, aerosol, 

oral, transdermal, transmucosal, intrapleural, intrathecal), or other suitable routes, 

the immune system of the host responds to the vaccine by producing antibodies, 

CTLs and/or HTLs specific for the desired antigen. Consequently, the host 

becomes at least partially immune to subsequent exposure to the TAA, or at least 

partially resistant to further development of tumor associated antigen-bearing 

cells and thereby derives a prophylactic or therapeutic benefit.  

[02851 In certain embodiments, components that induce T cell responses are 

combined with components that induce antibody responses to the target antigen 

of interest. A preferred embodiment of such a composition comprises class I and 

class II epitopes in accordance with the invention. Alternatively, a composition 

comprises a class I and/or class II epitope in accordance with the invention, along 

with a PADRErm molecule (Epimmune, San Diego, CA).  

[02861 Vaccine compositions of the invention can comprise antigen presenting 

cells, such as dendritic cells, as a vehicle to present peptides of the invention. For 

example, dendritic cells are transfected, e.g., with a minigene construct in 

accordance with the invention, in order to elicit immune responses. Minigenes 

are discussed in greater detail in a following section. Vaccine compositions can
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be created in vitro, following dendritic cell mobilization and harvesting, whereby 

loading of dendritic cells occurs in vitro.  

[02871 The vaccine compositions of the invention may also be used in 

combination with antiviral drugs such as interferon-a, or immune adjuvants such 

as IL-12, GM-CSF, etc.  

[02881 Preferably, the following principles are utilized when selecting epitope(s) 

for inclusion in a vaccine, either peptide-based or nucleic acid-based 

formulations. Each of the following principles can be balanced in order to make 

the selection. When multiple epitopes are to be usedi in a vaccine, the epitopes 

maybe, but need not be, contiguous in sequence in the native antigen from which 

the epitopes are derived.  

[0289] 1) Epitopes are selected which, upon administration, mimic immune 

responses that have been observed to be correlated With prevention or clearance 

ofTAA-expressing tumors. For HLA Class I, this generally includes 3-4 epitopes 

derived from at least one TAA.  

[02901 2) Epitopes are selected that have the requisite binding affinity 

established to be correlated with immunogenicity: for HLA Class I an IC5 of 500 

nM or less, or for Class II an IC5 of 1000 nM or less. For HLA Class I it is 

presently preferred to select a peptide having an IC5 of 200 nM or less, as this is 

believed to better correlate not only to induction of an immune response, but to 

in vitro tumor cell killing as well.  

[0291] 3) Supermotiftearing-peptides, or a sufficient array ofallele-specific 

motif-bearing peptides, are selected to give broad population coverage. In 

general, it is preferable to have at least 80% population coverage. A Monte Carlo 

analysis, a statistical evaluation known in the art, can be employed to assess the 

breadth of population coverage.  

[0292] 4) When selecting epitopes from cancer-related antigens, it can be 

preferable to include analog peptides in the selection, because the patient may 

have developed tolerance to the native epitope. When selecting epitopes for
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infectious disease-related antigens it is presently preferable to select either native 

or analog epitopes.  

[02931 5) Ofparticular relevance are "nested epitopes." Nested epitopes (or 

epitope analogs) occur where at least two epitopes oi- analogs (or an epitope and 

an analog) overlap in a given polypeptide sequence. A polypeptide comprising 

"transcendent nested epitopes" is a polypeptide that has both HLA class I and 

HLA class II epitopes and/or analogs in it. When providing nested epitopes, it is 

preferable to provide a sequence that has the greatest number of epitopes or 

analogs per provided sequence. Preferably, one avoids providing a polypeptide 

that is any longer than the combined length of the peptide epitopes or analogs.  

When providing a polypeptide comprising nested epitopes, it is important to 

evaluate the polypeptide in order to insure that it does not have pathological or 

other deleterious biological properties; this is particularly relevant for vaccines 

directed to infectious organisms. Thus, in a preferred embodiment, the vaccine 

compositions of the invention comprise one or moreimulti-epitope polypeptides 

selected from the group consisting of: I105 to V113. of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

1B, Tl01 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, E100 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 

and FIG. IB, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. IB, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, P84 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, K77 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, Q72 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, F65 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, 

and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B.  

[02941 6) If apolypeptide comprising more than one C35 peptide epitope or 

C35 peptide epitope analog is created, or when creating aminigene, an objective 

is to generate the smallest polypeptide that encompasses the epitopes/analogs of 

interest. This principle is similar, ifnot the same as that employed when selecting 

a polypeptide comprising nested epitopes. However, with an artificial 

polyepitopic polypeptide, the size minimization objective is balanced against the 

need to integrate any spacer sequences between epitopes in the polyepitopic 

polypeptide. Spacer or linker amino acid residues can be introduced to avoid
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junctional epitopes (an epitope recognized by the immune system, not present in 

the target antigen, and only created by the man-made juxtaposition of epitopes), 

or to facilitate cleavage between epitopes and thereby enhance epitope 

presentation. Functional epitopes are generally to be avoided because the 

recipient may generate an immune response to that non-native epitope. Of 

particular concern is a junctional epitope that is a "dominant epitope." A 

dominant epitope may lead to such a zealous response that immune responses to 

other epitopes are diminished or suppressed.  

Minigene Vaccines 

[02951 Anumber of different approaches are available which allow simultaneous 

delivery of multiple epitopes. Nucleic acids encoding multiple C35 peptide 

epitopes or analogs are a useful embodiment of the invention; discrete 

epitopes/analogs or polyepitopic polypeptides can be encoded. The epitopes or 

analogs to be included in a minigene are preferably selected according to the 

guidelines set forth in the previous section. Examples of amino acid sequences 

that can be included in aminigene include: HLA class I epitopes or analogs, HILA 

class II epitopes or analogs, a ubiquitination signal sequence, and/or a targeting 

sequence such as an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal sequence to facilitate 

movement of the resulting peptide into the endoplasmic reticulum.  

[02961 The use of multi-epitope minigenes is also described in, e.g., Ishioka et 

al., J. Immunol. 162:3915-3925, 1999; An, L. and Whitton, J. L., J Virol.  

71:2292, 1997; Thomson, S. A. et al., J. Immunol. 157:822, 1996; Whitton, J. L.  

et al., J. Virol. 67:348, 1993; Hanke, R et al., Vaccine 16:426,1998. A similar 

approach can be used to develop minigenes encoding TAA epitopes.  

[02971 For example, to create a DNA sequence encoding the selected epitopes 

(minigene) for expression in human cells, the amino acid sequences of the 

epitopes may be reverse translated. A human codon usage table can be used to 

guide the codon choice for each amino acid. These epitope-encoding DNA
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sequences may be directly adjoined, so that whei translated, a continuous 

polypeptide sequence is created. However, to optimize expression and/or 

immunogenicity, additional elements can be incorporated into the minigene 

design such as one or more spacer or linker amino acid residues between 

epitopes. HLA presentation of CTL and HTL epitopes may be improved by 

including synthetic (e.g. poly-alanine) or naturally-occurring flanking sequences 

adjacent to the CTL or HTL epitopes; these larger polypeptides comprising the 

epitope(s)/analog(s) are within the scope of the invention.  

[0298] The minigene sequence may be converted to DNA by assembling 

oligonucleotides that encode the plus and minus; strands of the minigene.  

Overlapping oligonucleotides (30-100 bases long) may be synthesized, 

phosphorylated, purified and annealed under appropriate conditions using well 

known techniques. The ends of the oligonucleotides can be joined, for example, 

using T4 DNA ligase. This synthetic minigene, encoding the epitopepolypeptide, 

can then be cloned into a desired expression vector.  

[02991 Standard regulatory sequences well known to those of skill in the art are 

preferably included in the vector to ensure expression in the target cells. Several 

vector elements are desirable: a promoter with a downstream cloning site for 

minigene insertion; a polyadenylation signal for efficient transcription 

termination; an E. coli origin of replication; and an E. coli selectable marker (e.g.  

ampicillin or kanamycin resistance). Numerous promoters can be used for this 

purpose, e.g., the human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) promoter. See, e.g., U.S.  

Patent Nos. 5,580,859 and 5,589,466 for other suitable promoter sequences.  

[0300] Optimized peptide expression and immunogenicity can be achieved by 

certain modifications to a minigene construct. For example, in some cases 

introns facilitate efficient gene expression, thus one or more synthetic or 

naturally-occurring introns can be incorporated into the transcribed region of the 

minigene. The inclusion of mRNA stabilization sequences and sequences for 

replication in mammalian cells may also be considered for increasing minigene 

expression.
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[0301] Once an expression vector is selected, the minigene is cloned into the 

polylinker region downstream of the promoter. This plasmid is transformed into 

an appropriate bacterial strain, and DNA is prepared using standard techniques.  

The orientation and DNA sequence of the minigene, as well as all other elements 

included in the vector, are confirmed using restriction mapping and DNA 

sequence analysis. Bacterial cells harboring the correct plasmid can be stored as 

cell banks.  

[03021 In addition, immunostimulatory sequences (ISSs or CpGs) appear to play 

a role in the immunogenicity of DNA vaccines. These sequences may be 

included in the vector, outside the minigene coding sequence to enhance 

immunogenicity.  

[03031 In some embodiments, a bi-cistronic expression vector which allows 

production ofboth the minigene-encoded epitopes and a second protein (e.g., one 

that modulates immunogenicity) can be used. Examples of proteins or 

polypeptides that, if co-expressed with epitopes, Ican enhance an immune 

response include cytokines (e.g., IL-2, IL-12, GM-CSF), cytokine-inducing 

molecules (e.g., LeIF), costimulatory molecules, or pan-DR binding proteins 

(PADRETM, Epimmune, San Diego, CA). Helper T cell (HTL) epitopes such as 

PADRETm molecules can be joined to intracellular targeting signals and 

expressed separately from expressed CTL epitopes. This can be done in order to 

direct HTL epitopes to a cell compartment different than that of the CTL 

epitopes, one that provides for more efficient entry ofHTL epitopes into the HLA 

class II pathway, thereby improving HTL induction. !In contrast to HTL or CTL 

induction, specifically decreasing the immune response by co-expression of 

immunosuppressive molecules (e.g. TGF-p) may bebeneficial in certain diseases.  

[03041 Therapeutic quantities of plasmid DNA can be produced for example, by 

fermentation in E. coli, followed by purification. Aliquots from the working cell 

bank are used to inoculate growth medium, and are grown to saturation in shaker 

flasks or a bioreactor according to well known techniques. Plasmid DNA is 

purified using standard bioseparation technologies such as solid phase anion-
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exchange resins available, e.g., from QIAGEN, Inc. (Valencia, California). If 

required, supercoiled DNA can be isolated from the open circular and linear 

forms using gel electrophoresis or other methods.  

[03051 Purified plasmid DNA can be prepared for injection using a variety of 

formulations. The simplest of these is reconstitution of lyophilized DNA in 

sterile phosphate-buffer saline (PBS). This approach, known as "naked DNA," 

is currently being used for intramuscular (IM) administration in clinical trials. To 

maximize the immunotherapeutic effects of minigene vaccines, alternative 

methods of formulating purified plasmid DNA may be used. A variety of such 

methods have been described, and new techniques may become available.  

Cationic lipids, glycolipids, and fusogenic liposomes can also be used in the 

formulation (see, e.g., WO 93/24640; Mannino & Golid-Fogerite, BioTechniques 

6(7): 682 (1988); U.S. Patent No. 5,279,833; WO 91/06309; and Felgner, et al., 

Proc. Nat 7Acad. Sci. USA 84:7413(1987). In addition, peptides and compounds 

referred to collectively as protective, interactive, non-condensing compounds 

(PINC) can also be complexed to purified plasmid DNA to influence variables 

such as stability, intramuscular dispersion, or trafficking to specific organs or cell 

types.  

[03061 Target cell sensitization can be used as !a functional assay of the 

expression and HLA class I presentation of minigene-encoded epitopes. For 

example, the plasmid DNA is introduced into a mammalian cell line that is a 

suitable target for standard CTL chromium release assays. The transfection 

method used will be dependent on the final formulation, electroporation can be 

used for "naked" DNA, whereas cationic lipids allow direct in vitro transfection.  

A plasmid expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) can be co-transfected to 

allow enrichment of transfected cells using fluorescence activated cell sorting 

(FACS). The transfected cells are then chromium-51 (5 Cr) labeled and used as 

targets for epitope-specific CTLs. Cytolysis of the target cells, detected by "Cr 

release, indicates both the production and HLA presentation of, minigene-
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encoded CTL epitopes. Expression of HTL epitopes may be evaluated in an 

analogous manner using assays to assess HTL activity.  

[0307] In vivo immunogenicity is a second approach for functional testing of 

minigene DNA formulations. Transgenic mice expressing appropriate human 

HLIA proteins are immunized with the DNA product. The dose and route of 

administration are formulation dependent (e.g., IM for DNA in PBS, 

intraperitoneal (IP) for lipid-complexed DNA). Eleven to twenty-one days after 

immunization, splenocytes are harvested and restimulated for one week in the 

presence of peptides encoding each epitope being tested. Thereafter, for CTLs, 

standard assays are conducted to determine if there is cytolysis ofpeptide-loaded, 

"Cr-labeled target cells. Once again, lysis of target cells that were exposed to 

epitopes corresponding to those in the minigene, demonstrates DNA vaccine 

function and induction of CTLs. Immunogenicity of!HTL epitopes is evaluated 

in transgenic mice in an analogous manner.  

[03081 Alternatively, the nucleic acids can be administered using ballistic 

delivery as described, for instance, in U.S. Patent No. 5,204,253. Using this 

technique, particles comprised solely of DNA are administered. In a further 

alternative embodiment for ballistic delivery, DNA can be adhered to particles, 

such as gold particles.  

Combinations of CTL Peptides with Helper Peptides 

103091 Vaccine compositions comprising CTL peptides of the present invention 

can be modified to provide desired attributes, such as improved serum half-life, 

broadened population coverage or enhanced immunogenicity.  

[03101 For instance, the ability of a peptide to induce CTL activity can be 

enhanced by linking the CTL peptide to a sequence which contains at least one 

HTL epitope.  

[03111 Although a CTL peptide can be directly linked to a T helper peptide, 

particularly preferred CTL epitope/HTL epitope conjugates are linked by a spacer
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molecule. The spacer is typically comprised of relatively small, neutral 

molecules, e.g., amino acids or amino acid mimetics, which are substantially 

uncharged under physiological conditions. The spacers are typically selected 

from, e.g., Ala, Gly, or other neutral spacers of nonpolar amino acids or neutral 

polar amino acids. It will be understood that the optional spacer need not be 

comprised of the same residues and thus may be a hetero- or homo-oligomer.  

When present, the spacer will usually be at least one or two residues, commonly 

three to 13, more frequently three to six residues. TheiCTL peptide epitope may 

be linked to the T helper peptide epitope, directly or Mia a spacer, at either it's 

amino or carboxyl terminus. The amino terminus of either the CTL peptide or the 

HTL peptide can be acylated.  

[03121 In certain embodiments, the T helper peptide is one that is recognized by 

T helper cells present in the majority of the p pulation. This can be 

accomplished by selecting amino acid sequences that bind to many, most, or all 

of the HLA class If molecules. These are known as "loosely HLA-restricted" or 

"promiscuous" T helper sequences. Examples of amino acid sequences that are 

promiscuous include sequences from antigens such as tetanus toxoid at positions 

830-843 (QYIKANSKFIGITE), Plasmodiumfalcipa um CS protein at positions 

378-398 (DIEKKIAKMEKASSVFNVVNS), and Streptococcus 18kD protein at 

positions 116 (GAVDSILGGVATYGAA). Other examples include peptides 

bearing a DR 1-4-7 supermotif, or either of the DR3 motifs.  

[03131 Alternatively, it is possible to prepare synthetic peptides capable of 

stimulating T helper lymphocytes, in a loosely HLA-restricted fashion, using 

amino acid sequences that may not be found in nature. Synthetic compounds fall 

within the family of molecules called Pan-DR-binding epitopes (e.g., PADRETm, 

Epimmune Inc., San Diego, CA). PADRErm peptides are designed to bind 

multiple HA-DR (human HLA class II) molecules. For instance, a pan-DR

binding epitope peptide having the formula: aKXVAAZTLKAAa, where "X"is 

either cyclohexylalanine, phenylalanine, or tyrosine; " is either tryptophan, 

tyrosine, histidine or asparagine; and"a"is either D-alanine or L-alanine, has been
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found to bind to numerous allele-specific HLA-DR molecules. Accordingly, 

these molecules stimulate a T helper lymphocyte response from most individuals, 

regardless of their HLA type. Certain pan-DR binding epitopes comprise all "L" 

natural amino acids; these molecules can be provided as peptides or in the form 

of nucleic acids that encode the peptide.  

[0314] HTL peptide epitopes can be modified to alter their biological properties.  

HTL peptide epitopes can be modified in the same manner as CTL peptides. For 

instance, they may be modified to include D-amino acids or be conjugated to 

other molecules such as lipids, proteins, sugars and the like. Peptides comprising 

D-amino acids generally have increased resistance to proteases, and thus have an 

extended serum half-life.  

103151 In addition, polypeptides comprising one or more peptide epitopes of the 

invention can be conjugated to other molecules such as lipids, proteins or sugars, 

or any other synthetic compounds, to increase their biological activity. For 

example, a T helper peptide can be conjugated to one or more palmitic acid 

chains at either the amino or the carboxyl termini.  

Combinations of CTL Peptides with T Cell Priming Materials 

[0316] In some embodiments it maybe desirable to include in the pharmaceutical 

compositions of the invention at least one component which primes cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes. Lipids have been identified as agents capable of facilitating the 

priming in vitro CTL response against viral antigens. For example, palmitic acid 

residues can be attached to the e- and a-amino groups of a lysine residue and then 

linked to an immunogenic peptide. One or more thinking moieties can be used 

such as Gly, Gly-Gly-, Ser, Ser-Ser, or the like. The lipidated peptide can then 

be administered directly in a micelle or particle, incorporated into a liposome, or 

emulsified in an adjuvant, e.g., incomplete Freund's adjuvant. A preferred 

immunogenic composition comprises palmitic acid attached to e- and a-amino
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groups of Lys via a linking moiety, e.g., Ser-Ser, added to the amino terminus of 

an immunogenic peptide.  

[03171 In another embodiment of lipid-facilitated priming of CTL responses, E.  

coli lipoproteins, such as tripalmitoyl-S-glyceryl-cysteinyl-seryl-serine (P3CSS) 

can be used to prime CTL when covalently attached to an appropriate peptide.  

(See, eg., Deres, et aL., Nature 342:561, 1989). Thus, peptides of the invention 

can be coupled to P3CSS, and the lipopeptide administered to an individual to 

specifically prime a CTL response to the target antigen. Moreover, because the 

induction of neutralizing antibodies can also be primed with P3CSS-conjugated 

epitopes, two such compositions can be combined to elicit both humoral and cell

mediated responses.  

Vaccine Compositions Comprising Dendritic Cells Pulsed with CTL and/or HTL 

Peptides 

[03181 An embodiment of a vaccine composition in accordance with the 

invention comprises ex vivo administration of a 'cocktail of epitope-bearing 

peptides to PBMC, or isolated DC therefrom, from the patient's blood. A 

pharmaceutical to facilitate harvesting of DC can be used, such as 

ProgenipoietinTm (Monsanto, St. Louis, MO) or GM-CSF/IL-4. After pulsing the 

DC with peptides and prior to reinfusion into patients, the DC are washed to 

remove unbound peptides. In this embodiment, a vaccine comprises peptide

pulsed DCs which present the pulsed peptide epitopes in HLA molecules on their 

surfaces.  

[0319] The DC can be pulsed ex vivo with a cocktail of peptides, some of which 

stimulate CTL responses to one or more antigens of interest, e.g., tumor 

associated antigens (TAA) such as HER2/neu, p53,iMAGE 2, MAGE3, and/or 

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). Collectively, these TAA are associated with 

breast, colon and lung cancers. Optionally, a helper T cell (HTL) peptide such 

as PADRETM, can be included to facilitate the CTL response. Thus, a vaccine in
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accordance with the invention comprising epitopes from HER2/neu, p53, 

MAGE2, MAGE3, and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is used to treat minimal 

or residual disease in patients with malignancies such as breast, colon or lung 

cancer; any malignancies that bear any of these TAAs can also be treated with the 

vaccine. A TAA vaccine can be used following debulking procedures such as 

surgery, radiation therapy or chemotherapy, whereupon the vaccine provides the 

benefit of increasing disease free survival and overall survival in the recipients.  

103201 Thus, in preferred embodiments, a vaccine of the invention is a product 

that treats a majority of patients across a number of different tumor types. A 

vaccine comprising a plurality of epitopes, preferably supermotif-bearing 

epitopes, offers such an advantage.  

Administration of Vaccines for Therapeutic or Prophylactic Purposes 

[0321] The polypeptides comprising one or more peptide epitopes of the present 

invention, includingpharmaceutical and vaccine compositions thereof; are useful 

for administration to mammals, particularly humans, to treat and/or prevent 

disease. In one embodiment, vaccine compositions (peptide or nucleic acid) of 

the invention are administered to a patient who has a malignancy associated with 

expression of one or more TAAs, or to an individual susceptible to, or otherwise 

at risk for developing TAA-related disease. Upon administration an immune 

response is elicited against the TAAs, thereby enhancing the patient's own 

immune response capabilities. In therapeutic applications, peptide and/ornucleic 

acid compositions are administered to a patient in an amount sufficient to elicit 

an effective immune response to the TAA-expressing cells and to thereby cure, 

arrest or slow symptoms and/or complications. An amount adequate to 

accomplish this is defined as "therapeutically effective dose." Amounts effective 

for this use will depend on, e.g., the particular composition administered, the 

manner of administration, the stage and severity of the disease being treated, the
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weight and general state of health of the patient, and the judgment of the 

prescribing physician.  

[03221 The vaccine compositions of the invention can be used purely as 

prophylactic agents. Generally the dosage for an initial prophylactic 

immunization generally occurs in a unit dosage range where the lower value is 

about 1, 5, 50, 500, or 1000 pg of peptide and the higher value is about 10,000; 

20,000; 30,000; or 50,000 Ig of peptide. Dosage values for a human typically 

range from about 500 jg to about 50,000 pg of peptide per 70 kilogram patient.  

This is followed by boosting dosages of between about 1.0 Ig to about 50,000 pg 

ofpeptide, administered at defined intervals from about four weeks to six months 

after the initial administration of vaccine. The immunogenicity of the vaccine 

may be assessed by measuring the specific activity of CTL and HTL obtained 

from a sample of the patient's blood.  

[0323] As noted above, polypeptides comprising CTE and/or HTL epitopes ofthe 

invention induce immune responses when presented by LIA molecules and 

contacted with a CTL or HTL specific for an epitope comprised by the peptide.  

The manner in which the peptide is contacted with the CTL or HTL is not critical 

to the invention. For instance, the peptide can be contacted with the CTL or HTL 

either in vitro or in vivo. If the contacting occurs in vivo, peptide can be 

administered directly, or in other forms/vehicles, e.g. DNA vectors encoding one 

or more peptides, viral vectors encoding the peptide(s), liposomes, antigen 

presenting cells such as dendritic cells, and the like,ias described herein.  

[0324] Accordingly, for pharmaceutical compositions ofthe invention in the form 

of peptides or polypeptides, the peptides or polypeptides can be administered 

directly. Alternatively, the peptide/polypeptides can be administered indirectly 

presented on APCs, or as DNA encoding them. Furthermore, the polypeptides, 

peptide epitopes or DNA encoding them can be administered individually or as 

fusions of one or more peptide sequences.  

[0325] For therapeutic use, administration should generally begin at the first 

diagnosis of TAA-related disease. This is followed by boosting doses at least
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until symptoms are substantially abated and for a period thereafter. In chronic 

disease states, loading doses followed by boosting doses may be required.  

[0326] The dosage for an initial therapeutic immunization generally occurs in a 

unit dosage range where the lower value is about 1, 5, 50, 500, or 1,000 pg of 

peptide and the higher value is about 10,000; 20,000; 30,000; or 50,000 pg of 

peptide. Dosage values for a human typically range from about 500 pg to about 

50,000 pg ofpeptideper70 kilogram patient. Boosting dosages ofbetween about 

1.0 gg to about 50,000 pg of peptide, administered pursuant to a boosting 

regimen over weeks to months, can be administered 4epending upon the patient's 

response and condition. Patient response can be determined by measuring the 

specific activity of CTL and HTL obtained from the patient's blood.  

[0327] In certain embodiments, polypeptides, peptides and compositions of the 

present invention are used in serious disease states. |In such cases, as a result of 

the minimal amounts of extraneous substances and the relative nontoxic nature 

of the peptides, it is possible and may be desirable to administer substantial 

excesses of these peptide compositions relative to these stated dosage amounts.  

[03281 For treatment of chronic disease, a representative dose is in the range 

disclosed above, namelywhere the lower value is about 1, 5,50,500, or 1,000 pg 

of peptide and the higher value is about 10,000; 20,00O; 30,000; or 50,000 pg of 

peptide, preferably from about 500 pg to about 50,000 pg of peptide per 70 

kilogram patient. Initial doses followed by boosting doses at established 

intervals, e.g., from four weeks to six months, mayi be required, possibly for a 

prolonged period of time to effectively immunize an individual. In the case of 

chronic disease, administration should continue until at least clinical symptoms 

or laboratory tests indicate that the disease has been eliminated or substantially 

abated, and for a follow-up period thereafter. The dosages, routes of 

administration, and dose schedules are adjusted in accordance with 

methodologies known in the art.  

[0329] The pharmaceutical compositions for therapeutic treatment are intended 

for parenteral, topical, oral, intrathecal, or local adn inistration. Preferably, the
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pharmaceutical compositions are administered parentally, e.g., intravenously, 

subcutaneously, intradermally, or intramuscularly.  

[03301 Thus, in a preferred embodiment the inventioniprovides compositions for 

parenteral administration which comprise a solution ofthe immunogenic peptides 

dissolved or suspended in an acceptable carrier, preferably an aqueous carrier.  

A variety of aqueous carriers may be used, e.g., w ter, buffered water, 0.8% 

saline, 0.3% glycine, hyaluronic acid and the like. These compositions may be 

sterilized by conventional, well known sterilization techniques, or may be sterile 

filtered. The resulting aqueous solutions may be packaged for use as is, or 

lyophilized, the lyophilized preparation being combined with a sterile solution 

prior to administration. The compositions may contain pharmaceutically 

acceptable auxiliary substances or pharmaceutical excipients as may be required 

to approximate physiological conditions, such as pH-adjusting and buffering 

agents, tonicity adjusting agents, wetting agents, preservatives, and the like, for 

example, sodium acetate, sodium lactate, sodium chloride, potassium chloride, 

calcium chloride, sorbitan monolaurate, triethanolaniine oleate, etc.  

[03311 The concentration of peptides and polypeptides of the invention in the 

pharmaceutical formulations can vary widely, i.e., from less than about 0.1%, 

usually at or at least about 2% to as much as 20% to 50% or more by weight, and 

will be selected primarily by fluid volumes, viscosities, etc., in accordance with 

the particular mode of administration selected.  

[0332] A human unit dose form of the peptide and polypeptide composition is 

typically included in a pharmaceutical composition that also comprises a human 

unit dose of an acceptable carrier, preferably an aqueous carrier, and is 

administered in a volume of fluid that is known by those of skill in the art to be 

used for administration of such compositions to humans (see, e.g., Remington's 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, 17* Edition, A. Gennaro, Eoitor, Mack Publishing Co., 

Easton, Pennsylvania, 1985).  

[0333] The peptides and polypeptides of the invention can also be administered 

vialiposomes, which serve to target the peptides and polypeptides to aparticular
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tissue, such as lymphoid tissue, or to target selectively to infected cells, as well 

as to increase the half-life of the peptide composition. Liposomes include 

emulsions, foams, micelles, insoluble monolayers, liquid crystals, phospholipid 

dispersions, lamellar layers and the like. In these preparations, the peptides and 

polypeptides to be delivered is incorporated as part of a liposome, alone or in 

conjunction with amolecule which binds to areceptor prevalent among lymphoid 

cells (such as monoclonal antibodies which bind to ithe CD45 antigen) or with 

other therapeutic or immunogenic compositions. Thus, liposomes either filled or 

decorated with a desired peptide of the invention can be directed to the site of 

lymphoid cells, where the liposomes then deliverithe peptide compositions.  

Liposomes for use in accordance with the invention are formed from standard 

vesicle-forming lipids, which generally include neutral and negatively charged 

phospholipids and a sterol, such as cholesterol. The selection of lipids is 

generally guided by consideration of, e.g., liposome size, acid lability and 

stability of the liposomes in the blood stream. A variety of methods are available 

for preparing liposomes, as described in, e.g., Szoka, et al., Ann. Rev. Biophys.  

Bioeng. 9:467(1980), and U.S. PatentNos. 4,235,8711,4,501,728, 4,837,028, and 

5,019,369.  

10334] For targeting compositions ofthe invention to cells ofthe immune system, 

a ligand can be incorporated into the liposome, e.g., antibodies or fragments 

thereof specific for cell surface determinants of the desired immune system cells.  

A liposome suspension containing a peptide may be administered intravenously, 

locally, topically, etc. in a dose which varies according to, inter alia, the manner 

of administration, the peptide being delivered, and tle stage ofthe disease being 

treated.  

[03351 For solid compositions, conventional nontoxic solid carriers maybe used 

which include, for example, pharmaceutical grades of mannitol, lactose, starch, 

magnesium stearate, sodium saccharin, talcum, cellulose, glucose, sucrose, 

magnesium carbonate, and the like. For oral administration, a pharmaceutically 

acceptable nontoxic composition is formed by incorp orating any of the normally
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employed excipients, such as those carriers previously listed, and generally 10

95% of active ingredient, that is, one or more peptides of the invention, often at 

a concentration of 25%-75%.  

[0336] For aerosol administration, the immunogenic peptides are preferably 

supplied in finely divided form, along with a surfactant and propellant. Typical 

percentages ofpeptides are 0.01%-20%byweight, often 10-10%. The surfactant 

must, of course, be pharmaceutically acceptable, and preferably soluble in the 

propellant. Representative of such agents are the esters or partial esters of fatty 

acids containing from 6 to 22 carbon atoms, such as caproic, octanoic, lauric, 

palmitic, stearic, linoleic, linolenic, olesteric and oleic acids with an aliphatic 

polyhydric alcohol or its cyclic anhydride. Mixed esters, such as mixed or natural 

glycerides maybe employed. The surfactant may constitute 0.1 %-20% byweight 

of the composition, preferably 0.25-5%. The balance of the composition is 

ordinarily propellant, although an atomizer may be used in which no propellant 

is necessary and other percentages are adjusted accordingly. A carrier can also 

be included, e.g., lecithin for intranasal delivery.  

[0337] Antigenic peptides of the invention have been used to elicit a CTL and/or 

HTL response ex vivo, as well. The resulting CTLs 'r HTLs can be used to treat 

chronic infections, or tumors in patients that do not respond to other conventional 

forms of therapy, or who do not respond to a therapeutic peptide or nucleic acid 

vaccine in accordance with the invention. Ex vivo CTL or HTL responses to a 

particular antigen (infectious or tumor-associated) are induced by incubating in 

tissue culture the patient's, or genetically compatible, CTL or HTL precursor cells 

together with a source of antigen-presenting cells (APC), such as dendritic cells, 

and the appropriate immunogenic peptide. Afler an #ppropriate incubation time 

(typically about 7-28 days), in which the precursor cells are activated and 

expanded into effector cells, the cells are infused back into the patient, where they 

will destroy (CTL) or facilitate destruction (HTL) oftheir specific target cell (an 

infected cell or a tumor cell).
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[03381 A number of computer algorithms have been described for identification 

of peptides in a larger protein that satisfy the requirements of peptide binding 

motifs for specific MEC class I or MHC class II Molecules. Because of the 

extensive polymorphism of MHC molecules, different peptides will often bind 

to different MHC molecules. Tables 1-6 list C35 peptides predicted to be MHC 

binding peptides using three different algorithms. Specifically, Tables 1 and 5 list 

C35 HLA Class I and 11 epitopes predicted using the rules found at the 

SYFPEITHI website (wysiwv://35/http://134.2.96.221/scripts/hlaserver.dll/ 

EpPredict.htm) and are based on the book "MEC Ligands and Peptide Motifs" by 

Rammensee, H.G., Bachmann, J. and Stevanovic, S. (Chapman & Hall, New 

York 1997). Table 2 lists predicted MHC binding peptides derived from the C35 

sequence using the NIH BIMAS program available on the web 

(ht://bimas.dcrt.nih.gov/c6i-bin/molbio/ken parke- comboform). Finally, 

Tables 3 and 6 list predicted C35 peptides identified by the Tepitope program, a 

program for prediction of peptides that may bind to multiple different MHC 

class I[ molecules. Using Tepitope, four C35 peptides were identified as likely 

candidates for binding to a variety of HLA class H molecules. These peptides are, 

in general, longer than those binding to HLA class I and more degenerate in terms 

ofbinding to multiple HLA class ]I molecules. Due to the relatedness of the HLA 

molecules and the inherent limitations of the binding algorithms, it is expected 

that many of these C35 peptide epitopes predicted to bind to a specific HLA 

molecules will also bind to one or more other HLA molecules.
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TABLE I 

C35 peptides predicted by SYFPEITI website 
(score reflects ligation strength): 

Class I MHC 

HLA-A*0201 
nonamers 

Position Score 
123456789 

9 
SVAPPPEEV 

23 
88 

DLIEAIRRA 
21 

37 
ATYLELASA 

19 
97 

SNGETLEKI 
18 

105 
ITNSRPPCV 

18 
2 

SGEPGQTSV 
17 

45 
AVKEQYPGI 

17 
38 

TYLELASAV 
16 

61 
GTGAFEIEI 

16 
85 

YEKDLIEAI 
16
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65 
FEIEINGQL 

15 
107 

NSRPPCVIL 
15 

41 
ELASAVKEQ 

14 
58 

RLGGTGAFE 
14 

59 
LGGTGAFEI 

14 
66 

EIEINGQLV 
14 

68 
EINGQLVFS 

14 
81 

GGFPYEKDL 
14 

94 
RRASNGETL 

14 

HLA-A*0201 
decamers 

Pos Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

58 
RLGGTGAFEI 

22 
96 

ASNGETLEKI 
19 

104 
KITNSRPPCV 

19
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37 
ATYLELASAV 

18 
17 

VEPGSGVRIV 
17 

33 
CGFEATYLEL 

16 
44 

SAVKEQYPGI 
16 

92 
AIRRASNGET 

16 
39 

YLELASAVKE 
15 

53 
IEIESRLGGT 

15 
65 

FEIEINGQLV 
15 

105 
ITNSRPPCVI 

15 
1 

MSGEPGQTSV 
14 

63 
GAFEIEINGQ 

14 
68 

EINGQLVFSK 
14 

69 
INGQLVFSKL 

14 
83 

FPYEKDLIEA 
14 

88 
DLIEAIRRAS 

14
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93 
IRRASNGETL 

14 
72 

QLVFSKLENG 
13 

89 
LIEAIRRASN 

13 
8 

TSVAPPPEEV 
12 

16 
EVEPGSGVRI 

12 
50 

YPGIEIESRL 
12 

60 
GGTGAFEIEI 

12 
81 

GGFPYEKDLI 
12 

106 
TNSRPPCVIL 

12 

HLA-A*0203 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

35 
FEATYLELA 

12
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RLA-A*0203 
decamers 

Pos Score 
1234567890 

36 
EATYLELASA 

18 

HLA-A-1 nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

77 
KLENGGFPY 

29 
2 

SGEPGQTSV 
18 

21 
SGVRIVVEY 

18 
16 

EVEPGSGVR 
17 

29 
YCEPCGFEA 

17 
42 

LASAVKEQY 
17 

31 
EPCGFEATY 

16 
34 

GFEATYLEL 
16 

39 
YLELASAVK 

14
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84 
PYEKDLIEA 

14 
66 

EIEINGQLV 
13 

13 
PPEEVEPGS 

12 
46 

VKEQYPGIE 
12 

52 
GIEIESRLG 

12 
96 

ASNGETLEK 
12 

HLA-A1 decamers 

Pos Score 
1234567890 

20 
GSGVRIVVEY 

20 
29 

YCEPCGFEAT 
19 

76 
SKLENGGFPY 

18 
2 

SGEPGQTSVA 
17 

52 
GIEIESRLGG 

17 
66 

EIEINGQLVF 
17
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41 
ELASAVKEQY 

16 
46 

VKEQYPGIEI 
16 

16 
EVEPGSGVRI 

15 
30 

CEPCGFEATY 
15 

39 
YLELASAVKE 

15 
77 

KLENGGFPYE 
14 

86 
EKDLIEAIRR 

14 
98 

NGETLEKITN 
14 

34 
GFEATYLELA 

12 
64 

AFEIEINGQL 
12 

101 
TLEKITNSRP 

12 

HLA-A26 nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

68 
EINGQLVFS 

24
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100 
ETLEKITNS 

24 
88 

DLIEAIRRA 
23 

54 
EIESRLGGT 

22 
41 

ELASAVKEQ 
21 

45 
AVKEQYPGI 

20 
31 

EPCGFEATY 
19 

34 
GFEATYLEL 

19 
73 

LVFSKLENG 
19 

16 
EVEPGSGVR 

18 
77 

KLENGGFPY 
18 

66 
EIEINGQLV 

17 
21 

SGVRIVVEY 
16 

37 
ATYLELASA 

16 
24 

RIVVEYCEP 
15 

9 
SVAPPPEEV 

14
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22 
GVRIVVEYC 

14 
51 

PGIEIESRL 
14 

70 
NGQLVFSKL 

14 
57 

SRLGGTGAF 
13 

65 
FEIEINGQL 

13 
25 

IVVEYCEPC 
12 

48 
EQYPGIEIE 

12 
67 

IEINGQLVF 
12 

75 
FSKLENGGF 

12 
81 

GGFPYEKDL 
12 

104 
KITNSRPPC 

12 
105 

ITNSRPPCV 
12
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HLA-A26 decamers 

Pos Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

41 
ELASAVKEQY 

27 
66 

EIEINGQLVF 
26 

68 
EINGQLVFSK 

23 
26 

VVEYCEPCGF 
21 

16 
EVEPGSGVRI 

20 
88 

DLIEAIRRAS 
19 

100 
ETLEKITNSR 

19 
74 

VFSKLENGGF 
18 

33 
CGFEATYLEL 

17 
54 

EIESRLGGTG 
17 

56 
ESRLGGTGAF 

17 
20 

GSGVRIVVEY 
16 

31 
EPCGFEATYL 

16
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64 
AFEIEINGQL 

15 
69 

INGQLVFSKL 
15 

61 
GTGAFEIEIN 

14 
73 

LVFSKLENGG 
14 

9 
SVAPPPEEVE 

13 
25 

IVVEYCEPCG 
13 

45 
AVKEQYPGIE 

13 
72 

QLVFSKLENG 
13 

77 
KLENGGFPYE 

13 
79 

ENGGFPYEKD 
13 

4 
EPGQTSVAPP 

12 
7 

QTSVAPPPEE 
12 

30 
CEPCGFEATY 

12 
36 

EATYLELASA 
12 

37 
ATYLELASAV 

12
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76 
SKLENGGFPY 

12 
89 

LIEAIRRASN 
12 

HLA-A3 nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

39 
YLELASAVK 

28 
77 

KLENGGFPY 
25 

16 
EVEPGSGVR 

24 
58 

RLGGTGAFE 
22 

67 
IEINGQLVF 

19 
96 

ASNGETLEK 
18 

92 
AIRRASNGE 

17 
9 

SVAPPPEEV 
16 

101 
TLEKITNSR 

16 
22 

GVRIVVEYC 
15
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31 
EPCGFEATY 

15 
45 

AVKEQYPGI 
15 

72 
QLVFSKLEN 

15 
21 

SGVRIVVEY 
14 

68 
EINGQLVFS 

14 
69 

INGQLVFSK 
14 

88 
DLIEAIRRA 

14 
91 

EAIRRASNG 
14 

25 
IVVEYCEPC 

13 
37 

ATYLELASA 
13 

55 
IESRLGGTG 

13 
57 

SRLGGTGAF 
13 

79 
ENGGFPYEK 

13 
87 

KDLIEAIRR 
13 

104 
KITNSRPPC 

13
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24 
RIVVEYCEP 

12 
42 

LASAVKEQY.  
12 

66 
EIEINGQLV 

12 
89 

LIEAIRRAS 
12 

90 
IEAIRRASN 

12 
94 

RRASNGETL 
12 

HLA-A3 decamers 

Pos Score 
1234567890 

68 
EINGQLVFSK 

22 
16 

EVEPGSGVRI 
20 

38 
TYLELASAVK 

20 
41 

ELASAVKEQY 
20 

66 
EIEINGQLVF 

20 
9 

SVAPPPEEVE 
19
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58 
RLGGTGAFEI 

19 
39 

YLELASAVKE 
18 

92 
AIRRASNGET 

18 
95 

RASNGETLEK 
18 

45 
AVKEQYPGIE 

17 
54 

EIESRLGGTG 
16 

88 
DLIEAIRRAS 

16 
89 

LIEAIRRASN 
16 

26 
VVEYCEPCGF 

15 
37 

ATYLELASAV 
15 

22 
GVRIVVEYCE 

14 
77 

KLENGGFPYE 
14 

93 
IRRASNGETL 

14 
25 

IVVEYCEPCG 
13 

30 
CEPCGFEATY 

13
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52 
GIEIESRLGG 

13 
76 

SKLENGGFPY 
13 

78 
LENGGFPYEK 

13 
101 

TLEKITNSRP 
13 

104 
KITNSRPPCV 

13 
24 

RIVVEYCEPC 
12 

72 
QLVFSKLENG 

12 

HLA-B*0702 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

18 
EPGSGVRIV 

19 
107 

NSRPPCVIL 
18 

4 
EPGQTSVAP 

15 
11 

APPPEEVEP 
15 

31.  
EPCGFEATY 

14
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34 
GFEATYLEL 

13 
94 

RRASNGETL 
13 

12 
PPPEEVEPG 

12 
19 

PGSGVRIVV 
12 

32 
PCGFEATYL 

12 
83 

FPYEKDLIE 
12 

106 
TNSRPPCVI 

12 

HLA-B*0702 
decamers 

Pos Score 
1234567890 

31 
EPCGFEATYL 

24 
50 

YPGIEIESRL 
21 

18 
EPGSGVRIVV 

20 
83 

FPYEKDLIEA 
16 

4 
EPGQTSVAPP 

15
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11 
APPPEEVEPG 

15 
93 

IRRASNGETL 
14 

106 
TNSRPPCVIL 

14 
69 

INGQLVFSKL 
13 

33 
CGFEATYLEL 

12 
64 

AFEIEINGQL 
12 

HLA-B*08 octamers 

Pos Score 
12345678 

83 
FPYEKDLI 

25 
66 

EIEINGQL 
16 

52 
GIEIESRL 

15 
18 

EPGSGVRI 
14 

54 
EIESRLGG 

14 
91 

EAIRRASN 
14
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95 
RASNGETL 

14 
100 

ETLEKITN 
14 

33 
CGFEATYL 

12 
45 

AVKEQYPG 
12 

58 
RLGGTGAF 

12 
68 

EINGQLVF 
12 

71 
GQLVFSKL 

12 
75 

FSKLENGG 
12 

82 
GFPYEKDL 

12 
107 

NSRPPCVI 
12 

108 
SRPPCVIL 

12 

HLA-B*08 nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

75 
FSKLENGGF 

19
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83 
FPYEKDLIE 

19 
45 

AVKEQYPGI 
18 

85 
YEKDLIEAI 

18 
107 

NSRPPCVIL 
17 

100 
ETLEKITNS 

15 
54 

EIESRLGGT 
14 

65 
FEIEINGQL 

14 
91 

EAIRRASNG 
14 

20 
GSGVRIVVE 

12 
34 

GFEATYLEL 
12 

51 
PGIEIESRL 

12 
81 

GGFPYEKDL 
12
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HLA-B*1510 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

107 
NSRPPCVIL 

15 
34 

GFEATYLEL 
13 

51 
PGIEIESRL 

13 
81 

GGFPYEKDL 
13 

94 
RRASNGETL 

13 

HLA-B*2705 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

57 
SRLGGTGAF 

26 
94 

RRASNGETL 
25 

67 
IEINGQLVF 

19 
87 

KDLIEAIRR 
19 

51 
PGIEIESRL 

17
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81 
GGFPYEKDL 

17 
65 

FEIEINGQL 
16 

69 
INGQLVFSK 

16 
96 

ASNGETLEK 
16 

16 
EVEPGSGVR 

15 
34 

GFEATYLEL 
15 

50 
YPGIEIESR 

15 
70 

NGQLVFSKL 
15 

101 
TLEKITNSR 

15 
23 

VRIVVEYCE 
14 

32 
PCGFEATYL 

14 
39 

YLELASAVK 
14 

79 
ENGGFPYEK 

14 
93 

IRRASNGET 
14 

21 
SGVRIVVEY 

13
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27 
VEYCEPCGF 

13 
75 

FSKLENGGF 
13 

86 
EKDLIEAIR 

13 
107 

NSRPPCVIL 
13 

17 
VEPGSGVRI 

12 
31 

EPCGFEATY 
12 

77 
KLENGGFPY 

12 

HLA-B*2709 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
123456789 

94 
RRASNGETL 

25 
57 

SRLGGTGAF 
20 

81 
GGFPYEKDL 

16 
34 

GFEATYLEL 
14 

51 
PGIEIESRL 

13
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65 
FEIEINGQL 

13 
23 

VRIVVEYCE 
12 

107 
NSRPPCVIL 

12 

HLA-B*5101 
nonamers 

Pos Score 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

18 
EPGSGVRIV 

21 
81 

GGFPYEKDL 
21 

51 
PGIEIESRL 

20 
70 

NGQLVFSKL 
20 

19 
PGSGVRIVV 

19 
31 

EPCGFEATY 
19 

2 
SGEPGQTSV 

18 
42 

LASAVKEQY 
18 

59 
LGGTGAFEI 

18
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21 
SGVRIVVEY 

14 
83 

FPYEKDLIE 
14 

97 
SNGETLEKI 

14 
13 

PPEEVEPGS 
13 

38 
TYLELASAV 

13 
45 

AVKEQYPGI 
13 

63 
GAFEIEING 

13 
94 

RRASNGETL 
13 

12 
PPPEEVEPG 

12 
33 

CGFEATYLE 
12 

50 
YPGIEIESR 

12 
66 

EIEINGQLV 
12 

85 
YEKDLIEAI 

12 
95 

RASNGETLE 
12
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105 
ITNSRPPCV 

12 

HLA-B*5101 octamers 

Pos Score 
12345678 

83 
FPYEKDLI 

25 
95 

RASNGETL 
23 

10 
VAPPPEEV 

21 
18 

EPGSGVRI 
21 

33 
CGFEATYL 

21 
98 

NGETLEKI 
19 

19 
PGSGVRIV 

18 
60 

GGTGAFEI 
18 

62 
TGAFEIEI 

18 
63 

GAFEIEIN 
14 

71 
GQLVFSKL 

14
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48 
EQYPGIEI 

13 
67 

IEINGQLV 
13 

106 
TNSRPPCV 

12 

Class II MHC 

HLA-DRB1*0101 15 -mers 

Pos Score 
123456789012345 

72 
QLVFSKLENGGFPYE 

29 
37 

ATYLELASAVKEQYP 
26 

26 
VVEYCEPCGFEATYL 

25 
63 

GAFEIEINGQLVFSK 
25 

24 
RIVVEYCEPCGFEAT 

24 
36 

EATYLELASAVKEQY 
24 

39 
YLELASAVKEQYPGI 

24 
53 

IEIESRLGGTGAFEI 
24
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56 
ESRLGGTGAFEIEIN 

24 
14 

PEEVEPGSGVRIVVE 
23 

43 
ASAVKEQYPGIEIES 

23 
20 

GSGVRIVVEYCEPCG 
20 

62 
TGAFEIEINGQLVFS 

20 
32 

PCGFEATYLELASAV 
19 

47 
KEQYPGIEIESRLGG 

19 
64 

AFEIEINGQLVFSKL 
19 

82 
GFPYEKDLIEAIRRA 

19 
34 

GFEATYLELASAVKE 
18 

54 
EIESRLGGTGAFEIE 

18 
90 

IEAIRRASNGETLEK 
18 

99 
GETLEKITNSRPPCV 

18 
31 

EPCGFEATYLELASA 
17 

49 
QYPGIEIESRLGGTG 

17
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58 
RLGGTGAF.EIEINGQ 

17 
66 

EIEINGQLVFSKLEN 
17 

67 
IEINGQLVFSKLENG 

17 
68 

EINGQLVFSKLENGG 
17 

84 
PYEKDLIEAIRRASN 

17 
86 

EKDLIEAIRRASNGE 
17 

35 
FEATYLELASAVKEQ 

16 
74 

VFSKLENGGFPYEKD 
16 

87 
KDLIEAIRRASNGET 

16 
91 

EAIRRASNGETLEKI 
16 

1 
MSGEPGQTSVAPPPE 

1 
4 

EPGQTSVAPPPEEVE 
is 

11 
APPPEEVEPGSGVRI 

15 
12 

PPPEEVEPGSGVRIV 
15 

29 
YCEPCGFEATYLELA 

15
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5 
PGQTSVAPPPEEVEP 

14 
6 

GQTSVAPPPEEVEPG 
14 

44 
SAVKEQYPGIEIESR 

14 
52 

GIEIESRLGGTGAFE 
14 

61 
GTGAFEIEINGQLVF 

13 
50 

YPGIEIESRLGGTGA 
12 

HLA-DRB1*0301 
(DR17) 15 - mers 

Pos Score 
123456789012345 

64 
AFEIEINGQLVFSKL 

26 
39 

YLELASAVKEQYPGI 
25 

72 
QLVFSKLENGGFPYE 

23 
62 

TGAFEIEINGQLVFS 
22 

24 
RIVVEYCEPCGFEAT 

19 
71 

GQLVFSKLENGGFPY 
19
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86 
EKDLIEAIRRASNGE 

19 
7 

QTSVAPPPEEVEPGS 
18 

23 
VRIVVEYCEPCGFEA 

18 
50 

YPGIEIESRLGGTGA 
18 

90 
IEAIRRASNGETLEK 

18 
20 

GSGVRIVVEYCEPCG 
17 

87 
KDLIEAIRRASNGET 

17 
99 

GETLEKITNSRPPCV 
16 

28 
EYCEPCGFEATYLEL 

15 
37 

ATYLELASAVKEQYP 
14 

48 
EQYPGIEIESRLGGT 

14 
78 

LENGGFPYEKDLIEA 
14 

14 
PEEVEPGSGVRIVVE 

13 
70 

NGQLVFSKLENGGFP 
13 

43 
ASAVKEQYPGIEIES 

12
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52 
GIEIESRLGGTGAFE 

12 
54 

EIESRLGGTGAFEIE 
12 

74 
VFSKLENGGFPYEKD 

12 
82 

GFPYEKDLIEAIRRA 
12 

HLA-DRBI*0401 
(DR4Dw4) 15 - mers 

Pos Score 
123456789012345 

36 
EATYLELASAVKEQY 

28 
62 

TGAFEIEINGQLVFS 
28 

86 
EKDLIEAIRRASNGE 

26 
87 

KDLIEAIRRASNGET 
26 

90 
IEAIRRASNGETLEK 

26 
72 

QLVFSKLENGGFPYE 
22 

82 
GFPYEKDLIEAIRRA 

22 
50 

YPGIEIESRLGGTGA 
20
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99 
GETLEKITNSRPPCV 

20 
26 

VVEYCEPCGFEATYL 
16 

32 
PCGFEATYLELASAV 

16 
47 

KEQYPGIEIESRLGG 
16 

80 
NGGFPYEKDLIEAIR 

16 
14 

PEEVEPGSGVRIVVE 
14 

20 
GSGVRIVVEYCEPCG 

14 
22 

GVRIVVEYCEPCGFE 
14 

37 
ATYLELASAVKEQYP 

14 
39 

YLELASAVKEQYPGI 
14 

56 
ESRLGGTGAFEIEIN 

14 
64 

AFEIEINGQLVFSKL 
14 

66 
EIEINGQLVFSKLEN 

14 
10 

VAPPPEEVEPGSGVR 
12 

12 
PPPEEVEPGSGVRIV 

12
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16 
EVEPGSGVRIVVEYC 

12 
29 

YCEPCGFEATYLELA 
12 

30 
CEPCGFEATYLELAS 

12 
31 

EPCGFEATYLELASA 
12 

34 
GFEATYLELASAVKE 

12 
35 

FEATYLELASAVKEQ 
12 

42 
LASAVKEQYPGIEIE 

12 
48 

EQYPGIEIESRLGGT 
12 

49 
QYPGIEIESRLGGTG 

12 
53 

IEIESRLGGTGAFEI 
12 

58 
RLGGTGAFEIEINGQ 

12 
59 

LGGTGAFEIEINGQL 
12 

61 
GTGAFEIEINGQLVF 

12 
63 

GAFEIEINGQLVFSK 
12 

67 
IEINGQLVFSKLENG 

12
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68 
EINGQLVFSKLENGG 

12 
69 

INGQLVFSKLENGGF 
12 

85 
YEKDLIEAIRRASNG 

12 
93 

IRRASNGETLEKITN 
12 

94 
RRASNGETLEKITNS 

12 
96 

ASNGETLEKITNSRP 
12 

97 
SNGETLEKITNSRPP 

12
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TABLE 2 

[[LA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters anti Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number of results ~ 1tiii 
F - n~uynher of results requested 2 

liLA molecule type selected A 
IengLh selected. fobr subsequences to be scored.

-echomng made selected fo nu euec __ 

ecMhom~ format -____ 

length of users input peptide sequenei i~ 
number of subsequence scores; c"utated 

:nmbc of top-scoring gsbsquenisreprt ack in scoring Output tas114 2.  

.k Psiion Suseue Residue S Sore (EstiMatO of Hilfuie, of Disasoiti'on of.  
S isting a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

7fll7~F ____________ 225.000 

29YCE:CGiFA 45.000 
T---9--F Y LELASAVI( 36.000 

131271 SGFPGQTSV 2.250 

W--SWECEPCG 1.0 
96~7 AS~qGETLEK j1.500 

Ml1 TLFKITNSR. F.0 

.£tSXNGQLV 0.9 

fi 72-1 5 ; GESRW [ 0.900 
FIrT 9- r---71OILI 0.500U 

Fur- -4y . F-Gv~ 1 0~.5 

r~wT-3~7[. IGQL S i 

NOK 0.225 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Paranxtcrs and Scoring Injorniation 

method selected to limit number of results jexpicit number 

number of results requested F-F 
HLA molecule type selected - k 

length selected for subsequences to be seared 10W 
echonmaesete rinu sequencmI~ -f 

le.!ngth of uses input peptide sqece 

II number of subsequence scores calculte l 
[numbe utii to-co - sseunces rerpor t-e0badc m sconng output table; 26 

Soidnubsequence Widue [Soe(siaeo afTive of Dlsssoelntlona o 
Lisin aF Molecule Containing This Subsequee 

L17. £Ein0.vF [4.00 
~VE~gSGVRI -[ 78.000 - _ 

rCEPCGFYAT J.......- 9.000 

{3[3f---ST , GISreSRLG ___________________ 

-- LIE-AiRRtASN j1.0 

[T-F-7- END~IEA IWR F .125 

ti~zr±WM I1.125 
4-n-- W~j ASI4aLE -- 1000 

-1T-I--6FjF EiNGqLVFSK [100 
er- -- T I FESrLGGTG - 090 

IlR.-I--- I L~YEQ .0 

FTSF-T 3  I E TLEk-TNSR ( 0.50 

3 YLELasAVlK-- 0.8 

sICLEnSGGFPY T__ 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 1 15 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring formation 
Method Selected to limit number of results tslctnme 

F number of results requested 
H-LA molecule type selected _ 

length selcted for subsequences: to be scored 

r echoing mode selected for input sequence j r ~ ~ ~~ -echoing formal i~V2ii 
[length of uses input peptide sequence I7-T-5 
[ ~numberf Subsequence scores calculated F~ 

lumberr of lop-scorng subsequences reported back in sconng output tablFW-?

Soning Results 
Start P Si ubsequ~ enceResdue Score (Estimate of Half Time of Disassociat-won-of FRn j Listing [ a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

I*~ ftITtSRt'EC f 2.391.  
I~ .- ~ ITNSRPPCV l 1.64T 

F-T - - - IVVEYCr.PC V [I 1.495 

FUIENGQTL - 1.01 

F---T - KEQYPIEI (0.71 0 r'- r--- I LIEAXRRA M .73 
r ~r - - j GTGAEI f0.611 

GTGAFEE - 0-551 
rl-[--- -I rGFPYEFtOL 0.516 FTr --- [ ATYLELASA f0.508 

EVEPGSGV 0.416 
VEPGSGVRX 0.345 
StGETLEKI 0.315 

FT6 r-- NGQLVFSKL 0.265 
FTF Tff GVRIVVEYC 0.205 

FF -T- l AVXEQYPGI F 0 .196 
FT---B j YF.KLIEAL 0.151 

?l- - - YLELASAV 0.147 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 11IS residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Par-imeters and Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number ot results L~ctnme 

number of results requested 2 

IHLA molecule type selected :--A 
length selected [or subsequences to be scored 10lT 

I. - echoing mode selectEd tarmipul sequecxe -------

-~echoing format W. =3n In=____ 

OR tlof uses input peptide sequenlce _______t5 

number o sequence -scores calculated [ T 
ffiunber of top-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring output table[1 2R 

[i.tort Soiin Sm e ~c(ETima-te of Hair Tim o Dis assation o 

S Ls ti g a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F--RLGGtGArsI j60.510 

65________ KEIiNRP V I 5.5 U--6 

FP~hkDLIFA 3.502 
CoF~aTYLEL j36173 

MSG~pQTSV3.105 

37 ATYLOLAS". r .091 
~~ [W~j YPGIeIESaL [ .4 

69INGQIVESKL 1 [0.450 
j ~VU j 7 VPGBGVR IV j0.434 

Irlr I. Iw~cn~c L..~ .. 0-335 

FT I3-m--[ IEIE*PLGrT M~ 

FT -ff F GGTGaMEEI 0 2!19 
'TSVpPPE:V..

T~f~f SAVK QPGI .1 

("W f~F7[ s~v~jvr - 0.20 

F-rr-F--'3TIESRIGGTrGA0.6 
_________ so HG01EK 

[1~~[~~F~f GGFPySKDLI L . 0.2 

Echoed User ]Peptide Sequence 
(length -=115 residues)
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HELA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number of results jxlctnme 

_______-number of results requested 
HLA molecule type selected F 

lengthh selected fo~r subsequeoces to be cored 

echoing mode selected tr inPu qunce - [ y~ 
echoing~fra ]I!! _________= 

length of user's input peptie sequence __ 13T 
nUMber otsubVsequenCe Cores calute 

Inumber of top-sconng subsequences reported back in scoring output tabld( -- 2; 

tar oSionubsequence Reiue [Scoe (ERstite o[ IHl Dime 1Dsassocmstion o 

IListing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

FTF-6F - 3f IIEINGQL [ 
7- r-S- F re'ceec Tiff"

5VAPPPMS 2.0 
rF-7( [ F IITNSRkPPC .0 

F5 -I I GGFPYEKtDL-[ 1160 

.1 T - 1 45 AVKEOYPGI -. 1.200 

7-1 10 NGOLVFSICL 0 .700

F---O--ITNSRPPCV .4 

FTO - T- ATYLSLASA 70 _300 

[iT F-z - GIGAFEIEI 0.  
[1rj~~~~F SNGETLFI _ __ _ __ _ 

CEPCGF3A 0.140 

;L~~fl~. PGXEIi~sRL -015

rm-F--*-I GVtIVY WE=00......  

I~~U~t3I eEVE2PGSGV 004 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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LILA peptide motif search results 
User P~rameters and Scoring Infoonnation 

[ ~~method selected to limit number of resultseplctnbe 
number of results requested 

HLA molecule type selected k00 
length selected for subsequences t o be sc0e 

- echo ing modselectcd or input equece y 
echoing format 

length of uses input peptide sequence.  

rilumber of top-scoring subsequences reported hark in scoring output labij 767

I Scori Results 
Subsequence ResWve Score (Esdtmate of Hallttmec of Dis'as'soCation ofl 

Listing a Molecule Containlu 71is Subsequenc e) 

TT- 33 1 cqsEapLEc 6.00 

[T-[ F nI E1.E1WToL7 2- -520 ... ..  
i~r~tu~u~ [1.425 

~ QrYEkOLM!A -1:350 FT 5 ________FI i 
69v INGO___________ r ~ - i YEGIeIESKE1.5 

f~ TATYLeLASAY 0.600 
FW FT l [ SGEpGOYTSV 051 
TFr f NGGE-prSKDL 0T420 

106~~~ TMIRpPCVEL (Ls 
Ff---c i RIVVOYCEPC 030 

F1 17 1r vGTcv~xv 0.190 
FT~T i 7I nNSrP5'CVI 0.170 

SNG~tLFKIT0.10 

l~ d . GGT~FE1EI 

FITYF-- AiaskJGET0.0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length -115 residues)
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ElLA peptide motif search results 
Use~r Parameters and Scarng InFormaton 

method selected to hmzrt number of results FPlcT. numb-er 
numbr of results requested 

HLA molecule type selectedT 
lenifti selected for subsequences to Fm sco!!ed 

4 echoing mo select tiptsqune] 

length of ms&s iput peptide sequence 1.I15 
br oubeunsr-otsceda 0 

[zuznbrof top-sconng subsequences re otd = = ; g up ttb el 

core Result 

.ak Start Position- Subequecize Residu oe Eimte or, air TIme of D5RssoG ton of 
Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

fF W~~~~ GFEATYLII __________ 

V47~I W.,gLVFSK .

FT1 3 8 TYLELASAV 1.0 
GFPYSKDLI 47.500 

[ -- 9F-1j GGFPYEIDL L4.800_ 

s r 7 F5IWIGGF [I 7.000 
S NGETIX .2 

FwF-4r --- I AV5,YPGX 1.200 
61 r GTGAEIEI 1.100 

12 w~ 59 11.100FE 
riTT[F--U I HEINGOL r_________________ 

j1 31 r PCIKIESRL.- .r 

(13 VWT I .P rKOLI - - - 0.2 

:rfF1 9 ASNMh __ _ _ _ _ _ 

KEOYPGIF.1 5 .3 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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ILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters a nd Scorng information 

method selected to limit number of results lexplicit number
number of results requested I-M 
H~U~ moiccuic, type selected T 

length selected Ibr subsequences to be scored 
-. ecoin;;M 8oesletdfr npt sequence 

F. echoing format H 

I ~~length of uses input peptide sequence [ T h 
= uber of subsequence scores calcuate .... 

.humiber of top-scoring ubsecqune inore - ern oupt-. ll. 2 

Fkt~t POWsi u b~Fisequen Resiu score (Estimate M IXl Tluse r D==&scato of 
Litig. a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

V~EVTI UNc~t) T M040 -r-rF- - nxr it 9 .0 

I - -I n0IIESRt 5.600 
Fi- I CGF~aTYLEL. r 

Vr ~TNSRpPCVIL 4 *4.00 
C7-F T - -pcGfrATYL 4.000 

[Tm-i-- - NGGt'pYiCL 4.000_________________ 

nGOLV3.000 

rSFwr3 . ssr:GArrw .. 2.00 

[-trI-~---1 ASN~eTulEK 

GFPYE~DLI - 1.200 
_______ _______a.1EI&

E~choed User Peptide Sequence 
(length =115 residues)
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LILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number of results jepiitnmer 

number of results requested T--- O 

HI molecule tye selected 
length selected for subsequences to be scored 

;1 inil@ut seqtiwnce 
[ echoingloenwit 

- legthof ssiput peptide sequence 1 

number ofsuscquenco scores cajIcu.1aled10 
fnumbcr olf top-scoring subscqucncca'rep=e Ac nsrngutttal[ 

FsI1s1q iJn e, ore (mate2 Of Nanf Tie ol mwisaoiaifo-55or 

eq 1 aMolecule Combsining This Subsequence) 

[F777 I -~ 36.000 
[Y4 ~ [ YC&ASAV1 20.000 
T TTTL91MTRSIl [ 6.00.0..  

1 7 2 PVIVVEYC 020

EIGGFPYEK. 012 
IVVEUCEPC 0.135 

fTATLEfS 6T[ ~I . 075 

FrFF-7TI xTsU -.- 0.060 

§ - -- 0.060 
F1--T1 720.060 

31 -ETOGMT h 0.034 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 1 15 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
User Parnmeters and Scoring INformation 

method selected to limit number of results F65plicit number 
number ot resius requested 

H ILA molecule ripe selected 

length selected for sabsequa= eto bescored 

.L. - echoing mode seece !fo uTquerkc 

auzbe of~u subequnc scrt calult 

Inumlber of top-scarig subscquences reported backin sconng o'U tpu lq[ 

Rank Inst P sito ubsequence Residue Sore (Estimate ofA@ Hai Te of Dtsnsoczaton of 
RakF;Poiin Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

jl f~ NGqLVFSK a. I A 

~ . 0.400 

20-~ k GSGVrIVVEY020 

~~**~ [ WE:YcELCGf [0.0 
F*~~~ F ~ f KLS~qGFPYE 0.8 

FI- 6 f EiElnGQLVi .20-rwr-~'r RIVVa-YCEPC f09 
17ff [TU4 KIT~aRPPCV 

iTJ 105~ QLVVt~rU.ENG I- -5 

T97 -- 7 I GvvvYc L -

_ _____ VEYCE.I 002 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length 115 I residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 

f User iParamcters and Scoring Informatdon 

method selected to Iiunit number of results Iexplcat number 

number of results requested 'r M 
fHt.A moleutyp selwced ki A101 

L length selected frsbeunstobe scored 

f~r~rMt - - - bered lnes 

= egho srs tnput -PepflldeC sequenCeC- F-T37 
f number of subsequence scores calculated 10D7 

inumer oftop-scoring subsequences reorted buckin sewig output tables[ 

ScorngVIs26ts 
tarubsosuenoe Fee Scare (Eimate 0Hl Time Vf isanscition of 
Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

[T7~~T[ INGOLVFSK0.2
16iecv (0120 

G I.IS 0.040 

96ANGETLEI(.  

[~T ~ I.LIZAIIR { 0. LB6 

~ I ~ ILWGGMf 0.036 
TY7 79EkNGrFPYE1( 0.024 

[WI r-- -- -- pi- - .0.020 

[1I-I 4 AVKEOY2 002 

FTU-1 37 ArYLELASA (0.016 
-T- -- . 1012 

[ ---- f ITS~RPCV j 0.010 

I-T~- (G-fIVyEYC 6- .006 

GrYEPLI f - 0.006 

!29~ ycGpcr- 0.006 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

nieshod selected to limit number of results Islutnumber 
I ~ number ofT results requested 2 

I4LA molecule type selected JA _ 101 

lengthi selected for subsequences to be scored -.  

echoingEmoe' elected for input* sequence ____ 

choing~ lorIN2 _silbea ie 

numbr o suseqence scores ca .culated_ _ _ 

Onber of top-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring output tab1 F-r 

-Scoring~m resut 
Start ~ Subsequence Residue F care VEstite of=1a Time or Dlsasodaon of F Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

FT- 101oj- ThBKImHSR [ 200 

r)-r-~- [ CPIE-SR- T.400 
Fr---F F KDLIEAIRR f 0240 

FT J ~ [ msiASAVK 0.200 
aT-ets17r1 I . 0.180 

V'~Th ~ F ATflMtAS.  
I ~ INGFLMaXv's 0.024 

F-- 5AVI(EQ'PGI 0.020 

r-M- -- r- GTGAFSIEI F 0.020' rr -:r SVAPPV [ .020 
i-F i-- r RrvvEycEi' J MY12 

FT3 rnARGMYLEL ___-_ _V__2 

IF1TT r---3T LVFSKLENG [0.012 
TYLE .~~ L~ASAV- [W012 

F17________ -. x .§ W 

INiF-79 BNGGFPYF.K 4 06 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
User Param'eters and Scig Iformatfon 

method selected to limit number of results FCxphClt number 
number of results requested .... .......  

HLA molecule "yp selected 30 

length selected tor subsequences to be scored 9- 1F7~ 
echoingmode se -tdtrput sequence__ 

I e~choi onff__ 

IhoFuse~r p ut P-Cptc s-equse - F h 
number ot subseqluenco sw=e aluae 

frumber of top-scoring subsequences 5Reedbc a scring output tabI 2 

. F k Subsi~eqecesidue Score (Etimate of Hal? Tine of Disassociation of 

Listing a Molecule Contain'ng This Subsequence) 
F-~F~i -f EVEPGSGVR F .45.000 

YPGEISR 3. 000 

PISINGOLV .0 

CI ESLGQ T .  

______________I .0.900 

f ~I ~I LASAVKEQ 0-900

AS~t f -0-500 

FI- 2 1 GVItIWJEYC 1,..  

FT (- - MsSPGCVrS [ 000 

Fr1TVF I rw-l 0.500 

I *1W VKE OYGI-. j 500 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scorng IafR5inat-95 

methodJ sieeted o limit number of results Rexpliit number 

_______- number of resUlt-srCq-ues-ted f 
HLA molecule type selected If A..3302 

length selected tor subsequences to be scored 9f 
Ccboin mOde slctedbrinput.- sequence____ 

ccogtformat 
-len9Gth o If uep ptie seoquence T13 

number of subsequece scores calculated 

[number of top-zccnng subsequences-r~re bck in scoring output if Te, 

I ~Scoring Resuts 
ucuc Re~du Scre (Estimateof Halfime mof Dlssciabio** or 

Stk r Piion umqec eisdu I________________ F aitn Molecule Conta -infug This Subsequen cce) 

FT1 50YGEIEsGR 3 4.000 

66~ eKINGQLV 1.0 
f3[33~( ESRLGGTGA [1.0 

77 -3- 1 .50I0~ 
EINGOLVFS. M36.0 

[TI. R ~ un 0.900 

F I77 7 I- ELASAVKEQ [0.900 
FT-l 19W C fLIt-AIIIA 9 .9m0 

J-T - 96v~VV 0.500 

*LIME RAS 0 .  

jlT7[1-M7. NSR PPCVIL0.0 

SVAPPFEEV 0.5 . .  

F"9 -45 :F AVKEt)YPGI j - 0.500 

YiAEE ~ IF 0.500 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 11 5 residues)
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LILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Storing Information 

mnethod selected to limit number of results I~letnme 
number of results requested 
HLA molecule type selected j A6-8. 

length selected for subsequeaces to be scored 
echOUIn m-Ode SelCtedGO touPUt, sequence __ 

cing format- ,51h 
length of uers input peptide sequeace______ 

T ntlmber .qicc scre IcaIuue I 7 
.ionbcr of top-scoring subsequences reported back m acorng output tables_ 20.  

Star Postionubsequence Residue f cre (stima te or~i'Uf Time of DIsassociat of;o ,~k Poiin Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

I-- - - 67 7 EvepGsGvR- 900.000 
.1T ~ ~ [ SVAPPPEEV I TOW2.00 

j *~ I ~ [ ASNGETLEX *? 
F -r - - I TLEKITNSR [_ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ 

F-TF W - ;f 7 - ( 4-000 

1- -F -75 1 ENGGFPYEK I 7363 
Fs-I -3 F- YLELAsAVK f__________________ 

61CTGAFEIEU f . .0 

1W3fEKDLIEAIR2-5 
(F 11 INGOLVFSI( F. . 1.200 

FT--T5ITNSRPPCV1.0 
~~1~F (~ ATYLELASA- 100 

7- 56 1 ESRIGGTGP 
13 r--B - IVVEYCEPC f0 .800 

T~ 0. 600 

. . . . - 0 . 6 0 0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scorng Information 

method selected to limit number of results rexplicit -number 

- ' number of results requested 
H-LA molecule type selected A8 

length selected for subsequences to be scored 
echoing mode set e for nut sequece y 

echoing formnal - - jnum cred linecs 

length of9s~iput pepliie 'squwee 

:1 numiberof-subsequence scoEs Maid 1 07T~ 
:Finum Fotop-scorin g subsequences ireo back -in score ing output ztabl-[2 .  

Subseuec Residue scare (Estimate of Half Time o[ Disassociaion of; 
Sk r osto Listing aMolecule Containing This Subsequence) 

FT________R 900.000 

.sv2rppr.-v SVP-E 12.00 

*'---7 - Yr GIEMeSR [ 0.0 

P.SNGETLEK I__________________ 
?LEtK1TSR J .0 

[TFIWF AF--zG - 4 4.000 
Tf-7- "x F I-NGGTPYE1< I ....  

39- 1r YLELASAVI( j 3.000 
[~~T Tf TG~rx~I3.000 

f -1----- F SLI&AIR 1.25(3 

[TF [ W f rj NGOLVFSK 4-- 1.200 

F 7KDLIEAIRR .0 
[T7 [105 MTSRPPCV ( 100 

ITFl - [ w -I ATYLLASA F .0 
p13-F--Y-- r F SiUGTGA j0.900 

flY[~T [ tVFSKLENG . . .80 
9Tr1 .DLIEAIRRA 

VVEXCEPCG .60........_ 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
f User Parameters and Scoring Inf'ormation 

method selected to limit number of results lxlcinme 
f number of results re-quested r -

HLA molecule type selected F F 
length selected for subsequences to be scored j 1 

[ echaon g mZsWetedfrmiput sequence { y h 
- echor~ng 1=mtJ~i 1 

Length of use-smut peptbde sequen ce 
number of ;6ubseuece scores calcula1e6 

[nuzuber of top-scoring sabsequenes reote . EiR in scoring otput tab fl 

Scorizig reut. -

tart PoSubseq1uence Resde -F Score (Etimate Rf Hoff Time of Disassocatio f 
A P siton stin a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F7T-! £TITNSR f300.000 
~W [ INqLVK :FOU 

Yulo1IEPJR F F - .WGV..  

FF75- PSA(pJEV 3.00 

F-9-F-T 1 EK jEAIRR F .5L00 

F-- -7 - LVFSkLENGG F1.200 
[UT -9 1 IVVF E51200 

AT-YLCLASAV :1 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 

I ~ *LE;NGgFPYEK . F0.900 
IT I-T 1 . T5VApPPEEV. 0.60 .0 

GVRFM- y-svivEY 0.600 

F~ ~ ~~~~~. -i I Auoorv - .- - 0.  

49 jF7 j7T _ QYPGiRIESR it50 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length =115I residues)
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ELLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring In rormatloo 

method selected to limit number ot results I~l~nme 
number of results requested 
liLA molecule type selected B4 

lengthf selected for subsequencs t! b scre 
I - echowg modaeselected or iput sequence 
I.........eco Ing formal, 
'I . ength ofat u,&s input peptide sequence H5T 
I numberr ot-SUbsequence scoi clarod F~~ 

numberr of top-sconng subsequeces reported ba inscoring output tobl42 zo.  

Scgioifug ReaulTs 

Rank tart PoitlonY Ssequece REsae Scr (tmate Wf HlTme of Dbsasociation of FListing t a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 
[F RRASGETL 20000O 

I ~SRLGGTGAF 500 
FT1 10ETLEKITNS 31 [m rnT---- -INRPE - 2.000 

[ 3 f~ f LIMRM~ 1.350 

GGFPYEE JWL 10 
EIESRI.GGT 0.900 

V'~I F SNGETLE.KI 0.600 

F- IFINGQLVFS 0.45-0 
FrJT3-3 f FEIZ IGOL U060 

F1  ~ 7 3GVRIVV~FY 730 

43s .TI EYPGICE:. . - 1)2 
WV~T~f XRRMSNGET .0 

~ F 1~T4 NSRPPCVIL 0.200 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(lengt1h = 115 residues)
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BIA peptide motif search results 
Use Pa~meersand Scorng information 

method selected to limit number of results -7explicit number
number of results re-quested 1 20 

ML Mo lecule type selected 7 14 

length selected for subsequensces to be Scored 7 
-- ecOing mode seecedfrg input sequenc *-___, 

F ~ echo orm aI ines 

Inumber of top-sconing subsequences reported back in sconng output: tb l 20 

F 5cSorlag7reuWlll 7 
.k ~ Subsequence Residue Score (Estimate Of H21f tme of Dlsssidon oa 
iFr osm io Lirtng 2 Molecule Containing Th Subsequenee) 

fFf - -0-3 r -F KlThSRPPC 0. /:) 

CGktaYLEL 5.000 
F-1-1 93 IRRpAs GTTcem 4.M 0 

OLIaI~i~ -2.25 0 

~ ~ xx'TNspc 2.U0 
.I 1..00F0-.

YPGIelESRL .0 
IJGQIVFSCL .00 

f TT 7 ATYLOLASAV 1.000 
(~ 1T f1 ( EPC ATYL - 0.08 ~ 

[iT [7 3[W - SKLr~nGGFPY 0:M5 

rf- -r I T5V PPPEL7eV0.0 

963T~ ASNaGeTLtEKI .600 
S AV~eoYPGI l .0 

TW9 f-3T J.. IEI sRLGT T - 0.450 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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ELLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scorng Information 

[ m~~~iethod selected to limit number of results [xlctnme 

___-_- number of results requested I 
HLA molecule type selected 

lengdi selected for subsequences to be scored 

echoing Me selcte for input- sqence Y 

echoing ormal- 11 m 1 s 

IF length of user's input peptide sequence 115 

mnbner ofsbeunescores calculated 1T 
numberr of top-scoring subsequence ri t a sonnutput tablejj -, 

Stat PsitonSubsequence Residue IScore (Fstimate, of HalfTime of Disassociation of, FListing a Molecue CotiiTis Subsequence) 

FT N I RRASNGCTI. l600 

I1~RNGET .~ 20000 -

jTr- 2~7 VEYCEPCGF 75*000 
F I--77- I<LENG;GFPY. 50 

F TYI. ASAK 'I0-000 
I I 33  

r~~~EIINGOL (- 00 
-1 47~ 1 XEQYPGIEI

69 I ~ [ iNOOLVS-K I r -... 

F'~ I~~- [ VRIV VEYCE 2.0 

. E .KI TNSR. 1.000 

()7 1 ~ EINGOLVF 1.0 
IT~ T~7NSItPPCV!L l f 1.00 

Pf41 9-6 ASNGETLEK f10.000 
F135--f-RT [ mfKDLIEAI 9.000 

[WfTT7 VEPGSGVRl . - 9.0 

[1T{XF . GGFPEL 7.500 

F'~~ F ~ SNGETLEII6.  

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 1) residues)
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LILA peptide motif search results 

____- - User Paraimters and Scoring htorwatoon 

F m~nethod selected to limit number of results jexiltnumbe 

number of results requestedF 

HLA molecule type selected j 70 

l ength selected for subsequences to be scored 1 

Leching mode seleced for iput sequence 
echoing formiat i I 

I - ~lengtoofuser's input peptide sequence____ 
numbey r ot subsequence scares cTogte 

joumber of top-srorng subsequences reported back in scoring output V. -1 

Subequnt Residue Score (Estimate of HaltfTimne of'Dhissoclaffon ofi 
AI tPsiin Listng a Mlolecu le Containing This Subsequence) 

r- 93W IR RsNrETL -2000.000.  

94 F - RRASnGerLe 60.000 
F-3- - [ LEktrgEPYEK f. . . . 30.000 
V~~iwf RPASNgE7'LEK f3.0 
.- F-s- RLGtGAFEI f - 2.00 

[77~3 - NSRpFVIL ___ __ ___ __ 

F- 1GoLvfsxLEN~[2.00- 

FT 3v1UvvEycEP J 20.000 

f 1I0 I-5- SRL.9TGAFE . 00X 
f-T NGoIvF-SKI. 20.000 

30~ CEPCgFCATY 1.0 

M - - 9 -I yEt(O11AIPR A~5.000 . .....  

T4 -J3T- I ATYL.LA6SAV ____________________ 

V'~1 £YPGIXISL 10.000

104 ~ I 1P~ 9.000 

81l~ [ GGFpyrKDLI 
FPY~kDLILEA 0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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IHLA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring Jnformnation 
method selccted to imi~t number of results I--pwcat nubRF 

-- number of resUlts reques-ted
HLA molecule type selected T 3 f01 

- length selected tor subsequences to be scored 

echingmoe sletedfb inutsequence ___ 

echoing Tfrmai 11 uered21ns 
length of users input peptide sequence T1 h 

nu brosbsequence scores calculatd .......... 1-.7 
:F--e otop-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring otpt~alab~ 

Startuen PoeRo [idih eu e ~c-ore (Etima-t fHat!Time of Disassociation of 
-kF; d. L Wmg a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

FfT 777W . s-PCMTnY [ 40.000 

fTI~~ Fs~~E~sGF [22~0 
Ns tPPSYIL 15.000 

f ~ --- LASAVITOY 6.000 
18 ET[ PGSGVRtIV [ - 4.000

AVKEOYPGI -7[ - 2.400 

FT rrn~~~ SGVRVVEY [_____________ m r3~~~i ESSLCZTGA [ .0 

V~F.35 K~scrY 1.00 
1T-I 1 1.000 

fTfF T F- SNGELEKI 0.900 

T4 83 F[ FMYKDLIE J0.400 

T3F 6T l =GMEXZFI 0.400 

.17W 1 T o4o 

Jll-j 3W1 PGIEIESR __L0.0 

r~ j ______________ 0.300 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters an d Scorng Inormation 
I method selected to limit number of results lexplicit number 

mibr at results requested 

BLA molecule type selected 
length selected for subsequences to be scored 1 

echoing ziode selected for input sequee 

I ~~length or users input peptide sequme 1Z 'T 
number of subsequence scores calculated16 

numberr of top-scoring subsequences reported back inscorsnutput ahI W

Scoring Resuls

tart P S ubon sequence Residue [Score (Esimteof HalfTime o(Disassoeinto-n of 
Listing a Molecule Containing Ills Subsequence) 

I T7~F F EPCGfEZATYL .f 3.000 
17~I~T YPGIeIESEL 20 

GSGVrIVCEY f 00-
FPYEMUIEA [ 00 

J7 ~ .Jf PGSgVtIW [ 4.000 
I I~ CF~aTYLF-L2.  

r---i F-- ASN4GeTLZKi- F 7NOo 
F-f 1 41 1 LA.SaVKEQ~F f 2.000 

lF-rF 4r4_ AjeQP F- 1.200 
ITF -FI m~oivisiu. 'I LOGO 

Ir--- - T SV~pPPuEV __________________ 

FI f 0 1 F GGt'pYEKDT 100 
.F3[ -W l ThsRpPcviTL -1 -PRO 

[W~w77F GGtFEytI [ .0.800 

Echoed User.Peptide Sequene 
(length = 115 residues)
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BLA peptide motif search results 
I User Parameters and Storing Information 

method selected to limit number of results pbmnubr 
number of ruts rcquestU2 

liLA molecule type selected 

-length selected trsb uec to be scored 
1 -~echoing imd seleted or input sequencecY 

length of users input peptide sequence fI 
numn ol ubsquene screscalclate 107 

-jnumber of top-scoring subsequences repotted. back in scoring output table 20 

I. ScongResults" F k b l oionSubequenceesidue Score (Estimate of Half Time of Disassociation of! -n ISisting Ia Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

[---F -- 4 - 1 RRAS ETL [ - 15.000 

[T2- r-7-- GFEATYLEL f9.000 
TYLELASAV 7 F- 4.000 

I-- -- 79 r FIEINGQLV 3.000 

I r SGcPG7sv [ 3.000 

.. IT f SNGE TL5KI 3.000 

GQi-VFSKL 3.000 
GGCFPYEKDL [ 3.  

F 19F-R I EPGSGVRIV [1.500 
I'I ~ 7 f FSEIGOL f1.200 

s!-qrc_ t_ -_ I. 00 

I~I ~~ -TNSRPPCVI F. 100 
SVAPPPEEV LO[0W 

Fl) ~ --4 t-rrx - [ 1.000 
113 r 1?3f fNSRWPCV. F 1.000 

FN~7f sn'tCVu. 0 -0.0_ 
I1T [ f . AVXEOYPGI f 0.6w0 

IT 1TF.....EIESRL -. -On~ . .

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length =115 residues)
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ILA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Searing Information 
method selected to limit number of results lxlctnme 

number oi results requested 
HUL molecule type selected 

length selected for subsequences to be scored 1 
echoing mode selected for iput sequence, 

Icngth of uses input ptdasequence 

number of subsequence scores ciaulated
fInurbex of top-sconng subsequences .rcported back En scnng outputabl [_f W.  

I Scoritn Resui 

StruPbtin sequence Resi ue [Score (Estlmate o .f Half T Ime of Dlsassocation of F Listing aiMolecule Containng This Subsequence) 
CGlEha-I LE F 12.000 

F ~ 7 ~ I IRRASNGETL [4.500 
T j ~ Vi(Eyt~Ges [3.000 

1 [ 1 ( kFr- PCGfEA7YL [3.000 
F-- --4F F sAvl~eQYPGi F 2.00 

[T ~ I f MSG~pGQ'rSV 2.000 

Fq.F.- 17- 4TY~e LASAV IM00 

FYF _MNGGFPYEKDL 1-0 

F:__56 1 ASNceTLE f_ 1.500 

-, _f* I -,-- _J o 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length -11 5 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scorng Informuation 

method selected to limit number of results JexPhcl tumbe 
f number of results requested 

ffEiA molecule type selected B4 
flength selected ]or subsequences to be seored9 

.4 echoing .mode selected or inpu sequence __ _____ 

,F- length of users input pepidsequence 13 
f number of subsequenc corescalcuiated jTUT: 

Number of top-scoring subsequences reprt. bEcm scoring output URb [ 

Scoring Results 

.ktrtPosition Subsequce esijie Score (Estimate ofHilf TI., or Disassociation of 
Liting a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

fT 3[~ EING0L 8000 

V-2 -- GEPGOTSVA I40.000 
~- -- tTATYLEILt WOOD0 

F~r [15[ F__EVEPGSGV j2.0 

G.GFPYE1KDL_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

-.. ftEQYPGIEI n.00 

[F jTF f PGSV1 rP.G .4.000( 

riw~ [CFPCGFET r4.000 
FIT F_ _6 I L f ___ ___ ___ ___ 

rmF r v ATYLELASA r2-000 
[TN[1 85 YE0Lz~.z 7_ 2000

1.600 

-SPCI 0.750 
CW 29T r YCEPCGFER. [oo 

NNNNNNNNNNNN0..500 
77~~ LENGGFPYE .0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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BLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

method selected to liffiit number of results jexphc FnumegrF- number of result requested 
HLA molecule type selectca 

Length selected for subsequences to be scored 

Echoing mode selec-ted For input sequence 
ehoing fra 

legiof user's input peptide sequencef l1 

nmeasuabsequence sco res cacuated.  
humbcr ot top-scoring subsequences reported bwc mn scoring output t b~~ 

Scrn eUlS 
F; [ Subsequence Residue :1Score (Eimate oil HalftiLue of Disassoclatio of, 

tartin PositleCntinnioiSbsqene 

FiT75- ESRLGGA f 20.000 

V~~ ~~ r IF-IsRLGF?- 600

[4jF--65f FEIiNGoiV 160.t= 

[3-F-w -F GTL-KITNS .8000 

M~E M F 8.00 

KOLIeAIPP.R 00 

vEPGBCVRIV [- 4.000- .  

FTF w - css'cgMTFry [: 4. ,000 

~1W~ [CGFEaTYLCL 2.000 

fTF[T 7[ vipdsGVT. 1.600 
[iT --r GGFPyEKDLI j1.600 

[1 [ [ VEYCePCGtT- 1.200 

IT - -T 1 -. k>l . . 0 0 

firF- - [U [ zAvsEO 0.800 

Fr- 3 ~ A' I .(0 

vJTJ 9-- -1._ 0.800 
Iw [ T TN ip]/CIL07 

[77 ________ ________ I .0.960 

Fr[ 2 SGEPqQTSVA : .( 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 11iS residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring Yallormation 

method selected to limit number of results jexplt number 
number of results requested F 20 
HLA molecule type selected -- TT

rengt selected for subsequcces to bE S-Cored 9j7 
4 ~echoing mode selected or input sequence _____ 

Rech, otnfma~i j....~length ot user's input pepude sequence - ThT 

number of subsequenice scrscu-st! 
[number of top-sconngsusequaeces-reprtedback in scoring output-5TabF--Z -- 7 

Scoing~esults ... ..  

Rak Start Position Subsequence Residue Score (Estimate oHf TMM of D(SasscAton Of: 
isListing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

~~ I EPGSGVRIV 75.0________________0__ 

[~(~i 5~I~QLVF22.53n 

LGrGAFEI 15 
-4 --wE GTEKIT ) 11.000 

PGSGVRIVV 1.0 

48EQYPGIEIE F________________ 
SGFPGOTSV [- 9.000 
GGFPYEKDL 6.600 

[r~4---I TYLSASAV F 4.800 
r-ITr 2. vrycGs~ f. .. . 3.750 

FiT I--T- F PYEKDL 300 

[11'- F [T- F VEPGSGVRI f 300 

*Tf I U-F NGOLVFSXL r . -- 2.410 
YEKDOLIFAI 2T&AO............  

:II~ F ~p - -. -2.20 -

~~ !F. GEXcznu 2-200
VW 7~{ SNGErLEKIj 2178* 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length =115 residues)
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lFILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and S .corig Information 

me"ho selected to lamt number of resftis lesplii -umb 
number of results requested_____ 

[ HLk molecule type selected B.520I 

L. length selected for subsequences to be scored 

echoing moeptt MquenY 

Iubro subisequence scores clculated10 

-u-e-of top-scorrng subsequences reported back in scoing outputtablaI777 

Subsequence Res - -e .- -- o 

I~7~~ Swu~ieee .1 Scare (Extimate of Half Time of Disassociationo 
Listdng a Molecule Containing TIs Subsequence) 

r-'w7L Et'csgvRivv 100.0"0 

~{ TT f ~GGVR EW 33.000

4 F SrPPCVI 1.0 

ATYLeLASPV-F 12.000 

fl3J 7 .. I .9.000 

r CGF-aTYLEL 
_____ GCTG FFIEI .0

T- 2 r SGiEPgQTSVIA 6.600 

FMF- 1 FPVEkDL1SA j 3.300 
flFI 7L ~ -~ [2.7D0 

[IT-'9 SN4GEtLLEtIT [ ~4 
V-TYI 6 FEIEINGQL7 [ 2.W4 

[13F-W~j xiPGieI sEL [ 2.400 

(13IF---TI. EQY~griE-r 2.400 

:FT 1 106 .. F 2. U91.  

I.8 1.500 
I7~ I- I SVApPEE .-- 1.320 

i V h. LGGTgArET [ r2 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115S residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scor ing Itiformatiost 

method selected to limit number of results lex-pct number 

number at resultS requestedr -

1-ILA molecule vypc selected 7 
I.length selected for subsequences to be scored 

echinj torinat 4m~e ie 

I length of Uses input ;-P0pid ;enc ____fL 1 
nurnber of subsequence scores calcuicted q.  

Inwnber of top-scoring subsequences reoredbck in scoring output tab~r[ 

Scoring Resclts --. . - .  

tat oiton[SseuenceResiue Scre (Estimate ofHaiffTime of sassocadou of 
Fn~rtP-iI Lsting Fa Molecule Containing.Tlh Subsequence) 

FES 6 1 MENGOL r 9700 

ve- Fvt [ 7.60 

-3 EE0i 16.000 

FT S-U EKDLIFAI8.0 
T. 8.000 

. 10 m FPc L- I. - . - - . . J 

r7-FrnTsisE,iT [E 8000U 

3~~ GCPGQTSVA [ 4.000 
S F f GGFPYEKDL 4. 000 

jrF7cD7 . m- f- - 4.00D 

[1Tf~( EAIRIKASN f- 2.400 

IT W[ LELAAVi(E 1.760 
ZISSRLG J~...

f~l'77.L. PGIEIESstL 1.0.968 
V~~ ~i *IERLGTG I -- . . .  rr~- i~ i GPFIEL 0.800 

_____ RRASNGETL0.0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
~ User Parnmeters andi scoring information 

method selected to limit number of results lexplicic number 

number of results requested 2 

--HJ.A molecule type selected 

icongth selected for subsequences to be scored 

eC= orgnn atM ~ 
length of 5;sces nut Peptie seqU=nc 

n.m'ber of subsequekce scor-escalculaed 16 

Inurnber of top-scoring subsequences ieported back in scorin output tabel. A 

F nnSc results 
~i~St Psit ubsFequeniceResidue - S Core (Estimate of* Half Time of Disassociation of 

Foar Listing a1' Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F 5FCIE±NGQLV 1 16.00 
[FF--- TNSI~pPCVIL I- [ 17 -60*, 

15FIEsRiz0G7 8.0w0 

[ [ CGFEaTYLEL .1 8.000 

[T [T I VEPGS3GVRtIV 800 
r~~r-3~1 zsaiczTGA - 00 

YL'G~eIESRL 4.840__________________ 

f ~T f W~f kNGFYEDL 4.000 

[-ru-i-y - - P C I 4.00 

[7r-F iw(-- FFAzx.TAs -3.520 

[121WF1 XEItNgQLVFS 3.0 
f1T1T KIS~seA1.100 

F 78- LEGgFprgK 0.800 
f3I --5 T EvEPGSG~vR 0.800 

F16-1 ~ 99 .. '1 GFT0.80 

.L ..L0.800 
Fr M-7 1 0 j lELAAVKEQ .0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 15 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters 2nd Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number of results eXplltt number 
- number Of results requested .[ 20 

H4LA molecule type selected B6 
length selected for subsequences to be scored 9 

-echo ing mode selecQ d or inpu-'sequence- _ __7y 
- ~ ech ongo mai 

.length of usws~ input peptide sequence [ T3 
number ofsubsqec sores calculated- _ 

rin suseuenesreported back in scoringouptabe 

coriug ResuIS 
tar ~Subsequence Residue fscare (E.Stimate of Haln =eof Dassodiadon of; 

LbaluLb 2 Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

Fr rt-oiir I

YE1CDLIEA.1 16.000 

f T Fs-cwRIF!A 8.000 

9 -GETLERIrN -1 2.640 

T-fF-w - XeAIRWH SN .400 

.Tf 27VEYCEPCGF 1.600 
ICLGOLVF 60 

I~~F~I SGZPGOTSV LOW1.)0 

13 -r--T--j. EN SqssVR I ~1.  
If-FT5-- ITN ArELASAV " 00 

IEIESRLGG-- - -. - I 
F.1 .- -. I0.. 

L&LASAV CE-0.0 

IC I 1- GPYE!OL .... 0.60( 
.F-- J ECFA ; 0 300 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User PariMeterS 2nd Scoring Information 

mclthod selected to limit number of results Iexpicit ntnnber 

- nuumber of results requested 
HLA molecule type selectedF 

- length selected for subsequenices to be scored 

Iebgfrat licrindj G ~ csj 

length of uses inu ppdesquenc-e 115 1 
I numberr of subsequence score ca1iabd 

nuinber of top-scoring subsequences rptebckIn scoring output ralj 

SubeqencRsie 95r-estiit AG8= - -- ~ 

Listing a Molecule Cantahaing This Subsequence) 
IFI~3f EEiNGQLV _____________ 

7F F-F17 F vcFPGsGVrV [ 4.00. ..-

I~r[ [ IsRIaCmaA f . 20.000 

F-- 7 1 KDLIeAIRPA 0.00 . __ 

F 3 --T I EIFalRLGGF f -.  

r 6 F --r - Pr.EVePGSGtt ![ 4.000 
GTLeKITNs 3.0 

AT YLOLASAV 2.000 

[T[[TSV7&PPPEEV- Em.  
FU- 67iCiNgoLvFs -1.600 

V~f~T[ FiATyLELAS T i600' 

FiF ~ i pcsqvRIVV bO.000 
F F 1 EATYIELASA 

1 1 I FYZ)kDLZFA :1 1.000 
FIT 4I37~. . - - 0.800 

-K0.800 _ _ 

[-VWI35. CgMTY _j.-00 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

inethod selected to li-mit number of results lxletnme 

number of resulIts requested 

HLA molecule type selected B62~ 

length seleeed for subseueaces to besoe 
[echoing miode selected Or input sequience -

I .echoing format ;Inmee-ie 
lenth f ser -put pepude, sequence --~~iim 

number of subsequence scores calculatw 

memiber of top-scorig subsequencs reported bacit in scoring output tb~~T 

Sueuece Resid-ue Score (Fsthnle, of Ilaf Tme f Dsasotin Of 
SkF dn Ubslin a Molecule Containing This Snbseqnence) 

K-- - 7- j .LuJG~rpy 24.000 rF-2 21 1 SCVRIWVEY [4.0 
F-1- -75 [ - SKLCNGV F_ 3.000 

~ ~I 3 [ pCGmiAY f 2.640 

DLIEAIRRA [_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 

LASAVK~EQY 2.00 .  

48- E £YPGIEIE [0.0 
fl 71 GOLVrSKLE ... 0.800 

[~~ j f GQ?sv1hppp o.o 

FTLU f-3 IEINGQLVF 0. 686 

FIT-- J 'nL=rAFe [ 0W8 

FTY- 5~7 SPem=GAEr F 0.480 
FW4-- F1- EPGSGVRItV 0.400 

[ir f LGGTGAFE1 0.400__________________ 

FT6-F-3 zs~RwGT [ 0.360 
[ITT 45 [ AVKQYPG .0.330 

-FT- 75 f KIQTSRPPC- 0.5 

f-- 2 1 QLVFSKLE:N 0.24 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 11 residues)



-321

lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parnmeters and Scoring lnorlnation 

method sclcied to limit number of results exTplict numbw 
number afresults requested 

HLk molecitie type selected 
Icngth selected fbr subsequences to be scored -107 W 

acowgrnoselectedfor input sequaicc 4 _ 

L ~~length ot users input peptide Sequence ____ 

num ber Ot Subsequence scores calculated -E3 

number of top-scorig subsequences reporteaDbcK m scoing outpu; abJ-. u ...  

ak, Start Position' usiuence esidu Scr Ette of inf ie oF dlasono of 
Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F-F 41- J cLsaVKOY [ 40 

I2I~ L RLGGtGAFEI- 

EXEInGQLVF -7M20 

Tj ~~ EswqG'rA .0 
~~f-~ GSGVrIZWEY-- 4.800 

Smiiai~e~r -~ 1.500 
( I E I SIEES I 

W-FF-6 1 veycE:PCmF 0.6 00 

RIV- Fa YC6 TC 0 -5 0 0 

1TT-F1717N. GQL VfSXLEN -0.480 

sfTnFcreY [KF" _____________________ 
FT-F-U - OLeIRRAs no.  

FT- 6 1r93vPP 0.400 
FTWF-- T[- MSC.EpGrSv- - 0 2 .......  

j~flWE sGsq3?vv 0.264 
xw-F-W : iovrsKi _L 0.260 .  

T~{Z~ f scGVniVVEYC ...... 02W 
~~'f~~j CEPCg*EATY4020.  

VFSKIENGGF ........  

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring laformation 

method selected Colmt number of results epitnm r 

F - ' number of results requested 
HLA molecule type selected 

-- length selected for susqecsto be scored, 

echon moectdi fr iput sequence -. f 
echotngfornii ___ j. brdlnsj 

- -rlength of use'~s input PePtidc sequence -iij= 
number of subsequence scores calcuated 107fT~ 

'Fnmberot top5-scontng subsequences iepotted tack in scing otput ta bl 2 

Subsequenceeie eResults~ 
SF-toiStioul LIs ing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

NSRPPCVIL f 60.00 
WKEOY ,GI 60 

*NGLVFS KL-[ 00 
GGFPYEKL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r'- cv - f4.000 

TN S1PCVI 0.600 
APPPEWiEP060 

~~ r -~-~ i IEINGQL [ *0 

~ [~F~ RPGM~TY 0.400 
-FTr F--w r RRA5SiG&TL -040 

r~r---... IEjR- 0.40 
J2PCFEPATYL- 0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115S residues)



-323

HLA peptide motif search results 

f User Parameters and Scorlng Information 
f method selected to limit number 01 results leip iltnumber 
[ number of results requested 
[ HLA molecule type selected 

f length selected far subsequences to be scored 

[ echo lngh at useste I ipu sequence_____ 

Fniumber or subsequevce scores ,i IFclae 106~ 
jnumbcr of top-seonngsubseuenCcs reported back in scongout a tab 20 

RakStubsoetqu i encel Rec Seoere (Esumnate o falrieof IMsassoeiatioa of-QT 
FkListing az Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

t?---3 - YG~e IESRL .80.000 

2 j7- EsCGf .TYL RON.00 

I~ I~7f PGSqVRW L6.000 
F~ I4F-TU i TNSRPC'IL [ 6.00 

i~- r NGGFPY-EKDL 10 
xie~ivrsa~ [4.000 

J8 1 Tf CGFEaflLEL4.0 

AIRRASN=E 3.000 

F7- 3 F FPYEkflLIEA j2.00 
~' ~ .f SAT~0Y I1.200 ..  

ASNTLR "1 00 

FF-I--F--F--F ApP ,eEVEPG 

F-9- 16 1 j qscVi- 0.600 
S AT~y .Lisiv 

lOS [ '1~wsr.PPCVI .  rirV7 [ GVRIvVEYCE 0___________0 ____ 

.GGTGETIN 

f-iT f~~~l [ GCGFPy KDLI _________________ 

_____--3 . RLGGtGAFEi 40 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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BLA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring Information 
f -Method selected to limit number ot results jexplicit nume 

__ _- number of results requested 2 

-- HLA molecule type selected .  

I engith selected for subsequences to be scored 

eCbaing ftode;i Weece rr iput sequence __ 

4.......coigfornat [;I nmbre Fne 
- legt ofue' ut pepode sequence 

I number7 o subsequenc scores calculated.  

jourmber ottop -sc~oring subsequencrported bac in cong o ututtabl .20 

Sequence Resid'ue' Sre (Estimate o(fTmeo lssezoao 

ank. tatosition I Lkdtig a Molecule Containing This Subsequenet) 

F-T- 837 [ PYUROLI f. 6000 .

~ 1 7f Nst'PcVl F 00 

I-T- 20 1[ GSGVIRIVV j0.600 
epcscGvsu 0.400 

RASNGETL 0-400 

F~rI~.[ .~rz~anm - 0.200
imsspp .0 0:. -.SIPP 

10VAPPPtEV j U. 120 - ..  

LV-- SVKEQ 0.100- 

12-1 22 GVRIVVEY [ 0.100 

EATYLSLA 0.080.  

E PCGPE .AT r0.080.  
EIZINGQL0.080 

47~ ~ I EGQTSVP. *. r .08 

Iii 33 4 CFUATYL __ _ _ _W _ _ _ 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
sern .:r.eeI Id Soillg I fR tI on 

methdslce olmtnme of results IeXPlti nme 

F--- - - number ofr'esults jeuested 2 ! 

II LAmolecle te se etej W 

Ie- t Fi lctd for sub S 'lIelquenes Io D c re C 

I - coming mlode selected rinut sequence i1 y h 

Inbog format

lengt 01 users inpu p UdC sequence __ _____ 

number atsusequc scores clculua 108 

1nMberof pscorng susequences reported back in sinmg outpuR5t abl-7 

SC Orug Results 

tSbsqunc Position- Sore( (Etmate offlalf Time of Dmsocianhl as 
FaktatP iin Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence)_ 

F-T[-~ FPYEKDLI 6.000 
[F ~ l NSnPrcvt -.000 

CSGV1P.TW f 0.600 

FFT~~I eeCSCVRI ..-

F- - - W 7 ITNSRtPPC r0.200 

r~ E ~ VAPPPME 0.120 

FTF- 7 I L JWSKI.EN .1 0.100 

[TF7F Iv0o1 0.100
I.-F W - F - 0.100 --E rT-r-M---- _Y 0.00 

[TF~I 3EATLCJ.A.  

LINGOL 0.080 

EPG.SV.080 

.~ m . CGFEATTL 0 ... 960 

~ ~37GOLVFSK. - 0.060 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

nicthod seiectcd to limit number of results espl5i c-1 tnumbir
number ofrcsuta requested 20~ 

H-LA molecule type selected 
[length selected for subsequences to be scored 

f - ecOmg ide seliec1TedoI;nut sequence ______ 

-. ecoin mat - - sj__ 

F ~ ent - users input peptide sequence-_____ 

number of subsequence scores calculated il3~ 
[number of top-scoring subsequences reported back in sconnotptaic[T 

tae k ito Subsequence Residue *rScore (EstMate of Hall Time of Disassociation of, 
FListing a Molecule Containing Tis Subsequence) 

F' 2IF-5u CEPCgMT~Y 
FJ( 41 1. .LASaVKE0T- MOOD00 

FT-1 s I p~xr~ T 7.920 

V3  I -76* f SuLnGGtr 1000 

[7 h ~I IHGQIVFSKL [ -30 

F-- i pGsgVRI'VV 2.4W0 

f~~177~7I CGF&aTYLE. ~ .  

[FI5- I NGGFpYVAlCDL 1 .440 
IrT iwI 6 F 1.200GA 

IAET'0 . F 1200 

______ _______ .!:9I 

97SNGEtLEKIT .0 

FVTTij . T 0........ .800---.  

F!17 ------ m, ._e 
--.. Th9A 

4_______ EoypgiEiEs ___0.672 - __ 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
-- User Paramueters and Scoring Inflorwntion 

method selected to limit number of results lxlctnme 

number of results requested 

HLA molecule type selected 

length selected f'or subsequences to be scored 
ecboig Mode seetdfriput sequence I_____ 

I echoin~g torinal ____ 

number 01s-ibsequence score calculated .f 1U 
jatunrber of top-scoring subsequences reported back mn sconng outputrbi--7f

Rank Sart P Sition equence Residue Sre (Estimate Ulkifme o'f Disassociation of 
F-,;; OidnI Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F-7 D7 1 KeISR- -0.800 

I-TV-1 03ste [- -RSGT - 0.400 

I I ~~- 1 £PCGfEATYL 0.2 

3 [-FTrIj EPGS9VRIVV -f- -0.240 

T !sRLq! rGAF 40.200 

I-- 69 1 OWi~v~ .0 
r~l-- FG3- THSPCfL 0-200.  

42 ~ ~ 0.160 

FTS-F-TU- ITNSrPPCvi-r 0.050 

rm ~ RLGC;tGArSI f 0.050.  

FT [-75 I OFSIO~eG ) . . ..P.. .  
0.040 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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LILA peptide motif search results 
User Parinietei; and c-oring Informatfoa 

Method selected t olimitnmber of results FjexplicitnunieRF 
number of results requested 

?ILA molcuje type selected[ 
tcngth selected for subsequences to be scored 

-. . echingmoeewecte forinpi sumberce Hues__{ Y 

F- - Legth t user' input peptide sequence i[ 1T 

I number at 0:bsequence, scores .,acuiatwdif17 
F[.ni-Mbe oto-scarng sbewnes reported back m scoring ouptmlj 

tart Positio resiic tde Score (Esdmate of Half Time of Disassociation of 
.kF o1i. Listing a Molecule Contaiming This Subsequeica) 

rT-~[37{ SRLGGTG - 200.000 

Sf RRASNGETL -. .OD 

vtycx~GF [20.000 
[3 f 7 [ KLE)NGGFPY M 900 

f~fl~T'j IEINtGQLVF 
KEQYPGIEI2.0 

mflT As.=Y [ 1.000 

f~T-3~r FSaXN~GGF 1.0_______0_ 

F-57Y[-T-I FuIEIGOqL 0 

FT~77l sNc-risza -0600 

TT--m I TNsRPPCVI 40.600 
fir Ff AIYLELP.SA MO~0 

FITr-' L *SGVRIVVEY 0.500 
FT .... NSXI'PCVIL - .30 

E.QI 8 YPGIEIE. _ 30 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length- 115 residues)
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ELLA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring Information 
method selected to Irmit number of results lxictnme 

number of results requested 

lILA molecule type selected 7 
engthsUct edorubsequences tobe scored T 10 4 echoing mode selected for input sequence ____ 

I ~ . echoing oria= _ _thre 

Length of uses nput peptide suence [ f3T 
number of subsequence scores caLculatedI 

Inumber of top-scoringmsbsequences eprted bec inmorsg output tabi~__.20 

fitiTSubeqezncReiu Sioie (Estimite of a~lf ieof Dsasoda1o of I n F as Od. Listing a Molecule Containing TIs Subsequence) 

f-- 93 IRRAstNGcL 60.000 
RRASnGETLE 00 

VRIVV~C5P2.000 

(T~2 ZT R~oqrr3FE * -. 2.000 

F-- 6 1 VVEYCEPCGFt' 1.000 

GsGvrzwVVCY j .666 

[TF- r 71 , - GQvsivy 1000 

Fff-j 33 CGFaT~OYLEL j 0.750 

[iT- F I-l- GGFPYEKOLI I 0.750 

I 14~PCZ IT tsi~cx 0.600 
FIT37 -- INGQ1VFS1KL 0.600 

ATYheLASAV. 0.500 

[1! 7; ASNGTIff 030 

IxF 3- F =771 szgccr .0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length 115 I residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Mnormatin 

method selected to limit number of results lexplicit number 
number of results requested 

lILA molecule type selected ( yT 
length sclectedt fLr subsequences to be scored 7 1 

echongh oduer ;9 rputd sequence 

n-u-mber otsubsquence cores calch 
numberr of top-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring outp ut table df 

- crng euts 

F Lsdg a Molecule Contaiaing This Subsequence) 

E I t I NGO L V Y S . - . M 

C-EP~g EATY [Z0 :.  

1T f VS2GEsGVRIV 12.000 

F -YPGteIr-SL { .0 

F-rF-WTh AI'EriW.NQL [ - 1.500 

FTFI3 L ---- --- !FT 10F~ 

F27 -6 ,GKIEI z10 

nE ~ VEPqgSGVt [ 1 .000 

IFhKrI'7CVI F. 100 

F-7 -V - ASNGeTLEKI _- .0~** 
NGG~pYEKDL 1.000 

[-7-_3IF-sRIGGTGA 1.000 

_7571 31_ . EPCGfSATYL .  

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length 115 I residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

[ ~ method selected to kmt number of results -lelct- numberF 
I number of results requested 

14LA molecule type selected 
length selected for subseqnences to be scored 

- houurl scme r nu eqec _ 

con toW 
4;X- lgtofUsess np-ut peptidec squence 115T 
: - nur of subsequence scores calculated 107T~ 

Number of top-Scoring subsequences reported back in sconng output ael 

S3ubsqeneI eiu FScore (Estnate of Half Time of D&isiEouzto of 
FkListing j a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

FF- 34 .. GFIATYLEL. 6.000 
S NGQLV..FSCL 1.560 

YT LAV 1.00 
*~ [ 1F GGFPYEKDL .0 
T[ 7j SNGEThEKI 0.720 

F5K-- 7. 66EINGQLV f0.600 

v--F Gr GPYEKDLX 0.60 . -..  

GYPGIEIS 0.520 
[1W [1 U[ SGVRIV [0.400 

[T~ ~ [ NGETLEKTT 0.390 r--4 -- F- KLENGCFiY [ 0-300 

~T6 -F-T Nsp . rczns 0.30.0 
- . - 0300 

YCEPCGFu.A 0.300' 
{XJ~~~~[ eResxGar 40.00 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - I115 residues)
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BELA peptide motif search results 
r User Parameters and Scoring Information 

F method sclectcd to finit nuraber ofrcults epctnme 

number of results requested : 
i-ILA molecule type selected [~ 

length selected for su sequences to be scored 

[echoing .mode seetdinput sequence- _ y 7 
I ~M -. ~t- in~~L X i ~ 

length voters urput peptide sequence [ 1153 
number or subsequence scores c alculated I T 

numberr ot top-scoring subsequences epoRR bacorin zg output tablql 77' 

Scoring Results 
Ran Sar P Sion ubsqunc Riiej Score (Estimteoftf Time ofDassociation of; 

RjkLWng a Molecue Containing This Subsequence) 

F 2 -yr AECfXEINGL 4 .800 

YPGxeIEsnL

I77-I CGFE.TYLEL 00 

__________ -NQ1Vs.K 1.560.....

r- -- 7 - j INSRpPCVI I .00 

F I-0- I NGGFpYME1()L f1.0 
Irr--6I- EVgPgSGVRi F_ .90 

FTYT -7 ASNCeTLENI0.2 

GT-TFtT4-l MYLEDA 60 

rT-4 --- GGTGaFEIEF 060 
I~3~~ ~ fLGGtGAEI . 0.30 

*F~~ ~ [ FPY~kDLZCA................400.......  

fTI 29 J . YCt~pCCFr 00 - -

F~F-- -srCPgQYSVA j .. .0300 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number ot results p ~ica- nmer 

HLA molecule type selected 
lEjNgth e-R2td fr subscqucnces to be scored{ 

echin oinge fomtsquco[ Y h 

lengtofusees wpinede sequence 115 
numbera oftsubsequence scores calculated , I.  

fubrof top-scorng subsequences reported back in scarng otnpuiSSN 2D ? 

StrtPoitonrSubsequence Residue Scor (Rtiate oWiaf ieo Disassoeiadon of F, ;--mit-o Listng a Molecule Containing Tbhis Subsequence) 
NGQLV FSKL _____-400_____________ 

GGFPYEKOL 2.4W 

[Tr- 94 .1 RRASNGETL .F .  

T W [ ciT~'YLEL 
V31F-TU-1 14SRPPCVIL f bO 

Frr7 EICZNGOL .04 -

PGIEIESRL.  r-V-F 3f M GFFATYL0.0 

EKOLXEAIR0.2 

VF rI-6 GOTSVAPPP f .2 
FT37 [ (iM QLVF5I(LE (0.1IM 

~ [ vr~eoyptxze 0.120 
761 7[ LA tA 0.120 

:1 ~I-rm~ SGVPJVVEY - 010 

NETLFMT 0.12 

W- 3TTYLEI.ASAV j . 0.120 

rj7ZP3-j ECGFEATY 0.120 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring InfrMO-tiO-n 

method selected to limit number orT results epctnm r 
number of results requested 2 
HLA molecule type selected I 

length selected fo sequences o be scoed _ _ 

echoing MOmodeece or ynu eune __ __ 

eoing fortnat - .1ube ie 
- ~ length of uso'sinut peptide sequence 4 T3 

nu54e of susqec c ca-l*ahi11 

timber oft cp-coring subsequences reported back Mn scorIng Outu tabl 2! 

sore s Hl !eofV caono 

art Position' Subsequence Residue I Scr sate O7 lin fDiascaino FListing a Molecule Containing Ilis Subsequence) 
I NGQLVFSKL 4 - 2.W0 

F-- -1 F GG FPYEI DL 2. g ..  

F-T- 94RRASNGE:TL [ 
F-4-1 34 GFEATYLEL 2.0 

flF[rU J SR-PPCVIL 0.600 

r -7 77 I r~~~o .0.500 

Im1 r1 PGIEISPL 0.2W" 

I l7Fj 9Tj EK LIF.AI R f0.120 
COTSVA.PPP0.2 

TTF-T- GOLMICSLE f 0.120 

.F1T5- 89 LrEAiRRAs 0.120 

*I7-.F-W7F -fPIVE 0.120 

I7~F~I TYL.LASAV *9 2.  

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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BLA peptide motif search results 
User Piramseters and scaring Information 

method selected to Itnut number of results jexphcxtnm 
number of results requested 2 
REtA molecule type selected I 

jcengthf selected for subsequences to be scoredj 2 
e;Ahoi-n ae se ect for it sequence IL ___Y 

-~~ ecomin nrai [ 
'I......length of user's input peptide sequence l 

number of sbsequence scores calculatedjf 7 
(nuberof top-scoring subequce =-otd akin scoring output -mtelj 

StrtP si of;7Scr (Etuate o MYl Time of Disassociation o nk ;;do- Lstinga Molecuile Containing This Subsequence) 

I' I Gf T gOI FSKL240 
1 1 1 AF 1IN.GQI, 

10 teIESRL 240 

10 TNSnpeCVIL Tj TM0 

II77 - . 'F.2-lo 

F97-F--_v-rSKLEnGGFPY .0 

1r~ W ( VKQYPGII .0 
EKETriSRPPC f -. .  

[i-FT - r RRAs . GEfL V 0600 
[1 [ f CEi nGQLVF j Ob 

VVEYCEPtOF E__________________ 

[WT6F--r4 vestiNGGF .n u00 

[7I~7E7L ~ g ..1 . 0.150 
.RIVVOYCEL'P 0.120 

[7 ~ G GFE tyLELA - 0.120 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring information 

method selected to limit number of results ephicit number 
number of results requested 20 

HLA molecule type selected B_.4403 
engt sector subsequences to be scored 

- choing mode selected fr Int sequence 

ergTh ouse nit peptide sequence 11 T 
numbe of subsequece scores calculated 

number of top-scoring subsequences reported back in sconag ouputMabe 2 

k P tart Position. S R Score Est-mate ofHW Time ofDisassecladon o7 

1 L ing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

VFYCPCGF40.GOO 

V~1~Fi SGVRIVVEY 36.000_______ 
FEZEINGO'L [ 0.0 0 

S12.000 

7 9rgoo .000 

F-9 -7- - VEPG'S I - 600 

F-9fr -Tr l LAvI(EQy 4.500 
[TW-1 31 E.PCGFEATY 4.500 

FTY- [ -g~7]I YCKOLIFAI -4.000 

CEPCGFEAT 

FT---7 1 KEQYPOXEr 4.00 

I T-r---Q - EALIRtASN 3.3Z0 
IEsaLGG 2.000 

1.800 

rr~ FEIE3NGQLc -

.T... Y 200 

57 SRL3GTGAY 0.900 
LEiGGFIY 0600 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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BfL[A peptide motif search results 
User F'arameterg 3nd Scoring Information 

[ ~method selected to limit number of results Fexphctnm 
number of results requested .X 

[ lLA molecule type selected T _ 03 

length selected for subsequences to be scored 

I length Of Uses input peptide, sequence 
number of subsequence scores calculate 10 

numberr of top-scunng subsequences reprted bain cngotu a 4 

Scoring Rea t5 
F uence~ligu e Scre (EtImate of HAlfTme -of Dsazeanon o FRnktnPsto Listing a Motecole Containing This Subsequence) 

F7-jw CE.PCgFEATY [ - 120.000 

[-SF] 6T - 1EINqCLVFS [ 
F-T31 65 f FEIC±N4GQLF [ 000 

j3.j1VEPi'sGVRIV Trod0 

Fr- r-7:L GSGVrIVVEY 9.000 
99Gem~eKaTNS 900 

Fr F- S FMATyLCLAS f 8.000 .

rT-r-3F-r iEsRiGGTGA - 6.000 
W [T-F F LF.I~sAVK.Q j 5.400 

IFTT- F -- TT-- --TLAW -250 

Ff3 F w F - IEAIrRASNG 180 
[1T F F scvVVEYFC 1.90 

F 
F77T is T{ EEVEpGSGVR f0.800 

[TrF-[- T% ASNGOTLEK .6M
~ F - ~ GEPGqTSVAP .  

~ LENGqFPYEK 7.10 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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[MiA peptide motif search results 
User Parameter s and Scoring Information 

mecthod selected to liit number of results Fxpicit nume 
number of results requested{ 
HLA molecule typo selected B50 

le!ngths selected for subsequences to be scod9 
-- echoing modc seletI WO; input s jeue 

Rfialng fnnmat 

.~~length ot users ut peptido sequenceT1 h 
.1 .. umber t subsquencescores calculated i ~ T 

'Inumber of top-scorng subseque=e ite bIack t. nrng ouqtpuable _L 

Stat P Su b t sece esde Scre MEtifmate offiaif Time'ot DGsassoaon of 
Listing a Molecule Costaining This Subsequence) 

I-r--- rU-F e1CSVRXV 49.W 

r~~~1T7 ~~SGEPG QTSV ___________ 
S1 F GGFPYEKOL 44.00 

'1 97I StGETLEni 
F ATYLEIAS j 5.000 ...  

j~j ~ f PcsGvRikvv [ 4.840 
f1~~ f EIEINGQLV j4.940 

~ I ~ r GFPYCADLI 
iT j 3F f GTGAFMEII4.0 

Fr7--W TNSPPVI 4.000 
j13 ~~j rPEKDLIE 2.860 

[T-.-1T6F- IrNSRPPCV 26) 

LAsAvREQ - 05 

EP4).TSVAP j 22 W 

.1~ ______r SVAPiPPEEV - 220 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring Iformation 

I method selected to limit number of results jexpfict num 
number of resUGt requested 

ffRA molecule type selected f 3~7 
length selected for subsequences to be scored ~ f 10 
Iechioingmode seitie for 'iput sequence -Y -1 

choing tormatJ!werd1c 

nmerof subsequence scores cacuatd 
Number of top-scoring subsequences reported back in scorng ouputbI 

I Scoring Resut 
-kF;Psiin sequence Residue Sre(Esdtlma=H Meofiassocaginof Foito Listing 7a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

(-r-Fl -9- E If .sgvusvv ' 4 0 

SAVKeQYP(r220--

IT-V' r- EPCGtEATYL -

F -4yE50LtGfF176.00r 

-YPG IeaTSES RL 17.30 
I - F--T GGTGaFEIEF I r r' I i CGMTaYLEL f . 4 0 

~ t~PY ISA F 1.460 r ~ ~ N If lGGFPYSCDL f22.000 
767 -6-- F ATY1ILASA '-f 1.0 

[T Cj . -EVEPgSGVRI f800
I r AStiGeTL*E'Kr .  

f7T-Fjr73 1 ITN~SrPPCwFl 3.200 
FTZ-F -T ATYLoLASAV- 4 - 400 

FT-F-7 1 MSGcpGQrsv- f 3461 
[T-[7-T f SGV iVVEYC -f 2.420 

T~f3U[ RLGGtGAEX f . .. 2420 I

ir EPGqLSVAPP f2.=13 
F- - 8 .. .. .. . r. .- . 2 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length =115 residues)
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ElLA peptide motif search results 
User Pnrameters 2nd Scorng Infformat 

I method selected to limit number ot results ;jcxpziciitnuzrnber 
number at results requested 20~ 
HLA molecule type selected B5102T~ .. length selected for subsequences to be scord 

Echoing mode se ctcdf sece 
QZa -.-- tgoanatnubrdIe 

Iength o - setzseuence 115 

number ot subsequent scores cluae 
numberr of top-scoring subsequences T;Fote 9;a in scaring out'pu 81i 

Star P Subsuenc Res ie FScore (Estimate of HalfTi ofDissscato o F Litinga Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 

F - Tn7- EPGSGVR IV 242.00 

F[2 f- GFPYEKDL 11014) 

r~ f ( NGOLVFSKL 

~ [ ~ f ScGSPGOSV 24.200 
[7~7I ~imes .. - 13.200 

PPYEt!DLIE!11.00 

FTF 9- SMGEThEKI j10648 
TYLELASAV 6600d 
PGSGVRIVV 4.840 

FIT-F-m- TN'sgppcvI 3.400 

FT- 1GGAFE5XEI 3.80 

[1Tf~~j GFPYEZWLI .0 
T4 3 11 E GET 1 .6M0 

F y -- --J GArSIEING 2.750 
FWIr-36 EATYILAS2.0 

'FTFI[50 1 YPGIEIESR 2.420 
IirK~~7F AVKE0YPGI .2 

FTr ---- 97 SVAPIPEEV . .20 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length -115 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 
User Pa~rmeters andl Sco6ring Intobrmadon 

method selected to limit number of results Fexlicit numbe 
- - number of results requested 2 

HLA molecu le Wye selected 3~ 
lengthi selected fbr subsequences to be scored 1 

'K. eboiign~se~cted or Inut sequence - ~ 
echoing foma es!_ 

length of uses input pepide sequence 1
Fnumber of subsequence scores Zculated [ 06 

I number ot top-scoring subsequece reore bac in scoring output tablr 

Scorig Resuts 

Start ositi ubsequenciie Restne *1 Score (Est., ate of, 19 IRMe of D isAiMo of, Fk ;Pdn Listing ja Molecule Containing This Snbsequence) 

FT 4;.VKeQYPiE - [ 2.....  
I--j 5 YFGIeIE-SPL 400000O 

4F ---- [F EPGSgViEWVV 220V00 

1T [lfT- £-PCr-fEATYEL - 12N.00 
1 3 - 1 c SiT-YLEt. j 121.000 

* ~ ~ F FPYE k .JeA -7!Ii&o0 

i--i -- r GGTGaFEIEI f 88.000 
I ~I r 1~OFpYE1WL 22.000 

FfATYLCLASAV J1.0 
AFTThe!( F1- 10.W4 

f1T~~ ~ f TSVAPPPEEV J6.0 
rTFF-- - E CATY IELASA 50 

13[3 f RLGLQAeZ j4.840 

FT - - - I EVqE ;PqSG I ... ± . ..- ..  

FIT17fN I'rNSrPPCVI - 4.000 

M1.F 3 FEIEiNGQLV -3.9 

GAFI~iEIINGq ~2 
NSGEoorsv2.2 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length= 115 residues)
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BILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters ind Scoring Informuation 

methd selected to limit number of results z~lctnme 
number of results requested.  

HLA molecule type selected _3~ 
length selected fbr subsequences to be scored 

f cchotng mocde selected tor input seqCuee 

leghouser's iqnpupeprde sqae 1 

joumber of top-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring outpu tableL 

f osiiiou Sbsequence Residue Scar-e(Estmate of hailTieofDiasoiation oF F Listing a Molecnie Conttaining This Subsequenzce) 
T- 79 SAVKeQYPGI 110.000 

7-i-ff F GG.FPyF.KDLI T7 2.800

F~CF I caTYLL 7 920 

~ [~T j- F.pcGfEATYh MOO0 
?-- - PYEkOLIFA r6.0 

~IGGE'pYEl(DL f6.000 

EP SVA 7420 
f- W J~f NSGEpGQTSV - *f___-420____________ 

jW3- WJ9 - -- R1.G CV 2.420 

ASNC-TLEKI 2.0 
IFK8- T TSVAPPEY I .0

[-- -- U - TNSzPPCVI .0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length I 115 residues)
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IRA peptide, 'motif search results 
User Parametmr and Scoring [nffirnion 

meto-d-selected t- 11mit number of results texphcat number 

number of results requesed --2T 
lILA molecule type selected 

length 3elected foir subsequences to be scored T 
[ echoulgmodese Itelnput sequence yE W 

leniffo inp es sequence It--: 11 
numt f bequece scores caiculawwj U 

Inurnber of top-scorng subsequences reported back in scoring ou4pu tabe4J 

saubsequen~i~ ce Kesitei scare (Etimte of Half Time of Disiusaciatloz o 
tnrtListig a Molecule Containinag This Subsequence) 

flT{ ~SAVKtaQYPGI f110.000 
F-Y f- U I- GGFPyEKDLI 5.0 

[Yf ~f Epsgvilvv 444.000 
r * r -r GGTGaEIEFI F 

VF -Tf 7 r ECGF~ATYLL ____________________ 

f~fFP. YkLIA.SA 

F ~ t GGFpYEDL 6.000 
[T~ 3-[YPGIeIESRL K6.00W 

FT-3F--T-j SF~gWF. 420 f ~ IiSG.PGQTSV 2.420 
fl~f ~ 1  lITNaSPPCV 42.420 

TSVAP PPECv V {M 
[~r 5*r3[ I?~iPV 2.000 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length 115 residues)
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BLA peptide motif search results 

F - User Parameters and Scoring Information 
Method selected to limit number of results -. [Expll ,.numbie 

n umber of results requested 
lILA molecule type selecew Bj8_ 

- length saleced for subsequences to be scored 9 
- ech5o;g Mod MeeMe for inPut sequence - { T 

Ccftoing Iorinat uldjcs 
f ~~lenirh 0±user's pu 

Number of subsequence scores calculated 17 
Intimber of top-scorng subsequence i5reprtdback 'a scoin output table J 

Sus.eueeeR sl 3cor (Esie of hal? Time of~szocao of i.~.nktar~ost~o~I Listing a Molecule Contining ThL9 Subseuence) 

I-I-I73  £s~eia' [40.000 
42 ASAVKEQY [4.0 

107~~ 'NSRAPC'VSL 4 
FF 61 - GTGAFEI [ 3.000 

~ f T:[ ATYLLASAI 2400 
!4StEPGOTS 08 

67f~3~ 1ENO d 

fT~j 27j vEycEPCGI' 0.400 

E---TN - TLEKNITNS U.37 

F~~T~~7[ ~ASNGE TLEK __________ riT - i. ____________ 

ifT-1. 44 1 AKOP 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
I User Parameters and Scoring Information 

method selected to limit number of results ]explicfl nuxnbr 

F -number ot results requested 20~ 
liLA molecule type selected : B3V 

length selected for subsequences to be scored T 
ehigmd ecing or int numbered iV mf 

I I~legth of uscr's input peptide sequenceT3 

Number of subsequence scores calculiated Mo.  
juerof top-scoring subsequences reported back in scoring output tabeJU20 

scorlig Result 

IFI Strt Poition. usqec miCR1i So(siae ofHlfTneo isodto of 
jL dn; a akolecule Contiing This Subsequeintii) 

FFF 7 ESRLgGTIAF -200 

1TIT~3I msrpcav 

ATYhLWAV [30 
[~~F~~7I ASlIGeflEKr .  

f7 I~ T-j SAViteO'PGIl 4 000 

r- 7--W ( -rs(1tGGF .0 

S-AY1ELASA j .0 

FT-- - l RASNqETLEFK j 033 
Frf-i ~ 63 ~ t -. 0.2W4 

FPYEkOLrEA .

.F - -- 7T- YCEPcG;FtAT 0.2A0 

FT- '3 G aF L 0.220 

F'T. I 75T 1 Usutar .200 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residues)
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ELLA peptide motif search results 
User Pararnet .ers andi Scoring In foRiation 

method selected to bm-tt number ot results -erpit numb-er 

f number of results Requested ~7, 
HLA molecule typ selected ~ 

length selected for subsequecc= to be scored 
f -. ~echoing mode selected for tnput sequence Ic=~= 

I - ~ ~ g ~ ___ e_ 
0 user's ipu peptide asmiualo__ 

F - urtber of susqec cres calculate iIU7 
numberr of top-sconng subsequencnes reported . ack .InE scoring output tablo . 20 

~~iSbseuenc Reidu Score (EStMHAt Of H9T TMe*o ~sojto ov 

FI . I . - .

f ~ ~ -i NGQLVFSK(L ~ - - . 12.=0 v~~- ~ SRLGG;TGAF 1.0 

IEINGOLVE .  

FTT71G 15.ITO 

Tff- 1 21 SGVRrVV;Y I jo 
F4- 14[3[ I rsYcepc -f __15 

fl6-iTYrj ATYLELASA .0 

... icv .. . . . . .  

______29 YCEPCGFEA 7 7 

Echoed User Peptdde Sequence 
(length 115 I residues)
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BILA peptide motif search results 
User Pirnmeters and 59orng Infor .mation 

method selected to lknut number of results je umber 
number of results requEted 20 

f lLA molecule type selected f 3 01 
length 3electcd for subsequences to be scored 1 

-F. to-coing sleniae reorted a & in sequnagotptR 

echingfo M am

Subeq uenescaeswo r "EtimtcdWI~ 

Listng Molecule Containing ThI& Subsequenee) 

F " 4 SAVKOQYPGI- 3b5.000 
FrnrM- CGlEYLEL f 

[~~i~~~I INGqLFSKL* f1.0 
GGF~yIEKDUI T3756' 

fTfT3TNSRPPCVIL jf 3.000 

29 J crff M - f .500 
1 7f 16 1 VEPqStV1PI f2.  

[FF-j FEIF4GQLV r2.6 
F-9-Fffl E.GZ [i F 2-000 

I ~f ~ AEEIeINGQL 2.0 
I ' IEIESRLGM 150 

MUMMA_______ M oo___________________ 

SI SKLnGGp -. ] .50 

IT-~F-- 1 SGiW~:. -F 1.500 
TSF-r- ATYLaLASAV 1.20 

VT'6-F-w I NGGFKL -. 1.200 
1TTJ 50 j YPG~erEsRL 1.200 

93 I 1. .. 1.M52 

YIVEYE -1000

Echoed User Pepdde Sequence 
(length =115 residues)
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HILA peptide motif search results 

User Parameters and Scoring Information 
I method selected to limit number of results lexp lit number 

number of results requested 
14LA mol=cl type selected C.W 0 

leghslce o subsequences to be scored 9 

-~ .chrnxudeeceg formtu neunei ~ 
length of t input pepa& sequence L15_ 

- mbr of subeo nesoe calculated 

Iubrof top-sconng subsequences reported =ac in scormug output tabe~ 

1;coniu Its_ __ 

useqa~~~ ~~ . cr EtzaaoHalf Time of JDlassociatio9*of F..aIfls .7o Listing a Molecule Containoing This Subsequence) 
F- 34 F GFEATnEL20.0 

TY T7 LEEASAV 30W0 
GrpYTKDLI 2.0 

£E'CG7lATY 1.0) 

~~ f NSRFiPCVIL f4.0 r -~ r ~ r - ~4.W0 
[7F-- ---3 F sasiicc 2.000 r '~i [ SNGETLEKI W 

1TIT ~ j YPGrELES 1 - .000 

II 1 21.GVIVEY100 _ 

[7T=],,h1 EYCEPCGFE _F- _._ 

T: 7 45 _V= 

.. - - --

ITT-- 1_ 1TNRPPCV .. 

PUT -" K0RNC,00 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length -115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and Scoring informain6 

method selected to Limit number of results ~ ~ lctnnc 
number~ of results requested f 0 

F lLA molecule type selected Cw41F 
f legthf selected for subsequences to be scored

legt f sasinput peptide sequaice15 
f nuber 1' ubseWene scorescclted j 

'"iner ot top-scoring subsequences reported back in sconng output tableF-a -_, 

Start Position Subequencle t Score (EsIa o? Half TiMe TbU=Rzssoiaon of F Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 
FT -- *jf- AF5EING ZL [ . . 0. WI 

VrSK~IENGGF IMF10.0 
(3 13 i YPGI.IESRL 80.0SON 

I ~ I--- I uPCGfEATT8000 

EPcsqvPluw j 10.000 
(T I~ :I F~AmnL~iot 

I ~ ~ h EYCpCFZA (3000 
CGE'EaTYLEEL ( 5.760 

FTr---UFPYEknLIEA 4.800 

FT2 I - I NGcFpYEKDL r400 
FT- -O- TNSRpPCvI. 4.000 

I T37F-- j £tI.InGQLVW 200 

ASNGeTLEKI [ 1-320
49~7~7h qyPGIZISSR f1.0 m -Gm . VrIVVEY 1.000 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length - 115 residues)
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lILA peptide motif search results 

I ~User ParaiutRis and Siwrla- Iniormatno, 
MChF m Ce lctdtG, liMit number orif rst-s jxpTRctumcr

number ot results requested 1 2 
HLA molecule type selected FU- 2 j icnot elected for subsequwcato bescored 

echotg I dE selected for input sequence ._ _ _ 

.- zgt of user's input peptide _____m I nmbof Subsequence scares calculaed 
-Iflhimber oF lop-scoring subsequences reported GOc In scoring output tb4 2 

StrtPoito Subequnc Rsidue Scor-e (Eainiae f a e 57ofM gtbsassoo or, F__________ a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 
_____ _____ 6 .6w 

FY331 6 FEFaNGOL f6.60 

V~ j~F [ EPCGEATY [30 
J3 j~ f GTGAIEIEI If3.0 

EPtSGVRIV 2.0 

FTWF -97 j SNGZTLEKI I .Ol 

rT~f~f tGQLVSKL2-000 
Gf'rATY G T -21M 

FT--" F NSRPPCVIL. 2.oo0 [1W F-f- l f xmsapcv 

rw--r KS[ - 1.10 
_________________ EXE.100 

F~r 42LASA .VKEQY I _ -.

FITJ----77- -LNGE IF r T . EEVPGSGV F . .0 
__-F73 1 ____YP~ __ _ _ _ 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length = 115 residUes)
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LLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters "nd Scoring Information 

[method selected to Wimit number of results Fx-tFn.F
numbE&Fo? results requested 
FILA molecule tipe selected 

length selected for subsequences to be scored 

- lez2g:thodus Mcputptdseqce [TlT" 

:-nuinbostibsoqueoce, scores CSlcu107i 
:Pnot top-scoarmg subseuences reported back in scorzng outp~ut tale 2 

Star Pos;io; Susqence Raest score (Esiae 9fHl Tm f Dbsgs= tion f 
Listing ja Molecule Coutaluing This Subsequee) 

EP CGMETY 2.0 
SGFILT1 ' - - 19.20 

7 -7 - [ ENGGP'Y 4.100 
[3j~ ~ OYPGIEIES [2.810 

F-- --- n SRLGTGAF J . 2.40 

[TI ~ RRANGtETL f2.400 
IGFATYLEL 1.440 

[TTF -i--r- TYLSILABAV .4 

FT I I'D I QLVFSKL I.440 
F-r FICNGL 1.20 

__________ 1.008 

FT3- 6 IEZNGOLVF (f- 1.000 
SN~cTgt(I0.966 

f~T.. T7~ NSRLPPCVIL 0.840 

IIF T h 22 .1 GVI-.C,[0 
- F~EA YLELA0.0 

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length 115 I residues)
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HLA peptide motif search results 
User Parameters and bring Information 

method selected to limit number of results expit numbu 
number of rcults requested -20 

HLA molecule type selected Cw 07022, 
length selected for subsequences to be scored 

echomng mode selected tbr Input sequnce _ 

-- mg fonnai_ nurnbered Unes1 

L--.-.-.-.-lent VusezMsism ;tpepdeseqene L _ 
numbr at subsequence scores ccuZed ~- -i 

number oftop-sconag subsequences reported back n scoring output b 2 

--- -S-Ing Resuts 

t o SubsequencesReiite Scorieo(stnmteof Timeof Dlaaoclatonof Listing a Molecule Containing This Subsequence) 
T -I 20-- GSVrIVVEy 3=400 
T :1-.I 30 CEPC9FEATY it.  

-T- 1 ELASaVKEQ 16000 
YfPGIeIESP. 90RL 

- - 16 1 SKLEnGGFRY .1000 
6 69 INGQlVESKL 2.8 

8r~[r r EPGSgVRIVV .00 
[ T 33 F CGFlaTYLEL 1.44O 
9 8 NGGFPYEKDL A . .  

6 sRwgGTGAF .0 

[ 3IRRAsNGETh f .200 
6d AFEI.Z QL 
66 EI InGOLVF 1000 

Fj-4 37 FEATyLFLAS 0 
KDLIaAIRR 800 ~ 

FT6-) 97 SNGttLERIT 00 

I~ 2 SGVR VVS 0.800 
- I28 .YCrperEP If- 0 
[ 48~I EQYPgIEIES .  

Echoed User Peptide Sequence 
(length -115 residues)
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TABLE 3 

fMPORTANT NOTE: Tepitope was prograuned to evalua Cys residues as Ala, since for synthesis and 
assay limitations it was not possible to systematically rest peptides containing Cys. So. whenave- the 
predict tcd sequences contain Cys residus we suggest you should have them synthesized REPLACING Cys 
WITH Ala RESIDUES.  

File Name: C35 

Prediction Parameters: 
Quantitative Threshold Il]: 3 
rnh-iitor Threshold [log of fold change]: -1 
Inhibitor Residues (number]: 1 

0 -------- 30--
0221*0101: SGVRZVVEYCBPCGF 
DRB1*0301: SGVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRB1*0401: SGVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRB1*0701: SGVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRB1*0801: SGVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRB1*1101: SGVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRB1*1501: SCVRIVVEYCEPCGF 
DRBS*0101: SG:MVUENGPCF 

(binding frame for 85*0101 contains 1 inhibitory residue -100 fold) 

Quantitative Analysis of 'SGVRIVVEYCEPCG' 

Threshold (1 : 10 09 09 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

DB1*01 ..1.  
DRB1*0102 
DRB1*0301 
DRBL'*0401 
DRB1*0402 .............................  
DRB1*0404 
DR81*0405 
DRB1*0410 
DRB1*0421 ....  
DRB2*0701 accXccXac.........................  
DRB1*0801 
DRB1*0802 xx0D0............................  
DRB31*0804 X0000( ............  
o0sl2a080 - . ........  0RB1*0806 
DRB1*1101 rcoaa)cc........................  
DRB1*1104 X20000CXa001............................  
DRB1*1106 Xcaaaa)a........................  
DRB1*110- 1XXXK)DO ..........  
DRB1*1305 

DB1*1307 2CCC00000 ........................  
DRB1*1311 Xwaooaaoac........................  
DR01*1321 ........  
DRB1*1501 ,EOOKc ..........................  
0231* 1502 X0000C ................. .......  
0x 00 0.0101... ........
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File Hazme: C35 

Prediction Parameters: 
Quantitative Thxveshold 11b]: 3 
Inhibitor Threshold Clog of fold change]: -1 
XnhIbItor Residues C(number]: 1 

DREX' 0101: SRLGGTGAtEIEINGQLVE 
DRS1'0301: SRLGGTGAFBIEINGQLVF 
DREI '0401: SRLGGTGATB~a4GQLVF 
DRBI'*0701: SRIGTAFEIEINGQLVF 
ORPl'0801: SIRLGG 'GAFEIEINGQLVF 
DRBI' 1101: SP.LGGTGP.FCINGOLVF 
ORBl'1501: SRLGGTGAFEIEINGQLVF 
DTMR301 01: StRLGGTG&EIE1RGQLVr 

(bindiLng frame for '0401 contains 2 inhibitory residues -10 fold each) 

Quantitative Analysis of ISRLGGTGA~?EIkGQLVP' 

Threshold M%): 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

DRD1' 0101 XXXXXXKXO ........  

DR01 *031 X2X00000OO0C00 DO...............  
DRBl*0301 ..  

DRB1*'0402 X000ODD0CDC.............................  
DRB1*0404 
DRB*0405 )OOOOC...............  
DRS1'0410 3MC.................. ...................  
ORB * 0421 200O00~X000CO000 0. . ..  

DRB1*0701 i:prp30:~~t:Bg~cl 
DOBB*0801 . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .  

ORBI-0802 
DRBl*080A 04 ~ ..................  
DRB1'0806 300OOC..................................  
DRS1*1101 XXXXXXXXO ........  
ORB1'1104 -- .. ......  

DR3*11 06 XXoQCQO00cGOO00CV00OOUcX ............  
DRB31*1107 . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .  

DRB1*1305 aOc0O00C 0DO C........  
DRBI* 1307 xx......................................  
ORBI *131± ...........  
DnB1*1321 ........  

DRB*1501 ..........  

flfl152 xx XXOOD=..........  
ORBS' 0101 ~ oDOCO0O0OX0OX00O........
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Pile Name: C3S 

Prediction Parameters: 
Quantitative Threshold []: 3 
Inhibitor Threshold [log of fold change]: -1 
Inhibitor ResIduas [number): 1 

DRB1*0101: GAFEIEINGOLVFSKLENGGF 
DRBl*0301: GAFEIEINGLVFSKL1IGGF 
DRB1*0401: AFBEBBIGQBVFSKLENGGF 
DRBI*0701: GAFEIENGQLVFSKLENGGF 
DRB1*0801: GAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGF 
DRB1*1101: GAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGF 
DRB1*1501: GAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGF 
DRB5*0101: GAEIEINGQLVFSLENGGF 

(binding frame for *0401 contain 2 inhibitory residues -10 fold each) 

Quantitative Analysis of 'GAFEIBINGQLVFS.frlsGGF' 

Threshold (t): 10 09 08 07 06 OS 04 03 02 01 

DRBL*0101 J000000[l00= .l..................  
DRB31*0102 J.................  
DRB1*0301 , .  

DRB1*0401 
DRBl*0402 
DRB1*0404 
DRB1*0405 J........C.  
DRB1*0410 J)0=..... .  
DRB1*0421 
DR81*0701 23000000000000 . . . .  
DRB1*0801 .......  
DRB*0802 .....  
DRB1*0804 300000C 
DRB1*0806 AM= .....  
DRB1*1101 ...........  
DRB1*1104 . .........  
DRB1*1106 .3000O ...........  
DRB1*110' 
DRB1*1305 . .-.-.-.  

DRB '1* 307 .............  
DRB1*1311 . ....  
DRf1*1321 . ....  
DRB1*1501 J...........CD ......  
DRB1*1502 J........-.-.-........  
DR5*0101 ...........
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File Name: C35 

Prediction Parameters: 
Quantitative Threshold E%1: 5 
Inhibitor Threshold [log of fold change): -1 
Inhibitor Residues (number]: 1 

------ 100
DRIB1*0101: FPYEDLIAIRP.ASNGETLE 
DRB1*Q301: FPY1UDLXEMRASNGETLE 
DR91* 0401: FPE(L'ZAXP 6GNG"'LE 

DPR31* 0701: FYEKDLIFEAIRRASNGETLE 
DRB1*0801; FPYEKDLIFAIP.RASNGETLE 
DR1l*1101: FPYEt(OLIFAIR.ASNGETLE 
DRBI*1SO1: FPYEKDLtEAIRRASNGETLE 
DR35*0l01: FPYEKDLIE.AIRRASNGETLE 

Quantitative Analysis of 'WPYEOLZA1RRASNGrkTLE' 

Threshold (%:10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

DRB1 *0102 ... ICOOCOOOOOC0 ...  

DRB1*0301 xxxxx ........  

!DRBI*0401 ........  

DR8l*0402 XXXDOOQD=..........  
DRBI *0404 ....... ilf~fDDfa~lU..  
flRS1* 0405 .......  

01w1*0410 ... aruu~nau~~:~r~..  
Dfl21*0421 ....... uoa'a'0n..  

DP.Bl t O701xOlx x .... .......... ... ....  

DRS1*~0801 ]pUUDUDCxxxxxDD ........... ..  
DR1*802 300DOODOO O ..................  
DRBI*0804 ipxrnmx p:Dpu .............  
DRBI*k0806 xxxxxxxxxx ........  

DRBI*1101 300co = .............. ....  
flRBI*1104 3000000=..........  
DDB1* 1106 MOCODOO=..........  

DRB1*13057 ........ ...  
DRB1*1305 DD ............. ............ . .  

DPB1*1311U.XXXXXX) ..........  

DRBI*1321 XDD0000000=........  
DRBI* t 1501 ........ 0D00UD00DD 

DRB1*~1502 ~........  
DP.2S* 0101 300COOOOco~c.=........................
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Altered Peptide Ligands 

[03391 Identification of immunodominant epitopes. of C35 for MHC class I 

antigens using specific human T cell lines is a key step toward their successful 

use in cancer vaccines. Modified C35 peptide epitopes containing amino acid 

substitutions at MHC binding residues have the potential to be used for 

enhancement of immune function. Such altered peptide ligand, or heteroclitic 

peptides, can become strong T cell agonists even at 100-fold lower concentrations 

that the original peptide (Dressel, A. et al., "Autoantigen recognition by human 

CD8 T Cell clones: enhanced agonistresponse induced byalteredpeptide ligand," 

J Immunol. 159:4943-51 (1997). These altered peptide ligand can be of two 

forms: those modifications that enhance T cell receptor contact with the peptide 

(must be determined experimentally) and those that enhance HLA binding of the 

peptide by improving the anchor residues. Table 4 specifies modifications that 

enhance HLA Class I binding by introducing favorable anchor residues or 

replacing deleterious residues.  

TABLE 4 

Modifications that Enhance HLA Class I Binding 

(Unless otherwise indicated, examples apply to peptides of 9 amino 
acids; for 10-mers the amino acid at position 5 is disregarded and the 
resultant 9-mer is evaluated (http://bimas.dcrt.nih.gov/cgi
bin/moibio/hla_coefficient viewing_page. The modifications listed 
below are provided byway ofexample based on current data in existing 
databases and are not intended in any way to be an inclusive list of all 
potential alterations of peptides binding all potential HLA molecules, 
both known and unknown to date.) 

BILA A*0101 

Any altered peptide that has S or T at position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has P at position 4
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Any altered peptide that has A, F, 1, L, M, P, V, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, K, R, or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

P1: P 
P2: D, E, F, G, H, K, M, N, P, Q, R, W, Y 
P3: E, K, R, W 
P4: K, R 
P7: D, E, G, P, 
P9: D, E, P 

HLA A*0201 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, K, L, M, V, W, or Y at position I 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, Q, or V at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, L, M, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has F at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V, W or Y at auxiliary anchor position 6 

Any altered peptide that has F, or W at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, or Y at position S 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, T or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: D, E, H, P 
P2: C, F, H, K, N, P, R, S, W, Y 
P3: D, E, K, R 
P7: D, E, G, R 
PS: I, V 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-A*0205 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, K, L, M, V, W, or Y at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has E, , L, M, Q, or V at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, L, M, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4
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Any altered peptide that has F, Y at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V, W or Y at auxiliary anchor position 6 

Any altered peptide that has F, or W at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, or Y at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, T or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: D, E, P 
P2: C, D, F, G, H, K, N, P, R, S, W, Y 
P3: D, E, K, R 
P7: D, E, R 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-.A*03 

Any altered peptide that has G or K at position I 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, Q, T or V at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, , L, M, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, G or P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, P, V, W, Y at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has F, 1, L, M, W, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, K, , Q or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

PI: D, E, P 
P2: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, R, S, W, Y 
P7: G, K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, N, P, Q, S, T 

ELA-A*1101 

Any altered peptide that has G, K or R at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, Q, T, V, Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V, W, Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has F, I,L, M, W or Y at position 7
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Any altered peptide that has K or R at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: D, E, P 
P2: D, E, G, H, K, N, R, S, W 
P7: K, R 
P9: C, D, E, G, N, P, Q, S, T 

HLA-A24 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position I 

Any altered peptide that has F or Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has E, I, L, M, N, P, Q, or Vat position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, or P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has N or Q at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has E or K at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, L L, or M at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, H, K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, P, Q, R 

HLA-A*3101 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position I 

Any altered peptide that has F, 1, L, M, Q, T, V, or Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, W, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at anchor position 9
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: D, E, P 
P2: D, E, G, H, K, N, Rt, S 
P7: K, R 
P9: C, G, N, P, Q, S, T 

HLA-A*3302 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, S, V or Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has R at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: KP,R 
P2: D, E, K, R 
P9: D, E, F, G, N, P, W, Y 

HLA-B7 

Any altered peptide that has A at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, P or V at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has M or R at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has P at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has R at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, F, H, K, R, W, Y 
P3: D, E 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P,Q, R, S, W, Y 

HELA-B8 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, C, L, or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4
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Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

PI: K, P, R 
P2: D, E, F, G, H, K, Q, R, W, or Y 
P3: D, E 
PS: D, E 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q,R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B8 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, C, L, or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has 1, L, M, or V at anchor position 8 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: K, P, R 
P2: D, E, F, G, H, K,Q, R, W, or Y 
P3: D, E 
P5: D, E 
P8: D, E, F, G, H, K,N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B14 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position I 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, , L, M, P, V, W, Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has H or R at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, R, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has T at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

P1: P 
P2: D, E, F, W, or Y 
P3: E, R 
P5: E, W, Y 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R 

HLA-B*2702 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has E, L, M, N, Q or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, W or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

PI: D, E, P 
P2: D, F, G, H, K, W, or Y 
P7: K 
P9: D, E, G, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HLA-B27*05 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position I 

Any altered peptide that has E, L, M, N, Q or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, K, L, M, R, V or Y at anchor position 8 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: D, E, P 
P2: D, F, G, H, K, W, or Y 
P7: K 
P9: D, E, G, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HLA-B*3501 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has A, P, or S at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has K or R at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4
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Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, 1, L, M, V, W or Y at anchor position 8 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, F, H,K,R, W, Y 
P3: D, E 
P8: D, E, F, G, H,K, P, Q, R 

HLA-B*3701 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has I or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, L, or M at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replacedL 

Pl: P 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, P, Q, R 

HLA-B*3801 

Any altered peptide that has F, H, P, W or Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, or G at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, I, L, M, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has K or Y at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, K, R 
P3: K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, P, Q, R
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HLA-B*3901 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has H or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, F, I, L, M, V, W, or W at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M or V at anchor position 8 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replace

P1: P 
P2: D, E 
P3: K, R 
P6: D, E, K, R 
P8: D, E, G, H, K, P, Q, R 

HLA-B*3902 

Any altered peptide that has K or Q at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V, W, or Y at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, L, or M at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E 
P3: K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, P, Q, R 

HLA-B40 

Any altered peptide that has A or G at position I 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has A, F, I, L, M, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has P at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has A, L, M, or W at anchor position 9
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

Pl: P 
P2: F, H, I, K, L, M, Q, R, V, W, or Y 
P3: D, E, K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R 

BLA-B44*03 

Any altered peptide that has A, D, or S at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has A, I, L, M, or V at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, or P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, K, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has A, L, T, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has F, K, or T at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has K at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, W or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: F, H, , K, L, M, Q, R, V, W, Y 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R 

HLA-B*5101 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, F, I, L, M, V, or Y at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has A, G or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, W or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, G, , K, or V at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, G, I, S, T, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has 1, K, L, N, or Q at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has D, K, Q, or R at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has I , M or V at anchor position 8
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

Pl: KP,R 
P2: D, E, H, K 
PS: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*5102 

Any altered peptide that has F or Y at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has A, G, or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, G, H, K, L, N, Q, R, or T at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has G, N, Q, T, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has 1, N, Q, or T at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has E, K, Q, or R at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has K, R, T, or Y at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, H, K, R 
P3: D, E, K, R 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*5102 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has F or Y at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, G, or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, G, H, K, L, V, W, or Y at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has G, N, Q, T, V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has 1, N, or Q at position 6 

Any altered pep tide that has Q, or R at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at position 8
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

P1: P 
P2: D, E, H, K, R 
P3: D, E, K, R 
P8: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*5103 

Any altered peptide that has D, T, or V at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has A, G, or P at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D, F, L, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, G, L, N, Q R, T, or V at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, G, M, N, Q, R, K or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, K, or T at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has M or V at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has L, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: p 
P2: D, E, H, K, R 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*5201 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at position I 

Any altered peptide that has G, P, or Q at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D, F, I, L, P, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has A, E, 1, K, L, P, or V at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, F, G, , L, M, T or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has K, L, N, S or T at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has E, K, Q, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, or V at anchor position 8
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Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following:positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: H,K K, R 
P3: R 
P8: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HLA-B*5801 

Any altered peptide that has I, K, or R at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, S, or T at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, K, or P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has L, M, N, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has K, N, R, or T at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

Pl: D, E, P .  
P2: D, E, F, H,I, K, L, M, N, Q, R, V, W, Y 
P9: D, E, G, H,K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HILA-B*60 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has A, 1, L, M, S, or V at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has L, 1, or V at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, V, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has K, Q, or R at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: F, H, I,K, L, M, Q, R, V, W, Y 
P9: D, E, F, ,H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y
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HLA-B*61 

Any altered peptide that has G or R at position I 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has A, F, I, L, M, T, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has I at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has A, I, L, M, or V at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: F, H, I, K, M, Q, R, V, W, Y 
P9: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*61 (8-mer peptides) 

Any altered peptide that has G or R at position 1 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has A, F, I, L, M, T, V, W, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has I at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has A, I, L, M, or V at anchor position 8 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced

Pl: P 
P2: F, H, , K, L, M, Q, R, V, W, Y 
PS: D, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, W, Y 

HLA-B*62 

Any altered peptide that has I at position I 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, Q at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has G, K, R at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D, E, G, or P at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has F, G, 1, L, or V at position 5
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Any altered peptide that has , L, T, V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has T, V, or Y at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has F, W, Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, P, H, K, N, R, S, W, Y 
P3: D, E 
P6: D, E, K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HLA-CwO301 

Any altered peptide that has A or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V, or Y at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has E, P, or R at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has N at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has F, M, or Y at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has K, M, R, or S at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has T at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P3: D, K, R 
P6: D, E, Y, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S, 

HLA-CwO401 

Any altered peptide that has F, P, W, or Y at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has D, or H at position 3 

Any altered peptide that has D or E at position 4 

Any altered peptide that has A, H, M, R, or T at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has A at position 7
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

Any altered peptide that has H, K, or S at position 8 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, L, M, V or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the followingipositions are replaced: 

P1: P 
P2: D, E, H, K, R 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

HLA-Cw0602 

Any altered peptide that has F, , K, or Y at position I 

Any altered peptide that has A, P, Q, or R at anchor position 2 

Any altered peptide that has F, I, K, L, or M at position 5 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, or V at position 6 

Any altered peptide that has K, N, Q, or R at position 7 

Any altered peptide that has I, L, M, V, or Y at anchor position 9 

Any altered peptide where deleterious residues at the following positions are replaced: 

Pl: P 
P9: D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S 

[03401 Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides from the 

C35 aa sequence and how they might be changed to improve binding: 

HLA-A*0101 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

1 77 KLENGGRPY 225.000 

2 16 EVEPGSGVR 90.000 

3 29 YCEPCGFEA 45.000 

4 39 YLELASAVK 36.000 

5 2 SGEPGQTSV 2.250 G is deleterious at P2 

example of 
improved peptide STEPGQTSV 22.50 G replaced with T @ P2
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptide STEPGQISY 5625.00 

V at P9 replaced with Y, P7 enhanced 

HLA-A*0101 (10-mer peptides) 

1 66 EIEINGQLVF 45.000 

2 16 EVEPGSGVRI 18.000 

3 29 YCEPCGFEAT 9.000 

4 26 VVEYCEPCGF 9.000 

5 52 GIEIESRLGG 2.250 

example of 
improved peptide GTEPSRLGY 1125.000 replace I with T @P2 

replace G with Y @P9 
PS enhanced with P 

HLA-A*0201 (9-mer peptides) 

1 9 SVAPPPEEV 2.982 

2 104 KITNSRPPC 2.391 

3 105 1TNSRPPCV 1.642 

4 25 IVVEYCEPC 1.485 

5 65 FEIEINGQL 1.018 

example of 
improved peptide FLIEINWYL 16619.000 

HLA-A*0201 (10-mer peptides) 

1 58 RLGGTGAFEI 60.510 

2 104 KlTNSRPPCV 33.472 

3 65 FEIEINGQLV 25.506 

4 83 FPYEKDLIEA 4.502 P is deleterious at P2 

example of 
improved peptide FLYEKDLIEA 689.606 replace P with L @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide FLYEKDLIEV 9654.485 replace A with V @ P9
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides -:continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

5 33 CGFEATYLEL 3.173 

HLA-A*0205 

1 65 FBIEINGQL 8.820 

2 25 IVVEYCEPC 3.060 

3 9 SVAPPPEEV 2.000 

4 104 KITNSRPPC 1.500 

5 81 GGFPYEKDL 1.260 G is deleterious at P2 

example of 

improved peptide GVFPYEKDL 50.400 replace G with V @ P2 

HLA-A*0205 (10-mer peptides) 

1 33 CGEFATYLEL 6.300 G is deleterious at P2 

example of 
improved peptide CVEFATYLEL 11.200 replace G with V @ P2 

2 104 K1TNSR.PPCV 6.000 

3 65 FEIEINGQLV 2.520 

4 53 IEIESRLGGT 1.428 

5 83 FPYEKDLIEA 1.350 Pis deleterious at P2 

example of 
improved peptide FVYEKDLIEA 54.000 replace P with V @ P2 

HLA-A24 

1 34 GFEATYLEL 33.000 

2 49 QYPGIEIES 11.550 

example of 
improved peptide QYPGIEIEL 462.000 enhance P9 

3 70 NGQLZFSKL 11.088 

4 38 TYLELASAV 10.800 

5 82 GFPYEKDLI 7.500
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-A24 (10-mer peptides) 

1 64 AFIEMINGQL 42.000 

2 74 VFSKLENGGF 10.000 

3 84 PYEKDLIEAI 9.000 

4 69 INGQLVFSKL 7.392 

example of 
improved peptide IYGQLVFSKL 369.6 enhance P2 

5 28 EYCEPCGFEA 6.600 

HLA-A3 

1 77 KLENGGFPY 36.000 

example of 
improved peptide KLENGGFPK 180.000 enhance P9 

2 39 YLELASAVK 20.000 

3 101 TLEKITNSR 6.000 

4 61 GTGAFEIEI 0.540 

5 69 INGQLVFSK 0.360 N is deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide ILGQLVFSK 180.000 replace N with L @ P2 

HLA-A3 (10-mer peptides) 

1 68 EINGQLVFSK 8.100 

2 58 RLGGTGAFEI 2.700 

3 41 ELASAVKBQY 1.800 

4 78 LENGGFPYEK 0.810 Eis deleterious@ P2 

example of 
improved peptide LLNGGFPYEK 270.000 replace E with L @ P2 

S 95 RASNGETLEK 0.400
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-A*1101 

1 39 YLELASAVK 0.400 

2 69 INGQLVFSK 0.120 Nis deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide IVGQLVFSK 6.000 replace N with V @ P2 

3 16 EVEPGSGVR 0.120 

4 101 TLEKITNSR 0.080 

5 61 GTGAFEIEI 0.060 

HLA-A*1101 (10-mer peptides) 

1 95 RASNGETLEK 1.200 

2 38 TYLELASAVK 0.600 

3 68 EINGGLVFSK 0,360 

4 78 LENGGFPYEK 0.120 E is deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide LVNGGFPYEK 4.000 replace E with V @ P2 

5 100 ETLEKITNSR 0.090 

HLA-A*3101 

1 101 TLEKITNSR 2.000 

2 16 EVEPGSGVR 0.600 

3 50 YPGIEIESR 0.400 

4 87 KDLIEAIRR 0.240 D is deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide KILIEAIRR 12.000 replace D with I @ P2 

5 39 YLELASAVK 0.200
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-A*3302 

1 16 EVEPGSGVR 45.000 

2 101 TLEKITNSR 9.000 

3 50 YPGIEIESR 3.000 

4 66 EIEINGQLV 1.500 

5 56 ESRLGGTGA 1.500 

HLA-A*3302 (10-mer peptides) 

1 49 QYPGIEIESR 15.000 

2 100 ETLEKITNSR 9.000 

3 16 EVEPGSGVRI 1.500 

4 28 BYCEPCGFEA 1.500 

5 68 EINGQLVFSK 1.500 

HLA-A68.1 

1 16 EVEPGSGVR 900.000 

2 9 SVAPPPEEV 12.000 

3 50 YPGIEIESR 10.000 

example of 
improved peptide YVGIEIESR 400.000 enhance P2 

4 96 ASNGETLEK 9.000 

5 101 TLEKITNSR 5.000 

IHLA-A68.1 (10-mer peptides) 

1 100 ETLEKITNSR 300.000 

2 16 EVEPGSGVRI 18.000 

3 68 EINGGLVFSK 9.000 

4 15 EEVEPGSGVR 9.000 E is deleterious @ P2
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptideEVVEPGSGR 1200.00 replace E with V @ P2 

5 95 . RASNGETLEK 3.000 

HLA-B14 

1 94 RRASNGETL 20.000 

2 57 SRLGGTGAF 5.000 

example of 
improved peptide SRLGGTGAL 100.000 enhance P9 

3 100 ETLEKlTNS 3.375 

4 105 1TNSRPPCV 2.000 

5 88 DLIEAIRRA 1.350 

HLA-B14 (10-mer peptides) 

1 103 EKITNSRPPC 6.750 

example of 
improved peptide ERITNSRPPL 900.000 enhance P1O 

2 33 CGFEATYLEL 5.000 

3 93 IRRASNGETL 4.000 

4 18 EPGSGVRIVV 3.000 

5 88 DLIEAIRRAS 2.250 

HLA-B40 

1 65 FEIEINGQL 80.000 

2 3 GEPGQTSVA 40.000 

3 35 FEATYLELA 40.000 

4 15 EEVEPGSGV 24.000 

example of 
improved peptide EEVEPGSGL 120.000 enhance P9 

5 67 IEINGQLVF 16.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B40 (10-mer peptides) 

1 55 IESRLGGTGA 20.000 

2 53 TEIESRLGGT 16.000 

example of 
improved peptide IEIESRLGGL 80.000 enhance P10 

3 65 FEIETNGQLV 16.000 

4 67 IEINGQLVFS 16.000 

5 99 GETLEKITNS 8.000 

HLA-B60 

1 65 FEIEFMGQL 387.200 

2 17 VEPGSGVRI 17.600 

example of 
improved peptide VEPGSGVRL 352.000 enhance P9 

3 15 EEVEPGSGV 16.000 

4 47 KEQYPGIEI 16.000 

5 85 YEKDLIEAI 8.800 

HLA-B60 (10-mer peptides) 

1 65 FEINGQLV 16.000 

example of 
improved peptideFEIEINGQLL 320.000 enhance P10 

2 106 TNSRPPCVIL 16.000 

3 53 IEIESRLGGT 8.000 

4 33 CGFEATYLEL 8.000 

5 17 VEPGSGVRIV 8.000 

HLA-B61 

1 15 EEVEPGSGV 80.000 

2 35 FEATYLELA 40.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptide FEATYLELV 160.000 enhance P9 

3 3 GEPGQTSVA 22.000 

4 65 FEIEINGQL 16.000 

5 85 YEKDLIEAI 16.000 

HLA-B61 (10-mer peptides) 

1 65 FEIEINGQLV 80.000 

2 17 VEPGSGVRIV 40.000 

3 55 IESRLGGTGA 20.000 

4 87 KDLIEAIRRA 10.000 

example of 
improved peptide KLIEAIRRV 160.000 enhance'P2, P1O 

5 53 IEIESRLGGT 8.000 

HLA-B62 

1 77 KLENGGFPY 24.000 

2 21 SGVRIVVEY 4.800 

3 75 FSKLENGGF 3.000 

4 31 EPCGFEATY 2.640 Pis deleterious@ P2 

example of 
improved peptide EQCGFEATY 105.6 replace P with Q @ P2 

5 88 DLIEAIRRA 2.200 

HLA-B62 (10-mer peptides) 

1 41 ELASAVKEQY 40.000 

2 58 RLGGTGAFEI 9.600 

3 66 EIEINGQLVF 7.920 

4 56 ESRLGGTGAF 6.000 S is deleterious @ P2
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - Continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated hilf time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptide EQRLGGTGAF 480.000 replace S with Q @ P2 

5 20 GSGVRIVVEY 4.800 S is deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide GQGVRIVVEY 384.000 replace S with Q @P2 

HLA-B7 

1 107 NSRPPCVIL 60.000 

example of 
improved peptideNPRPPCVIL 1200.000 enhance P2 

2 45 AVKEQYPGI 6.000 

3 22 GVRIVVEYC 5.000 

4 70 NGQLVFSKL 4.000 

5 81 GGFPYEKDL 4.000 

HiLA-B7 (10-mer peptides) 

1 50 YPGIEIESRL 80.000 

2 31 EPCGFEATYL 80.000 

3 18 EPGSGVRIVV 6.000 

example of 
improved peptide EPGSGVRIVL 120.000 enhance P10 

4 106 TNSRPPCVIL 6.000 

5 80 NGGFPYEKDL 4.000 

HLA-BS 

1 107 NSRPPCVIL 4.000 

2 45 AVKEQYPGI 1.500 

3 105 1TNSRPPCV 0.600 

4 56 ESRLGGTGA 0.400 

5 100 ETLEKITNS 0.300 $ is deleterious @ P9
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptide ETLEKITNL 12.000 replace S with L @ P9 

HLA-B8 (8-mer peptides) 

1 83 FPYEKDLI 6.000 

2 107 NSRPPCVI 1.000 

3 91 EAIRRASN 0.800 N isdeleterious@P8 

example of 
improved peptide EAIRRASL 32.000 replace N with L @ P9 

4 20 GSGVRIVV 0.600 

5 18 EPGSGVRI 0.400 

ELA-B8 (10-mer peptides) 

1 50 YPGIEIESRL 0.800 

2 93 IRRASNGETL 0.400 

example of 
improved peptideIA RASNGETL 16.000 replace R with A @ P2 

3 31 EPCGFEATYL 0.320 

4 104 KITNSRPPCV 0.300 

5 18 EPGSGVRIVV 0.240 

HLA-B*2702 

1 57 SRLGGTGAF 200.000 

2 94 RRASNGETL 180.000 

example of 
improved peptide RRASNGETF 600.000 enhance, P9 

3 93 IRRASNGET 20.000 

4 27 VEYCEPCGF 15.000 

5 77 KLENGGFPY 9.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding pepddes - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B*2702 (10-mer peptides) 

1 93 IRRASNGETL 60.000 

2 94 RRASNGETLE 6.000 

3 30 CEPCGFEATY 3.000 

4 58 RLGGTGAFEI 2.700 

5 23 VRIVVEYCEP 2.000 Pisdeleterious@P1O 

example of 
improved peptideVRIVVEYCEY 200.000 replace P with Y @ PI0 

HLA-B*2705 

1 94 RRASNGETL 6000.000 

2 57 SRLGGTGAF 1000.000 

3 93 IRRASNGET 200.000 

example of 
improved peptide RRASNGEL 2000.000 enhance P9 

4 27 VEYCEPCGF 75.000 

5 77 KLENGGFPY 45.000 

HLA-B*2705 (10-mer peptides) 

1 93 IRRASNGETL 2000.000 

2 94 RRASNGETLE 60.000 E is deleterious @ P2 

example of 
improved peptide RRASNGETLL 6000.000 replace E with L @ P2 

3 78 LENGGFPYEK 30.000 

4 95 RASNGETLEK 30.000 

5 58 RLGGTGAFEI 27.000 

HLA-B*3501 

1 31 EPCGFEATY 40.000 

2 75 FSKLENGGF 22.500
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

example of 
improved peptide FPKLENGGM 120.000 enhance P2, P9 

3 107 NSRPPCVIL 15.000 

4 42 LASAVKEQY 6.000 

5 18 EPGSGVRIV 4.000 

HLA-B*3501 (10-mer peptides) 

1 31 EPCGFEATYL 30.000 

2 50 YPGIEIESRL 20.000 

3 56 ESRLGGTGAF 15.000 

4 20 GSGVRIVVEY 10.000 

5 83 FPYEKDLIEA 6.000 

example of 
improved peptide FPYBKDLIEM 120.000 enhance P1O 

HLA-B*3701 

1 65 FEIEINGQL 15.000 

example of 
improved peptide FDIEINGQL 60.000 enhance P2 

2 47 KEQYPGIEI 10.000 

3 85 YEKDIEAI 10.000 

4 17 VEPGSGVRI 10.000 

5 35 FEATYLELA 5.000 

HLA-B*3701 (10-mer peptides) 

1 65 FEIEINGQLV 10.000 

example of 
improved peptide FDIEINGQLJ 200.000 enhance P2, P1O 

2 67 IEINGQLVFS 5.000 

3 81 GGFPYEKDLI 5.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

4 87 KDLIEAIRRA 4.000 

5 30 CEPCGFEATY 2.000 

HLA-B*3801 

1 34 GFEATYLEL 6.000 

example of 
improved peptide GHEATYLEL 90.000 enhance P2 

2 70 NGQLVFSKL 1.560 

3 38 TYLELASAV 1.040 

4 81 GGFPYEKDL 1.000 

5 97 SNGETLEKI 0.720 

HLA-B*3801 (10-mer peptides) 

1 64 AFEIEINGQL 7.800 

example of 
improved peptide AHIEEINGQL 117.000 enhance P2 

2 31 EPCGFEATYL 4.800 

3 66 EIEINGQLVF 3.000 

4 26 VVEYCEPCGF 3.000 

5 50 YPGIEIESRL 2.600 

HLA-B*3901 

1 94 RRASNGETL 15.000 

example of 
improved peptide RHASNGETL 90.000 enhance P2 

2 34 GFEATYLEL 9.000 

3 38 TYLELASAV 4.000 

4 66 EIEINGQLV 3.000 

5 2 SGEPGQTSV 3.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B*3901 (10-mer peptides) 

1 33 CGFEATYLEL 12.000 

example of 

improved peptide CHFEATYLEL 360.000 enhance P2 

2 64 AFEIEINGQL 9.000 

3 93 IRRASNGETL 4.500 

4 46 VKEQYPG[EI 3.000 

5 16 EVEPGSGVRI 3.000 

HILA-B*3902 

1 70 NGQLVFSKL 2.400 

example of 
improved peptideNKQLVFSKL 24.000 enhance P2 

2 81 GGFPYEKDL 2.400 

3 94 RRASNGETL 2.000 

4 34 GFEATYLEL 2.000 

5 107 NSRPPCVIL 0.600 

HLA-B*3902 (10-mer peptides) 

1 69 INGQLVFSKL 2.400 

2 64 AFEIEINGQL 2.400 

3 so YPGIEESRL 2.400 

4 80 NGGFPYEKDL 2.400 

5 106 TNSRPPCVIL 2.000 

HLA-B*4403 

1 67 IEINGQLVF 200.000 

example of 
improved peptide IEINGQLVY 900.000 enhance P9 

2 27 VEYCEPCGF 40.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half tim of dissociation) 

3 21 SGVRIVVEY 36.000 

4 65 FEIEINGQL 20.000 

5 35 FEATYLELA 12.000 

HLA-B*4403 (10-mer peptides) 

1 30 CEPCGFEATY 120.000 

2 53 IEIESRLGGT 30.000 

example of 
improved peptide IEIESRLGGY 900.000 enhance P1O 

3 67 IEINGQLVFS 30.000 

4 65 FEIEINGQLV 20.000 

5 17 VEPGSGVRIV 18.000 

HLA-B*5101 

1 18 EPGSGVRIV 484.000 

2 59 LGGTGAFEI 114.400 

example of 
improved peptide LPGTGAFEI 572.000 enhance P2 

3 2 SGEPGQTSV 48.400 

4 81 GGFPYEKDL 44.000 

5 70 NGQLVFSKL 22.000 

HLA-B*51 01 (10-mer peptides) 

1 18 EPGSGVRIVV 440.000 

2 44 SAVKEQYPGI 220.000 

example of 
improved peptide SPVKEQYPGI 440.000 enhance P2 

3 31 EPCGFEATYL 220.000 

4 81 GGFPYEKDLI 176.000 

5 50 YPGrEIESRL 157.300
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B*5102 

1 18 EPGSGVRIV 242.000 

2 81 GGFPYEKDL 110.000 

example of 
improved peptide GPFPYEKDI 2200.000 enhance P2, P9 

3 59 LGGTGAFEI 96.800 

4 70 NGQLVFSKL 48.400 

5 2 SGEPGQTSV 24.200 

HLA-B*5102 (10-mer peptide) 

1 44 SAVKEQYPGI 726.000 

example of 
improved peptide SPVKEQYPGI 1452.000 enhance P2 

2 50 YPGIEIESRL 400.000 

3 81 GGFPYEKDLI 400.000 

4 18 EPGSGVRIVV 220.000 

5 31 EPCGFEATYL 121.000 

HLA-B*5103 

1 59 LGGTGAFEI 48.400 

example of 
improved peptide LAFTGAFEI 145.200 enhance P2 

2 2 SGEPGQTSV 44.000 

3 18 . EPGSGVRIV 44.000 

4 70 NGQLVFSKL 7.260 

5 81 GGFPYEKDL 7.200
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Examples of predicted human Class I MRC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B*5103 (10-mer peptide) 

1 44 SAVKEQYPGI 110.000 

2 81 GGFPYEKDIU 52.800 

3 18 EPGSGVR1VV 44.000 

example of 
improvedpeptideEAGSGVRIVV 110.000 enhance.P2 

4 60 GGTGAFEIEI 44.000 

5 33 CGFEATYLEL 7.920 

HLA-B*5201 

1 18 WPGSGVRIV 75.000 

2 67 LEINGQLVF 22.500 

example of 
improved peptide LQINGQLVI 450.000 enhance P2, P9 

3 59 LGGTGAFEI 11.250 

4 98 NGETLEKT 11.000 

5 19 PGSGVRIVV 10.000 

HLA-B*5201 (10-mer peptides) 

1 18 EPGSGVRIVV 100.000 

2 17 VEPGSGVRIV 45.000 

example of 
improved peptide VQPGSGVRIV 450.000 enhance P2 

3 81 GGFPYEKDLI 33.000 

4 105 1TNSRPPCVI 15.000 

5 37 ATYLELASAV 12.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

HLA-B*5801 

1 75 FSKLENGGF 40.000 

example of 
improved peptideFSKLENGGW 80.000 enhance P9 

2 42 LASAVKEQY 4.500 

3 107 NSRPPCVIL 4.000 

4 61 GTGAFEIEI 3.000 

5 105 ITNSRPPCV 3.000 

HLA-B*5801 (10-mer peptides) 

1 56 ESRLGGTGAF 12.000 

2 20 GSGVRIVVEY 10.800 

example of 
improved peptide GSGVRIVVEW 144.000 enhance P10 

3 1 MSGEPGQTSV 4.000 

4 105 ITNSRPPCVI 3.000 

5 37 ATYLELASAV 3.000 

HLA-Cw*0301 

1 65 FEIEINGQL 30.000 

2 81 GGFPYEKDL 18.000 

3 70 NGQLVFSKL 12.000 

4 57 SRLGGTGAF 10.000 

5 34 GFEATYLEL 10.000 

BHLA-Cw*0301 (10-mer peptides) 

1 44 SAVKEQYPGI 50.000 

example of 
improved peptide SAVKEQYPGL 100.000 enhance P1O 

2 33 CGFEATYLEL 45.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

3 69 INGQLVFSKL 12.000 

4 81 GGFPYEKDLI 3.750 

5 106 TNSRPPCVIL 3.000 

HLA-Cw*0401 

1 34 GFEATYLEL 240.000 

2 38 TYLELASAV 30.000 

3 82 GFPYEKDLI 25.000 

4 18 EPGSGVRIV 20.000 

5 31 EPCGFEATY 12.000 

example of 
improved peptide EFCGFEATL 200.000 enhance P2, P9 

HLA-Cw*0401 (10-ner pepddes) 

1 64 AFEIEINGQL 200.000 

2 74 VFSKLENGGF 100.000 

example of 
improved peptide VFSKLENGGL 200.000 enhance P1O 

3 50 YPGIEIESRL 80.000 

4 31 EPCGFEATYL 80.000 

5 18 EPGSGVRIVV 10.000 

HLA-Cw*0602 

1 85 YEKDLIEAI 6.600 

2 65 FEIEINGQL 6.600 

3 21 SGVRIVVEY 6.000 

4 31 EPCGFEATY 3.300 

5 61 GTGAGEIEI 3.000
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Examples of predicted human Class I MHC binding peptides - continued 

Rank Start position Subsequence Score (estimated half time of dissociation) 

BLA-Cw*0702 

1 31 EPCGFEATY 24.000 

2 21 SGVRIVVEY 19.200 

3 42 LASAVKEQY 8.800 

4 77 KLENGGFPY 4.000 

5 49 QYPGIEIES 2.880 

HLA-Cw*0702 (10-mer peptides) 

1 20 GSGVRIVVEY 38.400 

2 30 CEPCGFEATY 16.000 

3 41 ELASAVKEQY 16.000 

4 50 YPGIEIESRL 7.920 

5 76 SKLENGGFPY 4.000
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Table 5 
Predicted C35 BLA Class I epitopes* 

ILA restriction element Inclusive amino acids Seguence 
A*0201 9-17 SVAPPPEEV 
A*0201 10-17 VAPPPEEV 
A*0201 16-23 RVEPGSGV 
A*0201 16-25 EVEPGSGVRI 
A*0201 36-43 EATYLELA 
A*0201 37-45 ATYLELASA 
A*0201 37-46 ATYLELASAV 
A*0201 39-46 YLELASAV 
A*0201 44-53 SAVKEQYPGI 
A*0201 45-53 AVKEQYPGI 
A*0201 52-59 GIEIESRL 
A*0201 54-62 EIESRIGGT 
A*0201 58-67 RLGGTGAFEI 
A*0201 61-69 GTGAFEIEI 
A*0201 66-73 EIEINGQL 
A*0201 66-74 EIE]NGQLV 
A*0201 88-96 DLIEAUZRA 
A*0201 89-96 LIEAIRRA 
A*0201 92-101 AIRRASNGET 
A*0201 95-102 RASNGETL 
A*0201 104-113 KITNSRPPCV 
A*0201 1054 13 ITNSRPPCV 
A*0201 105-1 14 1TNSRPPCVI 
A*3101 16-24 EVEPGSGVR 
B*3501 30-38 EPCGFEATY 
A*30 101 supermotif 96-104 ASNGETLEK 

*predicted using rules found at the SYFPEITHI website 
(wvsiv://35/htti)://134.2.96.221l/scripts/hiaserver.dll/ERPredict.h) and are based on 
the book "MHC Ligands and Peptide Motifs" by Raremensee, H.G., Bachman L.and 
S. Stevanovic. Cbapxnan & Hall, New York, 1997.
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Table 6 
Predicted C35 LIlLA class HI epitopes* 

Sequence Inclusive amino acids Restriction elements 

SGVPIVVLEYCEPCGF 21-35 DRB1*0101 
DRB1 *0102 
DRBI*0301 
DR1*040fl 
DRB31*0404 
DRB 1*0405 
DRB31*0410 
DRB1*0421 
DRBI*0701 
DRB1 *080 
DRB31*0804 
DRB31*0806 
DRB 1 *1101 

DRBI*1 104 
DRBI1* 1106 
DRB1*1 107 
DRB31*1305 
DRB 1* 1307 
DRB1*1321 
DRBI*1501 
DRB1*1502 
DRB5*0 101 

SRLGGTGAFEIEINGQLVF 57-75 DRB1*Q101 
DRB1*0102 
DRBI*0301 
DRB31*0401 
DRB1*0402 
DRB1*0421 
DRBI*0701 
DRiB1*0804 
DRB 1*0806 
DRB1*110l 
DRBI*l 104 
DRB1*1106 
DRB1 *1305 
DRB1* 1321 
DRB 1*1501 
DRBl*1502 
DRB5*0101
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GAFEIEINGQLVFSKLENGGF 63-83 DRB1*0101 
DRB1*0102 
DRB1*0301 
DRB1*0401 
DRBI*0402 
DRB1*0404 
DRB1*0405 
DRBI*0410 
DRB1*0421 
DRB1*0701 
DRB1*0804 
DRBI*0806 
DRB1*1101 
DRB1*1104 
DRB1*1106 
DRB1*1107 
DRB1*1305 
DRB1*1307 
DRB1*1311 
DRB1*1321 
DRB1*1501 
DRB1*1502 
DRB5*0101 

FPYEKDLIEAIRRASNGETLE 83-103 DRB1*0101 
DRB1*0102 
DRB1*0301 
DRBI*0401 
DRBI*0402 
DRB1*0404 
DRB1*0405 
DRB1*0410 
DRB1*0421 
DRB1*0701 
DRBI*0801 
DRB1*0802 
DRB1*0804 
DRB1*0806 
DRB1*1101 
DRBI*1104 
DRB1*1106 
DRB1*1107 
DRB1*1305 
DRB1*1307 
DRBI*1311
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DRB 1*1321 
DRB1*1501 
DRBI*1502 
DRB5*0101 

*Class II MHC epitopes predicted using TEPITOPE software. Stumiolo, T., et 
al. 1999. Generation of tissue-specific and promiscuous HLA ligand databases 
using DNA microarrays and virtual HLA class I matrices. Nature Biotechnology 
17:555-571.  

[0341] In the present invention, "epitopes" refer to C35 polypeptide fragments 

having antigenic or immunogenic activity in an animal, especially in a human, or 

that are capable of eliciting a T lymphocyte response in an animal, preferably a 

human. A preferred embodiment of the present invention relates to a C35 

polypeptide fragment comprising a C35 peptide epitope, as well as the 

polynucleotide encoding this fragment. A further preferred embodiment of the 

present invention relates to a C35 polypeptide fragment consisting of an epitope, 

as well as the polynucleotide encoding this fragment. In specific preferred 

embodiments of the present invention, the epitope comprises a C35 fragment 

listed in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6, exclusive of E-100 to R-109 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

In another preferred embodiment of the present invention, the epitope consists of 

a C35 fragment listed in any of Tables 1-3 and 5-6 exclusive of E-100 to R-109 

of SEQ ID NO:2. A region of a protein molecule to which an antibody can bind 

is defined as an "antigenic epitope." In contrast, an "immunogenic epitope" is 

defined as a part of a protein that elicits T cell response. (See, for instance, 

Geysen et al.,Proc. NatL. Acad. Sci. USA 81:3998- 4002 (1983)). Thus, a further 

preferred embodiment of the present invention is an immunogenic C35 peptide 

fragment that is capable of eliciting a T cell response when bound to the peptide 

binding cleft of an MHC molecule. In a specific preferred embodiment, the 

immunogenic C3 5 peptide fragment comprises an epitope listed in any of Tables 

1-3 or 5-6 exclusive of E-100 to R-109 of SEQ ID NO:2. In another preferred
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embodiment, the immunogenic C35 peptide fragment consists ofan epitope listed 

in any of Tables 1-3 or 5-6 exclusive of E-100 to R-109 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

Further embodiments ofthe invention are directed to pharmaceutical formulations 

and vaccine compositions comprising said immunogenic C35 peptide fragments 

or the polynucleotides encoding them.  

[0342] Fragments which function as epitopes may be produced by any 

conventional means. (See, e.g., Houghten, R. A., Proc. Nat. Acad Sci. USA 

82:5131-5135 (1985) further described in U.S. Patent No. 4,631,211.) 

[0343] The sequence of peptide epitopes known to bind to specific MHC 

molecules can be modified at the known peptide anchor positions in predictable 

ways that act to increase MHC binding affinity. Such "epitope enhancement" has 

been employed to improve the immunogenicity of a number of different MHC 

class Ior MHC class II binding peptide epitopes (Berzofsky, J.A. et al., Immunol.  

Rev. 170:151-72 (1999); Ahlers, J.D. et al, Proc. Nail. Acad Sci U.S.A.  

94:10856-61(1997); Overwijk, etal.,J. Exp. Med 188:277-86(1998); Parkhurst, 

M.R. et al., J. Immunol. 157:2539-48 (1996)). Accordingly, a further 

embodiment of the invention is directed to such enhanced C35 peptide epitope 

analogs, and to the polynucleotides encoding such analogs.  

[0344] In the present invention, antigenic epitopes preferably contain a sequence 

of at least seven, more preferably at least nine, and most preferably between about 

15 to about 30 amino acids. Antigenic epitopes are useful to raise antibodies, 

including monoclonal antibodies, that specifically bind the epitope. (See, for 

instance, Wilson et al., Cell 37:767-778 (1984); Sutcliffe, J. G. et al., Science 

219:660-666 (1983).) 

[03451 Similarly, immunogenic epitopes canbe used to induce B cells andT cells 

according to methods well known in the art. (See Sutcliffe et al., supra; Wilson 

et al., supra; Chow, M. et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 82:910-914; and Bittle, 

F. J. et al., J. Gen. Virol. 66:2347-2354(1985).) The immunogenic epitopes may 

be presented together with a carrier protein, such as an albumin, to an animal 

system (such as rabbit or mouse) or, if it is long enough (at least about 25 amino
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acids), without a carrier. However, immunogenic epitopes comprising as few as 

9 amino acids have been shown to be sufficient to raise antibodies capable of 

binding to, at the very least, linear epitopes in a denatured polypeptide (e.g., in 

Western blotting.) 

[0346] As used herein, the term "antibody" (Ab) or"monoclonal antibody"(Mab) 

is meant to include intact molecules as well as antibody fragments (such as, for 

example, Fab and F(ab')2 fragments) which are capable of specifically binding to 

protein. Fab and F(ab)2 fragments lack the Fc fragment of intact antibody, clear 

more rapidly from the circulation, and may have less non-specific tissue binding 

than an intact antibody. (Wahl et al., J. Nucl. Med 24:316-325 (1983).) Thus, 

for some applications these fragments are preferred, as well as the products of a 

Fab or other immunoglobulin expression library. Moreover, antibodies of the 

present invention include chimeric, single chain, and humanized antibodies.  

Diagnostic and Therapeutic Uses of Antibodies 

[0347] The present invention further relates to C35 antibodies, C35 antibody 

fragments and antibody conjugates and single-chain immunotoxins reactive with 

human carcinoma cells, particularly human breast and bladder carcinoma cells.  

[0348] Table 7 provides a list of C35-specific monoclonal antibodies that have 

been isolated and characterized for use in different applications.  

TABLE 7: 
C35 -Specific Murine Monoclonal Antibodies 

Fusion Hybridoma ELISA Isotype Western Flow Immunohisto
_____Blot Cytoinetry chndr 

alpha 1F5 positive IgM positive positive 

IF7 positive IgM positive 

1Fl1 positive IgM positive 

2D9 positive IgM positive positive positive
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Fusion Hybridoma ELISA Isotype Western Flow Immunohisto
Blot Cytometry chemistry 

beta 2G3 positive IgG1 

2G8 positive 

2G10 positive TgG3 

2G1 1 positive IgG3 

3F9 positive IgG1 

4D11 positive IgG1 

4G3 positive IgG3 

7C2 positive IgM 

8B11 positive IgM 

8G2 positive IgM 

10F4 positive IgG1 

11BIO positive IgM positive 

12B10 positive 

16C10 positive IgM 

16F10 positive I I 

ELISA assay on bacterially-synthesized C35 

blank =not determined 

[03491 As used in this example, the following words or phrases have the 

meanings specified.  

[03501 As used in this example, "joined" means to couple directly or indirectly 

one molecule with another by whatever means, e.g., by covalent bonding, by 

non-covalent bonding, by ionic bonding, or by non-ionic bonding. Covalent 

bonding includes bonding by various linkers such as thioether linkers or thioester 

linkers. Direct coupling involves one molecule attached to the molecule of 

interest. Indirect coupling involves one molecule attached to another molecule not 

of interest which in turn is attached directly or indirectly to the molecule of 

interest.  

[0351] As used in this example, "recombinant molecule" means a molecule 

produced by genetic engineering methods.
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[0352] As used in this example, "fragment" is defined as at least a portion of the 

variable region ofthe immunoglobulin molecule which binds to its target, i.e. the 

antigen binding region. Some of the constant region of the immunoglobulin may 

be included.  

[03531 As used in this example, an "immunoconjugate" means any molecule or 

ligand such as an antibody or growth factor chemically or biologically linked to 

a cytotoxin, a radioactive agent, an anti-tumor drug or a therapeutic agent. The 

antibody or growth factor may be linked to the cytotoxin, radioactive agent, 
anti-tumor drug or therapeutic agent at any location along the molecule so long 

as it is able to bind its target. Examples of immuoconjugates include 

immunotoxins and antibody conjugates.  

[0354] As used in this example, "selectively killing" means killing those cells to 

which the antibody binds.  

[0355] As used in this example, examples of "carcinomas" include bladder, 
breast, colon, liver, lung, ovarian, and pancreatic carcinomas.  

[0356] As used in this example, "immunotoxin" means an antibody or growth 

factor chemically or biologically linked to a cytotoxin or cytotoxic agent.  

[0357] As used in this example, an "effective amount" is an amount of the 

antibody, immunoconjugate, recombinant molecule which kills cells or inhibits 

the proliferation thereof.  

[03581 As used in this example, "competitively inhibits" means being capable of 

binding to the same target as another molecule. With regard to an antibody, 
competitively inhibits mean that the antibody is capable of recognizing and 

binding the same antigen binding region to which another antibody is directed.  

[03591 As used in this example, "antigen-binding region" means that part of the 

antibody, recombinant molecule, the fusion protein, or the immunoconjugate of 

the invention which recognizes the target or portions thereof.  

[0360] As used in this example, "therapeutic agent" means any agent useful for 

therapy including anti-tumor drugs, cytotoxins, cytotoxin agents, and radioactive 

agents.
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10361] As used in this example, "anti-tumor drug" means any agent useful to 

combat cancer including, but not limited to, cytotoxins and agents such as 

antimetabolites, alkylating agents, anthracyclines, antibiotics, antimitotic agents, 

procarbazine, hydroxyurea, asparaginase, corticosteroids, mytotane (0,P'-(DDD)), 

interferons and radioactive agents.  

[0362] As used in this example, "a cytotoxin or cytotoxic agent" means any agent 

that is detrimental to cells. Examples include taxol, cytochalasin B, gramicidin 

D, ethidium bromide, emetine, mitomycin, etoposide, tenoposide, vincristine, 

vinblastine, colchicin, doxorubicin, daunorubicin, dihydroxy anthracin dione, 

mitoxantrone, mithramycin, actinomycin D, 1-dehydrotestosterone, 

glucocorticoids, procaine, tetracaine, lidocaine, propranolol, and puromycin and 

analogs or homologs thereof.  

103631 As used in this example, "radioisotope" includes any radioisotope which 

is effective in destroying a tumor. Examples include, but are not limited to, 

cobalt-60 and X-rays. Additionally, naturally occurring radioactive elements such 

as uranium, radium, and thorium which typically represent mixtures of 

radioisotopes, are suitable examples of a radioactive agent.  

10364] As used in this example, "administering" means oral administration, 

administration as a suppository, topical contact, intravenous, intraperitoneal, 

intramuscular or subcutaneous administration, or the implantation of a 

slow-release device such as a miniosmotic pump, to the subject.  

[03651 As used in this example, "directly" means the use of antibodies coupled 

to a label. The specimen is incubated with the labeled antibody, unbound 

antibody is removed by washing, and the specimen may be examined.  

[03661 As used in this example, "indirectly" means incubating the specimen with 

an unconjugated antibody, washing and incubating with a 

fluorochrome-conjugated antibody. The second or "sandwich" antibody thus 

reveals the presence of the first.  

[03671 As used in this example "reacting" means to recognize and bind the target.  

The binding may be non-specific. Specific binding is preferred.
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[0368] As used in this example, "curing" means to provide substantially complete 

tumor regression so that the tumor is not palpable for a period of time, i.e., >/=10 

tumor volume doubling delays (TVDD = the time in days that it takes for control 

tumors to double in size).  

[03691 As used in this example, "tumor targeted antibody" means any antibody 

which recognizes the C35 antigen on tumor (i.e., cancer) cells.  

[0370] As used in this example, "inhibit proliferation" means to interfere with 

cell growth by whatever means.  

.103711 As used in this example, "mammalian tumor cells" include cells from 

animals such as human, ovine, porcine, murine, bovine animals.  

[0372] As used in this example, "pharmaceutically acceptable carrier" includes 

any material which when combined with the antibody retains the antibody's 

immunogenicity and is non-reactive with the subject's immune systems.  

Examples include, but are not limited to, any of the standard pharmaceutical 

carriers such as a phosphate buffered saline solution, water, emulsions such as 

oil/water emulsion, and various types of wetting agents. Other carriers may also 

include sterile solutions, tablets including coated tablets and capsules.  

[03731 Typically such carriers contain excipients such as starch, milk, sugar, 

certain types of clay, gelatin, stearic acid or salts thereof, magnesium or calcium 

stearate, talc, vegetable fats or oils, gums, glycols, or other known excipients.  

Such carriers may also include flavor and color additives or other ingredients.  

Compositions comprising such carriers are formulated by well known 

conventional methods.  

[0374] The present invention relates to C35 antibodies that are highly specific for 

carcinoma cells. More particularly, the antibodies react with a range of 

carcinomas such as breast, bladder, lung, ovary and colon carcinomas, while 

showing none or limited reactivity with normal human tissues or other types of 

tumors such as, for example, sarcomas or lymphomas.  

[03751 The term "C35 antibody" as used herein includes whole, intact polyclonal 

and monoclonal antibody materials, and chimeric antibody molecules. The C35
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antibody described above includes any fragments thereof containing the active 

antigen-binding region of the antibody such as Fab, F(ab')2 and Fv fragments, 

using techniques well established in the art [see, e.g., Rousseaux et al., "Optimal 

Conditions For The Preparation ofProteolytic Fragments From Monoclonal IgG 

of Different Rat IgG Subclasses", in Methods Enzymol., 121:663-69 (Academic 

Press 1986)]. The C35 antibody of the invention also includes fusion proteins.  

[03761 Also included within the scope of the invention are anti-idiotypic 

antibodies to the C35 antibody of the invention. These anti-idiotypic antibodies 

can be produced using the C35 antibody and/or the fragments thereof as 

immunogen and are useful for diagnostic purposes in detecting humoral response 

to tumors and in therapeutic applications, e.g., in a vaccine, to induce an 

anti-tumor response in patients [see, e.g., Nepom et al., "Anti-Idiotypic 

Antibodies And The Induction Of Specific Tumor Immunity", in Cancer And 

Metastasis Reviews, 6:487-501 (1987)].  

[0377] In addition, the present invention encompasses antibodies that are capable 

ofbinding to the same antigenic determinant as the C35 antibodies and competing 

with the antibodies for binding at that site. These include antibodies having the 

same antigenic specificity as the C35 antibodies but differing in species origin, 

isotype, binding affinity or biological functions (e.g., cytotoxicity). For example, 

class, isotype and other variants of the antibodies of the invention having the 

antigen-binding region of the C35 antibody can be constructed using recombinant 

class-switching and fusion techniques known in the art [see, e.g., Thammana et 

al., "Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain Class Switch From IgM to IgG In A 

Hybridoma", Eur. J. Immunol., 13:614 (1983); Spira et al., "The Identification of 

Monoclonal Class Switch Variants by Subselection and ELISA Assay", 

J. Immunol. Meth. 74:307-15(1984); Neuberger et al., "Recombinant Antibodies 

Possessing Novel Effector Functions", Nature 312:614-608 (1984); and Oi et al., 

"Chimeric Antibodies", Biotechniques 4 (3):214-21 (1986)]. Thus, other 

chimeric antibodies or other recombinant antibodies (e.g., fusion proteins wherein 

the antibody is combined with a second protein such as a lymphokine or a tumor
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inhibitory growth factor) having the same binding specificity as the C35-specific 

antibodies fall within the scope of this invention.  

[03781 Genetic engineering techniques known in the art maybe used as described 

herein to prepare recombinant immunotoxins produced by fusing antigen binding 

regions of antibody C35 to a therapeutic or cytotoxic agent at the DNA level and 

producing the cytotoxic molecule as a chimeric protein. Examples of therapeutic 

agents include, but are not limited to, antimetabolites, alkylating agents, 

anthracyclines, antibiotics, and anti-mitotic agents. Antimetabolites include 

methotrexate, 6-mercaptopurine, 6-thioguanine, cytarabine, 5-fluorouracil 

decarbazine. Alkylating agents include mechlorethamine, thioepa chlorambucil, 

melphalan, carmustine (BSNU) and lomustine (CCNL), cyclothosphamide, 

busulfan, dibromomannitol, streptozotocin, mitomycin C, and 

cis-dichlorodiamine platinum (H) (DDP) cisplatin. Anthracyclines include 

daunorubicin (formerly daunomycin) and doxorubicin (also referred to herein as 

adriamycin). Additional examples include mitozantrone and bisantrene.  

Antibiotics include dactinomycin (formerly actinomycin), bleomycin, 

nmithramycin, and anthramycin (AMC). Antimytotic agents include vincristine 

and vinblastine (which are commonly referred to as vinca alkaloids). Other 

cytotoxic agents include procarbazine, hydroxyurea, asparaginase, corticosteroids, 

mytotane (0,P'-(DDD)), interferons. Further examples of cytotoxic agents 

include, but are not limited to, ricin, doxorubicin, taxol, cytochalasin B, 

gramicidin D, ethidium bromide, etoposide, tenoposide, colchicin, dihydroxy 

anthracin dione, 1-dehydrotestosterone, and glucocorticoid.  

[03791 Clearly analogs and homologs ofsuch therapeutic and cytotoxic agents are 

encompassed by the present invention. For example, the chemotherapuetic agent 

aminopterin has a correlative improved analog namely methotrexate. Further, the 

improved analog of doxorubicin is an Fe-chelate. Also, the improved analog for 

1-methylnitrosourea is lomustine. Further, the improved analog of vinblastine is 

vincristine. Also, the improved analog ofmechlorethamine is cyclophosphamide.
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[03801 Recombinant immunotoxins, particularly single-chain immunotoxins, 

have an advantage over drug/antibody conjugates in that they are more readily 

produced than these conjugates, and generate a population of homogenous 

molecules, i.e. single peptides composed of the same amino acid residues. The 

techniques for cloning and expressing DNA sequences encoding the amino acid 

sequences corresponding to C35 single-chain immunotoxins, e.g synthesis of 

oligonucleotides, PCR, transforming cells, constructing vectors, expression 

systems, and the like are well-established in the art, and most practitioners are 

familiar with the standard resource materials for specific conditions and 

procedures [see, e.g., Sambrook et al., eds., Molecular Cloning, A Laboratory 

Manual, 2nd Edition, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press (1989)].  

[03811 The following include preferred embodiments of the immunoconjugates 

of the invention. Other embodiments which are known in the art are encompassed 

by the invention. The invention is not limited to these specific 

immunoconjugates, but also includes other immunoconjugates incorporating 

antibodies and/or antibody fragments according to the present invention.  

[03821 The conjugates comprise at least one drug molecule connected by a linker 

of the invention to a targeting ligand molecule that is reactive with the desired 

target cell population. The ligand molecule can be an immunoreactive protein 

such as an antibody, or fragment thereof, a non-immunoreactive protein or 

peptide ligand such as bombesin or, a binding ligand recognizing a cell associated 

receptor such as a lectin or steroid molecule.  

[03831 Further, because the conjugates ofthe invention canbe used for modifying 

a given biological response, the drug moiety is not to be construed as limited to 

classical chemical therapeutic agents. For example, the drug moiety may be a 

protein or polypeptide possessing a desired biological activity. Such proteins may 

include, for example, a toxin such as abrin, ricin A, pseudomonas exotoxin, or 

diphtheria toxin; a protein such as tumor necrosis factor, alpha -interferon, beta 

-interferon, nerve growth factor, platelet derived growth factor, tissue 

plasminogen activator, or, biological response modifiers such as, for example,
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lymphokines,interleukin-l ("IL-1"), interleukin-2 ("IL-2"), interleukin-6("IL-6"), 

granulocyte macrophase colony stimulating factor ("GM-CSF"), granulocyte 

colony stimulating factor ("G-CSF"), or other growth factors.  

[03841 The preferred drugs for use in the present invention are cytotoxic drugs, 

particularly those which are used for cancer therapy. Such drugs include, in 

general, alkylating agents, anti-proliferative agents, tubulin binding agents and the 

like. Preferred classes of cytotoxic agents include, for example, the anthracycline 

family of drugs, the vinca drugs, the mitomycins, the bleomycins, the cytotoxic 

nucleosides, the pteridine family of drugs, diynenes, and the podophyllotoxins.  

Particularly useful members of those classes include, for example, adriamycin, 

carminomycin, daunorubicin, aminopterin, methotrexate, methopterin, 

dichloromethotrexate, mitomycin C, porfiromycin, 5-fluorouracil, 

6-mercaptopurine, cytosine arabinoside, podophyllotoxin, or podophyllotoxin 

derivatives such as etoposide or etoposide phosphate, melphalan, vinblastine, 

vincristine, leurosidine, vindesine, leurosine and the like. As noted previously, 

one skilled in the art may make chemical modifications to the desired compound 

in order to make reactions of that compound more convenient for purposes of 

preparing conjugates of the invention.  

[0385] As noted, one skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention also 

encompasses the use of antigen recognizing immunoglobulin fragments. Such 

immunoglobulin fragments may include, for example, the Fab', F(ab')2, F[v ]or 

Fab fragments, or other antigen recognizing immunoglobulin fragments. Such 

immunoglobulin fragments can be prepared, for example, by proteolytic enzyme 

digestion, for example, by pepsin or papain digestion, reductive alkylation, or 

recombinant techniques. The materials and methods for preparing such 

immunoglobulin fragments are well-known to those skilled in the art. See 

generally, Parham, J. Immunology 131:2895 (1983); Lamoyi et al., J.  

Immunological Methods 56:235 (1983); Parham, id., 53, 133 (1982); and 

Matthew et al., id., 50, 239 (1982).
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[0386] The immunoglobulin can be a "chimeric antibody" as that term is 

recognized in the art. Also, the immunoglobulin may be a "bifunctional" or 

"hybrid" antibody, that is, an antibody which may have one arm having a 

specificity for one antigenic site, such as a tumor associated antigen while the 

other arm recognizes a different target, for example, a hapten which is, or to 

which is bound, an agent lethal to the antigen-bearing tumor cell. Alternatively, 

the bifunctional antibody may be one in which each arm has specificity for a 

different epitope of a tumor associated antigen of the cell to be therapeutically or 

biologically modified. In any case, the hybrid antibodies have a dual specificity, 

preferably with one or more binding sites specific for the hapten of choice or one 

or more binding sites specific for a target antigen, for example, an antigen 

associated with a tumor, an infectious organism, or other disease state.  

103871 Biological bifunctional antibodies are described, for example, in European 

Patent Publication, EPA 0 105 360, to which those skilled in the art are referred.  

Such hybrid or bifunctional antibodies may be derived, as noted, either 

biologically, by cell fusion techniques, or chemically, especially with 

cross-linking agents or disulfide bridge-forming reagents, and may be comprised 

of whose antibodies and/or fragments thereof. Methods for obtaining such hybrid 

antibodies are disclosed, for example, in PCT application W083/03679, published 

Oct. 27, 1983, and published European Application EPA 0 217 577, published 

Apr. 8, 1987. Particularly preferred bifunctional antibodies are those biologically 

prepared from a "polydome" or "quadroma" or which are synthetically prepared 

with cross-linking agents such as bis-(maleimideo)-methyl ether ("BMME"), or 

with other cross-linking agents familiar to those skilled in the art.  

[03881 In addition the immunoglobulin may be a single chain antibody ("SCA").  

These may consist of single chain Fv fragments ("scFv") in which the variable 

light ("V[L)") and variable heavy ("V[H]") domains are linked by a peptide 

bridge or by disulfide bonds. Also, the immunoglobulin may consist of single 

V[H ]domains (dAbs) which possess antigen-binding activity. See, e.g., G.
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Winter and C. Milstein, Nature 349:295 (1991); R. Glockshuber et aL., 

Biochemistry 29:1362 (1990); and, E. S. Ward et al., Nature 341: 544 (1989).  

[03891 Especially preferred for use in the present invention are chimeric 

monoclonal antibodies, preferably those chimeric antibodies having specificity 

toward a tumor associated antigen. As used in this example, the term "chimeric 

antibody" refers to a monoclonal antibody comprising a variable region, i.e.  

binding region, from one source or species and at least a portion of a constant 

region derived from a different source or species, usually prepared by 

recombinant DNA techniques. Chimeric antibodies comprising amurinevariable 

region and a human constant region are preferred in certain applications of the 

invention, particularly human therapy, because such antibodies are readily 

prepared and may be less immunogenic than purely murine monoclonal 

antibodies. Such murine/human chimeric antibodies are the product of expressed 

immunoglobulin genes comprising DNA segments encoding murine 

immunoglobulin variable regions and DNA segments encoding human 

immunoglobulin constant regions. Other forms of chimeric antibodies 

encompassed by the invention are those in which the class or subclass has been 

modified or changed from that of the original antibody. Such "chimeric" 

antibodies are also referred to as "class-switched antibodies". Methods for 

producing chimeric antibodies involve conventional recombinant DNA and gene 

transfection techniques now well known in the art. See, e.g., Morrison, S. L. et 

al., Proc. Nat'lAcad. Sci. 81:6851 (1984).  

[0390] Encompassed by the term "chimeric antibody" is the concept of 

"humanized antibody", that is those antibodies in which the framework or 

"complementarity'determiningregions ("CDR") have been modified to comprise 

the CDR of an immunoglobulin of different specificity as compared to that of the 

parent immunoglobulin. In a preferred embodiment, a murine CDR is grafted into 

the framework region of a human antibody to prepare the "humanized antibody".  

See, e.g., L. Riechmann et al., Nature 332:323 (1988); M. S. Neuberger et aL., 

Nature 314:268 (1985). Particularly preferred CDR'S correspond to those
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representing sequences recognizingthe antigens noted above for the chimeric and 

bifunctional antibodies. The reader is referred to the teaching of EPA 0 239 400 

,(published Sep. 30, 1987), for its teaching of CDR modified antibodies.  

[0391] One skilled in the art will recognize that a bifunctional-chimeric antibody 

can be prepared which would have the benefits of lower immunogenicity of the 

chimeric or humanized antibody, as well as the flexibility, especially for 

therapeutic treatment, of the bifunctional antibodies described above. Such 

bifunctional-chimeric antibodies can be synthesized, for instance, by chemical 

synthesis using cross-linking agents and/or recombinant methods of the type 

described above. In any event, the present invention should not be construed as 

limited in scope by any particular method of production of an antibody whether 

bifunctional, chimeric, bifunctional-chimeric, humanized, or an antigen

recognizing fragment or derivative thereof.  

[0392] In addition, the invention encompasses within its scope immunoglobulins 

(as defined above) or immunoglobulin fragments to which are fused active 

proteins, for example, an enzyme of the type disclosed in Neuberger, et al., PCT 

application, W086/01533, published Mar. 13, 1986. The disclosure of such 

products is incorporated herein by reference.  

[03931 As noted, "bifunctional", "fused", "chimeric" (including humanized), and 

"bifunctional-chimeric" (including humanized) antibody constructions also 

include, within their individual contexts constructions comprising antigen 

recognizing fragments. As one skilled in the art will recognize, such fragments 

could be prepared by traditional enzymatic cleavage of intact bifunctional, 

chimeric, humanized, or chimeric-bifunctional antibodies. If, however, intact 

antibodies are not susceptible to such cleavage, because of the nature of the 

construction involved, the noted constructions can be prepared with 

immunoglobulin fragments used as the starting materials; or, if recombinant 

techniques are used, the DNA sequences, themselves, can be tailored to encode 

the desired "fragment" which, when expressed, can be combined in vivo or in 

vitro, by chemical or biological means, to prepare the final desired intact
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immunoglobulin "fragment". It is in this context, therefore, that the term 

"fragment" is used.  

.[03941 Furthermore, as noted above, the immunoglobulin (antibody), or fragment 

thereof, used in the present invention may be polyclonal or monoclonal in nature.  

Monoclonal antibodies are the preferred immunoglobulins, however. The 

preparation of such polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies now is well known to 

those skilled in the art who, of course, are fully capable of producing useful 

inimunoglobulins which can be used in the invention. See, e.g., G. Kohlerand C.  

Milstein, Nature 256: 495 (1975). In addition, hybridomes and/or monoclonal 

antibodies which are produced by such hybridomas and which are useful in the 

practice of the present invention are publicly available from sources such as the 

American Type Culture Collection ("ATCC") 10801 UniversityBlvd., Manassas, 

VA. 20110.  

[03951 Particularly preferred monoclonal antibodies for use in the present 

invention are those which recognize tumor associated antigens.  

Diagnostic Techniques 

[03961 Serologic diagnostic techniques involve the detection and quantitiationof 

tumor-associated antigens that have been secreted or "shed" into the serum or 

other biological fluids of patients thought to be suffering from carcinoma. Such 

antigens can be detected in the body fluids using techniques known in the art such 

as radioimmunoassays (RIA) or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) 

wherein an antibody reactive with the "shed" antigen is used to detect the 

presence of the antigen in a fluid sample [see, e.g., Uotila et al., "Two-Site 

Sandwich ELISA With Monoclonal Antibodies To Human AFP", J. Immunol.  

Methods 42:11 (1981) and Allum et al., supra at pp. 48-51]. These assays, using 

the C35 antibodies disclosed herein, can therefore be used for the detection in 

biological fluids of the antigen with which the C35 antibodies react and thus the 

detection of human carcinoma in patients. Thus, it is apparent from the foregoing
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that the C35 antibodies of the invention can be used in most assays involving 

antigen-antibody reactions. These assays include, but are not limited to, standard 

RIA techniques, both liquid and solid phase, as well as ELISA assays, ELISPOT, 

immunofluorescence techniques, and other immunocytochemical assays [see, e.g., 

Sikora el al. (eds.), Monoclonal Antibodies, pp. 32-52 (Blackwell Scientific 

Publications 1984)].  

[0397] The invention also encompasses diagnostic kits for carrying out the assays 

described above. In one embodiment, the diagnostic kit comprises the C35 

monoclonal antibody, fragments thereof, fusion proteins or chimeric antibody of 

the invention, and a conjugate comprising a specific binding partner for the C35 

antibody and a label capable of producing a detectable signal. The reagents can 

also include ancillary agents such as buffering agents and protein stabilizing 

agents (e.g., polysaccharides). The diagnostic kit can further comprise, where 

necessary, other components of the signal-producing system including agents for 

reducing background interference, control reagents or an apparatus or container 

for conducting the test 

[03981 In another embodiment, the diagnostic kit comprises a conjugate of the 

C35 antibodies of the invention and a label capable of producing a detectable 

single. Ancillary agents as mentioned above can also be present.  

[0399] The C35 antibody of the invention is also useful for in vivo diagnostic 

applications for the detection ofhuman carcinomas. One such approach involves 

the detection of tumors in vivo by tumor imaging techniques. According to this 

approach, the C35 antibody is labeled with an appropriate imaging reagent that 

produces a detectable signal. Examples of imaging reagents that can be used 

include, but at not limited to, radiolabels such as <131> I, <1l1> In, <123> I, 

<99m> Tc, <32> P, <125> I, <3> H, and <14> C, fluorescent labels such as 

fluorescein and rhodamine, and chemiluninescers such as luciferin. The antibody 

can be labeled with such reagents using techniques known in the art. For 

example, see Wensel and Meares, Radioimmunoimaging And 

Radioimmunotherapy, Elsevier, New York (1983) for techniques relating to the
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radiolabeling of antibodies [see also, Colcher et aL, "Use of Monoclonal 

Antibodies as Radiopharmaceuticals for the Localization of Human Carcinoma 

Xenografts in Athymic Mice", Meth. Enzymol. 121:802-16 (1986)].  

{04001 In the case of radiolabeled antibody, the antibody is administered to the 

patient, localizes to the tumor bearing the antigen with which the antibody reacts, 

and is detected or "imaged" in vivo using known techniques such as radionuclear 

scanning using, e.g., a gamma camera or emission tomography [see, e.g., 

Bradwell et al., "Developments In AntibodyImaging", inMonoclonalAntibodies 

for Cancer Detection and Therapy, Baldwin, et al. (eds.), pp. 65-85 (Academic 

Press 1985)]. the antibody is administered to the patient in a pharmaceutically 

acceptable carrier such as water, saline, Ringer's solution, Hank's solution or 

nonaqueous carriers such as fixed oils. The carrier may also contain substances 

that enhance isotonicity and chemical stability of the antibody such as buffers or 

preservatives. The antibody formulation is administered, for example, 

intravenously, at a dosage sufficient to provide enough gamma emission to allow 

visualization of the tumor target site. Sufficient time should be allowed between 

administration ofthe antibody and detection to allow for localization to the tumor 

target. For a general discussion of tumor imaging, see Allum et al., supra, at pp.  

51-55.  

Therapeutic Applications of C35 Antibodies 

[0401] The properties of the C35 antibody suggest a number of in vivo 

therapeutic applications.  

[0402] First, the C35 antibody can be used alone to target and kill tumor cells in 

vivo. The antibody can also be used in conjunction with an appropriate 

therapeutic agent to treat human carcinoma. For example, the antibody can be 

used in combination with standard or conventional treatment methods such as 

chemotherapy, radiation therapy or can be conjugated or linked to a therapeutic
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drug, or toxin, as well as to a lymphokine or a tumor-inhibitory growth factor, for 

delivery of the therapeutic agent to the site of the carcinoma.  

104031 Techniques for conjugating such therapeutic agents to antibodies are well 

known [see, e.g., Arnon et al., "Monoclonal Antibodies for Immunotargeting of 

Drugs in Cancer Therapy', in Monoclonal Antibodies and Cancer Therapy, 

Reisfeld et al. (eds.), pp. 243-56 (Alan R. Liss, Inc. 1985); Hellstrom et al., 

"Antibodies For Drug Delivery', in Controlled Drug Delivery (2nd Ed.), 

Robinson etal. (eds.), pp. 623-53 (Marcel Dekker, Inc. 1987); Thorpe, "Antibody 

Carriers Of Cytotoxic Agents In Cancer Therapy: A Review", in Monoclonal 

Antibodies '84: Biological And ClinicalApplications, Pinchera et al. (eds.), pp.  

475-506 (1985); and Thorpe et al., "The Preparation And Cytotoxic Properties Of 

Antibody-Toxin Conjugates", Immunol. Rev., 62:119-58 (1982)].  

[04041 Alternatively, the C35 antibody can be coupled to high-energy radiation, 

e.g., a radioisotope such as <131> I, which, when localized at the tumor site, 

results in a killing of several cell diameters [see, e.g., Order, "Analysis, Results, 

and Future Prospective of The Therapeutic Use of Radiolabeled Antibody in 

Cancer Therapy", inMonoclonalAntibodies For CancerDetection And Therapy, 

Baldwin et aL (eds.), pp. 303-16 (Academic Press 1985)]. According to yet 

another embodiment, the C35 antibody can be conjugated to a second antibody 

to form an antibody heteroconjugate for the treatment of tumor cells as described 

by Segal in U.S. Pat. No. 4,676,980.  

[04051 Still other therapeutic applications for the C35 antibody of the invention 

include conjugation or linkage, e.g., by recombinant DNA techniques, to an 

enzyme capable of converting a prodrug into a cytotoxic drug and the use of that 

antibody-enzyme conjugate in combination with the prodrug to convert the 

prodrug to a cytotoxic agent at the tumor site [see, e.g., Senter et al., "Anti-Tumor 

Effects of Antibody-alkaline Phosphatase", Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 

85:4842-46 (1988); "Enhancement of the in vitro and in vivo Antitumor Activites 

of Phosphorylated Mitocycin C and Etoposide Derivatives by Monoclonal 

Antibody-Alkaline Phosphatase Conjugates", Cancer Research 49:5789-5792
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(1989); and Senter, "Activation ofProdrugs by Antibody-Enzyme Conjugates: A 

New Approach to Cancer Therapy," FASEB .1 4:188-193 (1990)].  

.[0406] Still another therapeutic use for the C35 antibody involves use, either in 

the presence of complement or as part of an antibody-drug or antibody-toxin 

conjugate, to remove tumor cells from the bone marrow of cancer patients.  

According to this approach, autologous bone marrow may be purged ex vivo by 

treatment with the antibody and the marrow infused back into the patient [see, 

e.g., Ramsay et al., "Bone Marrow Purging Using Monoclonal Antibodies", J.  

Clin. Immunol., 8(2):81-88 (1988)].  

[04071 Furthermore, chimeric C35, recombinant immunotoxins and other 

recombinant constructs of the invention containing the specificity of the 

antigen-binding region ofthe C35 monoclonal antibody, as described earlier, may 

be used therapeutically. For example, the single-chain immunotoxins of the 

invention, may be used to treat human carcinoma in vivo.  

[04081 Similarly, a fusion protein comprising at least the antigen-binding region 

of the C35 antibody joined to at least a functionally active portion of a second 

protein having anti-tumor acitivty, e.g., a lymphokine or oncostatin can be used 

to treat human carcinoma in vivo. Furthermore, recombinant techniques known 

in the art can be used to construct bispecific antibodies wherein one of the 

binding specificities of the antibody is that of C35, while the other binding 

specificty of the antibody is that of a molecule other than C35.  

[04091 Finally, anti-idiotypic antibodies of the C35 antibody may be used 

therapeutically in active tumor immunization and tumor therapy [see, e.g., 

Hellstrom et al., "Immunological Approaches To Tumor Therapy- Monoclonal 

Antibodies, Tumor Vaccines, And Anti-Idiotypes", in Covalently Modified 

Antigens And Antibodies In Diagnosis And Therapy, supra at pp. 35-41].  

[04101 The present invention provides amethod for selectively killing tumor cells 

expressing the antigen that specifically binds to the C35 monoclonal antibody or 

functional equivalent. This method comprises reacting the immunoconjugate (e.g.
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the immunotoxin) of the invention with said tumor cells. These tumor cells may 

be from a human carcinoma.  

[04111 Additionally, this invention provides a method of treating carcinomas (for 

example human carcinomas) in vivo. This method comprises administering to a 

subject a pharmaceutically effective amount of a composition containing at least 

one of the immunoconjugates (e.g. the immunotoxin) of the invention.  

[0412] In accordance with the practice of this invention, the subject may be a 

human, equine, porcine, bovine, murine, canine, feline, and avian subjects. Other 

warm blooded animals are also included in this invention.  

[04131 The present invention also provides a method for curing a subject 

suffering from a cancer. The subject may be a human, dog, cat, mouse, rat, rabbit, 

horse, goat, sheep, cow, chicken. The cancer may be identified as a breast, 

bladder, retinoblastoma, papillary cystadenocarcinoma of the ovary, Wilm's 

tumor, or small cell lung carcinoma and is generally characterized as a group of 

cells having tumor associated antigens on the cell surface. This method comprises 

administering to the subject a cancer killing amount of a tumor targeted antibody 

joined to a cytotoxic agent. Generally, the joining of the tumor targeted antibody 

with the cytotoxic agent is made under conditions which permit the antibody so 

joined to bind its target on the cell surface. By binding its target, the tumor 

targeted antibody acts directly or indirectly to cause or contribute to the killing of 

the cells so bound thereby curing the subject.  

[04141 Also provided is a method of inhibiting the proliferation of mammalian 

tumor cells which comprises contacting the mammalian tumor cells with a 

sufficient concentration of the immunoconjugate of the invention so as to inhibit 

proliferation of the mammalian tumor cells.  

[04151 The subject invention further provides methods for inhibiting the growth 

of human tumor cells, treating a tumor in a subject, and treating a proliferative 

type disease in a subject. These methods comprise administering to the subject 

an effective amount of the composition of the invention.
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104161 It is apparent therefore that the present invention encompasses 

pharmaceutical compositions, combinations and methods for treating human 

carcinomas. For example, the invention includes pharmaceutical compositions for 

use in the treatment of human carcinomas comprising a pharmaceutically 

effective amount of a C35 antibody and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.  

104171 The compositions may contain the C35 antibody or antibody fragments, 

either unmodified, conjugated to a therapeutic agent (e.g., drug, toxin, enzyme or 

second antibody) or in a recombinant form (e.g., chimeric C35, fragments of 

chimeric C35, bispecific C35 or single-chain immunotoxin C35). The 

compositions may additionally include other antibodies or conjugates for treating 

carcinomas (e.g., an antibody cocktail).  

[0418] The antibody, antibody conjugate and immunotoxin compositions of the 

invention can be administered using conventional modes of administration 

including, but not limited to, intravenous, intraperitoneal, oral, intralymphatic or 

administration directly into the tumor. Intravenous administration is preferred.  

[0419] The compositions of the invention may be in a variety of dosage forms 

which include, but are not limited to, liquid solutions or suspension, tablets, pills, 

powders, suppositories, polymeric microcapsules or microvesicles, liposomes, 

and injectable or infusible solutions. The preferred form depends upon the mode 

of administration and the therapeutic application.  

[0420] The compositions of the invention also preferably include conventional 

pharmaceutically acceptable carriers and adjuvants known in the art such as 

human serum albumin, ion exchangers, alumina, lecithin, buffer substances such 

as phosphates, glycine, sorbic acid, potassium sorbate, and salts or electrolytes 

such as protamine sulfate.  

[0421] The most effective mode of administration and dosage regimen for the 

compositions of this invention depends upon the severity and course of the 

disease, the patient's health and response to treatment and the judgment of the 

treating physician. Accordingly, the dosages of the compositions should be 

titrated to the individual patient. Nevertheless, an effective dose of the
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compositions of this invention may be in the range of from about 1 to about 2000 

mg/kg.  

.[04221 The molecules described herein may be in a variety of dosage forms 

which include, but are not limited to, liquid solutions or suspensions, tablets, 

pills, powders, suppositories, polymeric microcapsules or microvesicles, 

liposomes, and injectable or infusible solutions. The preferred form depends upon 

the mode of administration and the therapeutic application.  

[04231 The most effective mode of administration and dosage regimen for the 

molecules of the present invention depends upon the location of the tumor being 

treated, the severity and course of the cancer, the subject's health and response to 

treatment and the judgment of the treating physician. Accordingly, the dosages 

of the molecules should be titrated to the individual subject.  

[0424] The interrelationship of dosages for animals of various sizes and species 

and humans based on mg/kg of surface area is described by Freireich, E. J., et al.  

Cancer Chemother., Rep. 50 (4): 219-244 (1966). Adjustments in the dosage 

regimen may be made to optimize the tumor cell growth inhibiting and killing 

response, e.g., doses may be divided and administered on a daily basis or the dose 

reduced proportionally depending upon the situation (e.g., several divided doses 

may be administered daily or proportionally reduced depending on the specific 

therapeutic situation.  

[04251 It would be clear that the dose of the composition of the invention 

required to achieve cures may be further reduced with schedule optimization.  

[04261 In accordance with the practice of the invention, the pharmaceutical 

carrier maybe a lipid carrier. The lipid carrier maybe aphospholipid. Further, the 

lipid carrier may be a fatty acid. Also, the lipid carrier may be a detergent. As 

used herein, a detergent is any substance that alters the surface tension of a liquid, 

generally lowering it.  

[04271 In one example of the invention, the detergent may be a nonionic 

detergent Examples of nonionic detergents include, but are not limited to,
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polysorbate 80 (also known as Tween 80 or (polyoxyethylenesorbitan 

monooleate), Brij, and Triton (for example Triton WR-1 339 and Triton A-20).  

[0428] Alternatively, the detergent may be an ionic detergent. An example of an 

ionic detergent includes, but is not limited to, alkyltrimethylammonium bromide.  

[04291 Additionally, in accordance with the invention, the lipid carrier may be a 

liposome. As used in this application, a "liposome" is any membrane bound 

vesicle which contains any molecules of the invention or combinations thereof.  

Vaccine Formulations 

[0430] The C35 epitopes can be produced in quantity by recombinant DNA 

methods and formulated with an adjuvant that promotes a cell-mediated immune 

response. The present invention encompasses the expression of the C35 

polypeptides, or C35 epitopes (including cytotoxic or helper T cell eliciting 

epitopes), in either eucaryotic orprocaryotic recombinant expression vectors; and 

the formulation of the same as immunogenic and/or antigenic compositions.  

Such compositions are described in, for example, U.S. Patent Appl. No.  

08/935,377, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.  

In accordance with the present invention, the recombinantly expressed C35 

epitope may be expressed, purified and formulated as a subunit vaccine.  

Preferably, the DNA encoding the C35 epitope may also be constructed into viral 

vectors, preferably pox virus, adenovirus, herpesvirus, and alphavirus vectors, 

for use in vaccines. In this regard, either a live recombinant viral vaccine, an 

inactivated recombinant viral vaccine, or a killed recombinant viral vaccine can 

be formulated.  

(i) Expression of C35 in Procaryotic and Eucaryotic Expression 
Systems 

[04311 The present invention encompasses expression systems, both eucaryotic 

and procaryotic expression vectors, which may be used to express the C35
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epitope. The C35 epitope may be expressed in both truncated or full-length 

forms, in particular for the formation of subunit vaccines.  

[04321 The present invention encompasses the expression of nucleotide 

sequences encoding the C35 polypeptide and immunologically equivalent 

fragments. Such immunologically equivalent fragments may be identified by 

making analogs of the nucleotide sequence encoding the identified epitopes that 

are truncated at the 5' and/or 3' ends of the sequence and/or have one or more 

internal deletions, expressing the analog nucleotide sequences, and determining 

whether the resulting fragments immunologically are recognized by the epitope

specific T lymphocytes and induce a cell-mediated immune response, or epitope

specific B lymphocytes for inductions of a humoral immune response.  

[04331 The invention encompasses the DNA expression vectors that contain any 

of the foregoing coding sequences operatively associated with a regulatory 

element that directs expression of the coding sequences and genetically 

engineered host cells that contain any of the foregoing coding sequences 

operatively associated with a regulatory element that directs the expression ofthe 

coding sequences in the host cell. As used herein, regulatory elements include 

but are not limited to, inducible and non-inducible promoters, enhancers, 

operators and other elements known to those skilled in the art that drive and 

regulate expression.  

[04341 The C35 epitope gene products or peptide fragments thereof, may be 

produced by recombinant DNA technology using techniques well known in the 

art. Thus, methods for preparing the C35 epitope gene polypeptides and peptides 

of the invention by expressing nucleic acid containing epitope gene sequences are 

described herein. Methods which are well known to those skilled in the art can 

be used to construct expression vectors containing epitope gene product coding 

sequences and appropriate transcriptional and translational control signals. These 

methods include, for example, in vitro recombinant DNA techniques, synthetic 

techniques, and in vivo genetic recombination. See, for example, the techniques 

described in Sambrook et aL, Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, 2nd Ed.,
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(1989), Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, and Ausubel et al., 1989, supra.  

Alternatively, RNA capable of encoding glycoprotein epitope gene product 

sequences may be chemically synthesized using, for example, synthesizers. See, 

for example, the techniques described in "Oligonucleotide Synthesis", 1984, Gait, 

MJ. ed., IRL Press, Oxford, which is incorporated by reference herein in its 

entirety.  

[0435] The invention also encompasses nucleotide sequences that encodepeptide 

fragments of the C35 epitope gene products. For example, polypeptides or 

peptides corresponding to the extracellular domain of the C35 epitope may be 

useful as "soluble" proteinwhich would facilitate secretion, particularly useful in 

the production of subunit vaccines. The C35 epitope gene product or peptide 

fragments thereof, can be linked to a heterologous epitope that is recognized by 

a commercially available antibody is also included in the invention. A durable 

fusion protein may also be engineered, i.e., a fusion protein which has a cleavage 

site located between the C35 epitope sequence and the heterologous protein 

sequence, so that the selected C35 can be cleaved away from the heterologous 

moiety. For example, a collagenase cleavage recognition consensus sequence 

may be engineered between the C35 epitope protein or peptide and the 

heterologous peptide or protein. The epitopic domain can be released from this 

fusion protein by treatment with collagenase. In a preferred embodiment of the 

invention, a fusion protein of glutathione-S-transferase and the C35 epitope 

protein may be engineered.  

[0436] The C35 epitope proteins of the present invention for use in vaccine 

preparations, in particular subunit vaccine preparations, are substantially pure or 

homogeneous. The protein is considered substantially pure or homogeneous 

when at least 60 to 75% of the sample exhibits a single polypeptide sequence. A 

substantially pure protein will preferably comprise 60 to 90% of a protein sample, 

more preferably about 95% and most preferably 99%. Methods which are well 

known to those skilled in the art can be used to determine protein purity or 

homogeneity, such as polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of a sample, followed
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by visualizing a single polypeptide band on a staining gel. Higher resolution may 

be determined using HPLC or other similar methods well known in the art.  

10437] The present invention encompasses C35 polypeptides which are typically 

purified from host cells expressing recombinant nucleotide sequences encoding 

these proteins. Such protein purification can be accomplished by a variety of 

methods well known in the art. In a preferred embodiment, the C35 epitope 

protein of the present invention is expressed as a fusion protein with glutathione

S-transferase. The resulting recombinant fusion proteins purified by affinity 

chromatography and the epitope protein domain is cleaved away from the 

heterologous moiety resulting in a substantially pure protein sample. Other 

methods known to those skilled in the art may be used; see for example, the 

techniques described in "Methods In Enzymology", 1990, Academic Press, Inc., 

San Diego, "Protein Purification: Principles and Practice", 1982, Springer

Verlag, New York, which are incorporated by reference herein in their entirety.  

(ii) Eucaryotic and Procaryotic Expression Vectors 

[04381 The present invention encompasses expression systems, both eucaryotic 

and procaryotic expression vectors, which may be used to express the C35 

epitope. A variety of host-expression vector systems may be utilized to express 

the C35 epitope gene of the invention. Such host-expression systems represent 

vehicles by which the C35 coding sequence may be produced and subsequently 

purified, but also represent cells which may, when transformed or transfected 

with the C35 nucleotide coding sequences, exhibit the C35 epitope gene product 

ofthe invention in situ. These include but are not limited to microorganisms such 

as bacteria (e.g., E.-coli, B. subtilis) transformed with recombinant bacteriophage 

DNA, plasmid DNA or cosmid DNA expression vectors containing the C35 

epitope gene product coding sequence; yeast (e.g., Saccharomyces, Pichia) 

transformed with recombinant yeast expression vectors containing the C35 

epitope gene product coding sequence; insect cell systems infected with
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recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g., baculovirus) containing the C35 

epitope gene product coding sequence; plant cell systems infected with 

recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g., cauliflower mosaic virus, CaMV; 

tobacco mosaic virus, TMV) or transformed with recombinant plasmid expres

sion vectors (e.g., Ti plasmid) containing C35 epitope gene product coding 

sequence; or mammalian cell systems (e.g., COS, CHO, BHK, 293, 3T3) 

harboring recombinant expression constructs containing promoters derived from 

the genome of mammalian cells (e.g., metallothionein promoter) or from 

mammalian viruses (e.g., the adenovirus late promoter, the vaccinia virus 7.5K 

promoter).  

(iii) Host Cells 

[04391 The present invention encompasses the expression of the C35 epitope in 

animal and insect cell lines. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 

the C35 epitope is expressed in a baculovirus vector in an insect cell line to 

produce an unglycosylated antigen. In another preferred embodiment of the 

invention, the C35 epitope is expressed in a stably transfected mammalian host 

cell, e.g., CHO cell line to produce a glycosylated antigen. The C35 epitopes 

which are expressed recombinantly by these cell lines may be formulated as 

subunit vaccines. The present invention is further directed to host cells that 

overexpress the C35 gene product. The cell may be a host cell transiently or 

stable transected or transformed with any suitable vector which includes a 

polynucleotide sequence encoding the C35 polypeptide or a fragment thereof and 

suitable promoter and enhancer sequences to direct overexpression of the C35 

gene product. However, the overexpressing cell may also be a product of an 

insertion, for example viahomologous recombination, ofaheterologous promoter 

or enhancer which will direct overexpression of the endogenous C35 gene. The 

term "overexpression" refers to a level of expression which is higher than a basal
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level of expression typically characterizing a given cell under otherwise identical 

conditions.  

104401 A host cell strain may be chosen which modulates the expression of the 

inserted sequences, or modifies and processes the C35 gene product in the 

specific fashion desired. Such modifications (e.g., glycosylation) and processing 

(e.g. cleavage) of protein products may be important for the function of the 

protein. Different host cells have characteristic and specific mechanisms for the 

post-translational processing and modification of proteins and gene products.  

Appropriate cell lines or host systems can be chosen to ensure the correct 

modification of the foreign protein expressed. To this end, eucaryotic host cells 

which possess the cellular machinery for proper processing of the primary 

transcript, glycosylation, phosphorylation, and prenylation of the C35 gene 

product may be used. Such mammalian host cells include but are not limited to 

CHO, VERO, BEK, HeLa, COS, MDCK, 293, 3T3 and WI38 cell lines.  

[04411 For long term, high-yield production of recombinant proteins, stable 

expression is preferred. For example, cell lines which stably express the C35 

target epitope may be engineered. Rather than using expression vectors which 

contain viral origins of replication, host cells can be transformed with DNA 

controlled by appropriate expression control elements (e.g., promoter, enhancer, 

sequences, transcription terminators, polyadenylation sites, etc.), and a selectable 

marker. Following the introduction of the foreign DNA, engineered cells may be 

allowed to grow for 1-2 days in an enriched media, and then are switched to a 

selective media. The selectable marker in the recombinant plasmid confers 

resistance to the selection and allows cells to stably integrate the plasmid into 

their chromosomes and grow to form foci which in turn can be cloned and 

expanded into cell lines. This method may advantageously be used to engineer 

cell lines. This method may advantageously be used to engineer cell lines which 

express the C35 epitope gene products. Such cell lines would be particularly 

useful in screening and evaluation of compounds that affect the endogenous 

activity of the C35 epitope gene product.
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[04421 A number of selection systems maybe used, including but not limited to 

the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (Wigler, et al., 1977, Cell 11:223), 

hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (Szybalska & Szybalski, 1962, 

Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA 48:2026), and adenine phosphoribosyltransferase 

(Lowy, et al., 1980, Cell 22:817) genes can be employed in tk-, hgprr or aprr 

cells, respectively. Also, antimetabolite resistance can be used as the basis of 

selection for the following genes: dhfr, which confers resistance to methotrexate 

(Wigler, et aL., 1980, Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA 77:3567; O'Hare, et al., 1981, 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 78:1527); gpt, which confers resistance to 

mycophenolic acid (Mulligan & Berg, 1981, Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA 

78:2072); neo, which confers resistance to the aminoglycoside G-418 (Colberre

Garapin, et aL, 1981,J. MoL. BioL 150:1); and hygro, which confers resistance to 

hygromycin (Santerre, et aL., 1984, Gene 30:147).  

[04431 Alternatively, any fusion protein may be readily purified by utilizing an 

antibody specific for the fusion protein being expressed. For example, a system 

described by Janknecht et aL. allows for the ready purification of non-denatured 

fusion proteins expressed in human cell lines (Janknecht, et al., 1991, Proc. Nat.  

Acad. Sci. USA 88: 8972-8976). In this system, the gene of interest is subcloned 

into a vaccinia recombination plasmid such that the gene's open reading frame is 

translationally fused to an amino-terminal tag consisting of six histidine residues.  

Extracts from cells infected with recombinant vaccinia virus are loaded onto 

Ni2 -nitriloacetic acid-agarose columns and histidine-tagged proteins are 

selectively eluted with imidazole-containing buffers.  

(iv) Expression of C35 Epitope in Recombinant Viral Vaccines 

[0444] In another embodiment ofthe present invention, either a live recombinant 

viral vaccine or an inactivated recombinant viral vaccine expressing the C35 

epitope can be engineered. A live vaccine may be preferred because 

multiplication in the host leads to a prolonged stimulus of similar kind and
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magnitude to that occurring in natural infections, and therefore, confers 

substantial, long-lasting immunity. Production of such live recombinant virus 

vaccine formulations maybe accomplished using conventional methods involving 

propagation of the virus in cell culture or in the allantois of the chick embryo 

followed by purification.  

[0445] In this regard, a variety of viruses may be genetically engineered to 

express the C35 epitope. For vaccine purposes, it may be required that the 

recombinant viruses display attenuation characteristics. Current live virus 

vaccine candidates for use in humans are either cold adapted, temperature 

sensitive, or attenuated. The introduction of appropriate mutations (e.g., 

deletions) into the templates used for transfection may provide the novel viruses 

with attenuation characteristics. For example, specific multiple missense 

mutations that are associated with temperature sensitivity or cold adaptation can 

be made into deletion mutations and/or multiple mutations can be introduced into 

individual viral genes. These mutants should be more stable than the cold or 

temperature sensitive mutants containing single point mutations and reversion 

frequencies should be extremely low. Alternatively, recombinant viruses with 

"suicide" characteristics may be constructed. Such viruses go through only one 

or a few rounds of replication in the host.  

[0446] For purposes of the invention, any virus may be used in accordance with 

the present invention which: (a) displays an attenuated phenotype or may be 

engineered to display attenuated characteristics; (b) displays a tropism for 

mammals, in particular humans, or may be engineered to display such a tropism; 

and (c) maybe engineered to express the C35 epitope of the present invention.  

[0447] Vaccinia viral vectors may be used in accordance with the present 

invention, as large fragments of DNA are easily cloned into its genome and 

recombinant attenuated vaccinia variants have been described (Meyer, et at, 

1991, J. Gen. Virol. 72:1031-1038). Orthomyxoviruses, including influenza; 

Paramyxoviruses, including respiratory syncytial virus and Sendai virus; and 

Rhabdoviruses maybe engineered to express mutations which result in attenuated
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phenotypes (see U.S. Patent Serial No. 5,578,473, issued November 26, 1996).  

These viral genomes may also be engineered to express foreign nucleotide 

sequences, such as the C35 epitopes of the present invention (see U.S. Patent 

Serial No. 5,166,057, issued November 24, 1992, incorporated herein by 

reference in its entirety). Reverse genetic techniques can be applied to 

manipulate negative and positive strand RNA viral genomes to introduce 

mutations which result in attenuated phenotypes, as demonstrated in influenza 

virus, Herpes Simplex virus, cytomegalovirus and Epstein-Barr virus, Sindbis 

virus and poliovirus (see Palese et al., 1996, Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA 

93:11354-11358). These techniques may also be utilized to introduce foreign 

DNA, i.e., the C35 epitopes, to create recombinant viral vectors to be used as 

vaccines in accordance with the present invention. See, for instance, U.S. Patent 

Apple. No. 08/935,377, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by 

reference. In addition, attenuated adenoviruses and retroviruses may be 

engineered to express the C35 epitope. Therefore, a wide variety of viruses may 

be engineered to design the vaccines of the present invention, however, by way 

of example, and not by limitation, recombinant attenuated vaccinia vectors 

expressing the C35 epitope for use as vaccines are described herein.  

[0448] In one embodiment, a recombinant modified vaccinia variant, Modified 

Virus Ankara (MVA) is used in a vaccine formulation. This modified virus has 

been passaged for 500 cycles in avian cells and is unable to undergo a full 

infectious cycle in mammalian cells (Meyer, et al., 1991, J. Gen. Virol. 72:1031 

1038). When used as a vaccine, the recombinant virus goes through a single 

replication cycle and induces a sufficient level of immune response but does not 

go further in the human host and cause disease. Recombinant viruses lacking one 

or more of essential vaccinia virus genes are not able to undergo successive 

rounds of replication. Such defective viruses can be produced by co-transfecting 

vaccinia vectors lacking a specific gene(s) required for viral replication into cell 

lines which permanently express this gene(s). Viruses lacking an essential 

gene(s) will be replicated in these cell lines but when administered to the human
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host will not be able to complete a round of replication. Such preparations may 

transcribe and translate - in this abortive cycle - a sufficient number of genes 

to induce an immune response.  

[04491 Alternatively, larger quantities of the strains canbe administered, so that 

these preparations serve as inactivated (killed) virus, vaccines. For inactivated 

vaccines, it is preferred that the heterologous C35 gene product be expressed as 

a viral component, so that the C35 gene product is associated with the virion.  

The advantage of such preparations is that they contain native proteins and do not 

undergo inactivation by treatment with formalin or other agents used in the 

manufacturing of killed virus vaccines.  

[04501 In another embodiment of the invention, inactivated vaccine formulations 

are prepared using conventional techniques to "kill" the recombinant viruses.  

Inactivated vaccines are "dead" in the sense that their infectivity has been 

destroyed. Ideally, the infectivity of the virus is destroyed without affecting 

immunogenicity. In order to prepare inactivated vaccines, the recombinant virus 

may be grown in cell culture or in the allantois of the chick embryo, purified by 

zonal ultracentrifugation, inactivated by formaldehyde or 0-propiolactone, and 

pooled. The resulting vaccine is usually inoculated intramuscularly.  

[04511 Inactivated viruses may be formulated with a suitable adjuvant in order 

to enhance the immunological response. Such adjuvants may include but are not 

limited to mineral gels, e.g., aluminum hydroxide; surface active substances such 

as lysolecithin, pluronic polyols, polyanions; peptides; oligonucleotides, oil 

emulsions; and potentially useful human adjuvants such as BCG and 

Corynebacterium parvum.  

(v) Methods of Treatment and/or Vaccination 

[0452] Since the C35 epitopes of the present invention can be produced in large 

amounts, the antigen thus produced and purified has use in vaccine preparations.  

The C35 epitope may be formulated into a subunit vaccine preparation, or may
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be engineered into viral vectors and formulated into vaccine preparations.  

Alternatively, the DNA encoding the C35 epitope may be administered directly 

as a vaccine formulation. The "naked" plasmid DNA once administered to a 

subject invades cells, is expressed, processed into peptide fragments, some of 

which can be presented in association with MHC molecules on the surface ofthe 

invaded cell, and elicits a cellular immune response so that T lymphocytes will 

attack cells displaying the C35 epitope. The C35 epitope also has utility in 

diagnostics, e.g., to detect or measure in a sample ofbody fluid from a subject the 

presence of tumors that express C35 or the presence of antibodies or T cells that 

have been induced by C35 expressing tumor and thus to diagnose cancer and 

tumors and/or to monitor the cellular immune response of the subject subsequent 

to vaccination.  

[04531 The recombinant viruses of the invention can be used to treat tumor

bearing mammals, including humans, to generate an immune response against the 

tumor cells. The generation of an adequate and appropriate immune response 

leads to tumor regression in vivo. Such "vaccines" can be used either alone or in 

combination with other therapeutic regimens, including but not limited to 

chemotherapy, radiation therapy, surgery, bone marrow transplantation, etc. for 

the treatment of tumors. For example, surgical or radiation techniques could be 

used to debulk the tumor mass, after which, the vaccine formulations of the 

invention can be administered to , ensure the regression and prevent the 

progression of remaining tumor masses or micrometastases in the body.  

Alternatively, administration ofthe"vaccine" can precede such surgical, radiation 

or chemotherapeutic treatment.  

[0454] Alternatively, the recombinant viruses of the invention can be used to 

immunize or "vaccinate" tumor-free subjects to prevent tumor formation. With 

the advent of genetic testing, it is now possible to predict a subject's 

predisposition for certain cancers. Such subjects, therefore, may be immunized 

using a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing the C35 antigen.
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[0455] The immunopotency of the C35 epitope vaccine formulations can be 

determined by monitoring the immune response in test animals following 

immunization or by use of any immunoassay known in the art. Generation of a 

cell-mediated and/or humoral immune response may be taken as an indication of 

an immune response. Test animals may include mice, hamsters, dogs, cats, 

monkeys, rabbits, chimpanzees, etc., and eventually human subjects.  

[0456] Suitable preparations of such vaccines include injectables, either as liquid 

solutions or suspensions; solid forms suitable for solution in, suspension in, liquid 

prior to injection, may also be prepared. The preparation may also be emulsified, 

or the polypeptides encapsulated in liposomes. The active immunogenic 

ingredients are often mixed with excipients which are pharmaceutically 

acceptable and compatible with the active ingredient. Suitable excipients are, for 

example, water, saline, dextrose, glycerol, ethanol, or the like and combinations 

thereof. In addition, if desired, the vaccine preparation may also include minor 

amounts of auxiliary substances such as wetting or emulsifying agents, pH 

buffering agents, and/or adjuvants which enhance the effectiveness ofthe vaccine.  

[0457] Examples of adjuvants which may be effective, include, but are not 

limited to: aluminum hydroxide, N-acetyl-muramyl-L-threonyl-D-isoglutamine 

(thr-MDP),N-acetyl-nor-muramyl alanyl-D-isoglutamine,N-acetylmuramyl-L

alanyl-D-isoglutaminyl-L-alanine- 2 -(1'-2'-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3

hydroxyphosphoryloxy)-ethylanine, GM-CSF, QS-21 (investigational drug, 

Progenics PharmaceuticalsInc.), DETOX (investigational drug, Ribi 

Pharmaceuticals), BCG, and CpG rich oligonucleotides.  

[04581 The effectiveness of an adjuvant may be determined by measuring the 

induction of the cellular immune response directed against the C35 epitope.  

[04591 The vaccines of the invention may be multivalent or univalent.  

Multivalent vaccines are made from recombinant viruses that direct the 

expression oftmore than one antigen. Multivalent vaccines comprised ofmultiple 

T cell epitopes, both cytotoxic and helper, are preferred.
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[04601 The composition, if desired, can also contain minor amounts of wetting 

or emulsifying agents, or pH buffering agents. The composition can be a liquid 

solution, suspension, emulsion, tablet, pill, capsule, sustained release formulation, 

or powder. Oral formulation can include standard carriers such as pharmaceutical 

grades of mannitol, lactose, starch, magnesium stearate, sodium saccharine, 

cellulose, magnesium carbonate, etc.  

[0461] Generally, the ingredients are supplied either separately ormixedtogether 

in unit dosage form, for example, as a dry lyophilized powder or water free 

concentrate in a hermetically sealed container such as an ampoule or sachette 

indicating the quantity of active agent. Where the composition is administered 

by injection, an ampoule of sterile diluent can be provided so that the ingredients 

may be mixed prior to administration.  

[0462] In a specific embodiment, a lyophilized C35 epitope of the invention is 

provided in a first container; a second container comprises diluent consisting of 

an aqueous solution of 50% glycerin, 0.25% phenol, and an antiseptic (e.g., 

0.005% brilliant green).  

[0463] Use of purified C35 antigens as vaccine preparations can be carried out 

by standard methods. For example, the purified C35 epitopes should be adjusted 

to an appropriate concentration, formulated with any suitable vaccine adjuvant 

and packaged for use. Suitable adjuvants may include, but are not limited to: 

mineral gels, e.g., aluminum hydroxide; surface active substances such as 

lysolecithin, pluronic polyols; polyanions; peptides; oil emulsions; alum, and 

MDP. The immunogen may also be incorporated into liposomes, or conjugated 

to polysaccharides and/or other polymers for use in a vaccine formulation. In 

instances where the recombinant antigen is a hapten, i.e., a molecule that is 

antigenic in that it can react selectively with cognate antibodies, but not 

immunogenic in that it cannot elicit an immune response, the hapten may be 

covalently bound to a carrier or immunogenic molecule; for instance, a large 

protein such as serum albumin will confer immunogenicity to the hapten coupled 

to it. The hapten-carrier may be formulated for use as a vaccine.
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[0464] Many methods may be used to introduce the vaccine formulations 

described above into a patient. These include, but are not limited to, oral, 

intradermal, intramuscular, intraperitoneal, intravenous, subcutaneous, intranasal, 

transdermal, epidural, pulmonary, gastric, intestinal, rectal, vaginal, or urethral 

routes. When the method of treatment uses a live recombinant vaccinia vaccine 

formulation ofthe invention, it maybe preferable to introduce the formulationvia 

the natural route of infection of the vaccinia virus, i.e., through a mucosal 

membrane or surface, such as an oral, nasal, gastric, intestinal, rectal, vaginal or 

urethral route, or through the skin. To induce a CTL response, the mucosal route 

of administration may be through an oral or nasal membrane. Alternatively, an 

intramuscular or intraperitoneal route of administration maybe used. Preferably, 

a dose of 106 - 107 PFU (plaque forming units) of cold adapted recombinant 

vaccinia virus is given to a human patient.  

[04651 The precise dose ofvaccine preparation to be employed inthe formulation 

will also depend on the route of administration, and the nature of the patient, and 

should be decided according to the judgment of the practitioner and each patient's 

circumstances according to standard clinical techniques. An effective 

immunizing amount is that amount sufficient to produce an immune response to 

the antigen in the host to which the vaccine preparation is administered.  

[04661 Where subsequent or booster doses are required, amodified vacciniavirus 

such as MVA can be selected as the parental virus used to generate the 

recombinant. Alternatively, another virus, e.g., adenovirus, canary pox virus, or 

a subunit preparation can be used to boost. Immunization and/or cancer 

immunotherapy may be accomplished using a combined immunization regimen, 

e.g., immunization with a recombinant vaccinia viral vaccine ofthe invention and 

a boost of a recombinant adenoviral vaccine. In such an embodiment, a strong 

secondary CD8* T cell response is induced after priming and boosting with 

different viruses expressing the same epitope (for such methods of immunization 

and boosting, see, e.g., Murata et al., Cellular Immunol. 173:96-107). For 

example, a patient is first primed with a vaccine formulation of the invention
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comprising a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing an epitope, e.g., a selected 

tumor-associated antigen or fragment thereof. The patient is then boosted, e.g., 

21 days later, with a vaccine formulation comprising a recombinant virus other 

than vaccinia expressing the same epitope. Such priming followed by boosting 

induces a strong secondary T cell response. Such a priming and boosting 

immunization regimen is preferably used to treat a patient with a tumor, 

metastasis or neoplastic growth expressing the tumor associate, e.g., C35, antigen 

[04671 In yet another embodiment, the recombinant vaccinia viruses can be used 

as abooster immunization subsequent to aprimaryimmunizationwithinactivated 

tumor cells, a subunit vaccine containing the C35 antigen or its epitope, or 

another recoinbinant viral vaccine, e.g., adenovirus, canary pox virus, or MVA.  

[04681 In an alternate embodiment, recombinant vaccinia virus encoding C35 

epitopes or fragment thereof may be used in adoptive immunotherapeutic 

methods for the activation of T lymphocytes that are histocompatible with the 

patient and specific for the C35 antigen (for methods of adoptive immunotherapy, 

see, e.g., Rosenberg, U.S. Patent No. 4,690,915, issued September 1, 1987; 

Zarling, et aL., U.S. Patent No. 5,081,029, issued January 14, 1992). Such T 

lymphocytes may be isolated from the patient or a histocompatible donor. The 

T lymphocytes are activated in vitro by exposure to the recombinant vaccinia 

virus of the invention. Activated T lymphocytes are expanded and inoculated into 

the patient in order to transfer T cell immunity directed against the C35 antigen 

epitope.  

[04691 The invention also provides a pharmaceutical pack or kit comprising one 

or more containers comprising one or more of the ingredients of the vaccine 

formulations of the invention. Associated with such container(s) can be a notice 

in the form prescribed by a governmental agency regulating the manufacture, use 

or sale of pharmaceuticals or biological products, which notice reflects approval 

by the agency of manufacture, use or sale for human administration.
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Cancer Diagnosis and Prognosis 

[04701 There are two classes of genes affecting tumor development. Genes 

influencing the cancer phenotype that act directly as a result of changes (e.g., 

mutation) at the DNA level, such as BRCA1, BRCA2, and p53, are one class of 

genes. Another class of genes affect the phenotype by modulation at the 

expression level. Development of breast cancer and subsequent malignant 

progression is associated with alterations of a variety of genes of both classes.  

Identification of quantitative changes in gene expression that occur in the 

malignant mammary gland, if sufficiently characterized, may yield novel 

molecular markers which maybe useful in the diagnosis and treatment of human 

breast cancer.  

[0471] The present inventors have identified a new breast cancer markerC35, 

that is differentially expressed in primary infiltrating intraductal mammary 

carcinoma cells. Low expression levels of C35 in normal mammary epithelial 

cells suggest that overexpression of C35 indicates breast cancer malignant 

progression. It is possible that C35 may also be overexpressed in tumors of 

certain other tissue types including bladder and lung.  

[04721 The present inventors have demonstrated that certain tissues in mammals 

with cancer express significantly enhanced levels of the C35 protein and mRNA 

encoding the C35 protein when compared to a corresponding "standard" mammal, 

i.e., a mammal of the same species not having the cancer. Further, it is believed 

that enhanced levels of the C35 protein, or of antibodies or lymphocytes specific 

for the C35 protein, can be detected in certain body fluids (e.g., sera, plasma, 

urine, and spinal fluid) from mammals with cancer when compared to sera from 

mammals of the same species not having the cancer. Thus, the present invention 

provides a diagnostic method useful for tumor diagnosis, which involves assaying 

the expression level ofthe gene encoding the C35 protein in mammalian cells or 

body fluid and comparing the gene expression level with a standard C35 gene 

expression level, whereby an increase in the gene expression level over the
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standard is indicative of certain tumors. Alternatively, the expression levels of 

antibodies or lymphocytes specific for C35 protein or C35 polypeptides can be 

determined in blood or other body fluids and compared with a standard of 

expression of C35-specific antibodies or lymphocytes.  

[04731 Where a tumor diagnosis has already been made according to 

conventional methods, the present invention is useful as a prognostic indicator, 

whereby patients exhibiting enhanced C35 gene expression may experience a 

worse clinical outcome relative to patients expressing the gene at a lower level.  

.104741 By "assaying the expression level of the gene encoding the C35 protein" 

is intended qualitatively or quantitatively measuring or estimating the level of the 

C35 protein or the level of the mRNA encoding the C35 protein in a first 

biological sample either directly (e.g., by determining or estimating absolute 

protein level or mRNA level) or relatively (e.g., by comparing to the C35 protein 

level or mRNA level in a second biological sample).  

[04751 Preferably, the C35 protein level or mRNA level in the first biological 

sample is measured or estimated and compared to a standard C35 protein level 

or mRNA level, the standard being taken from a second biological sample 

obtained from an individual not having the cancer. As will be appreciated in the 

art, once a standard C35 protein level or mRNA level is known, it can be used 

repeatedly as a standard for comparison.  

[04761 By "biological sample" is intended any biological sample obtained from 

an individual, cell line, tissue culture, or other source which contains C35 protein 

or mRNA. Biological samples include mammalian body fluids (such as sera, 

plasma, urine, synovial fluid and spinal fluid) which contain secreted mature C35 

protein, andovarian, prostate, heart, placenta, pancreas, liver, spleen, lung, breast, 

bladder and umbilical tissue which may contain precursor or mature forms of 

C35.  

[04771 The present invention is useful for detecting cancer in mammals. In 

particular, the invention is useful during diagnosis of the following types of 

cancers in mammals: breast, bladder, ovarian, prostate, bone, liver, lung,
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pancreatic, and splenic. Preferred mammals include monkeys, apes, cats, dogs, 

cows, pigs, horses, rabbits and humans. Particularly preferred are humans.  

J04781 Total cellular RNA can be isolated from a biological sample using the 

single-step guanidinium-thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform method described in 

Chomczynski and Sacchi,Anal. Biochem. 162:156-159(1987). Levels ofmRNA 

encoding the C3 5 protein are then assayed using any appropriate method. These 

include Northern blot analysis (Harada et al., Cell 63:303-312 (1990)), S1 

nuclease mapping (Fujita et al., Cell 49:357-367 (1987)), the polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR), reverse transcription in combination with the polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-PCR) (Malcino et al., Technique 2:295-301 (1990)), and reverse 

transcription in combination with the ligase chain reaction (RT-LCR).  

[04791 Assaying C35 protein levels in biological sample can occur using 

antibody-based techniques. For example, C35 protein expression in tissues can 

be studied with classical immunohistological methods (Jalkanen, M., et al., J.  

Cell. Biol. 101:976-985 (1985); Jalkanen, M., et al., J. Cell. Biol. 105:3087-3096 

(1987)).  

[04801 Other antibody-based methods useful for detecting C35 protein 

expression include immunoassays, such as enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA), ELISPOT, and the radioimmunoassay (RIA).  

[04811 Suitable labels are known in the art and include enzyme labels, such as, 

Glucose oxidase, and radioisotopes, such as iodine ("I, m1), carbon (14C), sulfur 

(S), tritium (3H), indium ("2In), and technetium ("Tc), and fluorescent labels, 

such as fluorescein and rhodamine, and biotin.  

[04821 C35-specific T cells may be detected in a variety of proliferation and 

lymphokine secretion assays following activation by C35 presented by antigen 

presenting cells according to methods known in the art. Tetrameric complexes 

of a C35 peptide epitope bound to soluble MHC molecules can be employed to 

directly stain and enumerate C35-specific T cells in a population of cells (Lee, 

P.P. et al., Nature Medicine 5:677-85 (1999) the entire contents of which is 

hereby incorporated by reference.
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[0483] In addition to assaying secreted protein levels in a biological sample, 

proteins can also be detected in vivo by imaging. Antibody labels or markers for 

in vivo imaging of protein include those detectable by X-radiography, NMR or 

ESR. For X-radiography, suitable labels include radioisotopes such as barium or 

cesium, which emit detectable radiation but are not overtly harmful to the subject.  

Suitable markers for NMR and ESR include those with a detectable characteristic 

spin, such as deuterium, which maybe incorporated into the antibody by labeling 

of nutrients for the relevant hybridoma.  

[04841 A protein-specific antibody or antibody fragment which has been labeled 

with an appropriate detectable imaging moiety, such as a radioisotope (for 

example, 131, 1 2 In, "mTc), a radio-opaque substance, or a material detectable by 

nuclear magnetic resonance, is introduced (for example, parenterally, 

subcutaneously, or intraperitoneally) into the mammal. It will be understood in 

the art that the size of the subject and the imaging system used will determine the 

quantity of imaging moiety needed to produce diagnostic images. In the case of 

a radioisotope moiety, for a human subject, the quantity of radioactivity injected 

will normally range from about 5 to 20 millicuries of 99mTc. The labeled 

antibody or antibody fragment will then preferentially accumulate at the location 

of cells which contain the specific protein. In vivo tumor imaging is described 

in S.W. Burchiel et al., "Immunopharmacokinetics of Radiolabeled Antibodies 

and Their Fragments." (Chapter 13 in Tumor Imaging: The Radiochemical 

Detection of Cancer, S.W. Burchiel and B. A. Rhodes, eds., Masson Publishing 

Inc. (1982).) 

Fusion Proteins 

[04851 Any C35 polypeptide can be used to generate fusion proteins. For 

example, the C35 polypeptide, when fused to a second protein, can be used as an 

antigenic tag. Antibodies raised against the C35 polypeptide can be used to 

indirectly detect the second protein by binding to the C35. Moreover, because
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secreted proteins target cellular locations based on trafficking signals, the C35 

polypeptides can be used as a targeting molecule once fused to other proteins. As 

used herein, the term "fusion protein" does not mean C35 polypeptide fragments.  

10486] Examples of domains that can be fused to C35 polypeptides include not 

only heterologous signal sequences, but also other heterologous functional 

regions. The fusion does not necessarily need to be direct, but may occur through 

linker sequences. In a preferred embodiment, the fusion protein of the present 

invention comprises at least one C35 peptide epitope or C35 peptide epitope 

analog joined to at least one additional C35 peptide epitope or C35 peptide 

epitope analog. In a particularly preferred embodiment, the fusion proteins ofthe 

present invention comprise homopolymers of the same C35 peptide epitope or 

C35 peptide epitope analog, as well as heteropolymers of different C35 peptide 

epitopes and C35 peptide epitope analogs.  

[04871 In certain preferred embodiments, C35 fusion polypeptides may be 

constructed which include additional N-terminal and/or C-terminal amino acid 

residues. In particular, anyN-terminallyor C-terminally deleted C35 polypeptide 

disclosed herein may be altered by inclusion of additional amino acid residues at 

the N-terminus to produce a C35 fusion polypeptide. In addition, C35 fusion 

polypeptides are contemplated which include additional N-terminal and/or 

C-terminal amino acid residues fused to a C35 polypeptide comprising any 

combination of N- and C-terminal deletions set forth above.  

[04881 Moreover, fusion proteins may also be engineered to improve 

characteristics ofthe C35 polypeptide. For instance, a region of additional amino 

acids, particularly charged amino acids, may be added to the N-terminus of the 

C35 polypeptide to improve stability and persistence during purification from the 

host cell or subsequent handling and storage. Also, peptide moieties may be 

added to the C35 polypeptide to facilitate purification. Such regions may be 

removed prior to final preparation of the C35 polypeptide. The addition of 

peptide moieties to facilitate handling of polypeptides are familiar and routine 

techniques in the art.
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[04891 Moreover, C35 polypeptides, including fragments, and specifically 

epitopes, canbe combinedwith parts of the constant domain of immunoglobulins 

(IgG), resulting in chimeric polypeptides. These fusion proteins facilitate 

purification and show an increased half-life in vivo. One reported example 

describes chimeric proteins consisting of the first two domains of the human 

CD4-polypeptide and various domains of the constant regions of the heavy or 

light chains ofmammalian immunoglobulins. (EP A 394,827; Traunecker et al., 

Nature 331:84-86 (1988).) Fusion proteins having disulfide-linked dimeric 

structures (due to the IgG) can also be more efficient in binding and neutralizing 

other molecules, than the monomeric secreted protein or protein fragment alone.  

(Fountoulakis et al., J. Biochem. 270:3958-3964 (1995).) 

[04901 Similarly, EP-A-0 464 533 (Canadian counterpart 2045869) discloses 

fusion proteins comprising various portions of constant region of 

immunoglobulin molecules together with another human protein or part thereof.  

In many cases, the Fc part in a fusion protein is beneficial in therapy and 

diagnosis, and thus can result in, for example, improved pharmacokinetic 

properties. (EP-A 0232 262.) Alternatively, deleting the Fc part after the fusion 

protein has been expressed, detected, and purified, would be desired. For 

example, the Fc portion may hinder therapy and diagnosis if the fusion protein is 

used as an antigen for immunizations. In drug discovery, for example, human 

proteins, such as hIL-5, have been fused with Fc portions for the purpose of 

high-throughput screening assays to identify antagonists of hIL-5. (See, D.  

Bennett et al., J. Molecular Recognition 8:52-58 (1995); K. Johanson et aL., J.  

Biol. Chem. 270:9459-9471 (1995).) 

[0491] Moreover, the C35 polypeptides can be fused to marker sequences, such 

as a peptide which facilitates purification of C35. In preferred embodiments, the 

marker amino acid sequence is a hexa-histidine peptide, such as the tag provided 

in a pQE vector (QIAGEN, Inc., 9259 Eton Avenue, Chatsworth, CA, 91311), 

among others, many of which are commercially available. As described in Gentz 

et al.,Proc. Natd. Acad. Sci. USA 86:821-824(1989), for instance, hexa-histidine
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provides for convenient purification of the fusion protein. Another peptide tag 

useful for purification, the "HA" tag, corresponds to an epitope derived from the 

influenza hemagglutinin protein. (Wilson et al., Cell 37:767 (1984).) 

[04921 Thus, any of these above fusions can be engineered using the C35 

polynucleotides or the C35 polypeptides.  

Vectors, Host Cells, and Protein Production 

[0493] The present invention also relates to vectors containing the C35 

polynucleotide, host cells, and the production of C35 polypeptides by 

recombinanttechniques. The vectormaybe, for example, aphage, plasmid, viral, 

or retroviral vector. Retroviral vectors may be replication competent or 

replication defective. In the latter case, viral propagation generally will occur 

only in complementing host cells.  

[04941 C35 polynucleotides may be joined to a vector containing a selectable 

marker for propagation in a host. Generally, a plasmid vector is introduced in a 

precipitate, such as a calcium phosphate precipitate, or in a complex with a 

charged lipid. If the vector is a virus, it may be packaged in vitro using an 

appropriate packaging cell line adfd then transduced into host cells.  

[04951 The C35 polynucleotide insert should be operatively linked to an 

appropriate promoter, such as the phage lambda PL promoter, the E. coli lac, trp, 

phoA and tac promoters, the SV40 early and late promoters and promoters of 

retroviral LTRs, to name a few. Other suitable promoters will be known to the 

skilled artisan. The expression constructs will further contain sites for 

transcription initiation, termination, and, in the transcribed region, a ribosome 

binding site for translation. The coding portion ofthe transcripts expressed by the 

constructs will preferably include a translation initiating codon at the beginning 

and a termination codon (UAA, UGA or UAG) appropriately positioned at the 

end of the polypeptide to be translated.
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[04961 As indicated, the expression vectors will preferably include at least one 

selectable marker. Such markers include dihydrofolate reductase, G418 or 

neomycin resistance for eukaryotic cell culture and tetracycline, kanamycin or 

ampicillin resistance genes for culturing in E. coli and other bacteria.  

Representative examples of appropriate hosts include, but are not limited to, 

bacterial cells, such as E. coli, Streptomyces and Salmonella typhimurium cells; 

fungal cells, such as yeast cells; insect cells such as Drosophila S2 and 

Spodoptera Sf9 cells; animal cells such as CHO, COS, 293, and Bowes 

melanoma cells; and plant cells. Appropriate culture mediums and conditions for 

the above-described host cells are known in the art.  

[04971 Among vectors preferred for use in bacteria include pHE-4 (and variants 

thereof); pQE70, pQE60 and pQE-9, available from QIAGEN, Inc.; pBluescript 

vectors, Phagescript vectors, pNH8A, pNH16a, pNH18A, pNH46A, available 

from Stratagene Cloning Systems, Inc.; and ptrc99a, pKK223-3, pKK233-3, 

pDR540, pRIT5 available from Pharmacia Biotech, Inc. Among preferred 

eukaryotic vectors are pWLNEO, pSV2CAT, pOG44, pXTI and pSG available 

from Stratagene; and pSVK3, pBPV,pMSG and pSVL available from Pharmacia.  

Other suitable vectors will be readily apparent to the skilled artisan. Preferred 

vectors are poxvirus vectors, particularly vaccinia virus vectors such as those 

described in U.S. Patent Appl. No. 08/935,377, the entire contents of which are 

incorporated herein by reference.  

[04981 Introduction of the construct into the host cell can be effected by calcium 

phosphate transfection, DEAE-dextran mediated transfection, cationic 

lipid-mediated transfection, electroporation, transduction, infection, or other 

methods. Such methods are described in many standard laboratory manuals, such 

as Davis et al., Basic Methods In Molecular Biology (1986).  

[0499] C35 polypeptides can be recovered and purified from rcombinant cell 

cultures by well-known methods including ammonium sulfate or ethanol 

precipitation, acid extraction, anion or cation exchange chromatography, 

phosphocellulose chromatography, hydrophobic interaction chromatography,
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affinity chromatography, hydroxylapatite chromatography and lectin 

chromatography. Most preferably, high performance liquid chromatography 

("HPLC") is employed for purification.  

[0500] C35 polypeptides can also be recovered from: products purified from 

natural sources, including bodily fluids, tissues and cells, whether directly 

isolated or cultured; products of chemical synthetic procedures; and products 

produced by recombinant techniques from a prokaryotic or eukaryotic host, 

including, for example, bacterial, yeast, higher plant, insect, and mammalian 

cells. Depending upon the host employed in a recombinant production procedure, 

the C35 polypeptides may be glycosylated or may be non-glycosylated. In 

addition, C35 polypeptides may also include an initial modified methionine 

residue, in some cases as a result of host-mediated processes. Thus, it is well 

known in the art that the N-terminal methionine encoded by the translation 

initiation codon generally is removed with high efficiency from any protein after 

translation in all eukaryotic cells. While the N-terminal methionine on most 

proteins also is efficiently removed in most prokaryotes, for some proteins, this 

prokaryotic removal process is inefficient, depending on the nature of the amino 

acid to which the N-terminal methionine is covalently linked.  

[05011 In addition to encompassing host cells containing the vector constructs 

discussed herein, the invention also encompasses primary, secondary, and 

immortalized host cells of vertebrate origin, particularly mammalian origin, that 

have been engineered to delete or replace endogenous genetic material (e.g. C35 

coding sequence), and/or to include genetic material (e.g., heterologous 

polynucleotide sequences) that is operably associated with C35 polynucleotides 

of the invention, and which activates, alters, and/or amplifies endogenous C35 

polynucleotides. For example, techniques known in the art may be used to 

operably associate heterologous control regions (e.g., promoter and/or enhancer) 

and endogenous C35 polynucleotide sequences via homologous recombination 

(see, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,641,670, issued June 24, 1997; International 

Publication No. WO 96/29411, published September 26, 1996; International
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Publication No. WO 94/12650, published August 4, 1994; Koller et al., Proc.  

Nat. Acad Sci. USA 86:8932-8935 (1989); and Zijistra et al., Nature 342:435

438 (1989), the disclosures of eachofwhich are incorporated byreference in their 

entireties).  

[0502] Having generally described the invention, the same will be more readily 

understood by reference to the following examples, which are provided by way 

of illustration and are not intended as limiting.  

EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE 1 

Differential Expression of C35 in Human Breast Carcinoma 

[0503] The present inventors have characterized a full-length cDNA representing 

a gene, C35, that is differentially expressed in human breast and bladder cancer 

(FIG. 1A). A 348 base pair DNA fragment of C35 was initially isolated by 

subtractive hybridization of poly-A RNA from tumor and normal mammary 

epithelial cell lines derived from the same patient with primary infiltrating 

intraductal mammary carcinoma. (Band, V. et al., Cancer Res. 50:7351-7357 

(1990). Employing primers based on this sequence and that of an overlapping 

EST sequence (Accession No. W57569), a cDNA that includes the full-length 

C35 coding sequence was then amplified and cloned from the SKBR3 breast 

tumor cell line (ATCC, HTB-19). This C35 cDNA includes, in addition to the 

348 bp coding sequence, 167 bp of 3' untranslated region.  

[05041 Differential expression of the C35 sequence is demonstrated in FIG. 2A 

which compares expression levels of clone C35 in poly-A RNA from cell lines 

derived from normal mammary epithelium, from two primary breast tumor 

nodules, and from two metastatic lung tumor nodules isolated approximately one 

year later from the same patient (Band, V. et al., Cancer Res. 50:7351-7357 

(1990)). Quantitative analysis indicates that the sequence is expressed at a more
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than 10 fold higher level in tumor cells than in normal mammary epithelium.  

Low expression levels in a panel of other normal tissues is demonstrated by the 

Northern hybridization results of FIG. 2B. Even though three times as much 

poly-A RNA was loaded from normal tissues as from the tumor cell lines, little 

orno expression of RNA homologous to C35 was detected after a comparable 15 

hour exposure. Only after an extended 96 hour exposure was low level 

expression of some homologous sequences detected in normal spleen and kidney 

tissues. Analysis of expression of C35 homologous sequences in poly-A RNA 

from three primary infiltrating ductal breast carcinoma from different patients as 

well as a sample ofnormal breast epithelium is shown in FIG. 2C. In comparison 

to normal breast epithelium, sequences homologous to C35 are overexpressed as 

much as 45 and 25 fold in two of the three primary breast tumors.  

[05051 The present inventors previously conducted an analysis of an 

immunoprotective tumor antigen expressed in several independently derived 

murine tumors and, at much reduced levels, in normal mouse tissues. (See U.S.  

Patent Application filed March 28, 2000, titled "Methods of Producing a Library 

and Methods of Directly Selecting Cells Expressing Inserts of Interest," the entire 

contents of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference). In this case, a 

factor of9 difference between expression levels in tumor and normal tissues was 

associated with induction of an immunoprotective tumor-specific response. As 

discussed above, the expression level of C35 in some human breast cancers 

relative to normal tissue exceeds a factor of 9, suggesting that C35 might also be 

immunoprotective against breast cancer in these individuals.  

EXAMPLE 2 

C35 Specific CTL are Cytolytic for C35 Positive Breast Tumor Cells 

[05061 Although a gene product may be overexpressed in tumor cells, as is the 

case for C35, it is immunologically relevant only if peptides derived from that 

gene product can be processed and presented in association with MHC molecules
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of the tumor cells. It is conceivable that for any given gene product either no 

peptides are produced during the cellular degradation process that satisfy the 

requirements for binding to the MHC molecules expressed by that tumor, or, even 

if such peptides are generated, that defects in transport or competition for MHC 

molecules by other tumor peptides would preclude presentation of any peptides 

from that specific gene product. Even if relevant tumor peptides are processed 

and presented in association with human MHC in the tumor cells, it must in all 

cases be determined whether human T cells reactive to these peptides are 

well-represented in the repertoire or whether T cells may have been rendered 

tolerant, perhaps due to expression of the same or a related antigen in some other 

non-homologous normal tissue. For both these reasons, therefore, it is essential 

to confirm that MHC-restricted, human tumor antigen-specific T cells can be 

induced by C35 and that they are indeed crossreactive on human tumor cells.  

Relevant information on this point can be obtained through in vitro stimulation 

of human T cell responses with recombinant C35 or C35 peptides presented by 

autologous antigen presenting cells.  

[0507] A major technical problem in evaluating T cell responses to recombinant 

gene products is that a strong immune response against the expression vector can 

block or obscure the recombinant specific response. This is particularly a 

problem with primary responses that may require multiple cycles of in vitro 

stimulation. To minimize vector specific responses, it is possible to alternate 

stimulation by antigen presenting cells infected with different viral vectors 

recombinant for the same gene product. Convenient vectors include: 

retroviruses, adenovirus, and pox viruses.  

[0508] Human PBMC were purified using Ficoll-Hypaque and subjected to 

rosetting with neuraninidase-treated sheep erythrocytes to isolate monocytes 

(erythrocyte rosette negative, ER-) and T lymphocytes (ER*). Dendritic cells were 

generated from the ER~ fraction by culture for 7 days in rhGM-CSF (1000 U/ml) 

and rhIL-4 (1000 U/nl) with fresh medium and cytokines being added every other 

day. At day 7, immature dendritic cells were transduced with retrovirus
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expressing human C35 in the presence of polybrene (1 ug/ml) for 6 hours. Cells 

were washed and incubated under maturation conditions for 4 days in the 

presence of 12.5% monocyte conditioned medium, 1000 U/ml rhGM-CSF and 

1000 rhU/ml IL-4 and 1% autologous serum. At this point, the dendritic cells 

were incubated with autologous T lymphocytes (cryopreserved ER* fraction) at 

a ratio of 1 DC:50 T cells for 14 days. Viable T cells were restimulated with 

autologous, irradiated EBV-B B cells infected at a multiplicity of infection of 1 

overnight (16 hours) with a vaccinia recombinant expressing human C35 in the 

presence of cytokines IL-2 (20U/ml), IL-12 (20 U/mi) and IL-18 (10 ng/ml).  

Cells were restimulated two more times with autologous EBV-B cells infected 

with C35-bearing retrovirus in the presence of IL-2 and IL-7 (10 ng/ml).  

Cytotoxic activity was measured after a total of 4 stimulations by "Cr release 

assay using 5000 targets/well in a 4 hour assay. The results shown in Table 8 

below demonstrate specific cytotoxic activity of C35 stimulated T cells against 

21NT breast tumor cells that express relatively elevated levels of C35 but not 

against MDA-MB-231 tumor cells that express the same low levels of C35 as 

normal nontransformed epithelial cells.  

Table 8 
C35-specific CTL are Cytolytic for C35 Positive Breast Tumor Cells 

Target 
Cels E:T 

HLA Haploype 20:1 10:1 
(Effectors:A2, A1l; B8, B35) (% specific lysis) 

Autologous 

EBV-B A2, All; B8, B35 2 1 

MDA-MB-231 A2; B8 3 1 
C35 low (1x) 

21NT A26, A31; B35, B38 22 10 
C35 high (12x) 

K562 2 0
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EXAMPLE 3 

C35 Expression on the Membrane of Breast Carcinoma Cells 

[05091 To determine whether the C35 polypeptide product is expressed on the 

surface of tumor cells, a C35 specific antiserum was prepared. BALB/c mice 

were immunized with syngeneic Line I mouse tumor cells that had been 

transduced with retrovirus encoding human C35. Mice were bled following a 

series of two or more immunizations. The immune sera were employed to detect 

surface expression of C35 protein by flow cytometry on three breast tumor cell 

lines representing high (2 INT), intermediate (SKBR3), and low (MDA-MB-231 

levels of expressionof the C35 transcript in Northem blots (see FIGS. 4A-4C).  

I x 10' breast tumor cells were stained with 3.5 microliters of C35 specific 

antiserum or control, pre-bleed BALB/c serum. After a 30 minute incubation, 

cells were washed twice with staining buffer (PAB) and incubated with 

FITC-goat anti-mouse IgG (1 ug/sample) for 30 minutes. Samples were washed 

and analyzed on an EPICS Elite flow cytometer. The results presented in FIGS.  

4A-4C demonstrate membrane expression of the C35 antigen recognized by the 

specific immune serum at high levels ontumor line 21NT (FIG. 4A), intermediate 

levels for tumor line SKBR3 (FIG. 4B), and undetectable levels in tumor line 

MDA-MB-231 (FIG. 4C). The high level of reactivity of antibody to membranes 

of tumor cells that express elevated levels of C35 transcripts suggests that C35 

specific antibodies may serve as effective immunotherapeutic agents for the large 

number ofbreast carcinoma that overexpress this gene product (see FIGS. 2A-2C 

and 3).  

EXAMPLE 4 

A Deregulated Ribosomal Protein L3 Gene Encodes a Shared Murine Tumor 
Rejection Antigen 

[0510] The present inventors have developed novel antigen discovery technology 

that allows for the selection of genes encoding CTL epitopes from a cDNA
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library constructed in a poxvirus. Using this technology the present inventors 

have determined that a shared murine tumor antigen is encoded by an alternate 

allele of the ribosomal protein L3 gene. The immunogenic 12 gene is expressed 

at significant albeit reduced levels in normal tissues including thymus.  

Immunization with a vaccinia recombinant of the immunogenic L3 cDNA 

induces protective immunity against tumor challenge. It is of particular interest 

that a deregulated allele of a housekeeping gene can serve as an 

immunoprotective antigen and that thymic expression does not preclude 

immunogenicityofanupregulated tumor product. These observations emphasize 

that tolerance to a self-protein is not absolute but must be defined in relation to 

quantitative levels of expression. The ribosomal protein described may be 

representative of a class of shared tumor antigens that arise as a result of 

deregulated expression ofa self-protein without compromising immune tolerance 

to normal tissues. Such antigens would be suitable for immunotherapy of cancer 

in vital organs.  

Methods 

[0511] Total RNA was isolated from BCA 39 tumor cells using the Perfect RNA 

Total RNA Isolation Kit (5 Prime 3 Prime, Inc., Boulder, CO). Poly A+ mRNA 

was isolated from the total RNA using Dynabeads (Dynal, Lake Success, NY).  

Two micrograms of poly A+ mRNA was converted to double stranded cDNA 

using the Great Lengths cDNA Synthesis Kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). The 

double stranded cDNA was then inserted in vaccinia virus vector v7.5/tk.  

[0512] Balb/cByJ (Jackson Labs) mice were immunized intraperitoneally with 

2 X 10' irradiated (6,500 cGy) BCA 34 cells. Two weeks later the mice were 

boosted by subcutaneous injection of 2 X 10' irradiated BCA 34 cells. One week 

following the second immunization splenocytes were harvested, divided into 12 

parts and cultured in 12 well plates with 6 X 10' irradiated (10,000 cGy), 

mitomycin C treated BCA 34 cells per well. At weekly intervals viable T cells
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were purified using Lympholyte-M (Accurate Chemical, Westbury, NY) and 

cultured in 12 well plates at 1.5 X 106 T cells per well. To each well was also 

added 4 X 106 irradiated (5000 cGy) Balb/c spleen, along with 6 X 10 irradiated, 

mitomycin C treated BCA 34 cells.  

[05131 . A specific vaccinia recombinant that encodes the well characterized 

ovalbunin 257-264 peptide (SIINFEKL) that is immunodominant in association 

withH-M2K was diluted with non-recombinant virus so that it initiallyconstituted 

either 0.2%, 0.01%, or 0.001% of total viral pfu. An adherent monolayer of 

MC57G cells (H -2) were infected with this viral mix at m.o.i.=1 (approximately 

5 x 10' cells/well). Following 12 hours infection, ovalbumin peptide-specific 

CTL, derived by repeated in vitro stimulation of ovalbumin primed splenic T 

cells with the immunodominant SIINFEKL peptide, were added. During this 

incubation those adherent cells which were infected with a recombinant particle 

that expresses the ovalbumin peptide are targetedby specific cytotoxic T cells and 

undergo a lytic event which causes them to be released from the monolayer.  

Following incubation with CTL, the monolayer is gently washed, and both 

floating cells and the remaining adherent cells are separately harvested. Virus 

extracted from each cell population was titred for the frequency of recombinant 

(BRdU resistant) viral pfu. Virus extracted from floating cells was then used as 

input to another enrichment cycle with fresh adherent MC57G cells and 

ovalbumin peptide-specific CTL. It was observed that following enrichment of 

VVova to greater than 10% of total virus, further enrichment of the recombinant 

virus was accelerated if the m.o.i. in succeeding cycles was reduced from Ito 0.1.  

[0514] Confluent monolayers of BCN in wells of a 12 well plate were infected 

with moi=1.0 vaccinia BCA39 cDNA library. At 12 hours post-infection the 

monolayers were washed 3X with media, and 2.5 X 106 CTL were added to the 

wells in a 250 pl volume. The T cells and targets were incubated at 37*C for 4 

hours. Following the incubation the supernatant was harvested, and the 

monolayer gentlywashed 3X with 250pl media. Virus was released from the cells 

by freeze/thaw, and titers determined by plaque assay on BSCI cells. The
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selected virus population (floating cells in cultures that received specific T cells) 

was amplified on BSCl cells in one well of a 12 well plate for 2 days. The virus 

was then harvested and titered. This viral stock was subjected to three additional 

enrichment cycles. The selected virus population was not amplified prior to the 

next cycle.  

10515] Virus from the fourth enrichment cycle was divided into 40 pools of 5 pfu 

each. Each pool was amplified on BSCl cells in a 96 well plate, with 1 pool / 

well. After 4 days the virus was harvested (P1), and used to infect monolayers 

of BCN in a 96 well plate at moi=5, with 1 pool per well. As a control, a 

monolayer of BCN was infected with moi=5 vNotl/tk (Merschlinsky et aL., 

V6ology 190:522 (1992)). At 5 hours post-infection, 2X10 4 washed CTL were 

added to each well. The final volume in each well was 225 sl. The cells were 

incubated at 37"C for 18 hours. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation, 

150pl supernatant was harvested and tested for IFNg by ELISA. Twenty seven 

of the forty pools of 5 pfu were positive for the ability to stimulate CTL.  

Suggesting, by Poisson analysis, that specific recombinants were enriched to 

greater than 20%. Individual clones were picked from 5 positive pools and 

assayed as above.  

[0516] Monolayers of B/C.N in a 6 well plate were infected with moi=1.0 of 

v7.5/tk, vF5.8, or vH2.16. At 14 hours post-infection cells were harvested along 

with the control targets: B/C.N, BCA 34, and BCA 39. The target cells were 

labeled with 100 microcuries "Chromium (Dupont, Boston, MA) for 1 hour at 

370C, and 10 cells were added to wells of a 96 well round bottom plate in 

quadruplicate. Tumor specific CTL were added to target cells at the indicated 

ratios. Cells were incubated at 37*C for 4 hours. Supernatants were harvested 

and SICr release determined. Spontaneous release was derived by incubating 

target cells with media alone. Maximal release was determined by incubating 

target cells with 5% Triton X 100. Percentage of specific lysis was calculated 

using the formula: % specific lysis= ((experimental release-spontaneous release)
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/ (maximal release-spontaneous release)) X 100. In each case the mean of 

quadruplicate wells was used in the above formula.  

[05171 Two micrograms of total RNA was converted to cDNA using a dT primer 

and Superscript II Reverse Transcriptase (BRL, Gaithersburg, MD). cDNA was 

used as the template for a PCR using L3 specific primers; L3.Fl.S 

(CGGCGAGATGTCTCACAGGA) and L3.Fl.AS 

(ACCCCACCATCTGCACAAAG); and Klentaq DNA Polymerase Mix 

(Clontech) in a 20 microliter final volume. Reaction conditions included an 

initial denaturation step of 94*C for 3 minutes, followed by 30 cycles of: 94'C 

30 seconds, 60"C for 30 seconds, 68*C for 2 minutes. These PCR products 

contained the region ofL3 between position 3 and 1252. The PCRproducts were 

purified using Centricon 100 columns (Amicon, Beverly, MA), digested with 

Sau3AI, and resolved on a 3% Agarose/ethidium bromide gel.  

[05181 Adult female Balb/cByJ mice (2 mice per group) were immunized by 

subcutaneous injection of 5X10 'pfu ofvH2.16, or v7.5/tk. Seven days following 

the immunization splenocytes were harvested and cultured in 12 well plates along 

with 1 micromolar peptide L34,5(I54). After seven days the viable T cells were 

purified using Lympholyte-M, and 1X10 6 T cells were added to wells of a 12 well 

plate along with 1 micromolar peptide and 4 X 106 irradiated (5000 cGy) Balb/c 

spleen cells per well.  

[05191 Adult female Balb/cByJ mice were immunized by subcutaneous injection 

of 10X10' pfu of vH2.16, vPKIa, v7.5/tk or Phosphate Buffered Saline.  

Secondary immunizations were given 21 days later. Mice were challenged with 

tumor by subcutaneous injection of 2X10 5 BCA 34 cells twenty one (primary 

immunization only) or fourteen days following immunization.  

Results and Discussion 

[0520] Prospects for development ofbroadly effective tumor vaccines have been 

advanced by evidence that several self-proteins can be recognized as tumor
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antigens by immune T cells (Van denEynde etal., J. Exp. Med. 173:1373 (1991); 

M. B. Bloom et al., J Exp. Med 185:453 (1997); Van Der Bruggen et al., 

Science 254:1643(1991); Gaugler et al., J. Exp. Med 179:921(1994); Boel et al., 

Immunity 2:167 (1995); Van Den Eynde et al., J. Exp. Med. 182:689 (1995); 

Kawakami et al., Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 91:3515 (1994); Kawakami et aL., 

Proc. Nat!. Acad Sci U.S.A. 91:6458 (1994); Brichard et al., J. Exp. Med.  

178:489 (1993)). Such normal, nonmutated gene products may serve as common 

target antigens in tumors of certain types arising in different individuals. Clinical 

evidence for induction of protective immunity following vaccination with such 

shared tumor antigens is, currently, very limited (Marchand et al., Int. J. Cancer 

80:219 (1999); Rosenberg et al., Nat. Med. 4:321 (1998); Overwijk et al., Proc.  

Natl. Acad. Sci. 96:2982 (1999); Brandle et al., Eur. J. Immunol. 28:4010 

(1998)). It is, moreover, not at all clear whether the T cell responses to these self

proteins represent a surprising breakdown in immunological tolerance or are a 

consequence of qualitative or quantitative changes in the expression of the self

proteins in tumor cells. In the latter case, normal tissue tolerance could be 

maintained and vaccine induced immunity to self-proteins whose expression is 

systematically altered in tumors might be applicable even to cancer of vital 

organs.  

10521] The present inventors have shown that a ribosomal protein allele that is 

systematically deregulated in multiple murine tumors during the transformation 

process is a tumor rejection antigen and that the principal correlate of 

immunogenicityis a dramatic change in quantitative expression in tumors relative 

to normal tissues and thymus.  

[0522] Previously, the present inventors have reported that cross-protective 

immunity is induced among three independently derived murine tumor cell lines 

(Sahasrabudhe et al., J. Immunology 151:6302 (1993)). These tumors, BCA 22, 

BCA 34, and BCA 39 were derived by in vitro mutagenesis of independent 

subcultures of the B/C.N line, a cloned, immortalized, anchorage-dependent, 

contact inhibited, nontumorigenic fibroblast cell line derived from a Balb/c
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embryo (Collins etal., Nature 299:169 (1982); Lin et al., JNCI 74:1025 (1985)).  

Strikingly, immunization with any of these tumor cell lines, but not with B/C.N 

provided protection against challenge with not only homologous tumor cells, but 

also against challenge with the heterologous tumor cell lines. Following 

immunization with any of these three tumor cell lines, CD8+ cytolytic T 

lymphocyte (CTL) lines and clones could be generated which in vitro displayed 

crossreactive specificity for the same three tumors, but not for the non

tumorigenic B/C.N cells from which they derived.  

[0523] In order to move from an immunological definition to a molecular 

definition ofthis shared tumor antigen(s), the present inventors developed a novel 

and efficient method for the identification of genes that encode CTL target 

epitopes. In this approach a cDNA library from the BCA 39 tumor cell line was 

constructed in a modified vaccinia virus expression vector (Merchlinsky et al., 

Virology 238:444 (1997); E. Smith et al., Manuscript in preparation). Five 

hundred thousand plaque forming units (pfu) of this library were used to infect 

a monolayer of antigen-negative B/C.N cells at a multiplicity of infection (moi) 

of 1. Following 12 hours infection, BCA 34 tumor specific CTL were added to 

the target cell monolayer at an effector to target ratio that gives approximately 

50% lysis in a standard "Cr release assay. CTL specific for the heterologous 

BCA 34 tumor cell line were used in order to facilitate the identification of 

antigen(s) which are shared between these two tumor cell lines. Since adherence 

is an energy dependent process, it was expected that cells that undergo a CTL 

mediated lytic event would come off of the monolayer and could be recovered in 

the supernatant. By harvesting virus from floating cells following cell mediated 

lymphocytotoxicity (CML), it was possible to enrich for viral recombinants that 

had sensitized the host cell to lysis. An essential feature of this procedure is that 

it lends itself to repetition. The virus harvested following one cycle of 

enrichment can be used as input for additional cycles of selection using fresh 

monolayers and fresh CTL until the desired level of enrichment has been 

achieved. In a model experiment with CTL specific for a known recombinant, it
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was possible to demonstrate that specific recombinants could be enriched from 

an initial dilution of 0.001% to approximately 20% in 6 cycles of selection 

(Table 9). At this level it is a simple matter to pick individual plaques for further 

characterization.  

Table 9 
Multiple Cycles of Enrichment for VVova 

A vaccinia cocktail composed of wild type vNotl/tk (tk+) spiked with the 
indicated concentrations of VVova (tk-) was subjected to CML Selection (12) 

Enrichment % VVova in Floating Cells 

Cycle # Expt. 1 Expt. 2 Expt. 3 

moi=l 0 0.2 0.01 0.001 

1 2.1 0.3 nd 

2 4.7 1.1 nd 

3 9.1 4.9 nd 

4 14.3 17.9 1.4 

5 24.6 3.3 

6 18.6 

moi=0.l 5 48.8 39.3 

%VVova (Titer with BudR/Titer without BudR) X 100 
nd =not determined 

[05241 The poxvirus expression library was subjected to 4 cycles of selection 

with tumor-specific CTL. Individual plaques of the selected viral recombinants 

were expanded and used to infect separate cultures of B/C.N cells. These cells 

were assayed for the ability to stimulate specific CTL to secrete interferon gamma 

(IFN-gamma) (FIG. SA), or for sensitization to lysis by the tumor-specific CTL 

(FIG. 5B). Ten viral clones were isolated, all of which conferred upon B/C.N the 

ability to stimulate a line of tumor-specific CTL to secrete IFNy. All 10 clones
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contained the same sized (1,300 bp) insert (Smith et al., unpublished data).  

Sequence analysis confirmed that clones F5.8 and H2.16 contained the same full

length cDNA. It appeared, therefore, that all ten clones were recombinant for the 

same cDNA. In all, 6 of 6 CTL lines that were generated by immunization with 

BCA 34 demonstrated specificity for this antigen.  

[05251 A search of GenBank revealed that this cDNA is highly homologous to 

the murine ribosomal protein L3 gene (Peckham et al., Genes and Development 

3:2062 (1989)). Sequencing the entire 112.16 clone revealed only a single 

nucleotide substitution that coded for an amino acid change when compared to 

the published L3 gene sequence. This C1 70T substitution generates a Threonine 

to Isoleucine substitution at amino acid position 54. The F5.8 clone also 

contained this nucleotide substitution.  

[05261 Since CTL recognize antigen as peptide presented by a Major 

Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecule, it was of interest to identify the 

peptide epitope recognizedby these class I MHC-restricted tumor-specific CD8+ 

T cells. It was considered likely that the altered amino acid (Ile 54) would be 

included in the peptide recognized by the CTL. This hypothesis was supported 

by the demonstration that a vaccinia virus clone recombinant for only the first 199 

bp (63 amino acids) of H2.16 (vH219) was able to sensitize B/C.N to lysis by 

tumor-specific CTL (Smith et al., unpublished data). A Computer screen of 

peptide-binding motifs suggested that there are two epitopes encoded within this 

region that could associate with high affinity to the class I MHC molecule Kd 

(FIG. 12) (Parker et al., J. Immunology 152:163 (1994)). These two peptides, 

L34 -54 (154) and L349.56 (154) were synthesized and tested for the ability to 

sensitize B/C.N cells to lysis by tumor-specific CTL. As shown in FIG. 7A, 

peptide L34 - (154) sensitized B/C.N to lysis, while L34 (154), and the wild 

type L34,.56 (T54) did not. It was determined that 10 nM L34.5 6 (154) was 

sufficient to sensitize targets to lysis by CTL, whereas 100 mM L34.5% (T54) did 

not (FIG. 7B). These results demonstrate that peptide L349_56 (154) is a target 

epitope recognized by the tumor-specific CTL.
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[0527) To analyze expression of the different L3 gene products, oligo-dT primed 

cDNA was synthesized from RNA of tumors and the B/C.N cell line from which 

they derived. The first strand cDNA was subjected to PCR amplification using 

a pair of primers which amplify nearly the entire mouse L3 mRNA. Sequence 

analysis of these PCR products showed that B/C.N and BCB13 L3 cDNA 

contained a C at position 170 (same as published sequence). BCB13 is a tumor 

cell line that was derived from the B/C.N cell line, but that is not 

immunologically cross-protective with the BCA tumor cell lines (Sahasrabudhe 

et al., J Immunology 151:6302 (1993)). Sequence analysis of the PCR products 

from the crossreactive BCA 39, BCA 34, and BCA 22 tumors suggested that 

these cell lines express two different species ofL3 mRNA. One species contains 

a C at 170, and the other contains a T at 170, as in the H2.16 clone. The sequence 

of all U cDNAs were identical except for this one base substitution.  

[05281 There are two possible ways to account for the origin of the new L3 RNA 

in tumor cells. Either the L3 (C170T) gene expressed in these tumors is a somatic 

mutant of the wild type gene or there are multiple germ line alleles of L3, at least 

one of which gives rise to an immunogenic product when deregulated during the 

process of tumor transformation. We considered the first hypothesis unlikely 

because the crossreactive BCA 39, BCA 34, and BCA 22 tumors were 

independently derived. It would be remarkable if the same mutant epitope was 

generated in all three tumors. On the other hand, Southern blots of different 

restriction digests of genomic DNA from BCA 39 and B/C.N suggested that there 

are multiple copies of the L3 gene in the mouse genome (Smith et al., 

unpublished data). The L3 gene has also been reported to be multi-allelic in both 

the rat and the cow (Kuwano et al., Biochemical and Biophysical Research 

Communications 187:58 (1992); Simonic et al., Biochemica et Biophysica Acta 

1219:706 (1994)). Further analysis was required to test the hypothesis that 

different L3 alleles in the germ line are subject to differential regulationin tumors 

and normal cells.
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[05291 The nucleotide sequence of the published L3 from position 168 to 171 is 

GACC. The sequence of H2.16 in this same region is GATC (FIG. 8A). This 

new palindrome is the recognition sequence for a number of restriction 

endonucleases, including Sau3AI. As shown in the restriction map of FIG. 8A, 

a Sau3A I digest of L3 is expected to generate fragments of 200, 355, 348, 289, 

and 84 base pairs, while a Sau 3A I digest of H2.16 would generate a 168bp 

fragment in place of the 200 bp fragment. This difference in the Sau 3AI 

digestion products was used to confirm that the three BCA cell lines express at 

least two different 13 alleles. The L3 RT-PCR products from all 5 cell lines and 

thymus RNA were digested with Sau 3AI and analyzed on an agarose gel. As 

shown in FIG. 8B.all 3 BCA lines express both versions of L3. Remarkably, 

when this assay was repeated using greater amounts of starting material, the 168 

bp fragment was also detectable in the digests of B/C.N, BCB13 and normal 

thymus cDNA (Smith et aL., unpublished data). To enhance the sensitivity of this 

assay, the PCR was repeated using a P3 end-labeled 5' 3 specific primer. The 

radiolabeled PCR products were digested with Sau3AI and resolved on an 

agarose gel. As shown in FIG. 8C, B/C.N, BCB 13 and thymus contain the 168bp 

fragment. Quantitative analysis indicates that the ratio of 200bp: 168bp 

fragments in the BCA tumors is 2:1 while the ratio of the same fragments 

detected in B/C.N, BCB13, and thymus is approximately 20:1. Low levels of 

expression of this immunogenic U allele was also observed when RNA from 

kidney, heart, and skeletal muscle was analyzed (Smith et aL, unpublished data).  

These results suggest that gene deregulation associated with the transformation 

process in the crossreactive tumors leads to the expression ofhigher levels of this 

germ line L3 (CI70T) allele, and that this altered L gene was not generated by 

somatic mutation of the L3 gene that is predominantly expressed in normal 

tissues. The present inventors have termed this new L3 allele (C170T), the 

immunogenic 12 allele (iL3).  

[05301 It is particularly intriguing that the immunogenic L3 allele is also 

expressed, albeit at a 10 fold reduced level, in normal thymus. This level of
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expression is evidently not sufficient to tolerize all T cells with fictional avidity 

for the level of deregulated iL3 expressed in some tumors. The observation that 

although B/C.N and BCB13 express low levels of iL3, they are not susceptible 

to lysis by the tumor specific CTL suggests, however, that higher affinity T cells 

have been tolerized. This appears to be the first instance in which a tumor antigen 

has been reported to be expressed in the thymus. These observations emphasize 

that tolerance to a self-protein is not absolute but must be defined in relation to 

quantitative levels of expression (Targoni et al., J. Exp. Med. 187:2055 (1998); 

C. J. Harrington et al., Immunity 8:571 (1998)).  

[0531] If broadly effective vaccines are to be developed based on expression of 

shared tumor antigens, then it is critical to demonstrate that such antigens can be 

immunoprotective. The largest number of shared antigens have been identified 

for human tumors, but clinical Immunotherapy trials employing these antigens 

have so far been inconclusive, in part because of uncertainty regarding optimal 

vaccination strategies (Pardoll, D.M., Nat. Med. 4:525 (1998)). In mice, where 

immunotherapeutic strategies could be more thoroughly investigated, very few 

shared tumor antigens have been identified. It was, therefore, of considerable 

interest to determine whether immunization with iL3 recombinant vaccinia virus 

would induce tumor specific CTL and protect mice from tumor challenge 

(Overwijk et aL, Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. 96:2982 (1999); Moss, B., Science 

252:1662 (1991); Irvine et al., J. Immunology 154:4651 (1995); McCabe et al., 

Cancer Research 55:1741 (1995); Estin et al., Proc. NatL Acad. Sci 85:1052 

(1988); J. Kantor et al., JNCI84:1084 (1992); V. Bronte et aL, Proc. Natl. Acad.  

Sci. 94:3183 (1997)). Immunization of Balb/c mice with vaccinia virus 

recombinant for the iL3 gene (H2.16) generated CTL that were able to lyse both 

BCA 34 and BCA 39 tumor cells, but not B/C.N in vitro (FIG. 9A). Mice 

immunized twice or even once with vaccinia virus recombinant for iL3 were able 

to reject challenge with BCA 34 tumor cells (FIGS. 9B and 9C). Mice 

immunized with empty viral vector, or control vaccinia recombinant for the 

Inhibitor Protein of cAMP-dependent Protein Kinase (PKIa) were unable to reject
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this tumor challenge (Olsen, S.R. and Uhler, M.D., J. Bio. Chem. 266:11158 

(1991); Mueller et al., Manuscript in Preparation). These results demonstrate 

that the iL3 self-protein is an immunoprotective tumor antigen.  

[0532] The present inventors have developed a new strategy to identify genes that 

encode CTL epitopes based on CTL-mediated selection from a tumor cDNA 

library in a modified vaccinia virus vector (Merchlinsky et al., Virology 238:444 

(1997); E. Smith et al., manuscript in preparation). We have applied this strategy 

to identify a deregulated housekeeping gene that encodes a tumor rejection 

antigen shared by three independently derived murine tumors. This ribosomal 

protein may be representative of a larger class ofimmunoprotective shared tumor 

antigens that become immunogenic as a result of deregulated expression of self

proteins without compromising immune tolerance to normal tissues. Such 

antigens would be well suited for immunotherapy of cancer in vital organs.  

EXAMPLE 5 

Expression and Immunogenicity of C35 Tumor Antigen 

[05331 RNA transcripts of the novel C35 tumor gene are overexpressed in 70% 

(12/17) ofprimaryhuman breast carcinomas examined and 50% (5/10) ofbladder 

carcinomas examined when compared to expression in normal human tissues.  

The full-length gene encodes a novel 115 amino acid protein of unknown 

function. A monoclonal antibody, 2C3, has been selected that stains the surface 

membrane of cells expressing C35 by flow cytometric analysis. In addition, 

human cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) have been generated in vitro that 

specifically lyse C35+ breast and bladder tumors. The ability to generate C35

specific CTL in vitro from normal human donors suggests the absence of 

tolerance to the overexpressed protein. Overexpression of C35 in tumors of 

different individuals and the ability to induce humoral and cellular immune 

responses make C35 a promising candidate for immunotherapy.
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Material and Methods 

[05341 Cell lines: Human mammary carcinoma cell lines BT20, BT474, MCF7, 

MDA-MB231, SKBR3, T47D (supplied by ATCC) were grown in RPI-1640 

(BioWhitaker, Walkersville, MD) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 

(Biofluids, Rockville, MD). An immortalized line derived from normal breast 

epithelium, H16N2, two metastastic tumors, 21-MTI and 21-MT2, and two 

primary tumors, 21-NT and 21-PT all derived from the same patient, and grown 

in DFCI medium (Band, V. and Sager, R., "Tumor Progression in Breast Cancer" 

in Neoplastic Transformation in Human Cell Culture, J.S. Rhim and A.  

Dritschilo eds., The Human Press Inc., Totowa, NJ. (1991), pp. 169-78) were 

generously provided by Dr. Vimla Band, New England-Tufts Medical Center.  

The bladder tumor cell line ppT 11A3 was derived from the immortalized 

nontumorigenic cell line SV-HUC. These bladder cell lines were generously 

provided by Dr. Catherine Reznikoff University of Wisconsin Clinical Cancer 

Center, and grown in F12 medium supplemented with 1% FBS, 0.025 units 

insulin, I ug hydrocortisone, 5 ug transferrin, 2.7 g dextrose, 0.1 uM non

essential amino acids, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 units penicillin, and 100 ug 

streptomycin per 500 ml. Normal proliferating breast epithelial cells (MEC) were 

purchased from Clonetics (BioWhittaker) and maintained according to the 

supplier's directions.  

[0535] RNA extraction andNorthern Blot Analysis: Cell lines were harvested for 

RNA extraction at approximately 80% confluency. Cells were harvested and 

lysed in QG buffer from Qiagen RNAeasy kit. Total RNA was extracted as per 

manufacturer's protocol and stored at -80*C as precipitates with G1TC and 

alcohol. Tissue samples were provided by the Cooperative Human Tissue 

Network as snap frozen samples, which were homogenized in lysis buffer for use 

in the RNAeasy protocol. For Northern blots, mRNA was extracted from total 

RNA (30 ug total RNA/well) using Dynal's (Lake Success, NY) oligo-dT2 

magnetic beads and electrophoresed in 0.8% SeaKemLE (FMC Bioproducts) with
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3% formaldehyde. The mRNA was blotted onto Genescreen Plus (NEN) in loX 

SSC overnight by capillary blot, then baked for 2 hours at 80*C. Membranes 

were probedwith random-primed "P-labeled cDNAprobes (Prime-It, Stratagene, 

LaJolla, CA) at 106 cpm/ml Quickhyb solution (Stratagene), at 68*C as per 

manufacturer's protocol. Blots were exposed to Xray film and/or 

phosphorimager screens overnight. Expression on all blots was normalized to a 

housekeeping gene, such as GAPDH or beta actin.  

[0536] Subtractive Hybridization: PCR Select cDNA Subtraction Kit (Clontech, 

Palo Alto, CA), based on Representational Difference Analysis as first described 

by Lisitsyn et al.(Lisitsyn, N. and Wigler, N.M., Science 259:946-51(1993)), was 

employed as per manufacturer's protocol to generate cDNAs enriched for genes 

nverexpressed in tumor compared to normal breast cell lines. Briefly, oligo-dT

primed double stranded cDNA was synthesized from 2 ug high quality, DNase

treated mRNA from tumor and normal cells. Adaptors were ligated to short 

blunt-end (Rsal digested) tumor sequences and hybridized with excess Rsal 

digested normal fragments. Following 32 hour hybridization, suppression PCR 

(Clontech) allowed preferential amplification of overexpressed tumor sequences 

using adaptor sequences as primers. The products of the PCR amplification were 

cloned into pT7Blue3 (Novagen, Madison, WI) to generate a subtracted library.  

Clones were grown in LB/ampicillin (1 00ug/ml) in 96-well format, inserts were 

PCR amplified from the overnight cultures and PCR products were spotted on 

Genescreen Plus using BioDot manifold (BioRad, Hercules, CA). Duplicate dot 

blots were then probed with random-primed tumor or normal cDNA, or, 

alternatively, the PCR products of the forward and reverse subtractive 

hybridizations. Clones that appeared to be overexpressed in the tumor cDNA and 

forward subtraction (tumor minus normal) were analyzed by Northern Blot (as 

described above) to confirm differential gene expression.  

[0537] cDNA library andfull length gene: Oligo-dT primed double stranded 

cDNA was generated from SKBR3 cell line using SMART cDNA Synthesis 

(Clontech Laboratories), followed by phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol
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extraction. Primers were synthesized (C35 sense: 5'

GCGATGACGGGGGAGCC, and C35 antisense: 5'

CCACGGAATCTrCTATTCTTTCT; Fisher Oligos, The Woodlands, TX) to 

amplify the coding region of C35, based on the open reading frame deduced from 

EST homologies, Accession# W57569, in particular. PCR products were cloned 

into pT7Blue 3 (Novagen).  

[05381 Vaccinia andRetroviral C35 recombinants. The coding sequence of C35 

was subcloned from the library into vaccinia transfer plasmid, pVTKO at 

BamHI/SalI sites in a defined orientation. Recombinant virus was generated by 

transfection of pVTKO.C35 along with Nod and Apal digested V7.5/TK viral 

DNA into* fowlpox virus infected BSC-1 cells. As described elsewhere (U.S.  

Utility Patent Application No. 08/935,377; PCT/US98/24029; T Cells Specific 

for Target Antigens and Vaccines Based Thereon), this is an efficient method for 

construction of vaccinia virus recombinants. The C35 gene was also cloned into 

a retroviral vector pLXSN, and viral stocks were generated by co-transfection of 

293-GP cells with pVSVg for pseudotyping. Supernatants including infectious 

virus were collected 48 hours later.  

[05391 Generation ofC35-specic 2C3 monoclonal antibody andFA CSanalysis: 

Line mouse small cell lung carcinoma cells were infected with C35-retrovirus, 

and 103 -2 x 104 cells were injected into three BALB/cByJ mice. Following 21 

days, serum was harvested from retro-orbital bleeds and checked for reactivity 

with human tumor cells known to express low (MDA-MB-231) or very high 

(21NT) levels of C35 mRNA. Spleens were also harvested for the production of 

hybridomas by the fusion of spleen cells with P3 myeloma cells using standard 

mouse hybridoma technology. ELISA was used to screen HAT resistant clones 

for the presence of Ig. High producers were isotyped, quantitated, and used to 

screen C35+ and C35- cell lines by flow cytometry. Hybridoma clone 

supernatants containing 1 ug IgG were incubated with 106 cells inPAB (PBS, 1% 

BSA, 0.1% azide) for 30 min on ice, followed by 3 washes with PAB, and 

incubation with goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to F1TC (Southern
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Biotechnology, Birmingham, AL) for 30 minutes on ice. One hybridoma clone, 

2C3, recapitulated the surface staining seen with the immune serum (FIGS. 14A

14B) and was selected for expansion and antibodypurification (BioExpress, West 

Lebanon, NY).  

[05401 Generation ofhuman C35-specfic T cell line: Peripheral blood derived 

from a healthy female donor (HLA A2, 11, B35, 44) was separated into 

erythrocyte-rosette positive fraction'(a source of total T lymphocytes) and 

negative fraction (a source of monocytes). The T lymphocytes were 

cryopreserved for later use while the monocytes were incubated under conditions 

to generate dendritic cells (DC). Maturation ofDCs was induced as described by 

Bhardwaj and colleagues (Bender, A. et al., J. Immunol. Meth. 196:121-35 

(1996); Reddy, A. et al., Blood 90:3640-46 (1997); Engelmayer, J. et al., J.  

Immunology 163:6762-68(1999)) with some modifications. hGM-CSF andhIL-4 

(1000U/ml) were added every other day. At day 7, non-adherent, immature DC 

were incubated with a retrovirus recombinant for C35 for 6 hours in the presence 

of GM-CSF and IL-4. At this point, the retroviral supernatant was washed out 

and immature dendritic cells were subjected to maturation conditions, which 

again included GM-CSF, IL-4 as well as 12.5% monocyte conditioned medium 

(MCM). After 4 days, these mature, C35-expressing DC were used to stimulate 

autologous T cells at a ratio of 1 DC:50 T cells for a period of 14 days. A fresh 

pool of autologous DC were generated for restimulation of the T cells, but this 

time they were infected after 48 hours of maturation in MCM with a vaccinia 

virus recombinant for C35. Cytokines IL-2 (20 U/ml), IL- 12(20 U/ml) and IL-18 

(10 ng/ml) were added and a 1:50 ratio ofDC:T cells was maintained. Following 

12 days culture, T cells were stimulated for 7 additional days with EBV-B cells 

infected with C3 5 recombinant retrovirus and with addition ofIL-2 (20 U/ml) and 

IL-7 (10 ng/ml). Cytokines were all purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, 

MN). At this point, the cells were >90% CD8* and were tested for activity in a 

standard "'Cr Release assay. Briefly, one million target cells were incubated with 

100 uCi "Cr, washed, then incubated with CTL effectors for 4 hours in RPMI-
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1640, supplemented with 10% human AB serum (BioWhittaker). Activity of the 

CTL is expressed as the percent of specific lysis, measured as (Cr released into 

the supernatant upon lysis of labeled targets by CTL - spontaneous 

relcase)/(maximal release - spontaneous release).  

Results 

[05411 Characterization of C35: The sequence of clone C35, differentially

expressed in human breast tumor cells, is not homologous to any known gene in 

Genbank, but homologous EST sequences (prototype Accession# W57569) were 

identified. Homologous human EST fragments are present inNCI CGAP (Cancer 

Genome Anatomy Project) libraries, including tumors of brain, lung and kidney 

(A# AA954696), Soares ovary (A# AA285089) and parathyroid tumors (A# 

W37432), an endometrial tumor (A#AA337071), and colon carcinoma (A# 

AA313422). An open reading frame was identified that encodes a 115 amino 

acid protein (FIG. 10A). The full-length gene was isolated from a cDNA library 

of the breast adenocarcinoma cell line SKBR3. Sequencing of full-length 

transcripts from the cell lines SKBR3, 21MT2-D, and H16N2 confirmed that 

there were no point mutations in the cDNA; the transcript is 100% homologous 

in C35' cell lines, as well as C35'* cell lines. The C35 gene aligns on human 

chromosome 17q12 (A# AC040933) and mouse chromosome 11 (A# 

AC064803). Exons were deduced from homologies with cDNA EST sequences, 

as well as GRAIL predictions. Interestingly, the gene for C35 is within 1000 base 

pairs of the Her2/neu oncogene and within 2000 bp of the gene for Growth Factor 

Receptor-Bound Protein 7 (GRB7), atyrosine kinase that is involved in activating 

the cell cycle and that is overexpressed in esophageal carcinomas (Tanaka, S. et 

al., J. Clin. Invest. 102:821-27 (1998)) (FIG. 10B). Her2/neu protein 

overexpression has been correlated with gene amplification in 30% breast tumors 

and is associated with poor clinical prognosis (Slamon, D.J. et al., Science 

235:177-82 (1987)).
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[05421 Predicted protein motifs in the C35 amino acid sequence include: casein 

kinase I phosphorylation sites at amino acids 38 to 41 (TYLE), 76 to 79 (SKLE), 

and 97 to 100 (SNGE); an N-myristoylation site at amino acids 60 to 65 

(GGTGAF); and a cAMP- and cGMP-dependent protein kinase phosphorylation 

site at amino acids 94 to 97 (RRAS). Finally, the C35 protein contains a 

prenylation motif at the COOH-terminus, amino acids 112 to 115 (CVIL).  

Prenylation, the covalent attachment of a hydrophobic isoprenoid moiety, is a 

post-translational modification that promotes membrane association and also 

appears to mediate protein-protein interactions (Fu, H.-W. and Casey, P. J., 

Recent Progress in Hormone Research 54:315-43 (1999)). Prenylation has been 

shown to be required for localization and transforming potential of the oncogenic 

Ras family proteins to the cell surface (Jackson, J.H. et al., Proc. Nat!. Acad. Sci.  

U.S.A. 87:3042-46 (1990); Hancock, J.F. et al., Cell 57:1167-77 (1989)).  

Inhibitors of prenylation have been shown to possess anti-tumor activities, such 

as slowing tumor growth (Garcia, A.M. et al., J. Biol. Chem. 268:18415-18 

(1993)) and to promote rejection in animal models (Kohl, N.E. et al., Nature 

Med. 1:792-97 (1995)). Three O-glycosylation sites are predicted at or near the 

amino terminus - thr8, ser2, and ser9 using NetOGlyc2.0.  

(05431 C35 Transcript is Overexpressed in Breast and Bladder Carcinoma: An 

ideal target antigen for tumor immunotherapy would be abundantly expressed in 

multiple independent carcinomas, and would be absent or minimally expressed 

in normal proliferating and vital tissues. Differential expression of C35 was 

confirmed by Northern blot analysis. C35 is expressed in 7/10 human tumor cell 

lines at levels 10-25X higher than expression in a normal immortalized breast 

epithelial cell line, H16N2 (FIG. I1A). Importantly, C35 expression is shared 

among lines derived from both primary (21NT, 21PT) and metastatic (21MT1, 

21MT2) lesions of a single patient, suggesting its expression may be associated 

with early events in the process of tumor transformation. In addition, the 

overexpression of C35 is shared among independently derived human mammary 

carcinoma cell lines, including SKBR3, T47D, and BT474. Interestingly, the C35
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expression pattern in SKBR3, MDA MB231, H16N2 and tumors derived from 

the same patient correlates with Her2/neu expression, which may be associated 

with the close genomic proximity of the two genes and the incidence of 

HER2/neu gene amplification.  

[05441 To investigate whether C35 expression in patient derived tumors is 

clinically relevant for development of a cancer vaccine, mRNA was extracted 

from snap frozen human tissue samples obtained from the Cooperative Human 

Tissue Network (CHTN). 70% ofprimary breast tumor samples overexpress C35 

transcript (FIG. 11B), and 35% (7/20) of these breast adenocarcinomas 

overexpress at levels 10-70 fold higher than normal breast. Overexpression of 

C35 is also seen in 50% ofbladder carcinoma primary specimens examined (FIG.  

12), while 20% (3/14) ofprimary bladder carcinoma express at levels greater than 

10 fold higher than normal bladder. Overexpression of C35, at levels 9X or 

greater, was not detected in panels of ovarian (0/7), prostate (0/5), or colon (0/15) 

carcinomas (data not shown).  

105451 2C3 Monoclonal Antibody reacts with C35+ cells: In order to confirm 

differential expression of the gene product encoded by C35, a monoclonal 

antibody against the shared tumor antigen was selected. Hybridomas were 

produced by immunizing mice with a poorly immunogenic BALB/cByJ tumor 

cell line, which had been transduced with a retroviral human C35 recombinant.  

Hybridoma clones were screened for their ability to stain C35++ breast and 

bladder tumor cell lines (FIGS. 13A and 13B). Non-tumorigenic breast H16N2 

and bladder SV-HUC epithelial cell lines did not show a significant shift in 

fluorescence intensity when compared to the isotype control. In contrast, 2C3 

monoclonal antibody specifically stained C35+ breast tumors, SKBR3 and 21

NT-D, and bladder tumor ppT 1A3. The staining was carried out on cells that 

were neither fixed nor permeabilized, indicating that 2C3 antibody recognizes a 

surface molecule.
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Inhibition of tumor growth with C35 antibodies: 

[05461 Antibodies are useful tools to detect diagnostic markers of cancer, but 

they may also have potential use for therapeutic applications. Humanized 

Her2/neu specific antibody (Herceptin) has been successfully employed for 

treatment of some breast cancers. Herceptin binds HER2/neu and downregulates 

signal transduction from the growth factor receptor. Growth inhibition studies 

were performed with C35-specific 2C3 antibody. 21NT-D breast tumor and 

H16N2 "normal" breast cell lines were grown in vitro in the presence of various 

antibody concentrations. An XTT assay was performed to evaluate cell 

expansion at 72 hours. Results shown in FIGS. 14A and 14B indicate that 2C3 

inhibits growth of 21NT tumor cells by approximately 50% at concentrations as 

low as I ug/ml.  

A C35 Class I epitope is HLA-A2 restricted: 

[05471 Establishment of self-tolerance is a major obstacle to development of 

vaccines based on self proteins. Tolerance, however, must be defined in terms 

of quantitative levels of expression. It is possible that even while high affinity 

antigen-specific T cells are tolerized, T cells with lower affinity receptors that do 

not have functional avidity for a low concentration of antigen escape tolerance 

induction. These same T cells could, however, subsequently become functionally 

significant if there is markedly increased avidity associated with overexpression 

of the target antigen. Even if they are few in number, such T cells could be 

expanded by the most fundamental of immunological manipulations, vaccination.  

[05481 C35 is a self-protein expressed at low basal levels in normal human 

tissues. It was, therefore, necessary to determine if human T cells are tolerant to 

C35 at levels of expression characteristic ofcarcinomas. The only way to exclude 

tolerance is by demonstrating responsiveness, and the only way to demonstrate 

responsiveness short of a clinical trial is by in vitro stimulation. Human T cells
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and autologous dendritic cells were derived from PBL from a normal donor. The 

T cells were primed by alternate stimulation with autologous dendritic cells 

infected with retroviral or pox virus recombinants of the C35 cDNA. CTL 

recovered in vitro following several cycles of stimulation were analyzed for their 

ability to lyse C35+ target tumor cells (FIGS. 15A and 15B) or to secrete 

cytokines in response to antigen induced activation (FIGS. 16A and 16B). The 

targets either endogenously expressed C35 and/or HLA-A2. 1, or were engineered 

to express these proteins via standard transfection with a C35-recombinant 

mammalian expression vector, or by infection with C35-recombinant vaccinia 

virus. Previous studies have demonstrated that protein expression by vaccinia 

virus is an efficient means oftargetingpeptides to the MHC-I processing pathway 

(Moss, B., Science 252:1662-67 (1991).  

[05491 Following several rounds of stimulation, both a bulk T cell line and a T 

cell clone were selected that differentially lyse C35+ tumor cells relative to C35'* 

H16N2 normal breast epithelial cell line in a "Cr release assay (FIGS. 15A and 

B). The HLA-A2 restricted C35-specific CTL clone 10G3 efficiently lysed the 

HLA-A2 transfected tumorigenic cell line, 21-NT.A2, which expresses C35 

antigen at levels 15X greater than H16N2 and is stained with 2C3 monoclonal 

antibody. Specific lysis was also with the HLA-A2+ bladder tumor cell line 

ppTl1A3 compared to the non-tumorigenic bladder cell line SV-HUC from 

which it was derived (FIG. 15B). The data demonstrate CTL sensitivity of 

tumors that express high levels of C35 with minimal lysis of C35'* 

nontumorigenic immortalized cell lines. Importantly, the same CTL are not 

reactive with MEC, a primary culture of non-immortalized, non-transformed, 

HLA-A2* breast epithelial cells that do not express C35 at significant levels.  

Further evidence to support C35+ tumor recognition by the T cells is shown in 

FIGS. 6A and 16B. The T cells secrete IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha in response 

to C35+, HLA-A2+ stimulator. Again, the non-tumorigenic, C351* cell line 

H16N2.A2 did not induce cytokine secretion by C35-specific T cells. However, 

infection of this line with vaccinia virus recombinant for C35 confers the ability
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to activate the T cells. Since the T cells do not secrete lFN-gamma or TNF-alpha 

in response to HI 6N2.A2 transduced with an irrelevant protein L3, this indicates 

that the response is specific to C35 protein expression (FIGS. 16A and B).  

105501 Following several rounds of stimulation, both a bulk T cell line and a T 

cell clone were selected that differentially lyse C35+, HLA-A2+ tumor cells in 

aSICr release assay. The C35-specific CTL did not lyse the HLA-A2 transfected 

non-tumorigenic breast epithelial cell line, H16N2.A2 (FIGS. 15A and 15B), 

although this cell line does express C35 at low levels based on the Northern blot 

data shown in FIG. IlA However, C35-specific CTL efficiently lysed the HLA

A2 transfected tumorigenic cell line, 21-NT.A2, which expresses C35 antigen at 

levels 15X greater than H16N2 and is stained with 2C3 monoclonal antibody.  

C35' tumor-specific lysis was also shown with the bladder tumor cell line 

ppTl1A3 compared to the non-tumorigenic bladder cell line SV-HUC from 

which it was derived. The data demonstrate CTL sensitivity of tumors that 

express high levels of C35 with minimal lysis of C35' nontumorigenic 

immortalized cell lines. Importantly, the same CTL are not reactive with MEC, 

a primary culture of non-immortalized, non-transformed, HLA-A2* breast 

epithelial cells that do not express C35 at significant levels. Further evidence to 

support C35+ tumor recognition by the T cells is shown in FIGS. 16A and 16B.  

The T cells secrete IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha in response to C35+, HLA-A2+ 

stimulator. Again, the non-tumorigenic, C3 5' cell line HI 6N2.A2 did not induce 

cytokine secretion by C35-specific T cells. However, infection of this line with 

vaccinia virus recombinant for C35 confers the ability to activate the T cells.  

Since the T cells do not secrete IFN-gamma or TNF-alpha in response to 

H16N2.A2 transduced with an irrelevant protein L3, this indicates that the 

response is specific to C35 protein expression.  

[05511 The C35-specific T cells were generated from a donor with HLA 

haplotype A2, All, B8, B35. The bladder cell lines, SV-HUC and ppTllA3 

derive from a donor with haplotype HLA-A2, B 18, B44. However, since the 

H16N2 immortalized breast epithelial cell Line and 21-NT and 21-MT breast
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tumor cell lines derived from the same HLA-A2 negative donor, these cell lines 

had to be transfected with HLA-A2.1 to provide a required MHC restriction 

element for recognition by HLA-A2 restricted 10G3 T cell clone (FIGS. 16A and 

16B). The T cells were strongly stimulated to secrete these lymphokines by the 

breast lines that expressed both C35 and HLA-A2 (compare 21-MT2 with 21

MT2.vvA2). The data indicate that there is at least one HLA-A2.1 defined 

epitope of C35.  

[05521 Deletion mutants of C35 coding region were constructed to identify 

cDNA segments that encode the peptide epitope recognized by the CTL. FIGS.  

15A and 15B demonstrate almost equivalent IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha 

secretion by T cells stimulated with the full length C35 or a truncated mutant 

encompassing only the first 50 amino acids.  

Discussion 

[05531 C35 is a novel tumor antigen that is overexpressed in breast and bladder 

carcinoma. The gene has properties that make it apromising candidate for tumor 

immunotherapy. It is expressed in a significant number of tumors derived from 

different individuals. Expression in vital normal tissues is relatively low, 

reducing the risk of autoimmune reactions and, equally important, making it 

unlikely that immune cells have been rendered tolerant to the gene product. C35 

is characterized as a "tumor antigen" since C3 5 expressing dendritic cells induce 

autologous tumor specific human cytotoxic T lymphocytes in vitro.  

[0554] C35 is a novel gene product of unknown function- However, our studies 

with monoclonal antibodies have provided some insight into the localization of 

the protein. Both serum and a monoclonal antibody derived from a C35

immunized mouse specifically stain unfixed cells that express C35. Thissuggests 

that the antibody recognizes a tumor surface membrane protein. Although the 

protein sequence does not conform with known transmembrane motifs based on 

hydrophobicity, the existence of aprenylation site at the COOH terminus suggests
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insertion into the membrane. Prenylationis apost-translational lipid modification 

that produces a substantially more hydrophobic protein with high affinity for the 

membrane (Fu, H.-W. and Casey, P. J., Recent Progress in Hormone Research 

54:315-43 (1999)). Other proteins that contain prenylation sites include the Ras 

oncogene family. Ras GTPases act in signal tranduction cascades with MAPK 

to induce cell division and proliferation. Ras proteins are anchored to the plasma 

membrane via prenylation, but the proteins remain in the cytoplasmic face of the 

membrane. Therefore, it is possible that C35 also remains on the cytoplasmic 

side of the membrane, but there may be sufficient transport to the outer surface 

to be detected with a specific antibody.  

[0555] C35-specific antibodies are valuable tools for studying the protein 

expression of C35, to corroborate Northern blot analysis, and for use in assays 

such as Western blots and immunohistochemistry. In addition, these antibodies 

may have therapeutic benefits, such as has been recently been demonstrated for 

Herceptin (Baselga, J. et al., J. Clin. Oncol. 14:737-44 (1996); Pegram, M.D. et 

al., J. Clin. Oncol. 16:2659-71 (1998)), an antibody to the tumor-associated 

antigen HER2-neu (c-erbB-2) (Schechter, A.L. et al., Nature 312:513-16 (1984).  

Herceptin's anti-tumor effects include binding the epidermal growth factor 

receptor, which inhibits tumor cell growth, and eliciting antibody dependent cell

mediated cytotoxicity (Dillman, R.O., Cancer Biotherapy & 

Radiopharmaceuticals 14:5-10 (1999).  

EXAMPLE 6 

Induction of Cytotoxic T Cells Specific for Target Antigens of Tumors 

(0556] Human tumor-specific T cells have been induced in vitro by stimulation 

of PBL with autologous tumors or autologous antigen presenting cells pulsed 

with tumor lysates (van Der Bruggen, P. et al., Science 254: 1643-1647 (1991); 

Yasumura, S. et al., Cancer Res. 53: 1461-68 (1993); Yasumura, S. etal.,Int.  

J. Cancer 57: 297-305 (1994); Simons, J.W. et al., Cancer Res. 57: 1537-46
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(1997); Jacob, L. et al., Int. J. Cancer 71:325-332 (1997); Chaux, P. et al., J.  

Immunol. 163:2928-2936 (1999)). PBL have been derived from either patients 

deliberately immunized with tumor, with tumor modified to enhance its 

immunogenicity, or with tumor extracts, or patients whose only prior stimulation 

was in the natural course of disease. T cells with reactivity for infectious agents 

could be similarly derived by in vitro stimulation of T cells with autologous cells 

that have been either infected in vitro or were infected in vivo during the natural 

course of exposure to the infectious agent. CD4+ and CD8+ T cells or antibody 

selected under these or other conditions to be specific for either tumor cells or 

cells infected with either a virus, fungus or mycobacteria or T cells or antibodies 

specific for the target antigens of an autoimmune disease could be employed in 

the selection and screening methods of this invention to detect and isolate cDNA 

that encode these target antigens and that have been incorporated into a 

representative cDNA library.  

[05571 In spite of demonstrated success in the induction of human T cell 

responses in vitro against a number of antigens of tumors and infected cells, it is 

not certain that these represent the full repertoire of responses that might be 

induced in vivo. Because safety considerations limit the possibilities of 

experimental immunization in people, there is a need for an alternative animal 

model to explore immune responses to human disease antigens. The major 

obstacle to developing such a model is that numerous molecules expressed in 

normal human cells are strongly immunogenic in other species. It is, therefore, 

necessary to devise a means of inducing tolerance to normal human antigens in 

another species in order to reveal immune responses to any human 

disease-specific antigens. It is now recognized that activation of antigen-specific 

T lymphocytes requires two signals of which one involves presentation of a 

specific antigenic complex to the T cell antigen receptor and the second is an 

independent costimulator signal commonly mediated by interaction of the B7 

family of molecules on the surface of the antigen presenting cell with the CD28 

molecule on the T cell membrane. Delivery of an antigen-specific signal in the
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absence of a costimulator signal not only fails to induce T cell immunity but 

results in T cell unresponsiveness to subsequent stimulation (Lenschow, D.J. et 

al., Ann. Rev. Immunol. 14:233-258 (1996)). Additional studies have revealed a 

key role for another pair of interactions between the CD40 molecule on the 

antigen presenting cell and CD40 ligand on the T cell. This interaction results in 

upregulation of the B7 costimulator molecules (Roy, M. et al., Eur. J Immunol.  

25:596-603 (1995)). In the presence of anti-CD40 ligand antibody either in vivo 

or in vitro, the interaction with CD40 is blocked, B7 costimulator is not up 

regulated, and stimulation with a specific antigenic complex results in T cell 

tolerance rather than T cell immunity (Bluestone, J.A. et al., Immunol. Rev.  

165:5-12 (1998)). Various protocols to block either or both CD40/CD40 ligand 

interactions and B7/CD28 interactions have been shown to effectively induce 

transplantation tolerance (Larsen, C. et al., Nature 381:434-438 (1996); Kirk et 

al., Nature Medicine 5:686-693 (1999)). An example of the effect of anti-CD40 

ligand antibody (anti-CD154) in blocking the reactivity of murine T cells to 

specific transplantation antigens is shown in FIGS. 17A and 17B. DBA/2 (H-2d) 

mice were immunized with 107 C57B/6 (H-2') spleen cells intraperitoneally and, 

in addition, were injected with either saline or 0.5 mg monoclonal anti-CD40 

ligand antibody (MR1, anti-CD154, Pharmingen 09021D) administered both at 

the time ofimmunization and two days later. On day 10 following immunization, 

spleen cells from these mice were removed and stimulated in vitro with either 

C57B1/6 or control allogeneic C3H (H-2) spleen cells that had been irradiated 

(20 Gy). After 5 days in vitro stimulation, C57Bl/6 and C3H specific cytolytic 

responses were assayed at various effectortarget ratios by"Crrelease assay from 

specific labeled targets, in this case, either C3H or C57B16 dendritic cells pulsed 

with syngeneic spleen cell lysates. The results in FIGS. 17A and 17B show that 

significant cytotoxicity was induced against the control C3H alloantigens in both 

saline and anti-CD 154 treated mice whereas a cytotoxic response to C57B/6 was 

induced in the saline treated mice but not the anti-CD154 treated mice. This 

demonstrates specific tolerance induction to the antigen employed for immune
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stimulation at the time CD40/CD40 ligand interactions were blocked by 

anti-CD154.  

[0558] A tolerization protocol similar to the above employing either anti-CD154 

alone or a combination of anti-CD154 and anti-B7 or anti-CD28 could be 

employed to induce tolerance to normal human xenoantigens in mice prior to 

immunization with a human tumor. In one embodiment, the normal antigens 

would be expressed on immortalized normal cells derived from the same 

individual and tissue from which a tumor cell line is derived. In another 

embodiment, the normal and tumor antigens would derive from cell lysates of 

normal and tumor tissue of the same individual each lysate pulsed onto antigen 

presenting cells for presentation to syngeneic murine T cells both in vivo and in 

vitro. In a preferred embodiment, the tumors would derive by in vitro 

mutagenesis or oncogene transformation from an immortalized, contact-inhibited, 

anchorage-dependent, non-tumorigenic cell line so that very well-matched 

non-tumorigenic cells would be available for tolerance induction.  

[05591 An alternative to the tolerization protocols is depletion of T cells that are 

activated bynormal antigens prior to immunization with tumor. Activated T cells 

transiently express CD69 and CD25 with peak expression between 24 and 48 

hours post-stimulation. T cells expressing these markers following activation 

with normal cells or normal cell lysates can be depleted with anti-CD69 and 

anti-CD25 antibody coupled directly or indirectly to a matrix such as magnetic 

beads. Subsequent immunization of the remaining T cells with tumor cells or 

tumor cell lysates either in vitro or in vivo following adoptive transfer will 

preferentially give rise to a tumor-specific response.  

[05601 In one embodiment, the mice to be tolerized to normal human cells or 

lysates and subsequently immunized with tumor cells or lysates are any of a 

variety of commercially available inbred and outbred strains. Because murine T 

cells are restricted to recognize peptide antigens in association with murine MHC 

molecules which are not expressed by human cells, effective tolerization or 

stimulation requires either transfection of human cells with murine MHC
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molecules or re-presentation of human normal and tumor antigens by mouse 

antigen presenting cells. Dendritic cells are especially preferred as antigen 

presenting cells because of their ability to re-present antigenic peptides in both 

the class I and class II MHC pathways (Huang, et al., Science 264:961-965 

(1994); Inaba, et al., J. Exp. Med. 176:1702 (1992); Inaba, et al., J. Exp. Med.  

178:479-488 (1993)). In another embodiment, mice double transgenic forhuman 

HLA and human CD8 or CD4 are employed. The HLA transgene permits 

selection of a high affinity, HLA-restricted T cell repertoire in the mouse thymus.  

In addition, a human CD8 or CD4 transgene is required because murine CD8 and 

CD4 do not interact efficiently with the cognate humah class I or class II MHC 

molecules. The use of non-transgenic mice to generate human tumor-specific T 

cells would lead to identification of any human tumor antigens that can be 

processed in association with murine MHC molecules. Since multiple murine 

strains with diverse MHC molecules are available, this could encompass a wide 

range of antigens. However, it would have to be separately determined by 

stimulation of human T cells with autologous antigen presenting cells whether 

these tumor-specific antigens also express peptides that can be processed and 

presented in association with human HILA. Such peptides may or may not 

overlap with those initially detected in association with murine MHC molecules 

but would derive from the same set of proteins. By employing HLA transgenic 

mice it is possible to more directly address the relevance of antigenic peptides to 

human MHC. There can, however, be no assurance that peptide processing will 

be identical in murine and human antigen presenting cells. It is essential, 

therefore, to confirm that HLA-restricted, human tumor antigen-specific T cells 

are indeed also crossreactive on human tumor cells. Finally, no matter how the 

issue ofprocessing and presentation in association with human HLA is addressed, 

it must in all cases be determined whether human T cells are reactive to the 

identified antigens or whether they have been rendered tolerant, perhaps due to 

expression ofthe same or a related antigen in some other non-homologous normal 

tissue. Relevant information on this point can be obtained through in vitro
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stimulation of human T cell responses with the identified antigens or antigenic 

peptides presented by autologous antigen presenting cells. Ideally, it would be 

shown that patients with antigen positive tumors have an increased frequency of 

T cells reactive with the purported tumor-specific antigen. To demonstrate that 

the antigen-specific human T cells induced canbe effective in eradicating tumors, 

the selected human T cells could be adoptively transferred into SCID mice 

bearing a human tumor xenograft as described by Renner, C. et al., Science 

264:833-835 (1994). However, definitive evidence for clinical relevance would 

await the results of a human clinical trial.  

[05611 Conditions for in vitro stimulation of primary human T cell responses are 

described in Example 2 and are applicable to both CD4+ and CD8+ responses.  

The strategies described for induction of human T cell or antibody responses 

specific for human tumors are equally applicable to induction of T cell or 

antibody responses to target antigens of human cells infected with either a virus, 

fungus or mycobacteria. Indeed, in this case the same uninfected cell population 

affords an immediately available normal control population for tolerance 

induction and to confirm infectious specificity.  

[05621 The construction of transgenic mice is well known in the art and is 

described, for example, in Manipulating the Mouse Embroy: A laboratory 

Manual, Hogan, et al., Cold Spring Harbor Press, second edition (1994). Human 

CD8 transgenic mice may be constructed by the method of LaFace, et al., J. Exp.  

Med. 182:1315-25 (1995). Construction of new lines of transgenic mice 

expressing the human CD8alpha and CD8beta subunits may be made by insertion 

of the corresponding human cDNA into a human CD2 minigene based vector for 

T cell-specific expression in transgenic mice (Zhumabekov, et al., J. Immunol.  

Methods 185:133-140 (1995)). HLA class I transgenic mice may be constructed 

by the methods of Chamberlain, et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 85:7690-7694 

(1988) or Bernhard, et al., J. Exp. Med. 168:1157-1162 (1988) or Vitiello, et al., 

J. Exp. Med. 173:1007-1015 (1991) or Barra, et al., J. Immunol. 150:3681-3689 

(1993).
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[05631 Construction of additional HLA class I transgenic mice maybe achieved 

by construction of an H-2Kb cassette that includes 2 kb of upstream regulatory 

region together with the first two introns previously implicated in gene regulation 

(Kralova, et al., 1992, EMBO J. 11: 4591-4600). Endogenous translational start 

sites are eliminated from this region and restriction sites for insertion of HLA 

cDNA are introduced into the third exon followed by a polyA addition site. By 

including an additional 3kb of genomic H-2Kb sequence at the 3' end of this 

construct, the class I gene can be targeted for homologous recombination at the 

H-2Kb locus in embryonic stem cells. This has the advantage that the transgene 

is likely to he expressed at a defined locus known to be compatible with murine 

class I expression and that these mice are likely to be deficient for possible 

competition by H-2Kb expression at the cell membrane. It is believed that this 

will give relatively reproducible expression of diverse human HLA class I cDNA 

introduced in the same construct.  

EXAMPLE 7 

Induction of GM-CSF Secretion by Line 4 T Cells Stimulated 
with the C35 Peptide Epitopes 

[05641 T cell line 4 was generated by stimulating normal donor T cells for 12 

days each with autologous dendritic cells (DC) and then autologous monocytes 

infected with C35 recombinant vaccinia.virus. Weekly stimulation was continued 

with allo PBL and the 21NT tumor transfected with HLA-A2/Kb (21NT-A2).  

The results of the experiment are depicted in FIG. 18. For this experiment, T 

cells were restimulated in vitro at 106 T cells per well with 5 x I04 irradiated 

(2500 rads) H16N2-A2/Kb pulsedwith lug/m of C35 peptides 9-17,77-85,104

112, or 105-113 and I 0 irradiated allo PBL per well with IL2 (20U/ml) and IL-7 

(lOng/ml) in AIM-V/5% human AB serum. After two (2) rounds of stimulation 

for 7 days, T cells were tested for induction of GM-CSF secretion following 

incubation with different stimulators pulsed or not pulsed with lug/ml ofpeptide 

or infected with vvC35 or vvWT at MOI =1. T cells (5000) were incubated with
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25000 of the various stimulator cells overnight in AIM-V/5% human AB serum 

in triplicate.  

[05651 As shown in FIG. 18, no GM-CSF stimulation was observed with normal 

breast epithelial cells tmnsfected with HLA-A2/Kb (H16N2-A2). However, the 

same cells pulsed with the C35 peptides produced significant stimulation 

(A16N2-A2+peptide). Stimulation was seen for cells pulsed with each peptide, 

with peptide 77-85 showing the greatest stimulation. In addition, significant 

stimulation was seen with the 21NT tumor cells transfected with HLA-A2/Kb 

(21NT-A2) but not pulsed with C35 peptides, as well as normal breast epithelial 

cells transfected with HLA-A2/Kb and infected with C35 recombinant vaccinia 

virus (H16N2-A2 vvC35). As expected, no stimulation was seen with normal 

breast epithelial cells transected with HLA-A2/Kb and infected with wild-type 

vaccinia virus.  

[0566] The fact that minimal stimulation was seen H1 6N2-A2 cells that were not 

pulsed with any of the C35 peptides yet substantial stimulation was seen with the 

same cells pulsed with peptides confirms that each of the C35 peptides tested 

associates with HLA2. Moreover, the fact that the 21NT-A2 tumor cells also 

showed stimulation even though they had not been pulsed with any C35 peptides 

confirms that the C35 peptides are produced (i.e., processed) by the tumor cells.  

Finally, the fact that stimulation was observed with the H1 6N2-A2 cells infected 

with C35 recombinant vaccinia virus confirms that the full-length C35 

polypeptide introduced recombinantly is processed in the cells.  

EXAMPLE 8 

Generation of Peptide Specific CD8* T Cells 

CD8* T cell selection 

[05671 PBMCs were harvested using standard Ficoll-Hypaque separation ofanti

coagulated human blood. Whole blood was diluted with HBSS (w/o Ca2+/Mg+)
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2:1, in 50 ml centrifuge tubes. 30 ml of blood was then layered over 12 ml ficoll.  

The blood was centrifuged at 18*C, 400 x g for 30 minutes, with the brake off.  

The interface layer containing PBMC was removed and washed 2x with HBSS.  

[05681 CD8 positive cells were selected via magnetic activated cell sorting 

(MACS) manufactured by Miltenyi Biotec, Aubum, CA. Specifically, the 

PBMCs are pelleted and resuspended in 80 pl MACS buffer (degassed, ice-cold 

PBS pH 7.2, supplemented with 0.5% BSA and 2mM EDTA) per IO total cells.  

20 pl of MACS CD8 microbeads was added per 10' cells, mixed well and 

incubated for 15 minutes at 6-12*C. The cells were then washed by adding 12 ml 

MACS buffer, centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 minutes at 4*C, the supernatant 

removed completely and the pellet resuspended in 1-2 ml MACS buffer. A 

positive selection VS* MACS column was placed in the magnetic field of a 

separator. The column was prepared by washing with 3 ml MACS buffer. The 

cell suspension was applied to the column, allowing the cells to completely enter 

the column. The column was then rinsed with 3 x 3 ml MACS buffer.  

[05691 The column was removed from the separator and placed in a collection 

tube. 5 ml of MACS buffer was then pipetted onto the column and the cells 

firmly flushed through with supplied plunger. The CD8* cell type was verified 

via flow cytometry. The cells were either kept in culture in AIM-V media 

(Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) with 10% human AB serum (Gemini Bioproducts, 

Woodland, CA) or frozen in 10% DMSO & 90% human AB serum at -80*C for 

later use.  

Generation & maturation of dendritic cells (DCs) 

DC selection from PBMCs 

105701 The PBMCs were plated out, either inclusive of all PBL or following 

CD8* and/or CD4* cell selection. CD4* cells were selected in the same manner 

as the CD8* cells (above) using Miltenyi Biotec MACS CD4 microbeads. The
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absence or presence of PBL does not make a difference in DC selection. PBMCs 

were then plated at 5-7 x 10' cells/well in 6-well plates in RPMI serum free media 

for 2 hrs at 37*C. Non-adherent cells were removed and the adherent layer 

washed with 3x with HBSS. Adherent cells were incubated in StemSpan 

(StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) with 1% human AB serum, 

1000 U/mI GM-CSF and 1000 U/ml IL-4 at 37*C, 7% CO2 for 7 days for 

generation of immature Dcs. Media and cytokines were replenished every other 

day.  

DC maturation 

[0571] On day 7 immature DCs were collected by harvesting the non-adherent 

cells. The DCs were incubated in StemSpan with 1% human AB serum, 1000 

U/ml GM-CSF, 1000 U/ml IL-4, 10 ng/ml TNFa and 1 p.g/ml CD40L for 24-48 

hrs, 37"C, 7% CO2, to mature.  

CD8* cell stimulations with peptide pulsed APCs 

[05721 A first stimulation was performed utilizing peptide pulsed autologous 

Des. The CD8* cells used were either fresh or brought back into culture from 

800 a minimum of 24 hr prior to the stimulation. Fresh matured DCs were plated 

at 1x10 4 cells per well of 96-well U-bottom plate in AIM-V media. 10 pg/ml 

peptide and 3 pg/mi P2-microglobulin were added to individual wells for a 4 hr 

pulse, 37*C, 7% CO2.  

[05731 Wells were combined for pools of peptide pulsed DCs where indicated.  

Cells were then transferred to 15 ml conical tubes, and the volume brought up to 

12 ml with AIM-V media. The pellet was centrifuged and resuspended in AIM

V media and irradiated at 2500 rads. On Day 0, x 105 peptide pulsed DCs were 

added to 2x106 CD8' cells in 24-well plates at a ratio of 20 T-cells to I DC for
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stimulations. The cells were maintained in AIM-V with 5% human AB serum 

and 10 ng/ml IL-7. On Day 1, 20 1U/ml IL-2 was added to each well.  

The wells were then incubated at 37*C, 7% CO2 for 12 days, refreshing media 

when necessary.  

2 ' & 3 ' stimulations 

[05741 The protocol for the second and third stimulations was similar to the 

protocol for the 1' stimulation with the following exceptions. Frozen DCs were 

utilized by bringing back into culture and maturing. The DCs were pulsed with 

1-10 pg/ml peptide (experimentally dependent) for 2-4 hr. The DCs were 

irradiated at 2500 rads, omitting the washing step. Thus, any unbound peptide 

remained in media. The cells were maintained at a 20:1 ratio (CD8:DC) in 12 or 

24-well plates, plating lx10' CD8*cells/well. The T cells were assayed for target 

cell recognition via cytotoxicity and/or cytokine release assays 7-12 days post the 

3"' stimulation.  

4' stimulation and beyond 

[05751 Various cell types can be used as APCs, i.e., DC, monocytes, EBV-B and 

tumor. Autologous monocytes are given as an example. PBMCs are irradiated 

at 2500 rads, then plated out at 4-6xl0'celLs/well of 12-well plate in RPMI, and 

incubated for 2 hr at 37*C, 7% CO2. Non-adherent cells are removed and the 

adherent monocytes washed 2x with HBSS.  

[0576] The monocytes are then pulsed with peptides at 1-10 pg/ml in AIM-V 

media for 2 hours, 37"C, 7% CO2. Where CD8' cells have previously been 

stimulated with peptide pulsed APCs in pools, combine peptides when pulsing 

monocytes into those same pools. Add 1-10 pg/ml of each peptide. CD8' cells 

are added to the respective pulsed monocytes, maintaining the 20:1 ratio.
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[05771 On Day 0 10 ng/ml IL-7 are added, and on Day 1 20 IU/ml IL-2 are 

added. The cells are then incubate at 37*C, 7% C0 2, for 7 days refreshing media 

when necessary. In general, T cells are assayed for target cell recognition via 

cytotoxicity and/or cytokine release assays 5-7 days post each stimulation.  

Clonal CD8* cell populations 

[0578] Cells were cloned out by limiting dilution. To the wells of 96-well U

bottom plates were added: 1-10 CD8* cells, 1x10 4 mixed irradiated allogeneic 

feeder cells (2500 rads), 1000 peptide pulsed autologous irradiated EBV-B cells 

(2500 rads) and 10 ng/ml IL-7 in AIM-V media with 5% human AB serum. 20 

1U/ml LL-2 was added on Day 1. Clones were refreshed weekly by changing 50% 

of the media, adding fresh cytokines and irradiated feeder and peptide pulsed B 

cells. Clones were selected for target cell recognition assays, cytotoxicity and/or 

cytokine release, and expansion, from plates showing <30% growth, indicating 

clonality of the limiting dilution.  

Rapid expansion protocol 

[0579] This protocol was utilized for clones showing lytic activity. (Protocol 

received from Dr. Steven Rosenberg (NCI) via personal communication.) 

[0580] On Day 0, allogeneic mixed PBMC were irradiated (2500 rads) and added 

to a25 cm2 flask (4x107 cells/flask) in 25 ml AIM-V with 10% human AB serum.  

OKT3 was added at 30 ng/ml followed by 1x10 5 viable cloned CD8*cells. On 

Day 2, IL-2 was added at 300 1U/ml. On Day 5,20 ml media changed/flask, 300 

1U/ml fresh IL-2 was added. Immune activity was tested for by cytotoxicity or 

cytokine release assay 8-11 days after REP.
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Cytotoxicity "Cr release assay 

[05811 CD8* cells were screened for activity against selected target cells. APCs 

were pulsed with peptide and cells transduced to express retrovirus or vaccinia 

virus, tumor, normal controls, etc. Targets were washed by removing cells from 

flasks to 15 nl conical tubes, adding 12 mIs HBSS, resuspending the cells and 

centrifuging down. The supernatant was then poured off-200y4ls. To this was 

added 100 uCi Cr/ 1x10' cells. Targets were then incubated at 37*C, 7% CO2 

for lhr, then washed 2x12 ml HBSS.  

[0582] Targets were resuspended in AIM-V with 5% humanAB serum and added 

to wells of 96-well U-bottom plates. Next, 1-20 ug/ml of peptides was pulsed 

onto targets at various time points dependent on the experiment; overnight, prior 

to the addition of "Cr or following the "Cr incubation. CD8* effector cells were 

added in AIM-V with 5% human AB serum. E:T ratios ranging from 5:1 to 50:1.  

Samples were in triplicate, 200 pl final volume. Controls included spontaneous 

release of "Cr into the media, maximum release (incubation with 5% triton 

X100) and un-pulsed targets. The plates were spun at 700 RPM/5 minutes and 

incubated 4-6 hrs 37*C, 7% CO2. The supernatant was harvested and Cr release 

measured via gamma counter.  

Cytokine ELISA assays measuring GM-CSF or yIFN release 

[05831 The Pharmingen (San Diego, CA) kits used may vary, need to follow 

manufacturer's instructions. In general, the protocol was as follows: 

[05841 On Day 1, ELISA plates are coated with 100 pl diluted capture antibody 

per well in coating buffer (0.1M Carbonate, pH 9.5). The plates are then sealed 

and wrapped with foil and incubated overnight at 4*C. Targets are then incubated 

overnight with CD8*cells, in 96 well U-bottom plates, in AIM-V media with 5% 

human AB serum. Samples in triplicate.
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[05851 On Day 2, the wells of the ELISA plates were aspirated and washed 3x 

(Bio-Tekplate washer, Winooski, VT) with 300pl/well wash buffer (PBS, 0.05% 

Tween 20). The plates were then blocked with 2001l/well assay diluent, 

incubated at room temp for 1 hr, and the plates washed 3x with wash buffer.  

[05861 100l. standards or culture supernatant from each unknown sample were 

added to their respective wells and incubated at room temp for 2 hrs.  

(0587] Plates were washed 5x with wash buffer, 100 pl working detector added 

to each well, and the plates incubated at room temp for 1 hr. The plates were then 

washed 7x with wash buffer, 100 jil substrate solution added to each well, and the 

plates incubated for 15 - 30 min at room temp in dark. 50 pl 2N H2SO4 was 

added to each well to stop the reaction. The plates were then read at 450 nm 

within 30 minutes with X correction 570 nm.  

EXAMPLE 9 

C35 Peptide Mediated T Cell Lysis 

[0588] T cell activity on EBV cells pulsed with C35 peptide epitopes was 

analyzed. Specifically, T cells obtained from two separate human donors 

expressing different HLA specificities were incubated with EBV-B target cells 

pulsed with C35 peptide epitopes. The results are shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10 

T cell donor SB, HLA haplotype: A2, A3; B18, B44 

% Lysis EBV-B cell Target 

T cell clone No peptide + p72-86  + p77- 85 

#46 4.6 78.5 97.1 

% Lysis EBV-B cell Target 

T cell clone No peptide + p17-3 1  + p22 -30 

#72 0 0.5 72.8 

#75 1.6 1.2 .56.8 

#104 0 6.4 100.3 

peptide 17-31 VEPGSGVRIVVEYAE 

peptide 22-30 GVRIVVEYA 

peptide 72-86 QLVFSKLENGGFPYE 

peptide 77-85 KLENGGFPY 

T cell donor LE, HLA haplotype: A3, A66; B8, B41 

% Lysis EBV-B cell Target 

T cell clone No peptide + p67- 75  + p81-8 9 

A 10.4 54.9 

B 13.2 40.3 

peptide 67-75 IEINGQLVF 

peptide 81-89 GGFPYEKDL
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T cell donor AH, FLA haplotype: A2, All; B8, B35 

See induction of GM-CSF secretion by Line 4 T cells stimulated with: 

peptides 9-17 (SVAPPPEEV); 77-85 (KLENGGFPY); 104-112 (KITNSRPPC); 

105-113 (ITNSRPPCV) 

[05891 As shown in TABLE 10, T cell clones from the donor expressing the A2, 

A3, B18, and B44 HLA haplotypes stimulated against the 15mer corresponding 

to amino acid residues 72-86 of C35 or the 9mer corresponding to amino acids 

77-85 showed minimal lytic activity on EBV-B target cells that had not been 

pulsed with either peptide. However, a high level of lytic activity was observed 

with the EBV-B cells pulsed with either peptide (78.5 % and 97.1% for peptide 

72-86 and peptide 77-85, respectively). Similarly, T cells from the same donor 

.raised against the 9 mer corresponding to amino acids 22-30 of C35 did not lyse 

target cells not pulsed with with the peptide, but were very active in lysing target 

cells pulsed with the peptide. Notably, however, target cells pulsed with the 

15mer corresponding to amino acids 17-31 of C35 exhibited minimal lysis even 

though it contains the 9mer 22-30. T cell clones from another donor expressing 

the A3, A66, B8 and B41 HLA haplotypes stimulated against the 9mers 

corresponding to amino acids 67-75 and 81-89 of C35 exhibited moderate lytic 

activity (54.9% and 40.3%, respectively) onEBV-B target cells pulsed with these 

peptides.  

[05901 The high level of lytic activity observed with EBV-B cells pulsed with 

either the 9mer p77-85 or the 15mer p72-86 demonstrates that in some instances 

larger peptides comprising a C35 peptide epitope are effective in stimulating a T 

cell response similar to that achieved with the actual epitope. However, the fact 

that minimal lysis was observed with p17-31 even though it contained a C35 

peptide epitope, p22-3 0, that triggered significant lytic activity, demonstrates that 

this effect is not seen in every instance.
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EXAMPLE 10: 

Monoclonal Antibodies Specific for C35 

Immunization protocols: 

[0591] In order to generate monoclonal antibodies specific for C35, BALB/cByJ 

mice were immunized using one of three methods.  

[05921 1. A syngeneic mouse fibrosarcoma cell line, BCA34, was 

transduced to express human C35 by infecting cells with C35 recombinant 

retrovirus. Stable C35 expressing cells were selected for resistance to G418.  

Two million cells were injected per mouse, and spleens were removed 23 days 

later for fusion with NS 1 mouse myeloma cells, employing methods well known 

to those practiced in the art.  

[05931 2. Line 1, a poorly immunogenic mouse small cell lung carcinoma, 

was transduced to express C35 as described above for BCA34. Mice were 

immunized with 20,000 cells, and spleens were removed 20 days later for fusion 

with NS I mouse myeloma cells.  

[0594] 3. Mice received an intraperitoneal injection of 10 million pfu of a 

vaccinia virus recombinant for human C35, VV.hC35. Spleens were removed 

after 15 days for fusion with NSI mouse myeloma cells.  

Screening hybridoma clones by ELISA.  

[05951 ELISA assay were used to screen antibodies secreted by 500-1000 

hybridoma clones from each fusion for reactivity and specificity for C35. ELISA 

plates were coated with C35 protein or Beta galactosidase as a negative control.  

Both proteins were generated and purified from E.coli in a similar fashion, 

including cleavage of selection tags. Supernatants from hybridoma clones were 

then incubated on the coated plates, followed by incubation with anti-mouse 

antibodies labeled with horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and detection with OPD
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substrate. Clones that reacted strongly with C35 protein but did not react with 0

galactosidase were selected for further characterization. Each selected hybridoma 

clone was subcloned several times to develop a stable antibody-producing cell 

line. Table 11 lists the clones with confirmed specificity for C35. In several 

cases, antibody specificity was confirmed by Western blot of a C35 protein gel 

orby immunohistochenical staining as described below. Immunoglobulinheavy 

and light chain genes were cloned and sequenced from three C35 specific 

hybridomas of which two were determined to be identical.  

Table 11: Hybridoma clones with demonstrated specificity for C35 

CLONE Immunization Isotype Reactivity Variable region genes 

1B2 BCA34.hC35 IgM 

1B3* BCA34.hC35 IgG1 Western 

1E 11 BCA34.hC35 IgGI cloned (same as 1F2) 

1F2 BCA34.hC35 IgG1 Western, IHC cloned (same as E 1) 

3E9 BCA34.hC35 

3E 10* BCA34.hC35 IgG1 Western 

KC5 LineI.hC35 IgM 
11B10 VV.hC35 1gM Westem cloned 

* antibody 1B3 is identical in sequence to antibody 3E10 

[0596] FIG. 19 shows a representative ELISA experiment. All clones were tested 

in triplicate on at least 3 separate occasions.  

III. Western Blot Immunodetection 

[05971 Western Blot Immunodetection was performed with supemantants from 

selected hybridoma clones. Antibodies from 4 hybridomas (1B3, 1F2, 3E10, 

1 1B 10) reacted specifically with hC35 protein in this assay. In these experiments, 

100 ng of purified recombinant C35 protein or control p-galactosidase protein 

was loaded in each lane of an 18% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Gels were 

transferred to PVDF membrane, as is well known to those practiced in the art.  

Membranes were blocked with Tris buffered saline (TBS), including Tween-20
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and 5% non-fat dry milk. Each blot was incubated with various dilutions of 

hybridoma supernatants as the primary antibody, followed by incubation with a 

secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to HRP, and detected with 

the chemiluminescent substrate, ECL. Results for antibodies 1B3, 1F2, and 

3E10 are shown in FIG. 20. Similar results were obtained with 11B1O (not 

shown).  

IV. Immunohistochemistry.  

[05981 ELISA and Western Blot data show that these monoclonal antibodies 

react with recombinant C35 protein. In addition, monoclonal antibody IF2 was 

shown to have utility for immunohistochemical staining of primary breast tumor 

sections. FIG. 21 demonstrates that monoclonal antibody 1F2 can detect high 

levels of endogenous C35 expression in human breast tumors, with little or no 

staining of normal breast tissue. Antibody was affinity purified from IF2 

hybridoma supernatant. Paraffin-embedded slides were deparaffinized with 

xylene and rehydrated through graded alcohols. Target retrieval was achieved 

through steam and high pH treatment. Sections were blocked with normal serum, 

incubated with affinitypurified 1F2 (5mg/ml), followed byVector ABC universal 

detection kit and development with DAB substrate. Slides were counterstained 

with hematoxylin, dehydrated with EtOH/xylene, and coverslipped.  

[0599] FIG. 21 demonstrates strong staining of a section of invasive breast 

adenocarcinoma from patient 01A6, while normal breast tissue from the same 

patient is negative. Staining with the antibody could be competed with soluble 

C35 protein, but not with the irrelevant protein p-galactosidase (data not shown), 

this demonstrates that staining is specific for C35.
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V. Cloning Variable Region Genes of Monoclonal Antibodies 

[06001 Once specificity of individual clones was confirmed, cell pellets of the 

hybridoma clones and the fusion partnerNS1 were snap frozen at-80"C for later 

cloning of variable region genes. RNA was extracted from the cell pellets and 

full-length cDNA was generated using Invitrogen's Generacer Kit. Briefly, the 

5' end of the RNA is decapped, then ligated to Generacer 5' oligo. Reverse 

strand cDNA is generated using oligo-dT primers and reverse transcriptase.  

Double stranded cDNA was amplified by PCR using gene racer oligo as the 5' 

primer and a 3' primer designed from a conserved sequence in the IgG1 constant 

region. PCR products were cloned and sequenced. Clones were identified that 

had unique sequences when compared to those of the fusion partner. The 

sequences were submitted to IgBLAST on the NCBI database to map the variable 

region framework and complementarity determining regions (CDR). To confirm 

that these V-genes are specific for C35, recombinant antibodies encoding these 

sequences have been generated and expressed in vitro and assayed by ELISA and 

Western (data not shown).  

[06011 The sequences of two unique monoclonal antibody V-genes are shown 

below. Clones 1F2 and 1EI I have identical V-genes. Bold indicates CDR 

regions. Underline indicates framework regions.  

1E11/1F2 V-GENES: 

Kappa 

arggattttcaggtgcagattttcagcttectgetaatcagtgcetcagtcagaatgtccagaggacaaattattctc 
acccagftetccagcaacagttgctec gtgccagctcaagtgt 

aagttacatgaae cecaactgt-acacacatccaacetg 

gettet c cttccteacaatcascagcioatggag 

ctga :tgc cact~acgccaacagtatcatagttacccacccacgqtggggggggacagct 

geaaataaaa
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IGGI 

~aactc acacatctaa aac 

3E10 V-GENE: 

KAPPA 

a 

IGG I 

gga 2atgaaiggtcataagctacagtggtggcactta 

ctcacacccaa caaaaccatct-a~~ 

atc~atc aacaaatcityaegtctcaggggetttet
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EXAMPLE 11 

C35 is an oncogene for normal breast epithelial cells 

[06021 C35 is a gene of unknown fiction that we have previously shown is 

overexpressed in a large fraction ofhuman breast and bladder tumors. Antibody 

to C35 inhibits growth ofC35 positive tumor cells in vitro. This suggests that the 

C35 gene product may play a role in signal transduction on the tumor cell 

membrane and raises the possibility that C35 is an oncogene. Growth of colonies 

in soft agar is an accepted measure of anchorage independence, a property that 

distinguishes cells that have undergone tumor transformation from normal cells.  

In order to assay the oncogenic activity of C35, a line of immortalized, non

tumorigenic breast epithelial cells (H16N2) was transected with pTag.hC35 

recombinant for the full length C35 gene, with empty pTag vector alone (pCMV

tag mammalian expression vector, Stratagene Corporation, Lolla, CA) or with 

ras, a known oncogene. Formation of colonies in soft agar, indicative of 

transformation, was assessed and compared to 21-MTI breast tumor cells (see 

Table 12 below). The results show a factor of 10 increase in the number of soft 

agar colonies formed following transfection with C35. This is comparable to the 

frequency of colonies formed following transfection with ras or that result when 

the 21-MTI tumor line is plated in soft agar.  

[06031 Transformed colonies were picked from soft agar and it was attempted to 

propagate them in liquid medium in 24-well plates. The small number of 

apparent colonies recovered following transfection with the vector control could 

not be successfully propagated in liquid culture. In contrast, colonies recovered 

following transfection with C35 or with ras have been successfully established 

as cell lines. It appears that even the small number of control colonies recovered 

from soft agar represent abortive growth.
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Table 12 C35 Transforms Human Breast Epithelial Cells 

Cell Line # of colonies Propagated? 

H16N2.pTag (vector control) 14 No 

H16N2.pTag-hC35 150 Yes 

H16N2.ras (positive control) 250 Yes 

21-MTI (metastatic tumor line, C35) 94 Yes 

[0604] The fact that C35 appears to contribute to the transformed phenotype of 

tumor cells enhances the potential utility of a C35-based cancer vaccine or C35

specific antibodies as therapeutic agents for breast and bladder cancer. Immune 

evasion by down regulation of C35 gene expression in tumor cells or down 

regulation of C35 expression at the tumor surface membrane is less likely to be 

an obstacle to successful C35-based immunotherapy if the C35 gene product is 

required to maintain the tumor phenotype.  

EXAMPLE 12 

FLUORESCENCE POLARIZATION TO MONITOR MHC-PEPTIDE 
INTERACTIONS IN SOLUTION 

[06051 Fluorescence is characterized by a process of absorption of incident 

radiation at one wavelength, followed by the emission of radiation at another 

wavelength. This behavior was first described by G. G. Stokes (1852) in the form 

of Stokes' Law of Fluorescence in which he stated that fluorescence (emission) 

always appears at a wavelength greater than the wavelength of the incident 

(excitation) radiation.  

[06061 This behavior was successfully explained by A. Einstein (1905) using 

Planck's quantum hypothesis. A quantum of incident light with an energy of 

Eexcit is absorbed by the fluorescent molecule raising its energy to Eexcit. This 

is quickly followed by a downward transition of the molecule to one of the
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vibration levels in the ground state, Eemiss, with the emission of a quantum of 

light.  

[06071 Byusing a fluorescent dye to label a small molecule, its binding to another 

molecule of equal or greater size can be monitored using fluorescence 

polarization (FP). FP operates on the principle that small molecules rotate faster 

than large molecules. If a molecule is labeled with a fluorophore, this rotation can 

be measured by exciting the fluorophore with plane polarized light and then 

measuring the emitted light with polarizers parallel and perpendicular to the plane 

of excitation to determine if it is still oriented in the same plane as it was when 

excited. If a fluorophore is labeled on a small molecule it will rotate in the time 

between excitation and emission and the light emitted will be depolarized. If the 

labeled molecule binds to a large molecule (effectivelyincreasing its overall size) 

the molecule will not rotate in the time between excitation and emission, and the 

light emitted will be polarized resulting in a polarization change between the free 

and bound forms. For convenience, units are usually 1000 nP = P 

[06081 The kinetics of association between HLA-A*0201 and a specific 

fluorescent-labeled peptide was determined in the presence of a test competitor 

peptide at 100 gM. Binding increases over time until it plateaus when specific 

binding reaches equilibrium at Ymax. If the added test-competitor is able to 

compete, equilibrium will be reached faster but with less binding. Ymax can be 

used to calculate % inhibition if the system is calibrated with an irrelevant 

competitor (0%) and a relevant competitor (100%). In this case, the irrelevant 

competitor was the HLA-B*2705 binding (non-HLA-A*0201 binding) peptide 

GRAFVTIGK while the relevant competitor was the known HLA-A*0201 

binding peptide KLGEFYNQMM. To obtain Ymax, the curves are fitted to a 

mono-exponential association model using non-linear regression.  

106091 The following eight peptides (based on amino acid sequence of SEQ ID 

NO:2 were found to have High to Medium binding capacity to HLA-A*0201 as 

reflected by relative inhibition of binding of the relevant competitor.
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Peptide % inhibition 

S9 to V17 96.9 

125 to A33 94.9 

S21 to Y29 90.8 

I105 to V113 86.4 

F65 to L73 74.8 

G22 to A30 67 

T38 to V46 47.3 

G61 to 169 46.5 

106101 A similar analysis was conducted with C35 peptides that bind to soluble 

HLA-B*0702 employing a fluorescent labeled HLA-B*0702 binding standard 

and suitable relevant and irrelevant peptides to calibrate inhibition of binding by 

test peptides. Note that these inhibition values are sensitive to the choice and 

concentration ofboth MHC molecule and specific fluorescent peptides under the 

same assay conditions. It is not meaningful, however, to compare HLA-A*0201 

and HLA-B*0702 inhibition values. As shown below, six C35-derived peptides 

nine amino acids in length were found to have high or medium relative binding 

affinity to HLA-B*0702.  

Peptide % Inhibition 

K104 to Al 12 69.4 (analog with Ala substituted for Cys at 112) 

N107 to Li 15 68.2 (analog with Ala substituted for Cys at 112) 

E4 to P12 54.6 

G63 to G71 51.4 

1105 to V113 45.2 (analog with Ala substituted for Cys at 112) 

T62 to N70 38.8
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EXAMPLE 13 

Construction of N-Terminal and/or C-Terminal Deletion Mutants 

[06111 The following general approach may be used to clone a N-terminal or 

C-terminal deletion C35 deletion mutant. Generally, two oligonucleotide primers 

of about 15-25 nucleotides are derived from the desired 5' and 3' positions of a 

polynucleotide of SEQ ID NO:1. The 5' and 3' positions of the primers are 

determined based on the desired C35 polynucleotide fragment. An initiation and 

stop codon are added to the 5' and 3'primers respectively, ifnecessary, to express 

the C35 polypeptide fragment encoded by the polynucleotide fragment. Preferred 

C35 polynucleotide fragments are those encoding the candidate MHC class I and 

MHC class II binding peptides disclosed above in the "Polynucleotide and 

Polypeptide Fragments" section of the Specification.  

[06121 Additional nucleotides containing restriction sites to facilitate cloning of 

the C35 polynucleotide fragment in a desired vector may also be added to the 5' 

and 3' primer sequences. The C35 polynucleotide fragment is amplified from 

genomic DNA or from the cDNA clone using the appropriate PCR 

oligonucleotide primers and conditions discussed herein or known in the art. The 

C35 polypeptide fragments encoded by the C35 polynucleotide fragments of the 

present invention may be expressed and purified in the same general manner as 

the full length polypeptides, although routine modifications maybe necessary due 

to the differences in chemical and physical properties between a particular 

fragment and full length polypeptide.  

[06131 As a means of exemplifying but not limiting the present invention, the 

polynucleotide encoding the C35 polypeptide fragment is amplified and cloned 

as follows: A 5' primer is generated comprising a restriction enzyme site 

followed by an initiation codon in frame with the polynucleotide sequence 

encoding theN-terminal portion of an HC binding peptide epitope listed in any 

of Tables I through 6. A complementary 3' primer is generated comprising a 

restriction enzyme site followed by a stop codon in frame with the polynucleotide
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sequence encoding C-terminal portion of a C35 MHC binding peptide epitope 

listed in any of Tables 1 through 6.  

[06141 The amplified polynucleotide fragment and the expression vector are 

digested with restriction enzymes which recognize the sites in the primers. The 

digested polynucleotides are then ligated together. The C35 polynucleotide 

fragment is inserted into the restricted expression vector, preferably in a manner 

which places the C35 polypeptide fragment coding region downstream from the 

promoter. The ligation mixture is transformed into competent E. coli cells using 

standard procedures and as described in the Examples herein. Plasmid DNA is 

isolated from resistant colonies and the identity of the cloned DNA confirmed by 

restriction analysis, PCR and DNA sequencing.  

EXAMPLE 14 

Protein Fusions of C35 

[0615] C35 polypeptides are preferably fused to other proteins. These fusion 

proteins can be used for a variety of applications. For example, fusion of C35 

polypeptides to His-tag, HA-tag, protein A, IgG domains, and maltose binding 

protein facilitates purification. (See Example 5; see also EP A 394,827; 

Traunecker et al., Nature 331:84-86 (1988).) Similarly, fusion to IgG-1, IgG-3, 

and albumin increases the halflife time in vivo. Nuclear localization signals fused 

to C35 polypeptides can target the protein to a specific subcellular localization, 

while covalent heterodimer or homodimers can increase or decrease the activity 

of a fusion protein. Fusion proteins can also create chimeric molecules having 

more than one function. Finally, fusion proteins can increase solubility and/or 

stability of the fused protein compared to the non-fused protein. All of the types 

of fusion proteins described above can be made by modifying the following 

protocol, which outlines the fusion of a polypeptide to an IgG molecule.  

[06161 Briefly, the human Fc portion of the IgG molecule can be PCR amplified, 

using primers that span the 5' and 3' ends of the sequence described below. These
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primers also should have convenient restriction enzyme sites that will facilitate 

cloning into an expression vector, preferably a mammalian expression vector.  

[0617] For example, if pC4 (Accession No. 209646) is used, the human Fc 

portion can be ligated into the BamHI cloning site. Note that the 3' BamHI site 

should be destroyed. Next, the vector containing the human Fc portion is 

re-restricted with BamHI, linearizing the vector, and C35 polynucleotide, isolated 

by the PCR protocol described in Example 1, is ligated into this BamHI site.  

Note that the C35 polynucleotide is cloned without a stop codon, otherwise a 

fusion protein will not be produced.  

[0618] If the naturally occurring signal sequence is used to produce the secreted 

protein, pC4 does not need a second signal peptide. Alternatively, if the naturally 

occurring signal sequence is not used, the vector can be modified to include a 

heterologous signal sequence. (See, e.g., WO 96/34891.) 

Human IgG Fc region: 

GGGATCCGGAGCCCAAATCTTCTGACAAAACTCACACATGCCCACCGTGCCCA 

GCACCTGAATTCGAGGGTGCACCGTCAGTCTTCCTCTTCCCCCCAAAACCCAA 
GGACACCCTCATGATCTCCCGGACTCCTGAGGTCACATGCGTGGTTGGACG 

TAAGCCACGAAGACCCTGAGGTCAAGTTCAACTGGTACGTGGACGGCGTGGAG 

GTGCATAATGCCAAGACAAAGCCGCGGGAGGAGCAGTACAACAGCACGTACCG 

TGTGGTCAGCGTCCTCACCGTCCTGCACCAGGACTGGCTGAATGGCAAGGAGT 

ACAAGTGCAAGGTCTCCAACAAAGCCCTCCCAACCCCATCGAGAAAACCATC 

TCCAAAGCCAAAGGGCAGCCCCGAGAACCACAGGTGTACACCCTGCCCCCATC 

SCCGGGATGAGCTGACCAAGAACCAGGTCAGCCTGACCTGCCTGGTCAAAGGCT 

TCTATCCAAGCGACATCGCCGTGGAGTGGGAGAGCAATGGGCAGCCGGAGAAC 

AACTACAAGACCACGCCTCCCGTGCTGGACTCCGACGGCTCCTTCTTCCTCTA 

CAGCAAGCTCACCGTGGACAAGAGCAGGTGGCAGCAGGGGAACGTCTTCTCAT 

GCTCCGTGATGCATGAGGCTCTGCACAACCACTACACGCAGAAGAGCCTCTCC 

CTGTCTCCGGGTAAATGAGTGCGACGGCCGCGACTCTAGAGGAT (SEQ ID 

NO: [84])
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[06191 A preferred fusion product is fusion of a C35 peptide to the amino 

terminus of an MHC molecule in such fashion that the peptide will naturally 

occupy the MHC peptide binding groove. Kang, X. et al., Cancer Res. 57:202-5 

(1997) have reported that such fusion proteins can be employed in vaccine 

compositions that are especially effective for stimulation of specific T cells.  

EXAMPLE 15 

Method of Detecting Abnormal Levels of C35 in a Biological Sample 

[06201 C35 polypeptides can be detected in a biological sample, and if an 

increased or decreased level of C35 is detected, this polypeptide is a marker for 

a particular phenotype. Methods of detection are numerous, and thus, it is 

understood that one skilled in the art can modify the following assay to fit their 

particular needs.  

[06211 For example, antibody-sandwich ELISAs are used to detect C35 in a 

sample, preferably a biological sample. Wells of a microtiter plate are coated 

with specific antibodies to C35, at a final concentration of 0.2 to 10 ug/mI. The 

antibodies are either monoclonal or polyclonal. The wells are blocked so that 

non-specific binding of C35 to the well is reduced.  

106221 The coated wells are then incubated for > 2 hours at RT with a sample 

containing C35. Preferably, serial dilutions of the sample should be used to 

validate results. The plates are then washed three times with saline to remove 

unbounded C35.  

[06231 Next, 50 ul of specific antibody-alkaline phosphatase conjugate that 

recognizes a C35 antigenic determinant which does not overlap with that 

recognized by the plate bound antibody, at a concentration of 25-400 ng, is added 

and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. The plates are again washed three 

times with deionized or distilled water to remove unbounded conjugate.  

[06241 Add 75 ul of 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP) or p-nitrophenyl 

phosphate (NPP) substrate solution to each well and incubate 1 hour at room
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temperature. Measure the reaction by a microtiter plate reader. Prepare a 

standard curve, using serial dilutions of a control sample, and plot C35 

polypeptide concentration on the X-axis (log scale) and fluorescence or 

absorbance on the Y-axis (linear scale). Interpolate the concentration of the C35 

in the sample using the standard curve.  

EXAMPLE 16 

Formulating a Polypeptide 

[0625] The C35 composition will be formulated and dosed in a fashion consistent 

with good medical practice, taking into account the clinical condition of the 

individual patient (especially the side effects of treatment with the C35 

polypeptide alone), the site of delivery, the method of administration, the 

scheduling of administration, and other factors known to practitioners. The 

"effective amount" for purposes herein is thus determined by such considerations.  

106261 As a general proposition, the total pharmaceutically effective amount of 

C35 administered parenterally per dose will be in the range of about 1 ug/kg/day 

to 10 mg/kg/day of patient body weight, although, as noted above, this will be 

subject to therapeutic discretion. More preferably, this dose is at least 0.01 

mg/kg/day, and most preferably for humans between about 0.01 and1 mg/kg/day.  

If given continuously, C35 is typically administered at a dose rate of about I 

ug/kg/hour to about 50 ug/kg/hour, either by 1-4 injections per day or by 

continuous subcutaneous infusions, for example, using a mini-pump. An 

intravenous bag solution may also be employed. The length of treatment needed 

to observe changes and the interval following treatment for responses to occur 

appears to vary depending on the desired effect.  

[06271 Pharmaceutical compositions containing C35 are administered orally, 

rectally, parenterally, intracistemally, intravaginally, intraperitoneally, topically 

(as by powders, ointments, gels, drops or transdermal patch), bucally, or as an 

oral or nasal spray. "Pharmaceutically acceptable carrier" refers to a non-toxic
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solid, semisolid or liquid filler, diluent, encapsulating material or formulation 

auxiliary of any type. The term "parenteral" as used herein refers to modes of 

administration which include intravenous, intramuscular, intraperitoneal, 

intrasternal, subcutaneous and intraarticular injection and infusion.  

[06281 C35 is also suitably administered by sustained-release systems. Suitable 

examples of sustained-release compositions include semi-permeable polymer 

matrices in the form of shaped articles, e.g., films, or mirocapsules.  

Sustained-release matrices include polylactides (U.S. Pat. No. 3,773,919, EP 

58,481), copolymers of L-glutamic acid and gamma-ethyl-L-glutamate (Sidman, 

U. et al., Riopolymers 22:547-556 (1983)), poly (2- hydroxyethyl methacrylate) 

(R. Langer et al., J. Biomed. Mater. Res. 15:167-277 (1981), and R. Langer, 

Chem. Tech. 12:98-105 (1982)), ethylene vinyl acetate (R. Langer et al.) or 

poly-D-(-)-3-hydoxybutyric acid (EP 133,988). Sustained-release compositions 

also include liposomally entrapped C35 polypeptides. Liposomes containing the 

C35 are prepared by methods known per se: DE 3,218,121; Epstein et al., Proc.  

Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA 82:3688-3692 (1985); Hwang et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.  

USA 77:4030-4034 (1980); EP 52,322; EP 36,676; EP 88,046; EP 143,949; EP 

142,641; Japanese Pat. Appl. 83-118008; U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,485,045 and 

4,544,545; and EP 102,324. Ordinarily, the liposomes are of the small (about 

200-800 Angstroms) unilamellar type in which the lipid content is greater than 

about 30 mol. percent cholesterol, the selected proportion being adjusted for the 

optimal secreted polypeptide therapy.  

[06291 For parenteral administration, in one embodiment, C35 is formulated 

generally by mixing it at the desired degree of purity, in a unit dosage injectable 

form (solution, suspension, or emulsion), with a pharmaceutically acceptable 

carrier, i.e., one that is non-toxic to recipients at the dosages and concentrations 

employed and is compatible with other ingredients of the formulation. For 

example, the formulation preferably does not include oxidizing agents and other 

compounds that are known to be deleterious to polypeptide.
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[0630] Generally, the formulations are preparedby contacting C35 uniformlyand 

intimately with liquid carriers or finely divided solid carriers or both. Then, if 

necessary, the product is shaped into the desired formulation. Preferably the 

carrier is a parenteral carrier, more preferably a solution that is isotonic with the 

blood of the recipient. Examples of such carrier vehicles include water, saline, 

Ringer's solution, and dextrose solution. Non-aqueous vehicles such as fixed oils 

and ethyl oleate are also useful herein, as well as liposomes.  

[0631] The carrier suitably contains minor amounts of additives such as 

substances that enhance isotonicity and chemical stability. Such materials are 

non-toxic to recipients at the dosages and concentrations employed, and include 

buffers such as phosphate, citrate, succinate, acetic acid, and other organic acids 

ortheir salts; antioxidants such as ascorbic acid, low molecular weight (less than 

about ten residues) polypeptides, e.g., polyarginine or tripeptides; proteins, such 

as serum albumin, gelatin, or immunoglobulins; hydrophilic polymers such as 

polyvinylpyrrolidone; amino acids, such as glycine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, 

or arginine; monosaccharides, disaccharides, and other carbohydrates including 

cellulose or its derivatives, glucose, manose, or dextrins; chelating agents such 

as EDTA; sugar alcohols such as mannitol or sorbitol; counterions such as 

sodium; and/or nonionic surfactants such as polysorbates, poloxamers, or PEG.  

[06321 C35 is typically formulated in such vehicles at a concentration of about 

0.1 mg/ml to 100 mg/mil, preferably 1-10 mg/ml, at a pH of about 3 to 8. It will 

be understood that the use of certain of the foregoing excipients, carriers, or 

stabilizers will result in the formation of polypeptide salts.  

[06331 C35 used for therapeutic administration can be sterile. Sterility is readily 

accomplished by filtration through sterile filtration membranes (e.g., 0.2 micron 

membranes). Therapeutic polypeptide compositions generally are placed into a 

container having a sterile access port, for example, an intravenous solution bag 

or vial having a stopper pierceable by a hypodermic injection needle.  

[06341 C35 polypeptides ordinarily will be stored in unit or multi-dose 

containers, for example, sealed ampoules or vials, as an aqueous solution or as
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a lyophilized formulation for reconstitution. As an example of a lyophilized 

formulation, 10-ml vials are filled with 5 ml of sterile-filtered 1% (w/v) aqueous 

C35 polypeptide solution, and the resulting mixture is lyophilized. The infusion 

solution is prepared by reconstituting the lyophilized C35 polypeptide using 

bacteriostatic Water-for-Injection.  

[06351 The invention also provides a pharmaceutical pack or kit comprising one 

or more containers filled with one or more of the ingredients of the 

pharmaceutical compositions of the invention. Associated with such container(s) 

can be a notice in the form prescribed by a governmental agency regulating the 

manufacture, use or sale of pharmaceuticals or biological products, which notice 

reflects approval by the agency of manufacture, use or sale for human 

administration. In addition, C35 may be employed in conjunction with other 

therapeutic compounds.  

EXAMPLE 17 

C35 Peptide Mediated Cell Lysis 

[06361 T cell activity on various cell lines was analyzed. Specifically, T cells 

obtained from one human donor stimulated with peptide pulsed DCs were 

incubated with different cell line targets. The results are shown in Tables 13 and 

14.  

[0637] CD8+ cells were stimulated using DCs and pulsed autologous DCs as 

described in Example 8. DCs were pulsed with a K104-V1 13 peptide fragment 

of C35 with TCEP (K104-V113), a reducing agent to protect the cysteine 

contained in the peptide. DCs were also pulsed with a K104-V113 peptide 

fragment containing an alanine or serine substitution at amino acid position 112 

(K104-VI13-Ala andK104-VI13-Ser). DCs were also pulsed with aK104-V1 13 

peptide fragment of C35 containing a cysteinylated cysteine at amino acid 

position 112 (K104-V113-cys-cys).
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[06381 The target cells used in the experiment were as follows: a normal breast 

endothelial cell line which is HLA-A2 positive and has low levels of C35 

expression (H16.A2); a breast tumor cell line which is HLA-A2 negative and has 

high levels of C35 expression (21 NT); a breast tumor cell line which is HLA-A2 

positive and has high levels of C35 expression (21NT.A2); a cell line which is 

sensitive to non-specific killing byNK cells (K562); a head and neck cancer cell 

line which is HLA-A2 positive and does not express C35 (PCl-13); and the PCI

13 cell line pulsed with a 104-113 peptide fragment of C35 with a serine 

substitution at amino acid position 112 (PCI-13 K104-V113- Ser).  

[06391 Cell lysis was measured in a cytotoxicity "Cr release assay as described 

in Example 8. Raw chromium values, as measured from the supernatant from 

target cells used in the experiments, are shown in Table 13. The spontaneous 

values are from target cells incubated in medium with no CD8+ cells added. The 

maxium values are from target cells incubated in HC1 so that all cells are lysed.  

The percentage of cell lysed data is shown in Table 14.  

TABLE 13 

T cell donor SB, HLA haplotype: A2, A3; B18, B44 

Raw Chromium Values 

In vitro Stimulus H16.A2 21NT 21NT.A2 K562 PCI-13 PCI-13 

K104-V113

Ser 

DC 466 177 732 453 691 673 

K104-V113-Ala 479 155 763 246 468 746 

K104-V113-Ser 584 185 3228 323 581 2588
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K104-V113- 440 171 1329 287 486 1772 

cys-cys I 

K104-V113 483 137 1429 311 804 1403 

Spontaneous 425 173 440 267 543 538 

Maximum 6628 2654 4853 2481 3962 4029 

% Spontaneous 6.4 6.5 9.1 10.8 13.7 13.4 

TABLE 14 

T ceil donor SB, HLA haplotype: A2, A3; B18, B44 

Percentage of Target Cells Lysed 

In vitro H16.A2 21NT 21NT.A2 K562 PCI-13 PcI-13 

Stimulus K104-V113

Ser 

DC 0.7 0.2 6.6 8.4 4.3 3.9 

K104-V113-AIa 0.9 -0.7 7.3 -0.9 -2.2 6.0 

K104-V113-Ser 2.6 0.5 63.2 2.5 1.1 58.7 

K104-V113- 0.2 -0.1 20.1 0.9 -1.7 35.3 

cys-Cys 

K104-V113 0.9 -1.5 22.4 2.0 7.6 24.8
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[06401 The cytotoxcity"Cr release assay was repeated with the same CD8+ cells 

which received in vitro stimulus using C35 peptides described above and in 

Example 8. In addition to the cell lines described above, the 21NT.A2 breast 

tumor cell line pulsed with a K104-V113 C35 peptide fragment containing a 

serine substitution at amino acid position 112 (21NT.A2-Ser) was used. Various 

melanoma cell lines were also used as target cells. Melanoma cell lines 1700 

(Mel 1700), 501 (Mel 501) and F002 (Mel F002) are HLA-A2 positive and 

express C35. Melanoma cell line 1359 (Mel 1359) is HLA-A2 negative and 

expresses C35. The effector to target cell ratio was 30:1 for this experiment.  

CD8+ cells used in the experiment have been maintained in IL-2 for 12 days after 

the fourth stimulation. Raw chromium values, as measured from the supernatant 

from target cells used in the experiments, are shown in Table 15. The percentage 

of lysed cells is shown in Table 16.  

TABLE 15 

T cell donor SB, HLA haplotype: A2, A3; B18, B44 

Raw Chromium Values 

In vitro 16.A2 21NT.A2 21NT.A2-Ser K562 

Stimulus 

DC 916 2383 2470 1403 

K104-V113-Ala 829 1365 2423 815 

K104-V113-Ser 1018 4957 4762 974 

K104-V113- 1024 2337 4474 1713 

cys-cys 

K104-V113 948 2753 3729 1156
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Spontaneous 729 875 855 619 

Maximum 5848 8521 7830 7356 

In vitro Mel 1700 Mel 1359 Mel 501 Mel F002 

Stimulus I 

DC 1743 2443 2470 1403 

K104-V113-Ala 1543 3050 2423 815 

K104-V113-Ser 2951 2357 4762 974 

K104-V113- 1857 2299 4474 1713 

cys-cys 

K104-V113 1964 2758 3729 1156 

Spontaneous 1387 2050 1637 1716 

Maximum 7887 12157 8953 8003 

TABLE 16 

T cell donor SB, KLA haplotype: A2, A3; B18, B44 

Percentage of Target Cells Lysed 

In vitro H16.A2 21NT.A2 21NT.A2-Ser K562 

Stimulus 

DC 3.7 19.7 23.2 11.6
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K104-V113-Ala 2.0 6.4 22.5 2.9 

K104-V113-Ser 5.6 53.4 56.0 5.3 

K104-V113- 5.8 19.1 51.9 16.2 

cys-cys 

K104-V113 4.3 24.6 41.5 8.0 

In vitro Mel 1700 Mel 1359 Mel 501 Mel F002 

Stimulus 

DC 5.5 3.9 15.8 11.5 

K104-V113-Ala 2.4 9.9 11.1 7.6 

K104-V113-Ser 24.1 3.0 45.3 15.1 

K104-V113- 7.2 2.5 21.2 11.2 

cys-cys 

K104-V113 8.9 7.0 36.0 15.7 

[06411 It will be clear that the invention may be practiced otherwise than as 

particularly described in the foregoing description and examples. Numerous 

modifications and variations of the present invention are possible in light of 

the above teachings and, therefore, within the scope of the appended claims, 

the invention may be practiced otherwise than as particularly described.  

[06421 The entire disclosure of each document cited (including patents, patent 

applications, journal articles, abstracts, laboratory manuals, books, or other 

disclosures) in the Background of the Invention, Detailed Description, 

Examples, and Sequence Listing is hereby incorporated herein by reference.
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[06431 It will be clear that the invention may be practiced otherwise than 

as particularly described in the foregoing description and examples.  

Numerous modifications and variations of the present invention are possible 

in light of the above teachings and, therefore, within the scope of the 

appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as 

particularly described.  

[06441 The entire disclosure of each document cited (including patents, 

patent application s, journal articles, abstracts, laboratory manuals, books, or 

other disclosures) in the Background to the Invention, Detailed Description, 

Examples, and Sequence Listing is hereby incorporated herein by reference.  

106451 Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, unless 

the context requires otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as 

"comprises" and "comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of 

a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps but not the exclusion of 

any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.  

[06461 The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should 

not be taken as, an acknowledgment or any form or suggestion that the prior 

art forms part of the common general knowledge in Australia.  

106471 The present application is a divisional application of Australian 

Patent Application No. 2003274463. the disclosures of which are herein 

incorporated by reference.  

23/09/09jb18226 new pages.doc.508
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The claims defining the invention are as follows.

1. An isolated pofypeptide comprising a peptide comprising two or more 

C35 peptide epitopes, wherein said peptide is selected from the group 

consisting of: amino acids T101 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V 113 of 

SEQ ]DNO:2, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

and L59 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and wherein said isolated polypeptide is not 

SEQ ID NO: 2, SEQ ID NO: 153, SEQ ID NO: 155, or amino acids E100 to 

R109 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

2. An isolated polypeptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope 

analog, wherein said C35 peptide epitope analog is selected from the group 

consisting of:: 

for the peptide epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs 

with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid 

residue; for the peptide epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the 

analogs with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the sixth 

amino acid residue and/or the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 

K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID NO: 2 and FIG. IB, the analog with valine substituted 

for tyrosine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope K104 to 

Cl 12 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analogs with alanine, glycine or leucine 

substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 

K104 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs with alanine, serine, 

glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the 

peptide epitope 1105 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs with 

either leucine or methionine substituted for threonine at the second amino acid 

residue and/or alanine, serine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the eighth 

amino acid residue; and for the peptide epitope N107 to L 115 of SEQ ID NO:2
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and FIG. IB, the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at 

the sixth amino acid residue.  

3. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids TIO to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

4. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids E1OO to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

5. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

6. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids 193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

7. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

8. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids P84 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

9. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

10. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids Q72 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

11. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids F65 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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12. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 1, wherein said peptide is 

amino acids L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

13. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

1B, the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the ninth 

amino acid residue.  

14. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

IB, the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

sixth amino acid residue and/or the ninth amino acid residue.  

15. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope K77 to Y85 of SEQ ID NO: 2 and FIG.  

1B, the analog with valine substituted for tyrosine at the ninth amino acid 

residue.  

16.' An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope K104 to C112 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B, the analog with alanine, glycine or leucine substituted for cysteine at 

the ninth amino acid residue.  

17. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope K104 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB, the analog with alanine, glycine, serine or leucine substituted for 

cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue.  

18. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope 1105 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. IB, the analog with either leucine or methionine substituted for threonine
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at the second amino acid residue and/or alanine, serine or glycine substituted for 

cysteine at the eighth amino acid residue.  

19. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 2, wherein said C35 peptide 

epitope analog is, for the peptide epitope N107 to LI 15 of SEQ ID NO:2 and 

FIG. 1B, the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the 

sixth amino acid residue.  

20. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 100 amino acids in length.  

21. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 95 amino acids in length.  

22. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 90 amino acids in length.  

23. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 85 amino acids in length.  

24. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 80 amino acids in length.  

25. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 75 amino acids in length.  

26. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 70 amino acids in length.
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27. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 65 amino acids in length.  

28. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 60 amino acids in length.  

29. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 55 amino acids in length.  

30. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 50 amino acids in length.  

31. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 45 amino acids in length.  

32. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 40 amino acids in length.  

33. An isolated polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-12, which is 

not more than 35 amino acids in length.  

34. A fusion protein comprising an isolated peptide comprising two or more 

C35 peptide epitopes, wherein said isolated peptide is selected from the group 

consisting of: amino acids TIO to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, EIOO to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to V113 of 

SEQ D NO:2, Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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35. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

36. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

37. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

G99 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

38. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

39. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

40. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids P84 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

41. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

42. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids Q72 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

43. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids F65 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

44. A fusion protein according to claim 34, wherein said isolated peptide is 

amino acids L59 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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45. A fusion protein according to claim 34, comprising a homopolymer of 

said isolated peptide.  

46. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids TIO to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

47. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids E100 to V1 13 of SEQ I) NO:2.  

48. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids G99 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

49. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids 193 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

50. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

51. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids P84 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

52. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

53. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids Q72 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

54. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids F65 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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55. A fusion protein according to claim 45, wherein said homopolymer is a 

homopolymer of amino acids L59 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

56. A fusion protein according to claim 34 comprising a heteropolymer of 

said isolated peptides.  

57. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

E1OO to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

58. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids E100 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids 

TIO to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 
K77 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

59. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids 

T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 
K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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60. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

TIOI to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2 D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

K77 to V113 5 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

61. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

TIO to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E1OO to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V1 13 

of SEQ ID NO:2, G193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to V 113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2, K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

62. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids P84 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

TIOI to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ I) NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

63. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

TI01 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2,193 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2,
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P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

64. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids Q72 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

65. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids F65 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, ElOO to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

P84 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

66. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids Q72 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids: 

T101 to V113 ofSEQIDNO:2,EOOto VI13ofSEQIDNO:2, G99toV113 

of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 
P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

67. A fusion protein according to claim 56, wherein said heteropolymer is a 

heteropolymer of amino acids L59 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 linked to at least 

one other isolated peptide selected from the group consisting of: amino acids:
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T101 to V113 of SEQ IDNO:2, E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, G99 to V113 

of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

P84 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, Q72 to VI 13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, and F65 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

68. A fusion protein according to claim 34, fused to a T helper peptide.  

69. A fusion protein according to claim 34, fused to a carrier.  

70. A fusion protein according to claim 34, linked to a lipid.  

71. An isolated polypeptide consisting of two or more C35 peptide epitopes, 

wherein said isolated polypeptide is selected from the group consisting of: 

amino acids T101 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

G99 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 193 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, D88 to V113 of 

SEQ ID NO:2, P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2, 

Q72 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, F65 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2, and L59 to VI 13 

of SEQ ID NO:2, and wherein said isolated polypeptide is not SEQ ID NO: 2, 

SEQ ID NO: 153, SEQ ID NO: 155, or amino acids E100 to R109 of SEQ ID 

NO:2.  

72. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is 

amino acids T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

73. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is-amino acids E100 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

74. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids G99 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.
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75. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids 193 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

76. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids D88 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

77. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids P84 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

78. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

79. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids Q72 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

80. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids F65 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

81. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 71, wherein said polypeptide 

is amino acids L59 to Vi 13 of SEQ ID NO:2.  

82. An isolated polypeptide comprising a peptide comprising at least one 

C35 peptide epitope analog, wherein said peptide is selected from the group 

consisting of the analog of peptide T101 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twelfth residue, the 

analog of peptide E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the thirteenth residue, the analog of 

peptide G99 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for cysteine at the fourteenth residue, the analog of peptide 193 to 

VI 13 of SEQ I) NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the
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cysteine at the twentieth residue, the analog of peptide D88 to V113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty

fifth residue, the analog of peptide P84 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either 

alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-ninth residue, the 

analog of peptide K77 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the thirty-sixth residue, the analog of peptide Q72 

to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-first residue, the analog of peptide F65 to V1 13 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the forty

eighth residue, and the analog of peptide L59 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the f1ifty-fourth residue.  

83. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide T101 

to the analog of peptide TIO to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or 

glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twelfth residue.  

84. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitome analog is the analog of peptide 

EOO to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for 

the cysteine at the thirteenth residue.  

85. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitome analog is the analog of peptide G99 

to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the fourteenth residue.  

86. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide 193
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to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twentieth residue.  

87. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide D88 

to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twenty-fifth residue.  

88. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide P84 

to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twenty-ninth residue.  

89. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide K77 

to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the thirty-sixth residue.  

90. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide Q72 

to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-first residue.  

91. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide F65 

to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-eighth residue.  

92. An isolated polypeptide according to claim 82, wherein said peptide 

comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog is the analog of peptide L59
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to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the fifty-fourth residue.  

93. A fusion protein comprising a peptide comprising at least one C35 

peptide epitope analog, wherein said peptide is selected from the group 

consisting of: for the peptide epitope G22 to C30 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, 

the analogs with either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the ninth 

amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 125 to C33 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

IB, the analogs with either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

sixth amino acid residue and/or the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide 

epitope K77 to Y85 of SEQ D) NO: 2 and FIG. 1B, the analog with valine 

substituted for tyrosine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide epitope 

K104 to C1 12 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analogs with alanine, glycine 

or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; for the peptide 

epitope K104 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. 1B, the analogs with alanine, 

glycine, seine or leucine substituted for cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue; 

for the peptide epitope 1105 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG. lB, the analogs 

with either leucine or methionine substituted for threonine at the second amino 

acid residue and/or alanine, serine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the 

eighth amino acid residue; and for the peptide epitope N107 to V 113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 and FIG. IB, the analog with either alanine or glycine substituted for 

cysteine at the sixth amino acid residue, the analog of peptide TIO to Vl13 of 

SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the 

twelfth residue, the analog of peptide E100 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for cysteine at the thirteenth residue, the 

analog of peptide G99 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for cysteine at the fourteenth residue, the analog of peptide 193 to 

V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the twentieth residue, the analog of peptide D88 to V 113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-
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fifth residue, the analog of peptide P84 to VI 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either 

alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the twenty-ninth residue, the 

analog of peptide K77 to V113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine 

substituted for the cysteine at the thirty-sixth residue, the analog of peptide Q72 

to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the 

cysteine at the forty-first residue, the analog of peptide F65 to V 113 of SEQ ID 

NO:2 having either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the forty

eighth residue, and the analog of peptide L59 to V1 13 of SEQ ID NO:2 having 

either alanine or glycine substituted for the cysteine at the fifty-fourth residue.  

94. A fusion protein according to claim 93 comprising a homopolymer of 

said peptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog.  

95. A fusion protein according to claim 93 comprising a heteropolymer of 

said peptides comprising at least one C35 peptide epitome analog.  

96. A composition comprising an isolated polypeptide according to any one 

of claims 1-33 or 71-92 and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.  

97. A composition comprising a fusion protein according to any one of 

claims 34-70 or 93-95 and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.  

98. An isolated peptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog, 

wherein said peptide epitope analog is K104 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

IB, wherein the cysteine at the ninth amino acid residue is cysteinylated.  

99. An isolated peptide comprising at least one C35 peptide epitope analog, 

wherein said peptide epitope analog is 1105 to V 113 of SEQ ID NO:2 and FIG.  

lB, wherein the cysteine at the eighth amino acid residue is cysteinylated.
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